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Summary information

Repository: Dalhousie University Archives
Title: Maritime School of Social Work fonds
Reference code: UA-22
Date: 1922-2001 (date of creation)
Language: English
Physical description: 65 m of textual records. - 65 metres of textual records
Note [generalNote]: Preferred citation: [Identification of item], Maritime School of Social Work fonds, UA-22, Box [box number], Folder [folder number], Dalhousie University Archives and Special Collections, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.

Administrative history / Biographical sketch

Note

The Maritime School of Social Work was incorporated in April 1941 as an independent school in response to a long recognized need for professionally educated social workers in the region. In the early years classes were taught by a cadre of volunteers drawn from various related professions under the supervision of the school's first director, Samuel Henry Prince. Professor of Sociology at Dalhousie and the University of King’s College, Prince created the school’s official emblem—a lighthouse emanating rays of light—a symbol of what he called “the epitome of the two-fold character of all social service: prevention and rescue.”

In 1944 Phyllis Burns became the school’s first full-time employee; she was appointed as Assistant Director and Registrar and was responsible for teaching classes in child and family welfare. In 1949 Lawrence T. Hancock was appointed as the first regular Director of the School, a position he held until 1973. It was during his tenure that the school amalgamated with Dalhousie University in 1969 and received accreditation in both Canada and the United States.

Initially falling under the auspices of the Faculty of Administration, the Maritime School of Social Work is currently one of eight schools and a college grouped within the university's Faculty of Health Professions. The political, social, cultural and economic conditions of the region continue to give direction to the school's teaching; specifically, its degree and certificate programs were designed to meet the needs of the region's Mi'kmaq population. It has maintained an affirmative action admissions program since the mid-1970s and makes special efforts to accommodate the diversity of its student population.

In the early 1980s the school added a Bachelor of Social Work (BSW) degree program, while the Masters program (MSW) was reorganized into a one-year course of study for BSW graduates. With the advent of the BSW program, an off-site program was developed to reach students in Sydney, Saint John and Charlottetown. Since 2001 the school has offered distance delivery to students across Canada via the
Internet. It also provides a continuing education program for practising professions, including workshops and certificate courses in the practice of social work.

Custodial history

The bulk of the material was transferred from the Maritime School of Social Work in three major phases. The first transfer was made on December 11th, 1981, which included 120 feet of records covering the years 1941 to 1975 (Accession No. UA-22 107-81). The second transfer made on July 2nd, 1992, included 30 feet of textual material (Accession No. UA-22 34-92). The last phase occurred on May 16th, 2002 when 65 feet were relocated from the School to the University Archives. A large portion of the published material was acquired by the Archives through regular mailings received from the Maritime School of Social Work.

Scope and content

The fonds consist of records that document the administrative and operational activities of the Maritime School of Social Work. These include general correspondence, committee minutes, financial records, reports, statistics, program information, course materials, examination records, newspaper clippings, memorabilia, photographs, as well as documentation of relationships with outside organizations.

Notes

Title notes

Restrictions on access

All records are administered in accordance with applicable federal and provincial Privacy and Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy legislation. Questions about access should be directed to the University Archivist.

Finding aids

A database describing this collection is available in the Dalhousie University Archives for staff use only.

Accruals

Further accruals are expected.

Other notes

• Publication status: Published
Access points

- Textual record (documentary form)
- Dalhousie University--History (subject)
- Education--Nova Scotia (subject)
- Minutes and proceedings (subject)
- Pamphlets (subject)
- Reports, publications, studies, and documentation (subject)
- Social work education--Canada (subject)
- Social Work--Canada (subject)
- Halifax (N.S.) (place)

Collection holdings

Series: Academics

Title: Academics

Date: 1941-2000 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This series includes the following types of materials: course descriptions, evaluations and examinations; course proposals and deployment; accreditation information, reviews and correspondence; continuing education and seminar files; academic timetables; library accessions and reference materials; surveys and questionnaires.

Physical description: 432 folders of textual records

File: UA-22, Box 181, Folder 1 - Accreditation

Title: Accreditation

Reference code: UA-22, Box 181, Folder 1

Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 328, Folder 3 - Accreditation

Title: Accreditation

Reference code: UA-22, Box 328, Folder 3
File: UA-22, Box 198, Folder 3 - Accreditation

Title: Accreditation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 198, Folder 3
Date: 1982-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 198, Folder 2 - Accreditation

Title: Accreditation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 198, Folder 2
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 198, Folder 10 - Accreditation

Title: Accreditation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 198, Folder 10
Date: 1992 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 268, Folder 1 - Accreditation - Affiliation Correspondence and Proposals

Title: Accreditation - Affiliation Correspondence and Proposals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 268, Folder 1
Date: 1941-1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 218, Folder 1 - Accreditation - Master of Social Work Application for Candidacy

Title: Accreditation - Master of Social Work Application for Candidacy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 218, Folder 1
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 386, Folder 6 - Accreditation - On-Site Review and Response; Curriculum Change Request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Accreditation - On-Site Review and Response; Curriculum Change Request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference code:</strong> UA-22, Box 386, Folder 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date:</strong> 1989-1990 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 340, Folder 7 - Accreditation - Responses to Accreditation Queries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Accreditation - Responses to Accreditation Queries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference code:</strong> UA-22, Box 340, Folder 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date:</strong> 1991-1992 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 266, Folder 2 - Accreditation - Visiting Team Reports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Accreditation - Visiting Team Reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference code:</strong> UA-22, Box 266, Folder 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date:</strong> 1973 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 10 - Accreditation and Testimonial Dinner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Accreditation and Testimonial Dinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference code:</strong> UA-22, Box 358, Folder 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date:</strong> 1972-1973 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 190, Folder 4 - Accreditation application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Accreditation application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference code:</strong> UA-22, Box 190, Folder 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date:</strong> 1976-1985 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 266, Folder 3 - Accreditation Correspondence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Accreditation Correspondence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reference code: UA-22, Box 266, Folder 3
Date: 1958-1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 226, Folder 7 - Accreditation Policies and Issues
Title: Accreditation Policies and Issues
Reference code: UA-22, Box 226, Folder 7
Date: 1992-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 357, Folder 3 - Appeals
Title: Appeals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 357, Folder 3
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 328, Folder 1 - Bachelor of Social Work Accreditation
Title: Bachelor of Social Work Accreditation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 328, Folder 1
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 219, Folder 5 - Bachelor of Social Work Planning and Development
Title: Bachelor of Social Work Planning and Development
Reference code: UA-22, Box 219, Folder 5
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 6 - Class Lists, Full-Time Student Body
Title: Class Lists, Full-Time Student Body
Reference code: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 6
File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 21 - Class Profiles
Title: Class Profiles
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 21
Date: 1964-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 382, Folder 3 - Community Health Program Student Information and Meeting Minutes
Title: Community Health Program Student Information and Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 382, Folder 3
Date: 1983-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 174, Folder 2 - Competency Credit Reports
Title: Competency Credit Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 174, Folder 2
Date: 1978-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 12 - Continuing Education - Course Proposal
Title: Continuing Education - Course Proposal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 12
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 180, Folder 6 - Continuing Education in New Brunswick in-service training and seminars

Title: Continuing Education in New Brunswick in-service training and seminars
Reference code: UA-22, Box 180, Folder 6
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 180, Folder 4 - Continuing Education in New Brunswick in-service training and seminars

Title: Continuing Education in New Brunswick in-service training and seminars
Reference code: UA-22, Box 180, Folder 4
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 180, Folder 5 - Continuing Education in New Brunswick in-service training and seminars

Title: Continuing Education in New Brunswick in-service training and seminars
Reference code: UA-22, Box 180, Folder 5
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 180, Folder 2 - Continuing Education in Newfoundland in-service training and seminars

Title: Continuing Education in Newfoundland in-service training and seminars
Reference code: UA-22, Box 180, Folder 2
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 180, Folder 1 - Continuing Education in Newfoundland in-service training and seminars

Title: Continuing Education in Newfoundland in-service training and seminars
Reference code: UA-22, Box 180, Folder 1
Date: 1959 (date of creation)
**File: UA-22, Box 179, Folder 8 - Continuing Education in Newfoundland in-service training and seminars**

*Title*: Continuing Education in Newfoundland in-service training and seminars  
*Reference code*: UA-22, Box 179, Folder 8  
*Date*: 1959-1961 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 180, Folder 3 - Continuing Education in Newfoundland in-service training and seminars**

*Title*: Continuing Education in Newfoundland in-service training and seminars  
*Reference code*: UA-22, Box 180, Folder 3  
*Date*: 1960 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 179, Folder 9 - Continuing Education in Newfoundland in-service training and seminars**

*Title*: Continuing Education in Newfoundland in-service training and seminars  
*Reference code*: UA-22, Box 179, Folder 9  
*Date*: 1961 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 14 - Continuing Education/Seminars**

*Title*: Continuing Education/Seminars  
*Reference code*: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 14  
*Date*: 1952-1953 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 15 - Continuing Education/Seminars**

*Title*: Continuing Education/Seminars  
*Reference code*: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 15  
*Date*: 1963 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 7 - Continuing Education/Seminars**
File: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 12 - Course Descriptions

  Title: Course Descriptions
  Reference code: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 12
  Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 11 - Course Descriptions

  Title: Course Descriptions
  Reference code: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 11
  Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 7 - Course Descriptions - General

  Title: Course Descriptions - General
  Reference code: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 7
  Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 5 - Course Descriptions - General Research

  Title: Course Descriptions - General Research
  Reference code: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 5
  Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 3 - Course Descriptions - Group Work

  Title: Course Descriptions - Group Work
  Reference code: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 3
  Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 18 - Course Descriptions - Introduction to Social Work

  Title: Course Descriptions - Introduction to Social Work
  Reference code: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 18
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 9 - Course Descriptions - Research Sequence First and Second Year
Title: Course Descriptions - Research Sequence First and Second Year
Reference code: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 9
Date: 1967-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 7 - Course Descriptions - Social Work Research For Practitioners
Title: Course Descriptions - Social Work Research For Practitioners
Reference code: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 7
Date: 1967-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 4 - Course Descriptions - Statistics
Title: Course Descriptions - Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 4
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 189, Folder 9 - Course Descriptions - Various
Title: Course Descriptions - Various
Reference code: UA-22, Box 189, Folder 9
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 6 - Course Development and Field Sequence
Title: Course Development and Field Sequence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 6
Date: 1972-1974 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 14 - Course Electives

Title: Course Electives
Reference code: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 14
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 10 - Course Evaluations

Title: Course Evaluations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 10
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 321, Folder 4 - Course Evaluations

Title: Course Evaluations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 321, Folder 4
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 7 - Course Evaluations and Statistics

Title: Course Evaluations and Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 7
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 315, Folder 4 - Course Evaluations, Questionnaires and Results
Title: Course Evaluations, Questionnaires and Results
Reference code: UA-22, Box 315, Folder 4
Date: 1972-1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 4 - Course Examinations
Title: Course Examinations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 4
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 5 - Course Lists and Questionnaires
Title: Course Lists and Questionnaires
Reference code: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 5
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 368, Folder 7 - Course Outlines
Title: Course Outlines
Reference code: UA-22, Box 368, Folder 7
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 248, Folder 1 - Course Outlines
Title: Course Outlines
Reference code: UA-22, Box 248, Folder 1
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 11 - Course Outlines

Title: Course Outlines
Reference code: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 11
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 176, Folder 5 - Course Outlines

Title: Course Outlines
Reference code: UA-22, Box 176, Folder 5
Date: 1975-1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 382, Folder 1 - Course Outlines

Title: Course Outlines
Reference code: UA-22, Box 382, Folder 1
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 10 - Course Planning

Title: Course Planning
Reference code: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 10
Date: 1980-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 2 - Course Proposal

Title: Course Proposal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 2
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 209, Folder 6 - Course Proposals

Title: Course Proposals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 209, Folder 6
File: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 9 - Course Proposals

Title: Course Proposals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 9
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 167, Folder 7 - Course Timetables

Title: Course Timetables
Reference code: UA-22, Box 167, Folder 7
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 12 - Course Timetables

Title: Course Timetables
Reference code: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 12
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 13 - Course Timetables

Title: Course Timetables
Reference code: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 13
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 3 - Courses

Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 3

File: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 11 - Courses

Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 11
Date: 1942-1947 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 3 - Courses**

**Title:** Courses

Reference code: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 3

Date: 1943 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 6 - Courses**

**Title:** Courses

Reference code: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 6

Date: 1944-1964 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 4 - Courses**

**Title:** Courses

Reference code: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 4

Date: 1945-1949 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 327, Folder 2 - Courses**

**Title:** Courses

Reference code: UA-22, Box 327, Folder 2

Date: 1945-1964 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 12 - Courses**

**Title:** Courses

Reference code: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 12

Date: 1946-1949 (date of creation)
Date: 1946-1963 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 9 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 9
Date: 1947-1948 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 327, Folder 5 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 327, Folder 5
Date: 1947-1963 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 8 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 8
Date: 1947-1963 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 9 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 9
Date: 1947-1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 1 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 1
Date: 1948-1955 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 2 - Courses
File: UA-22, Box 327, Folder 1 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 327, Folder 1
Date: 1949-1953 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 6 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 6
Date: 1949-1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 327, Folder 3 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 327, Folder 3
Date: 1950-1962 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 12 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 12
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 8 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 8
Date: 1955-1963 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 323, Folder 6 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 323, Folder 6
Date: 1957-1959 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 1 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 1
Date: 1960-1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 10 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 10
Date: 1961-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 11 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 11
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 2 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 2
Date: 1964 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 327, Folder 6 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 327, Folder 6
Date: 1966-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 327, Folder 8 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 327, Folder 8
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 329, Folder 3 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 329, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 329, Folder 4 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 329, Folder 4
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 357, Folder 2 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 357, Folder 2
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 329, Folder 2
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 2 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 2
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 4 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 4
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 329, Folder 1 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 329, Folder 1
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 1 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 1
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 12 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 12
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 11 - Courses

Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 11
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 5 - Courses

Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 5
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 2 - Courses

Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 2
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 355, Folder 1 - Courses

Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 355, Folder 1
Date: 1972-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 8 - Courses

Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 8
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 15 - Courses

Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 15
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 1 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 1
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 1 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 325, Folder 1
Date: 1974-1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 357, Folder 1 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 357, Folder 1
Date: 1975-1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 355, Folder 6 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 355, Folder 6
Date: 1976-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 361, Folder 4 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 361, Folder 4
Date: 1981-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 3 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 3
Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 237, Folder 7 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 237, Folder 7
Date: 1987-1994 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 8 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 8
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 5 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 5
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 5 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 5
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 223, Folder 5 - Courses
Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 223, Folder 5
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 223, Folder 3 - Courses

Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 223, Folder 3
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 18 - Courses

Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 18
Date: 1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 223, Folder 4 - Courses

Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 223, Folder 4
Date: 1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 223, Folder 6 - Courses

Title: Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 223, Folder 6
Date: 1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 1 - Courses - Abstracts of Research Project Reports

Title: Courses - Abstracts of Research Project Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 1
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 315, Folder 11 - Courses - Administration I and II Syllabi and Notes

Title: Courses - Administration I and II Syllabi and Notes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 315, Folder 11
Date: 1970-1972 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 11 - Courses - Administration Specialization Flow**

Title: Courses - Administration Specialization Flow
Reference code: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 11
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 4 - Courses - Agency Projects and Thesis Correspondence**

Title: Courses - Agency Projects and Thesis Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 4
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 3 - Courses - Agency Projects and Thesis Correspondence**

Title: Courses - Agency Projects and Thesis Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 9 - Courses - Assignments and Guides**

Title: Courses - Assignments and Guides
Reference code: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 9
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 356, Folder 7 - Courses - Atlantic Development Seminar**

Title: Courses - Atlantic Development Seminar
Reference code: UA-22, Box 356, Folder 7
Date: 1972-1974 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 256, Folder 5 - Courses - Case Writing and Teaching Samples

Title: Courses - Case Writing and Teaching Samples
Reference code: UA-22, Box 256, Folder 5
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 410, Folder 7 - Courses - 'Child Abuse': Readings

Title: Courses - 'Child Abuse': Readings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 410, Folder 7
Date: 1983-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 410, Folder 6 - Courses - 'Child Development': Readings

Title: Courses - 'Child Development': Readings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 410, Folder 6
Date: 1974-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 386, Folder 8 - Courses - Child Welfare Elective

Title: Courses - Child Welfare Elective
Reference code: UA-22, Box 386, Folder 8
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 332, Folder 5 - Courses - Church Point Program Information

Title: Courses - Church Point Program Information
Reference code: UA-22, Box 332, Folder 5
Date: 1986-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 9 - Courses - Community Specialization

Title: Courses - Community Specialization
Reference code: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 9
Date: 1982-1984 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 220, Folder 3 - Courses - Competency Credit**

*Title: Courses - Competency Credit*
*Reference code: UA-22, Box 220, Folder 3*
*Date: 1979-1981 (date of creation)*

Date: 1983-1989 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 10 - Courses - Course Description**

*Title: Courses - Course Description*
*Reference code: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 10*
*Date: 1953 (date of creation)*

Date: 1978-1979 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 1 - Courses - Course Development**

*Title: Courses - Course Development*
*Reference code: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 1*
*Date: 1997 (date of creation)*

Date: 1997 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 364, Folder 2 - Courses - Critique of the Methods Sequence**
File: UA-22, Box 209, Folder 8 - Courses - Description

Title: Courses - Description
Reference code: UA-22, Box 209, Folder 8
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 209, Folder 9 - Courses - Description

Title: Courses - Description
Reference code: UA-22, Box 209, Folder 9
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 11 - Courses - Descriptions

Title: Courses - Descriptions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 11
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 10 - Courses - Descriptions

Title: Courses - Descriptions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 10
Date: 1982-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 1 - Courses - Descriptions

Title: Courses - Descriptions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 1
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 253, Folder 6 - Courses - Descriptions

Title: Courses - Descriptions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 253, Folder 6
Date: 1985-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 9 - Courses - Descriptions
Title: Courses - Descriptions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 9
Date: 1995-1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 11 - Courses - Descriptions
Title: Courses - Descriptions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 11
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 10 - Courses - Descriptions
Title: Courses - Descriptions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 10
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 12 - Courses - Descriptions
Title: Courses - Descriptions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 12
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 9 - Courses - Descriptions, Outlines and Lecture Notes
Title: Courses - Descriptions, Outlines and Lecture Notes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 9
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 1 - Courses - Development and Personality Exams and Outlines
Title: Courses - Development and Personality Exams and Outlines
Reference code: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 1
Date: 1958-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 264, Folder 6 - Courses - Digby Bachelor of Social Work Workshop
Title: Courses - Digby Bachelor of Social Work Workshop
Reference code: UA-22, Box 264, Folder 6
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 167, Folder 4 - Courses - Electives
Title: Courses - Electives
Reference code: UA-22, Box 167, Folder 4
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 209, Folder 5 - Courses - Evaluations
Title: Courses - Evaluations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 209, Folder 5
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 209, Folder 2 - Courses - Evaluations
Title: Courses - Evaluations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 209, Folder 2
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 10 - Courses - Evaluations

Title: Courses - Evaluations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 10
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 6 - Courses - Evaluations and Examinations

Title: Courses - Evaluations and Examinations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 6
Date: 1943-1955 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 8 - Courses - Evaluations and Grading

Title: Courses - Evaluations and Grading
Reference code: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 8
Date: 1970-1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 311, Folder 1 - Courses - Evaluations, Summaries and Statistics

Title: Courses - Evaluations, Summaries and Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 311, Folder 1
Date: 1989-1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 11 - Courses - Examination Results

Title: Courses - Examination Results
Reference code: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 11
Date: 1941-1963 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed


Title: Courses - Examinations in Social Psychology, Social Welfare, Social Statistics and Social Research
Reference code: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 10
Date: 1943-1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 373, Folder 2 - Courses - Exams

Title: Courses - Exams
Reference code: UA-22, Box 373, Folder 2
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 8 - Courses - Exemptions

Title: Courses - Exemptions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 8
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 5 - Courses - 'Families' Assorted Readings

Title: Courses - 'Families' Assorted Readings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 5
Date: 1982-1999 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 198, Folder 12 - Courses - Family Violence and Aggression Course
Description
Title: Courses - Family Violence and Aggression Course Description
Reference code: UA-22, Box 198, Folder 12
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 5 - Courses - Field Assignments
Title: Courses - Field Assignments
Reference code: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 5
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 214, Folder 4 - Courses - Field II Placements
Title: Courses - Field II Placements
Reference code: UA-22, Box 214, Folder 4
Date: 1990-1993 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 208, Folder 2 - Courses - Field II Students
Title: Courses - Field II Students
Reference code: UA-22, Box 208, Folder 2
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 212, Folder 7 - Courses - Field II Summer School
Title: Courses - Field II Summer School
Reference code: UA-22, Box 212, Folder 7
Date: 1990-1993 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 303, Folder 7 - Courses - Field Instruction
Title: Courses - Field Instruction
Reference code: UA-22, Box 303, Folder 7
Date: 1965-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 352, Folder 4 - Courses - Field Instruction
Title: Courses - Field Instruction
Reference code: UA-22, Box 352, Folder 4
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 6 - Courses - Field Instruction
Title: Courses - Field Instruction
Reference code: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 6
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 256, Folder 2 - Courses - Field Instruction
Title: Courses - Field Instruction
Reference code: UA-22, Box 256, Folder 2
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 312, Folder 1 - Courses - Field Instruction - General
Title: Courses - Field Instruction - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 312, Folder 1
Date: 1965-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 318, Folder 6 - Courses - Field Instruction Information
Title: Courses - Field Instruction Information
Reference code: UA-22, Box 318, Folder 6
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 275, Folder 4 - Courses - Field Work - Block Plan Survey

Title: Courses - Field Work - Block Plan Survey
Reference code: UA-22, Box 275, Folder 4
Date: 1960-1963 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 275, Folder 3 - Courses - Field Work Annual Reports

Title: Courses - Field Work Annual Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 275, Folder 3
Date: 1942-1957 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 275, Folder 7 - Courses - Field Work Course for Supervisors

Title: Courses - Field Work Course for Supervisors
Reference code: UA-22, Box 275, Folder 7
Date: 1960-1961 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 277, Folder 1 - Courses - Field Work Manual and Evaluations

Title: Courses - Field Work Manual and Evaluations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 277, Folder 1
Date: 1960-1962 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 277, Folder 3 - Courses - Field Work Student Evaluations and Expenses

Title: Courses - Field Work Student Evaluations and Expenses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 277, Folder 3
Date: 1943-1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 253, Folder 7 - Courses - Grade Lists

Title: Courses - Grade Lists
Reference code: UA-22, Box 253, Folder 7
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 10 - Courses - Health Specialization Flow

Title: Courses - Health Specialization Flow
Reference code: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 10
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 11 - Courses - Human Behavior and Social Environment Evaluations and Exam Returns

Title: Courses - Human Behavior and Social Environment Evaluations and Exam Returns
Reference code: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 11
Date: 1958-1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 362, Folder 7 - Courses - Human Behavior and Social Environment Sequence Outline Materials, Craig

Title: Courses - Human Behavior and Social Environment Sequence Outline Materials, Craig
Reference code: UA-22, Box 362, Folder 7
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 419, Folder 4 - Courses - Institutional Training Course Applications, Questionnaire and Placement Notes

Title: Courses - Institutional Training Course Applications, Questionnaire and Placement Notes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 419, Folder 4
Date: 1940-1953 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 382, Folder 5 - Courses - Inter-Personal Communication Skills

Title: Courses - Inter-Personal Communication Skills
Reference code: UA-22, Box 382, Folder 5
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 418, Folder 1 - Courses - Interviews in Chester for 'Community Development'

Title: Courses - Interviews in Chester for 'Community Development'
Reference code: UA-22, Box 418, Folder 1
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 410, Folder 8 - Courses - Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Caucus

Title: Courses - Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Caucus
Reference code: UA-22, Box 410, Folder 8
Date: 1979-1993 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 7 - Courses - Master of Social Work

Title: Courses - Master of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 7
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 212, Folder 1 - Courses - Master of Social Work Colloquia

Title: Courses - Master of Social Work Colloquia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 212, Folder 1
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 338, Folder 2 - Courses - Master of Social Work Community Specialization

Title: Courses - Master of Social Work Community Specialization
Reference code: UA-22, Box 338, Folder 2
Date: 1987-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 218, Folder 2 - Courses - Master of Social Work Course Descriptions and Outlines

Title: Courses - Master of Social Work Course Descriptions and Outlines
Reference code: UA-22, Box 218, Folder 2
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 2 - Courses - Master's Projects

Title: Courses - Master's Projects
Reference code: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 2
Date: 1984-1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 5 - Courses - Medical Information Lectures and Outlines

Title: Courses - Medical Information Lectures and Outlines
Reference code: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 5
Date: 1963-1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 8 - Courses - Medical Information, Course Outlines and Lectures

Title: Courses - Medical Information, Course Outlines and Lectures
Reference code: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 8
Date: 1967-1971 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 10 - Courses - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work

Title: Courses - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 10
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 12 - Courses - Minority Issues Workshop and Special issues Day

Title: Courses - Minority Issues Workshop and Special issues Day
Reference code: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 12
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 2 - Courses - Nutrition Lectures, Outlines and Exams

Title: Courses - Nutrition Lectures, Outlines and Exams
Reference code: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 2
Date: 1957-1964 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 362, Folder 6 - Courses - Outline of the Social Welfare Policy and Services Sequence, Cummings

Title: Courses - Outline of the Social Welfare Policy and Services Sequence, Cummings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 362, Folder 6
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 378, Folder 2 - Courses - People in Society

Title: Courses - People in Society
Reference code: UA-22, Box 378, Folder 2
Date: 1987-1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 1 - Courses - Policy interviews in King's County

Title: Courses - Policy interviews in King’s County
Reference code: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 1
Date: 1991-1992 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 350, Folder 1 - Courses - Post-Graduate Certificate in Advanced Child Welfare Practice

Title: Courses - Post-Graduate Certificate in Advanced Child Welfare Practice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 350, Folder 1
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 293, Folder 8 - Courses - Poverty

Title: Courses - Poverty
Reference code: UA-22, Box 293, Folder 8
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 364, Folder 1 - Courses - Presentation of Field Practice Sequence

Title: Courses - Presentation of Field Practice Sequence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 364, Folder 1
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 6 - Courses - Progress Reports

Title: Courses - Progress Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 6
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 5 - Courses - Proposal for Institute for Research and Training in Human Relations - Critchley, David

Title: Courses - Proposal for Institute for Research and Training in Human Relations - Critchley, David

Reference code: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 5

Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 297, Folder 3 - Courses - Psychiatric Social Work

Title: Courses - Psychiatric Social Work

Reference code: UA-22, Box 297, Folder 3

Date: 1950-1952 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 3 - Courses - Psychiatry Exams

Title: Courses - Psychiatry Exams

Reference code: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 3

Date: 1958-1963 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 3 - Courses - Psychiatry I & II

Title: Courses - Psychiatry I & II

Reference code: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 3

Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 7 - Courses - Psychiatry I and II Course Outlines, Proposals, and Exams

Title: Courses - Psychiatry I and II Course Outlines, Proposals, and Exams

Reference code: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 7

Date: 1969-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 189, Folder 4 - Courses - Psychiatry I and II Exams
Title: Courses - Psychiatry I and II Exams  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 189, Folder 4  
Date: 1970-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 7 - Courses - Public Welfare Administration Examinations  
Title: Courses - Public Welfare Administration Examinations  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 7  
Date: 1947-1965 (date of creation)  
Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 297, Folder 4 - Courses - Refresher Course: Casework Reconceived  
Title: Courses - Refresher Course: Casework Reconceived  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 297, Folder 4  
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 400, Folder 3 - Courses - Research Curriculum and Sequence Outlines and Updates  
Title: Courses - Research Curriculum and Sequence Outlines and Updates  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 400, Folder 3  
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 362, Folder 9 - Courses - Research Curriculum Report  
Title: Courses - Research Curriculum Report  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 362, Folder 9  
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 6 - Courses - Research Department Correspondence

Title: Courses - Research Department Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 6
Date: 1965-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 13 - Courses - Research Methods

Title: Courses - Research Methods
Reference code: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 13
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 356, Folder 6 - Courses - Research Seminar Outlines and Registration Lists

Title: Courses - Research Seminar Outlines and Registration Lists
Reference code: UA-22, Box 356, Folder 6
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 4 - Courses - Research Sequence Notes and Objectives

Title: Courses - Research Sequence Notes and Objectives
Reference code: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 4
Date: 1971-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 303, Folder 4 - Courses - Seminar on School Social Work

Title: Courses - Seminar on School Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 303, Folder 4
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 8 - Courses - Social Agency Administration Outlines, Grades, Correspondence
Title: Courses - Social Agency Administration Outlines, Grades, Correspondence

Reference code: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 8

Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 370, Folder 3 - Courses - Social Agency Administration Purpose Paper and Outlines

Title: Courses - Social Agency Administration Purpose Paper and Outlines

Reference code: UA-22, Box 370, Folder 3

Date: 1970 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 8 - Courses - Social Aspects of Nursing Examinations

Title: Courses - Social Aspects of Nursing Examinations

Reference code: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 8

Date: 1946-1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 9 - Courses - Social Casework Examinations

Title: Courses - Social Casework Examinations

Reference code: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 9

Date: 1947-1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 292, Folder 3 - Courses - Social Services IV Term Papers

Title: Courses - Social Services IV Term Papers
Reference code: UA-22, Box 292, Folder 3
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 2 - Courses - Social Welfare Policy and Services**

Title: Courses - Social Welfare Policy and Services
Reference code: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 2
Date: 1956 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 400, Folder 2 - Courses - Social Welfare Policy and Services Outlines, Lectures and Bibliography**

Title: Courses - Social Welfare Policy and Services Outlines, Lectures and Bibliography
Reference code: UA-22, Box 400, Folder 2
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 3 - Courses - Social Work 6365A Course Notes, Evaluations, and Comments**

Title: Courses - Social Work 6365A Course Notes, Evaluations, and Comments
Reference code: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 3
Date: 1987-1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

**File: UA-22, Box 362, Folder 8 - Courses - Social Work Method Curriculum Report, Critchley**

Title: Courses - Social Work Method Curriculum Report, Critchley
Reference code: UA-22, Box 362, Folder 8
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 3 - Courses - Social Work Methods and Seminar Outlines, Statistics, and Lectures

Title: Courses - Social Work Methods and Seminar Outlines, Statistics, and Lectures
Reference code: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 3
Date: 1955-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 4 - Courses - Socialization Lectures and Outlines

Title: Courses - Socialization Lectures and Outlines
Reference code: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 4
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 4 - Courses - Sociological Perspectives Outlines and Lectures

Title: Courses - Sociological Perspectives Outlines and Lectures
Reference code: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 4
Date: 1960-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 5 - Courses - Sociology of the Family Lectures and Outlines

Title: Courses - Sociology of the Family Lectures and Outlines
Reference code: UA-22, Box 294, Folder 5
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 2 - Courses - Student Field Placements

Title: Courses - Student Field Placements
Reference code: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 2
Date: 1965-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 302, Folder 3 - Courses - Student Field Trips - Reports and Notes
UA-22

Maritime School of Social Work fonds

Title: Courses - Student Field Trips - Reports and Notes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 302, Folder 3
Date: 1949-1960 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 2 - Courses - Student Grades and Evaluations
Title: Courses - Student Grades and Evaluations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 2
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 10 - Courses - Student Grades and Evaluations
Title: Courses - Student Grades and Evaluations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 10
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 3 - Courses - Student Grades and Evaluations
Title: Courses - Student Grades and Evaluations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 3
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 3 - Courses - SWK 2001 - Readings in History, Ethics and the Profession - M. Unger
Title: Courses - SWK 2001 - Readings in History, Ethics and the Profession - M. Unger
Reference code: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 3
Date: 2001 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 308, Folder 3 - Courses - Training Course for Institutional Personnel
Title: Courses - Training Course for Institutional Personnel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 308, Folder 3
Date: 1953-1954 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 370, Folder 1 - Courses - Work Kit for Curriculum Study
Title: Courses - Work Kit for Curriculum Study
Reference code: UA-22, Box 370, Folder 1
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 7 - Courses - Workshops - Administration of Social Work Agencies
Title: Courses - Workshops - Administration of Social Work Agencies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 7
Date: 1956 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 11 - Courses - Workshops - Connections
Title: Courses - Workshops - Connections
Reference code: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 11
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 6 - Courses - Workshops - Development of Mental Health Services
Title: Courses - Workshops - Development of Mental Health Services
Reference code: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 6
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 4 - Courses - Workshops - Group Work
Title: Courses - Workshops - Group Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 4
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 3 - Courses - Workshops - Medical and Psychiatric Problems
Title: Courses - Workshops - Medical and Psychiatric Problems
Reference code: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 3
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 9 - Courses - Workshops - Public Relations
Title: Courses - Workshops - Public Relations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 9
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 5 - Courses - Workshops - Social Work Education
Title: Courses - Workshops - Social Work Education
Reference code: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 5
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 1 - Courses - Workshops - Social Work in a Medical Setting
Title: Courses - Workshops - Social Work in a Medical Setting
Reference code: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 1
Date: 1945 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 8 - Courses - Workshops - Social Work Roundtable
Title: Courses - Workshops - Social Work Roundtable
Reference code: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 8
Date: 1957 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 10 - Courses - Workshops - Teaching
Title: Courses - Workshops - Teaching
Reference code: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 10
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 2 - Courses - Workshops - Trends in Social Work Relevant to Hospitals
Title: Courses - Workshops - Trends in Social Work Relevant to Hospitals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 2
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 179, Folder 3 - Courses on Women and Work-Equal Value
Title: Courses on Women and Work-Equal Value
Reference code: UA-22, Box 179, Folder 3
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 179, Folder 2 - Courses on Women and Work-The Economy
Title: Courses on Women and Work-The Economy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 179, Folder 2
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 179, Folder 1 - Courses on Women and Work-Unions
Title: Courses on Women and Work-Unions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 179, Folder 1
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 16 - Decentralization of the Bachelor of Social Work Program, course proposals**

Title: Decentralization of the Bachelor of Social Work Program, course proposals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 16
Date: 1996 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 183, Folder 1 - Evaluation Research Seminar**

Title: Evaluation Research Seminar
Reference code: UA-22, Box 183, Folder 1
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 386, Folder 2 - Evaluation Returns**

Title: Evaluation Returns
Reference code: UA-22, Box 386, Folder 2
Date: 1989-1992 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 183, Folder 2 - Examination Returns**

Title: Examination Returns
Reference code: UA-22, Box 183, Folder 2
Date: 1962-1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 4 - Exams

Title: Exams
Reference code: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 4
Date: 1942-1943 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 2 - Exams

Title: Exams
Reference code: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 2
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 3 - Exams

Title: Exams
Reference code: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 224, Folder 2 - Faculty Deployment

Title: Faculty Deployment
Reference code: UA-22, Box 224, Folder 2
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 246, Folder 4 - Faculty Deployment

Title: Faculty Deployment
Reference code: UA-22, Box 246, Folder 4
Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 248, Folder 3 - Faculty Deployment

Title: Faculty Deployment
Reference code: UA-22, Box 248, Folder 3
File: UA-22, Box 246, Folder 6 - Faculty Deployment

Title: Faculty Deployment
Reference code: UA-22, Box 246, Folder 6
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 175, Folder 1 - Field Supervision Manual

Title: Field Supervision Manual
Reference code: UA-22, Box 175, Folder 1
Date: 1984-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 175, Folder 2 - Field Supervision Manual, Micmac Bachelor of Social Work Courses

Title: Field Supervision Manual, Micmac Bachelor of Social Work Courses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 175, Folder 2
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 174, Folder 3 - Foundation of Social Work Practice 3030 Course Description

Title: Foundation of Social Work Practice 3030 Course Description
Reference code: UA-22, Box 174, Folder 3
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 173, Folder 3 - General Inquiry Materials

Title: General Inquiry Materials
Reference code: UA-22, Box 173, Folder 3
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 4 - Graduation

Title: Graduation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 4
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 3 - Grievances - Appeals

Title: Grievances - Appeals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 3
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 11 - Grievences

Title: Grievences
Reference code: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 11
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 182, Folder 3 - Guyana Project, Budget

Title: Guyana Project, Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 182, Folder 3
Date: 1988-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 182, Folder 4 - Guyana Project, Committee Meetings

Title: Guyana Project, Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 182, Folder 4
Date: 1988-1990 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 2 - Guyana Project, Course Descriptions-University of Guyana

Title: Guyana Project, Course Descriptions-University of Guyana
Reference code: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 2
Date: 1985-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 3 - Guyana Project, Course Development

Title: Guyana Project, Course Development
Reference code: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 3
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 1 - Guyana Project, Interim Report to Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA)

Title: Guyana Project, Interim Report to Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 1
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 182, Folder 5 - Guyana Project, Organizational Information

Title: Guyana Project, Organizational Information
Reference code: UA-22, Box 182, Folder 5
Date: 1988-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 182, Folder 1 - Guyana Project, Trip Chronology

Title: Guyana Project, Trip Chronology
Reference code: UA-22, Box 182, Folder 1
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 182, Folder 2 - Guyana Project, Women and Development Sub-Committee
Title: Guyana Project, Women and Development Sub-Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 182, Folder 2
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 340, Folder 4 - Herbie Joseph's Independent Study on the Master of Social Work Reading Course
Title: Herbie Joseph's Independent Study on the Master of Social Work Reading Course
Reference code: UA-22, Box 340, Folder 4
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 4 - Indian Affairs Field Placement and Course Material
Title: Indian Affairs Field Placement and Course Material
Reference code: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 4
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 176, Folder 1 - Introduction to Social Work-Evaluation
Title: Introduction to Social Work-Evaluation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 176, Folder 1
Date: 1985-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 12 - Libraries
Title: Libraries
Reference code: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 12
Date: 1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 287, Folder 2 - Libraries - Accession Lists, Regulations and Statistics
Title: Libraries - Accession Lists, Regulations and Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 287, Folder 2
Date: 1953-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 181, Folder 9 - Libraries - Accessions
Title: Libraries - Accessions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 181, Folder 9
Date: 1964-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 307, Folder 8 - Libraries - Accessions
Title: Libraries - Accessions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 307, Folder 8
Date: 1965-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 9 - Libraries - Accessions
Title: Libraries - Accessions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 9
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 200, Folder 4 - Libraries - Accessions and Correspondence
Title: Libraries - Accessions and Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 200, Folder 4
Date: 1981-1984 (date of creation)

Title: Libraries - Book and Periodical Orders
Reference code: UA-22, Box 285, Folder 1
Date: 1943-1951 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 3 - Libraries - Reference - 'The Inadequacy of the Monolithic Model of the Family', M. Eichler

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'The Inadequacy of the Monolithic Model of the Family', M. Eichler
Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 3
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'A Definition of the Drug Problem in the Halifax Metro Area', Paul Girard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 8
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 4 - Libraries - Reference - 'Address by RNANS President MacFarlane to the Policy Seminar on Health Care in Nova

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Address by RNANS President MacFarlane to the Policy Seminar on Health Care in Nova
Reference code: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 4
Date: 1984 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - Annotated Bibliographies of 'Influencing Bureaucracies', 'Self-Help Groups',
Reference code: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 8
Date: 1968-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 6 - Libraries - Reference - 'Another Look at Woman's Place', E. Ferguson

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Another Look at Woman's Place', E. Ferguson
Reference code: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 6
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 422, Folder 5 - Libraries - Reference - 'Atlantic Social Services Project Paper', Joan Cummings**

*Title:* Libraries - Reference - 'Atlantic Social Services Project Paper', Joan Cummings

*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 422, Folder 5

*Date:* 1981 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 7 - Libraries - Reference - Bibliography of 'Issues for Blacks and Black Families'**

*Title:* Libraries - Reference - Bibliography of 'Issues for Blacks and Black Families'

*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 425, Folder 7

---

**File: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 7 - Libraries - Reference - Canada Council on Social development Discussion Paper**

*Title:* Libraries - Reference - Canada Council on Social development Discussion Paper

*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 424, Folder 7

*Date:* 1987 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 13 - Libraries - Reference - Child Abuse Packet**

*Title:* Libraries - Reference - Child Abuse Packet

*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 423, Folder 13

*Date:* 1979 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 8 - Libraries - Reference - Child Abuse Registers**

*Title:* Libraries - Reference - Child Abuse Registers

*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 421, Folder 8

*Date:* 1979-1984 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 10 - Libraries - Reference - 'Community Development in Search for Relevant Social Policies in a Technological

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Community Development in Search for Relevant Social Policies in a Technological

Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 10

Date: 1977 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Connecting Policy and Practice', M. Callahan and B. Wharf

Reference code: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 11

File: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 21 - Libraries - Reference - 'Controlling the Deficit and a Private Sector Led Recovery: Noble Themes or Symbols of

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Controlling the Deficit and a Private Sector Led Recovery: Noble Themes or Symbols of

Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 21

Date: 1985 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Developing a Business Venture' and 'Community Economic Development', Stewart E.

Reference code: UA-22, Box 422, Folder 2

Date: 1982-1989 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Development Centered on Man', J.J. Loubser

Reference code: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 9

Date: 1980 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 4 - Libraries - Reference - 'Exploration of Issues Related to the Criminally Committed Mental Patient', M. Kavanagh

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Exploration of Issues Related to the Criminally Committed Mental Patient', M. Kavanagh

Reference code: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 4


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Family Categories Schema', N.B. Epstein

Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 2

Date: 1979-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 16 - Libraries - Reference - Family Planning Questionnaire Survey - Ruotolo

Title: Libraries - Reference - Family Planning Questionnaire Survey - Ruotolo

Reference code: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 16

File: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 12 - Libraries - Reference - 'Feminine Subculture and Female Mind', Nancy Reeves

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Feminine Subculture and Female Mind', Nancy Reeves

Reference code: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 12

Date: 1972 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - Gay and Lesbian Issues Packet

Reference code: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 2
File: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 11 - Libraries - Reference - 'Government Inquiries and the Issue of Unemployment', and 'Social Science and Ideology'

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Government Inquiries and the Issue of Unemployment', and 'Social Science and Ideology

Reference code: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 11


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Guidelines - Standards for Social Work Services in Hospitals'

Reference code: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 19

Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 13 - Libraries - Reference - 'How Many Times Must a Man Turn His Head', D. Critchley

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'How Many Times Must a Man Turn His Head', D. Critchley

Reference code: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 13

Date: 1992 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 19 - Libraries - Reference - 'Income Maintenance' Bibliography

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Income Maintenance' Bibliography

Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 19

Date: 1971 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Income security - Rise and Fall of the Federal Role', L. Shifrin

Reference code: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 20
File: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 8 - Libraries - Reference - 'Introduction of a New Helping Methodology into a Department of Welfare', F. Kaslow

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Introduction of a New Helping Methodology into a Department of Welfare', F. Kaslow
Reference code: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 8
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 1 - Libraries - Reference - 'Introduction to the Residential centre - 1172 South Street, Halifax', P. Siclair Faulkner

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Introduction to the Residential centre - 1172 South Street, Halifax', P. Siclair Faulkner
Reference code: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 1
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 3 - Libraries - Reference - 'Involving the Poor' and 'PPB in the City of Philly', D. Williams

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Involving the Poor' and 'PPB in the City of Philly', D. Williams
Reference code: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 3
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 13 - Libraries - Reference - 'Marxist Class Analysis vs. Stratification Analysis as General Approaches to Social

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Marxist Class Analysis vs. Stratification Analysis as General Approaches to Social
Reference code: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 13
Date: 1973 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Mental Health Clinics', National Council on Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 18
File: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 17 - Libraries - Reference - 'Mental Retardation' Annotated Bibliographies

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Mental Retardation' Annotated Bibliographies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 17
Date: 1968-1975 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Minorities Task Force' Publications
Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 20
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 16 - Libraries - Reference - 'Mongolism', Annotated Bibliography

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Mongolism', Annotated Bibliography
Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 16
Date: 1968 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Neighborhood Planning for Social Welfare Services and Settlements and Neighborhood
Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 14
Date: 1950-1962 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 3 - Libraries - Reference - 'Notes to the Standing Committee on Health Welfare and Social Affairs', R.Saxon
Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Notes to the Standing Committee on Health Welfare and Social Affairs', R. Saxon

Reference code: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 3

Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 12 - Libraries - Reference - 'On Female Culture' and 'Towards a Theory of Female Culture', Berit As

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'On Female Culture' and 'Towards a Theory of Female Culture', Berit As

Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 12

Date: 1979 (date of creation)

---


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'On the Contradictions of State-Sponsored Participation - A Case Study of the

Reference code: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 6

Date: 1984 (date of creation)

---


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Practitioner Relevant Evaluation Designs: A Key to Maximizing the Impact of Results',

Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 9

Date: 1982 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 7 - Libraries - Reference - Prince Edward Island Program's Material on Management, Gifford

Title: Libraries - Reference - Prince Edward Island Program's Material on Management, Gifford

Reference code: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 7

Date: 1977 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 5 - Libraries - Reference - 'Project to Study the Social Services Manpower System in Atlantic Canada'

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Project to Study the Social Services Manpower System in Atlantic Canada'
Reference code: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 5
Date: 1977 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Research and Social Work Practice', W.E. Gordon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 9
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 12 - Libraries - Reference - 'Restructuring the Social Services', B. Wharf and N. Carter

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Restructuring the Social Services', B. Wharf and N. Carter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 12

File: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 7 - Libraries - Reference - 'Rights of Children vs. Parental Rights' and 'Naturalness of the Family', Lorenne Clark

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Rights of Children vs. Parental Rights' and 'Naturalness of the Family', Lorenne Clark
Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 7
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 5 - Libraries - Reference - Sample Needs Assessment by Bessa Ruiz

Title: Libraries - Reference - Sample Needs Assessment by Bessa Ruiz
Reference code: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 5
File: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 1 - Libraries - Reference - Selected Bibliographies of 'Psychiatry and Psychology', 'Psychiatric Social Work', and

Title: Libraries - Reference - Selected Bibliographies of 'Psychiatry and Psychology', 'Psychiatric Social Work', and

Reference code: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 1

Date: 1930-1949 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 5 - Libraries - Reference - 'Sexism in Social Service Education and Practice' and 'Sexism and Social Work' , Joan

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Sexism in Social Service Education and Practice' and 'Sexism and Social Work' , Joan

Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 5

Date: 1978-1980 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Six Impossible Things Before Breakfast', Sherry Galey, E. Shein, and C. Wooley

Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 1

Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 22 - Libraries - Reference - Smith College Bibliography of Strategic Family Therapy

Title: Libraries - Reference - Smith College Bibliography of Strategic Family Therapy

Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 22

Date: 1983 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Social Impact Assessment' Notes

Reference code: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 9

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Social Issues in an Advanced Industrial Society', Nancy Riche
Reference code: UA-22, Box 422, Folder 1
Date: 1986 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Social Science and Social Work: A Theory of their Relationship', E.Greenwood
Reference code: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 5
Date: 1955 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Social Security for Canada - Canada's Blueprint for a Welfare State?', D.Guest
Reference code: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 12

File: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 2 - Libraries - Reference - 'Social Services I' Bibliography on Interracial Marriage

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Social Services I' Bibliography on Interracial Marriage
Reference code: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 2
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 422, Folder 6 - Libraries - Reference - Social Welfare Papers Submitted to Professor Gifford

Title: Libraries - Reference - Social Welfare Papers Submitted to Professor Gifford
Reference code: UA-22, Box 422, Folder 6
Date: 1976-1977 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 4 - Libraries - Reference - 'Social Welfare Theory', G.Drover, C. Woodsworth**

**Title:** Libraries - Reference - 'Social Welfare Theory', G.Drover, C. Woodsworth

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 421, Folder 4

**Date:** 1971 (date of creation)

---


**Title:** Libraries - Reference - 'Social Work as a Helping Process in a Geriatric Day Care Service'

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 424, Folder 18

**Date:** 1976 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 15 - Libraries - Reference - 'Strategies of Family Therapy', L. MacKinnon**

**Title:** Libraries - Reference - 'Strategies of Family Therapy', L. MacKinnon

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 424, Folder 15

**Date:** 1984 (date of creation)

---


**Title:** Libraries - Reference - 'The Good Community - What Would it Be?', R.L. Warren

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 425, Folder 10

---

**File: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 13 - Libraries - Reference - 'The Institution as an Illustration of the Poor Laws in Nova Scotia, 1750-1901', Gerald**

**Title:** Libraries - Reference - 'The Institution as an Illustration of the Poor Laws in Nova Scotia, 1750-1901', Gerald

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 421, Folder 13
Date: 1976 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'The M.I.S. as a Management Instrument', F. Schwartz
Reference code: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 3
Date: 1977 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'The Multi-Problem Family' and Annotated Bibliography, Marilyn Peers
Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 15
Date: 1968 (date of creation)


Reference code: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 2

File: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 4 - Libraries - Reference - 'Towards an Understanding of Urban Community Development in Developed Nations',

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Towards an Understanding of Urban Community Development in Developed Nations',
Reference code: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 4


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Welfare and Worker Participation', Korans, Drover, Williams
Reference code: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 10
File: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 10 - Libraries - Reference - Well Woman Clinic Report

Title: Libraries - Reference - Well Woman Clinic Report
Reference code: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 10
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 14 - Libraries - Reference - 'Will There Always be an Institution?', W. Wolfensberger

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Will There Always be an Institution?', W. Wolfensberger
Reference code: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 14

File: UA-22, Box 422, Folder 3 - Libraries - Reference - 'Winding Down Social Spending', J. Patterson

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Winding Down Social Spending', J. Patterson
Reference code: UA-22, Box 422, Folder 3
Date: 1980 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Women - Mental Health - A World Perspective', R. Brown
Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 11
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 1 - Libraries - Reference - 'Women and Childbirth' and 'One Woman Among Many' and 'Healing With Power',

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Women and Childbirth' and 'One Woman Among Many' and 'Healing With Power',
Reference code: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 1
Date: 1978-1979 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 6 - Libraries - Reference - 'Women and Power - Case Study', Mary Lou Courteny

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Women and Power - Case Study', Mary Lou Courteny
Reference code: UA-22, Box 421, Folder 6
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 6 - Libraries - Reference - 'Women in the Work Force', Martha MacDonald

Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Women in the Work Force', Martha MacDonald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 423, Folder 6
Date: 1979 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - 'Women's Concerns' - 'Provision for Women in B.C. Union Contracts', J. Prentland-Smith
Reference code: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 17
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)


Title: Libraries - Reference - Working Paper for Discussion on Bachelor and Master of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 424, Folder 11
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 15 - Library

Title: Library
Reference code: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 15
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 4 - Library

Title: Library
Reference code: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 4
Date: 1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 398, Folder 1 - Maritime School of Social Work Involvement With Social Work Community

Title: Maritime School of Social Work Involvement With Social Work Community
Reference code: UA-22, Box 398, Folder 1
Date: 1972-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 17 - Master of Social Work, academic timetables

Title: Master of Social Work, academic timetables
Reference code: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 17
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 18 - Master of Social Work, academic timetables

Title: Master of Social Work, academic timetables
Reference code: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 18
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 373, Folder 5 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work

Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 373, Folder 5
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 418, Folder 9 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Alcohol and Drug Training Course
Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Alcohol and Drug Training Course
Reference code: UA-22, Box 418, Folder 9
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 178, Folder 3 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Curriculum Outlines and Correspondence
Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Curriculum Outlines and Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 178, Folder 3
Date: 1982-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 178, Folder 4 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Newsletters
Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Newsletters
Reference code: UA-22, Box 178, Folder 4
Date: 1984-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 390, Folder 3 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Workshop on Social Conditions and Services on Micmac Reserves in Nova
Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Workshop on Social Conditions and Services on Micmac Reserves in Nova
Reference code: UA-22, Box 390, Folder 3
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 390, Folder 4 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Workshop on Social Conditions and Services on Micmac Reserves in Nova
Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Workshop on Social Conditions and Services on Micmac Reserves in Nova
Reference code: UA-22, Box 390, Folder 4
Date: 1981-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 3 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work course proposals
Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work course proposals  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 3  
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 6 - Micmac Education Councellor, course proposals  
Title: Micmac Education Councellor, course proposals  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 6  
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 382, Folder 7 - Micmac Professional Careers Project - Course Descriptions  
Title: Micmac Professional Careers Project - Course Descriptions  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 382, Folder 7  
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 224, Folder 4 - Native Education Counsellors Workshop  
Title: Native Education Counsellors Workshop  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 224, Folder 4  
Date: 1983-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 14 - Planning - Bachelor of Social Work  
Title: Planning - Bachelor of Social Work  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 14  
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 422, Folder 4 - 'Practice Model for Staff Development and Organizational Change' and 'Intervention - Open Systems Approach  
Title: 'Practice Model for Staff Development and Organizational Change' and 'Intervention - Open Systems Approach  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 422, Folder 4
Date: 1971-1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 14 - Programs

Title: Programs
Reference code: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 14
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 17 - Programs - Bachelor of Social Work

Title: Programs - Bachelor of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 17
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 183, Folder 3 - Record of Assignments and Grades

Title: Record of Assignments and Grades
Reference code: UA-22, Box 183, Folder 3
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 13 - Research Concentration Course Outlines and Descriptions

Title: Research Concentration Course Outlines and Descriptions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 13
Date: 1970-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 9 - Results of Teach-In Questionnaire

Title: Results of Teach-In Questionnaire
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 9
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 406, Folder 3 - Seminars - Atlantic Development: A Socio-Economic Perspective

Title: Seminars - Atlantic Development: A Socio-Economic Perspective
Reference code: UA-22, Box 406, Folder 3
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 176, Folder 2 - Social History / Native Counselling / Developmental Psychology

Title: Social History / Native Counselling / Developmental Psychology
Reference code: UA-22, Box 176, Folder 2
Date: 1984-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 175, Folder 4 - Social Statistics Bachelor of Social Work 304

Title: Social Statistics Bachelor of Social Work 304
Reference code: UA-22, Box 175, Folder 4
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 174, Folder 1 - Sociology 2180 Course Description

Title: Sociology 2180 Course Description
Reference code: UA-22, Box 174, Folder 1
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 353, Folder 2 - Special Projects

Title: Special Projects
Reference code: UA-22, Box 353, Folder 2
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 304, Folder 9 - Statistics - Student Lists
Title: Statistics - Student Lists
Reference code: UA-22, Box 304, Folder 9
Date: 1943-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 302, Folder 2 - Student Course Evaluations
Title: Student Course Evaluations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 302, Folder 2
Date: 1965-1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 302, Folder 5 - Student Recruiting
Title: Student Recruiting
Reference code: UA-22, Box 302, Folder 5
Date: 1942-1955 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 302, Folder 6 - Student Recruiting
Title: Student Recruiting
Reference code: UA-22, Box 302, Folder 6
Date: 1956-1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 304, Folder 1 - Student Recruiting
Title: Student Recruiting
Reference code: UA-22, Box 304, Folder 1
Date: 1961-1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 308, Folder 1 - Student Statistics**

Title: Student Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 308, Folder 1
Date: 1953-1962 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 8 - Summer School Course Planning Notes**

Title: Summer School Course Planning Notes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 8
Date: 1982-1986 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 6 - Surveys**

Title: Surveys
Reference code: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 6
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 10 - Surveys**

Title: Surveys
Reference code: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 10
Date: 1998 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 1 - Thesis Instructions and Project Lists**

Title: Thesis Instructions and Project Lists
Reference code: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 1
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 183, Folder 4 - Thesis Marks

Title: Thesis Marks
Reference code: UA-22, Box 183, Folder 4
Date: 1963-1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 308, Folder 4 - Timetables

Title: Timetables
Reference code: UA-22, Box 308, Folder 4
Date: 1941-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 4 - Timetables

Title: Timetables
Reference code: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 4
Date: 1962-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 9 - Timetables and Lists

Title: Timetables and Lists
Reference code: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 9
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 368, Folder 6 - Workshop on Multicultural and Multiracial Issues Programs, Brochures and Course Information

Title: Workshop on Multicultural and Multiracial Issues Programs, Brochures and Course Information
Reference code: UA-22, Box 368, Folder 6
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 268, Folder 8 - Workshops - Atlantic Regional Workshop on Social Work Education Reports and Summaries

Title: Workshops - Atlantic Regional Workshop on Social Work Education Reports and Summaries
Reference code: UA-22, Box 268, Folder 8
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 262, Folder 3 - Workshops - HIV/AIDS Curriculum Workshop

Title: Workshops - HIV/AIDS Curriculum Workshop
Reference code: UA-22, Box 262, Folder 3
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 3 - Workshops - Program on Technology Employment and Social Policy

Title: Workshops - Program on Technology Employment and Social Policy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 3
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 2 - Workshops - Social Policy Workshop Course Notes

Title: Workshops - Social Policy Workshop Course Notes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 2
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Series: Administration records of the Maritime School of Social Work

Title: Administration records of the Maritime School of Social Work
Date: 1941-2000 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

This series includes the following types of materials: reports and statistics, admissions files (including student applications, interviews and correspondence), policy statements and general regulations, staff and committee meeting minutes and files, student services information (including Orientation and general registration packets), registrar files, facilities reports (including repairs, renovations, space...
planning, environmental health and safety, and relocation files), general correspondence, permits, contracts, agreements and program reviews.

Physical description: 817 folders of textual records

---

**File: UA-22, Box 386, Folder 9 - 10 Year Rule Waivers**

**Title:** 10 Year Rule Waivers  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 386, Folder 9  
**Date:** 1990-1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 9 - 1st Year Student Lists and Statistics**

**Title:** 1st Year Student Lists and Statistics  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 165, Folder 9  
**Date:** 1972-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 5 - 2nd Year Registration Forms**

**Title:** 2nd Year Registration Forms  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 165, Folder 5  
**Date:** 1972-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 10 - 2nd Year Student Lists and Statistics**

**Title:** 2nd Year Student Lists and Statistics  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 165, Folder 10
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 7 - Academic Council
Title: Academic Council
Reference code: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 7
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 8 - Academic Council - Master of Social Work Committee
Title: Academic Council - Master of Social Work Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 8
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 198, Folder 5 - Academic Plan Summary of 1985
Title: Academic Plan Summary of 1985
Reference code: UA-22, Box 198, Folder 5
Date: 1985-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 5 - Accreditation
Title: Accreditation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 5
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 11 - Accreditation
Title: Accreditation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 11
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 1 - Accreditation

Title: Accreditation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 1
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 225, Folder 1 - Accreditation

Title: Accreditation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 225, Folder 1
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 15 - Accreditation

Title: Accreditation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 15
Date: 1982-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 13 - Accreditation

Title: Accreditation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 13
Date: 1983-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 13 - Accreditation

Title: Accreditation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 13
Date: 1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 7 - Accreditation

Title: Accreditation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 7
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 237, Folder 4 - Accreditation
Title: Accreditation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 237, Folder 4
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 225, Folder 5 - Accreditation
Title: Accreditation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 225, Folder 5
Date: 1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 406, Folder 1 - Accreditation and Strategic Scan
Title: Accreditation and Strategic Scan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 406, Folder 1
Date: 1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 266, Folder 4 - Act of Incorporation Original
Title: Act of Incorporation Original
Reference code: UA-22, Box 266, Folder 4
Date: 1941 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 362, Folder 10 - Admissions Policy Document
Title: Admissions Policy Document
Reference code: UA-22, Box 362, Folder 10
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 419, Folder 6 - Annual Academic and Professional Activities Report

Title: Annual Academic and Professional Activities Report
Reference code: UA-22, Box 419, Folder 6
Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 12 - Annual General Meeting

Title: Annual General Meeting
Reference code: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 12
Date: 1982-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 4 - Annual Report Drafts

Title: Annual Report Drafts
Reference code: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 4
Date: 1973-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 3 - Annual Report to the Director

Title: Annual Report to the Director
Reference code: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 3
Date: 1951-1954 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 198, Folder 6 - Annual Report to the Faculty of Administration Studies

Title: Annual Report to the Faculty of Administration Studies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 198, Folder 6
Date: 1975-1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 17 - Annual Reports
Title: Annual Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 17
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 6 - Annual Reports
Title: Annual Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 6
Date: 1994-1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 6 - Annual Reports - Outlines and Notes
Title: Annual Reports - Outlines and Notes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 6
Date: 1987-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 2 - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting
Title: Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 2
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 13 - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting
Title: Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 13
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 390, Folder 2 - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Title: Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 390, Folder 2
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 386, Folder 3 - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Title: Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 386, Folder 3
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 388, Folder 6 - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Title: Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 388, Folder 6
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 388, Folder 5 - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Title: Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 388, Folder 5
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 386, Folder 4 - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Title: Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 386, Folder 4
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 390, Folder 1 - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Title: Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 390, Folder 1
Date: 1992-1993 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 250, Folder 4 - Bachelor of Social Work Curriculum Committee Correspondence

Title: Bachelor of Social Work Curriculum Committee Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 250, Folder 4
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 386, Folder 5 - Bachelor of Social Work Program Manual

Title: Bachelor of Social Work Program Manual
Reference code: UA-22, Box 386, Folder 5
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 2 - Bachelor of Social Work-Cape Breton

Title: Bachelor of Social Work-Cape Breton
Reference code: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 2
Date: 1977-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 180, Folder 8 - Board of Trustees

Title: Board of Trustees
Reference code: UA-22, Box 180, Folder 8
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 268, Folder 9 - Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes

Title: Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 268, Folder 9
Date: 1940-1950 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 270, Folder 1 - Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes
File: UA-22, Box 244, Folder 6 - Cape Breton Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Cape Breton Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes

Reference code: UA-22, Box 244, Folder 6

Date: 1987-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 1 - Chellam, Grace - Correspondence

Title: Chellam, Grace - Correspondence

Reference code: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 1

Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 212, Folder 6 - Committee - Executive Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committee - Executive Committee Meeting Minutes

Reference code: UA-22, Box 212, Folder 6

Date: 1997-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 415, Folder 5 - Committee on Employee Morale Meeting Minutes

Title: Committee on Employee Morale Meeting Minutes

Reference code: UA-22, Box 415, Folder 5

Date: 1992 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 366, Folder 7 - Committee on Equivalency

Title: Committee on Equivalency

Reference code: UA-22, Box 366, Folder 7

Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 5 - Committee on Professional Ethics and Employment...
Title: Committee on Professional Ethics and Employment
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 5
Date: 1982-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 430, Folder 8 - Committee on Racial and Ethnic Affairs - COREA
Title: Committee on Racial and Ethnic Affairs - COREA
Reference code: UA-22, Box 430, Folder 8
Date: 1989-1995 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 4 - Committee on Racism and Ethnic Affairs (COREA) Committee Meetings
Title: Committee on Racism and Ethnic Affairs (COREA) Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 4
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 360, Folder 5 - Committee to Change the Governance Document
Title: Committee to Change the Governance Document
Reference code: UA-22, Box 360, Folder 5
Date: 1980-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 197, Folder 1 - Committees - Academic Appeals Committee
Title: Committees - Academic Appeals Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 197, Folder 1
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 386, Folder 10 - Committees - Academic Appeals Committee Minutes and Policy Adjustments
Title: Committees - Academic Appeals Committee Minutes and Policy Adjustments
Reference code: UA-22, Box 386, Folder 10
Date: 1991-1992 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 299, Folder 5 - Committees - Academic Council Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Academic Council Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 299, Folder 5
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 266, Folder 1 - Committees - Academic Council Meeting Minutes and Correspondence
Title: Committees - Academic Council Meeting Minutes and Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 266, Folder 1
Date: 1958-1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 173, Folder 1 - Committees - Academic Council Minutes
Title: Committees - Academic Council Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 173, Folder 1
Date: 1961-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 321, Folder 2 - Committees - Academic Planning Committee
Title: Committees - Academic Planning Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 321, Folder 2
Date: 1982-1983 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 319, Folder 5 - Committees - Academic Planning Committee

Title: Committees - Academic Planning Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 319, Folder 5
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 254, Folder 3 - Committees - Academic Planning Committee

Title: Committees - Academic Planning Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 254, Folder 3
Date: 1985-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 226, Folder 3 - Committees - Academic Planning Committee - General

Title: Committees - Academic Planning Committee - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 226, Folder 3
Date: 1986-1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 332, Folder 10 - Committees - Academic Planning Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Academic Planning Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 332, Folder 10
Date: 1986-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 374, Folder 2 - Committees - Academic Studies Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Academic Studies Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 374, Folder 2
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 11 - Committees - Administrative Studies Steering Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Administrative Studies Steering Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 11
Date: 1972-1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 10 - Committees - Admissions and Student Affairs Committee Meeting Minutes and Minority Group Report

Title: Committees - Admissions and Student Affairs Committee Meeting Minutes and Minority Group Report
Reference code: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 10
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 290, Folder 2 - Committees - Admissions Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Admissions Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 290, Folder 2
Date: 1950-1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 10 - Committees - Admissions Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Admissions Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 10
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 315, Folder 3 - Committees - Admissions Committee Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Admissions Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 315, Folder 3
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 324, Folder 7 - Committees - Admissions Policy Committee Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Admissions Policy Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 324, Folder 7
Date: 1968-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 226, Folder 1 - Committees - Advisory Committee
Title: Committees - Advisory Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 226, Folder 1
Date: 1996-1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 178, Folder 2 - Committees - Advisory Committee Correspondence and Policies
Title: Committees - Advisory Committee Correspondence and Policies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 178, Folder 2
Date: 1985-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 220, Folder 1 - Committees - Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 220, Folder 1
Date: 1977-1980 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 374, Folder 3 - Committees - Advisory Committee Minutes

Title: Committees - Advisory Committee Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 374, Folder 3
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 366, Folder 5 - Committees - Advisory Committee on Welfare Training and Grants

Title: Committees - Advisory Committee on Welfare Training and Grants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 366, Folder 5
Date: 1963-1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 324, Folder 8 - Committees - Advisory Council Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Advisory Council Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 324, Folder 8
Date: 1970-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 12 - Committees - Advisory Council Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Advisory Council Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 12
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 266, Folder 7 - Committees - Advisory Council Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Advisory Council Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 266, Folder 7
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 266, Folder 6 - Committees - Advisory Council Meeting Minutes and Correspondence
Title: Committees - Advisory Council Meeting Minutes and Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 266, Folder 6
Date: 1972-1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 4 - Committees - Affiliation Board Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Affiliation Board Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 4
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 224, Folder 7 - Committees - Affirmative Action and Human Rights Commission Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Affirmative Action and Human Rights Commission Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 224, Folder 7
Date: 1984-1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 226, Folder 4 - Committees - Alumni Meeting Minutes and Policies
Title: Committees - Alumni Meeting Minutes and Policies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 226, Folder 4
Date: 1997-1999, 2008 - 2011 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 256, Folder 3 - Committees - Annual Meeting and Annual Report
Title: Committees - Annual Meeting and Annual Report
Reference code: UA-22, Box 256, Folder 3
Date: 1990-1995 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 200, Folder 3 - Committees - Annual Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Annual Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 200, Folder 3
Date: 1982-1986 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 13 - Committees - Annual Meeting Minutes and Agendas

Title: Committees - Annual Meeting Minutes and Agendas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 13
Date: 1982-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 2 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Admissions Committee

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Admissions Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 2
Date: 1978-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 260, Folder 3 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee - Proposed Program Changes

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee - Proposed Program Changes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 260, Folder 3
Date: 1990-1993 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 319, Folder 6 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Course Projections

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Course Projections
Reference code: UA-22, Box 319, Folder 6
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 220, Folder 2 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 220, Folder 2
Date: 1977-1980 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 206, Folder 2 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 206, Folder 2
Date: 1977-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 313, Folder 2 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 313, Folder 2
Date: 1979-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 218, Folder 3 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 218, Folder 3
Date: 1979-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 197, Folder 7 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 197, Folder 7
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 360, Folder 1 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 360, Folder 1
Date: 1981-1983 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 384, Folder 5 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee
Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 384, Folder 5
Date: 1991-1993 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 260, Folder 2 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee
Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 260, Folder 2
Date: 1992-1993 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 260, Folder 1 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee
Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 260, Folder 1
Date: 1993-1994 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 260, Folder 4 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee
Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 260, Folder 4
Date: 1994-1995 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 260, Folder 5 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee
Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 260, Folder 5
Date: 1995-1996 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 224, Folder 6 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 224, Folder 6
Date: 1996-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 313, Folder 3 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes - 1980

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes - 1980
Reference code: UA-22, Box 313, Folder 3
Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 328, Folder 5 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Student Reviews and Correspondence

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Committee Student Reviews and Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 328, Folder 5
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 250, Folder 3 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Curriculum Committee - General

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Curriculum Committee - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 250, Folder 3
Date: 1976-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 250, Folder 2 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Curriculum Committee Documentation

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Curriculum Committee Documentation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 250, Folder 2
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 234, Folder 5 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 234, Folder 5
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 248, Folder 7 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 248, Folder 7
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 252, Folder 1 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Curriculum Committee Minutes and Documents

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Curriculum Committee Minutes and Documents
Reference code: UA-22, Box 252, Folder 1
Date: 1976-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 246, Folder 3 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Evaluation Committee

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Evaluation Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 246, Folder 3
Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 328, Folder 2 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work in Sydney Review Committee Report

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work in Sydney Review Committee Report
Reference code: UA-22, Box 328, Folder 2
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 248, Folder 2 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Planning Committee Regional Meeting Minutes and Program Information

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Planning Committee Regional Meeting Minutes and Program Information
Reference code: UA-22, Box 248, Folder 2
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 258, Folder 1 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Planning Committee Visits to Other Universities

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Planning Committee Visits to Other Universities
Reference code: UA-22, Box 258, Folder 1
Date: 1974-1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 258, Folder 3 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Program Committee Minutes and Policy Notes

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Program Committee Minutes and Policy Notes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 258, Folder 3
Date: 1979-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 330, Folder 1 - Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Programme Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Bachelor of Social Work Programme Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 330, Folder 1
Date: 1979-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 419, Folder 5 - Committees - Board Meeting Minutes and Speeches

Title: Committees - Board Meeting Minutes and Speeches
Reference code: UA-22, Box 419, Folder 5
Date: 1948-1965 (date of creation)
**File: UA-22, Box 309, Folder 1 - Committees - Board of Trustees Fall Meeting Minutes**

Title: Committees - Board of Trustees Fall Meeting Minutes  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 309, Folder 1  
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 418, Folder 2 - Committees - Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes**

Title: Committees - Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 418, Folder 2  
Date: 1941-1961 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 419, Folder 8 - Committees - Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes**

Title: Committees - Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 419, Folder 8  
Date: 1943-1957 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 234, Folder 6 - Committees - Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes**

Title: Committees - Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 234, Folder 6  
Date: 1950-1967 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 318, Folder 5 - Committees - Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes**

Title: Committees - Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 318, Folder 5  
Date: 1968-1970 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 299, Folder 1 - Committees - Board of Trustees Spring Meeting Minutes**
Title: Committees - Board of Trustees Spring Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 299, Folder 1
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 307, Folder 10 - Committees - Board of Trustees Spring Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Board of Trustees Spring Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 307, Folder 10
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 290, Folder 3 - Committees - Bursary and Scholarship Committee
Title: Committees - Bursary and Scholarship Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 290, Folder 3
Date: 1950-1962 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 264, Folder 5 - Committees - Canadian Association of Social Workers Women's Caucus
Title: Committees - Canadian Association of Social Workers Women's Caucus
Reference code: UA-22, Box 264, Folder 5
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 226, Folder 2 - Committees - Cape Breton Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes, Course Outlines and Budget
Title: Committees - Cape Breton Bachelor of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes, Course Outlines and Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 226, Folder 2
Date: 1997-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 344, Folder 3 - Committees - Committee on Racial and Ethical Affairs (COREA)
File: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 1 - Committees - Committee on Racial and Ethical Affairs (COREA)

Title: Committees - Committee on Racial and Ethical Affairs (COREA)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 1
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 3 - Committees - Committee on Racial and Ethical Affairs (COREA)

Title: Committees - Committee on Racial and Ethical Affairs (COREA)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 3
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 338, Folder 5 - Committees - Committee on Racial and Ethical Affairs (COREA)

Title: Committees - Committee on Racial and Ethical Affairs (COREA)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 338, Folder 5
Date: 1988-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 10 - Committees - Committee on Racial and Ethical Affairs (COREA)

Title: Committees - Committee on Racial and Ethical Affairs (COREA)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 10
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 206, Folder 1 - Committees - Committee on Racial and Ethnic Affairs (COREA) Resources
Title: Committees - Committee on Racial and Ethnic Affairs (COREA) Resources
Reference code: UA-22, Box 206, Folder 1
Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 362, Folder 3 - Committees - Committee on Racial and Ethnic Affairs (COREA)
Title: Committees - Committee on Racial and Ethnic Affairs (COREA)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 362, Folder 3
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 177, Folder 1 - Committees - Committee on Research in Social Sciences and Humanities Minutes
Title: Committees - Committee on Research in Social Sciences and Humanities Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 177, Folder 1
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 324, Folder 5 - Committees - Communications Committee Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Communications Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 324, Folder 5
Date: 1968-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 181, Folder 8 - Committees - Communications Committee Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Communications Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 181, Folder 8
Date: 1969-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 362, Folder 1 - Committees - Consultation Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Consultation Meeting Minutes
File: UA-22, Box 226, Folder 5 - Committees - Continuing Education Committee

Title: Committees - Continuing Education Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 226, Folder 5
Date: 1996-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 9 - Committees - Continuing Education Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Continuing Education Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 9
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 224, Folder 1 - Committees - Continuing Education Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Continuing Education Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 224, Folder 1
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 224, Folder 3 - Committees - Continuing Education Regional Planning Committee

Title: Committees - Continuing Education Regional Planning Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 224, Folder 3
Date: 1983-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 222, Folder 7 - Committees - Continuing Education Regional Planning Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Continuing Education Regional Planning Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 222, Folder 7
File: UA-22, Box 324, Folder 6 - Committees - Coordinating Council Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Coordinating Council Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 324, Folder 6
Date: 1967-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 6 - Committees - Coordinating Council Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Coordinating Council Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 6
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 292, Folder 1 - Committees - Curriculum Committee

Title: Committees - Curriculum Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 292, Folder 1
Date: 1966-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 9 - Committees - Curriculum Committee

Title: Committees - Curriculum Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 9
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 248, Folder 8 - Committees - Curriculum Committee

Title: Committees - Curriculum Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 248, Folder 8
Date: 1975-1979 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 415, Folder 7 - Committees - Curriculum Committee Discussion of Native Social Work Education in Canada

Title: Committees - Curriculum Committee Discussion of Native Social Work Education in Canada
Reference code: UA-22, Box 415, Folder 7
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 256, Folder 1 - Committees - Curriculum Committee General

Title: Committees - Curriculum Committee General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 256, Folder 1
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 10 - Committees - Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 10
Date: 1958-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 324, Folder 4 - Committees - Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 324, Folder 4
Date: 1967-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 3 - Committees - Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 311, Folder 5 - Committees - Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 311, Folder 5
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 292, Folder 2 - Committees - Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes and Reports

Title: Committees - Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes and Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 292, Folder 2
Date: 1971-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 234, Folder 2 - Committees - Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes, Correspondence and Notes on Amalgamation

Title: Committees - Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes, Correspondence and Notes on Amalgamation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 234, Folder 2
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 290, Folder 4 - Committees - Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes, Correspondence and Proposals

Title: Committees - Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes, Correspondence and Proposals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 290, Folder 4
Date: 1946-1960 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 252, Folder 2 - Committees - Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes, Course Outlines and Proposals

Title: Committees - Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes, Course Outlines and Proposals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 252, Folder 2
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 177, Folder 7 - Committees - Curriculum Committee Minutes
Title: Committees - Curriculum Committee Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 177, Folder 7
Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 181, Folder 2 - Committees - Curriculum Committee Reports
Title: Committees - Curriculum Committee Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 181, Folder 2
Date: 1969-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 10 - Committees - Curriculum Development Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Curriculum Development Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 10
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 303, Folder 3 - Committees - Dalhousie-Maritime School of Social Work Joint Committee Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Dalhousie-Maritime School of Social Work Joint Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 303, Folder 3
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 332, Folder 2 - Committees - Decentralization of the Master of Social Work Programme Committee Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Decentralization of the Master of Social Work Programme Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 332, Folder 2
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 1 - Committees - Direct Practice Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Direct Practice Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 1
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 254, Folder 2 - Committees - Direct Practice Stream Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Direct Practice Stream Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 254, Folder 2
Date: 1972-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 315, Folder 1 - Committees - Direct Practice Stream Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Direct Practice Stream Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 315, Folder 1
Date: 1978-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 356, Folder 2 - Committees - Evaluation and Grading Committee Minutes

Title: Committees - Evaluation and Grading Committee Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 356, Folder 2
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 6 - Committees - Evaluations and Grading Committee Reports

Title: Committees - Evaluations and Grading Committee Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 6
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 3 - Committees - Executive Committee Correspondence

Title: Committees - Executive Committee Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 3
Date: 1983-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 305, Folder 6 - Committees - Executive Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Executive Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 305, Folder 6
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 312, Folder 9 - Committees - Executive Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Executive Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 312, Folder 9
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 232, Folder 6 - Committees - Executive Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Executive Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 232, Folder 6
Date: 1968-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 6 - Committees - Executive Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Executive Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 6
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 366, Folder 8 - Committees - Extension Department Part-Time Committee Minutes

Title: Committees - Extension Department Part-Time Committee Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 366, Folder 8
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 316, Folder 3 - Committees - Faculty Committee's Cole Harbour Hospital Inquiry and Report

Title: Committees - Faculty Committee's Cole Harbour Hospital Inquiry and Report
Reference code: UA-22, Box 316, Folder 3
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 296, Folder 8 - Committees - Faculty Conference Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Faculty Conference Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 296, Folder 8
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 173, Folder 4 - Committees - Faculty Council Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Faculty Council Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 173, Folder 4
Date: 1961-1963 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 173, Folder 5 - Committees - Faculty Council Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Faculty Council Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 173, Folder 5
Date: 1964-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 312, Folder 2 - Committees - Faculty Council Meeting Minutes
File: UA-22, Box 340, Folder 3 - Committees - Faculty Council Meetings
Title: Committees - Faculty Council Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 340, Folder 3
Date: 1983-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 298, Folder 3 - Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 298, Folder 3
Date: 1946-1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 366, Folder 4 - Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 366, Folder 4
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 303, Folder 8 - Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 303, Folder 8
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 173, Folder 6 - Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 173, Folder 6
Date: 1967-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 318, Folder 2 - Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 318, Folder 2
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 7 - Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 7
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 181, Folder 3 - Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 181, Folder 3
Date: 1969-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 6 - Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 6
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 275, Folder 1 - Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 275, Folder 1
Date: 1970-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 354, Folder 2 - Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Title: Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 354, Folder 2
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 181, Folder 4 - Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 181, Folder 4
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 232, Folder 1 - Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 232, Folder 1
Date: 1979-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 376, Folder 1 - Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 376, Folder 1
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 11 - Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 11
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 214, Folder 2 - Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Faculty Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 214, Folder 2
Date: 1997-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 275, Folder 2 - Committees - Faculty Notices

Title: Committees - Faculty Notices
Reference code: UA-22, Box 275, Folder 2
Date: 1945-1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 181, Folder 5 - Committees - Faculty Recruitment Committee Minutes

Title: Committees - Faculty Recruitment Committee Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 181, Folder 5
Date: 1971-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 212, Folder 8 - Committees - Field Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Field Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 212, Folder 8
Date: 1997-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 173, Folder 2 - Committees - Field Instruction Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Field Instruction Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 173, Folder 2
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 262, Folder 1 - Committees - Field Instruction Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Field Instruction Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 262, Folder 1
Date: 1993-1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 366, Folder 3 - Committees - Field Instructors' Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Field Instructors' Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 366, Folder 3
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 277, Folder 2 - Committees - Field Work - Meeting of Supervisors' Minutes

Title: Committees - Field Work - Meeting of Supervisors’ Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 277, Folder 2
Date: 1947-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 2 - Committees - Governance Review Committee

Title: Committees - Governance Review Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 2
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 328, Folder 4 - Committees - Grievance Committee

Title: Committees - Grievance Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 328, Folder 4
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 222, Folder 1 - Committees - Grievance Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Grievance Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 222, Folder 1
Date: 1983-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 316, Folder 8 - Committees - Halifax House Study Committee Minutes and Reports

Title: Committees - Halifax House Study Committee Minutes and Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 316, Folder 8
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 6 - Committees - Joint Committee

Title: Committees - Joint Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 6
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 234, Folder 3 - Committees - Joint Committee on Amalgamation Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Joint Committee on Amalgamation Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 234, Folder 3
Date: 1964-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 354, Folder 6 - Committees - Learning Revue Committee

Title: Committees - Learning Revue Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 354, Folder 6
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 226, Folder 8 - Committees - Management Committee Meeting Minutes, Expense Sheets and Correspondence

Title: Committees - Management Committee Meeting Minutes, Expense Sheets and Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 226, Folder 8
Date: 1997-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 360, Folder 2 - Committees - Master of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Master of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 360, Folder 2
Date: 1981-1983 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 206, Folder 7 - Committees - Master of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Master of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 206, Folder 7
Date: 1986-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 8 - Committees - Master of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Master of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 8
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 264, Folder 1 - Committees - Master of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Master of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 264, Folder 1
Date: 1990-1993 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 206, Folder 6 - Committees - Master of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Master of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 206, Folder 6
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 210, Folder 2 - Committees - Master of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Master of Social Work Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 210, Folder 2
Date: 1996-1999 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 360, Folder 3 - Committees - Master of Social Work Planning Committee

Title: Committees - Master of Social Work Planning Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 360, Folder 3
Date: 1981-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 330, Folder 5 - Committees - Master of Social Work Programme Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Master of Social Work Programme Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 330, Folder 5
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 320, Folder 7 - Committees - Meetings on Affiliation Minutes

Title: Committees - Meetings on Affiliation Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 320, Folder 7
Date: 1950 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 222, Folder 4 - Committees - Native Education Counselling

Title: Committees - Native Education Counselling
Reference code: UA-22, Box 222, Folder 4
Date: 1983-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 7 - Committees - New Brunswick Committee on Higher Education Meeting Minutes and Reports

Title: Committees - New Brunswick Committee on Higher Education Meeting Minutes and Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 7
Date: 1968-1972 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 398, Folder 2 - Committees - Off-Campus Concerns Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Off-Campus Concerns Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 398, Folder 2
Date: 1976-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 392, Folder 3 - Committees - Personal Suitability Withdrawal Question to Faculty

Title: Committees - Personal Suitability Withdrawal Question to Faculty
Reference code: UA-22, Box 392, Folder 3
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 9 - Committees - Prince Edward Island (PEI) Bachelor of Social Work Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Prince Edward Island (PEI) Bachelor of Social Work Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 9
Date: 1987-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 321, Folder 1 - Committees - Promotion and Tenure(PROTENE)

Title: Committees - Promotion and Tenure(PROTENE)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 321, Folder 1
Date: 1981-1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 1 - Committees - Promotion and Tenure(PROTENE)

Title: Committees - Promotion and Tenure(PROTENE)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 1
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 413, Folder 5 - Committees - Promotion and Tenure(PROTENE) re Fred Wien

Title: Committees - Promotion and Tenure(PROTENE) re Fred Wien
Reference code: UA-22, Box 413, Folder 5
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 334, Folder 1 - Committees - research Advisory Committee

Title: Committees - research Advisory Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 334, Folder 1
Date: 1989-1992 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 8 - Committees - Research Advisory Committee Minutes

Title: Committees - Research Advisory Committee Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 8
Date: 1968-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 177, Folder 2 - Committees - Research Council Project Meeting

Title: Committees - Research Council Project Meeting
Reference code: UA-22, Box 177, Folder 2
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 10 - Committees - Research Group Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Research Group Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 10
Date: 1987-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 368, Folder 5 - Committees - Research Group Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Research Group Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 368, Folder 5
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 311, Folder 4 - Committees - School Council Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - School Council Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 311, Folder 4
Date: 1976-1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 234, Folder 1 - Committees - School Council Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - School Council Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 234, Folder 1
Date: 1976-1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 232, Folder 5 - Committees - School Council Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - School Council Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 232, Folder 5
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 232, Folder 3 - Committees - School Council Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - School Council Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 232, Folder 3
Date: 1979-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 340, Folder 8 - Committees - Space Committee Reports

Title: Committees - Space Committee Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 340, Folder 8
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 14 - Committees - Student Study Teach-In Committee

Title: Committees - Student Study Teach-In Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 14
Date: 1969-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 305, Folder 5 - Committees - Submission to Advisory Committee on Homemakers' Services

Title: Committees - Submission to Advisory Committee on Homemakers' Services
Reference code: UA-22, Box 305, Folder 5
Date: 1965-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 9 - Committees - Tenure and Promotion Minutes and Criteria Information

Title: Committees - Tenure and Promotion Minutes and Criteria Information
Reference code: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 9
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 356, Folder 1 - Committees - Tenure Committee Meeting Minutes and Faculty Information

Title: Committees - Tenure Committee Meeting Minutes and Faculty Information
File: UA-22, Box 374, Folder 7 - Committees - Women's Group Meeting Minutes

Title: Committees - Women's Group Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 374, Folder 7
Date: 1979-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 10 - Continuing Education

Title: Continuing Education
Reference code: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 10
Date: 1986-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 4 - Continuing Education - Registrations - Year 1

Title: Continuing Education - Registrations - Year 1
Reference code: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 4
Date: 1987-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 7 - Continuing Education Advisory Committee

Title: Continuing Education Advisory Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 7
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 1 - Continuing Education Management Committee

Title: Continuing Education Management Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 1
Date: 1987-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 4 - Correspondence - Director
Title: Correspondence - Director
Reference code: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 4
Date: 1978-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 10 - Correspondence - Director
Title: Correspondence - Director
Reference code: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 10
Date: 1979-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 190, Folder 6 - Correspondence - Director
Title: Correspondence - Director
Reference code: UA-22, Box 190, Folder 6
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 190, Folder 7 - Correspondence - Director
Title: Correspondence - Director
Reference code: UA-22, Box 190, Folder 7
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 10 - Correspondence - Director Memos to School
Title: Correspondence - Director Memos to School
Reference code: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 10
Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 1 - Correspondence - Director re: Cape Breton Course Arrangements

Title: Correspondence - Director re: Cape Breton Course Arrangements
Reference code: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 1
Date: 1978-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 15 - Correspondence - Director re: Cape Breton Students

Title: Correspondence - Director re: Cape Breton Students
Reference code: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 15
Date: 1978-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 195, Folder 2 - Correspondence - Director re: Changes in Welfare Grants

Title: Correspondence - Director re: Changes in Welfare Grants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 195, Folder 2
Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 3 - Correspondence - Director re: Maritime Provinces Higher Education Commission(MPHEC)

Title: Correspondence - Director re: Maritime Provinces Higher Education Commission(MPHEC)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 3
Date: 1978-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 7 - Correspondence - Director re: Prince Edward Island Course Arrangements

Title: Correspondence - Director re: Prince Edward Island Course Arrangements
Reference code: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 7
Date: 1978-1980 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 6 - Correspondence - Director re: Prince Edward Island Visit

Title: Correspondence - Director re: Prince Edward Island Visit
Reference code: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 6
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 11 - Correspondence - Director re: Research

Title: Correspondence - Director re: Research
Reference code: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 11
Date: 1977-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 195, Folder 1 - Correspondence - Director re: Workloads

Title: Correspondence - Director re: Workloads
Reference code: UA-22, Box 195, Folder 1
Date: 1976-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 11 - Correspondence - Director with Cape Breton

Title: Correspondence - Director with Cape Breton
Reference code: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 11
Date: 1979-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 12 - Correspondence - Director with Cape Breton Agencies

Title: Correspondence - Director with Cape Breton Agencies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 12
Date: 1978-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 12 - Correspondence - Director with Jean Duplisea
Title: Correspondence - Director with Jean Duplisea
Reference code: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 12
Date: 1978-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 195, Folder 4 - Correspondence - Director with Library
Title: Correspondence - Director with Library
Reference code: UA-22, Box 195, Folder 4
Date: 1978-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 3 - Correspondence - Director with Marjorie MacDonald
Title: Correspondence - Director with Marjorie MacDonald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 3
Date: 1978-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 8 - Correspondence - Director with New Brunswick
Title: Correspondence - Director with New Brunswick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 8
Date: 1979-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 9 - Correspondence - Director with New Brunswick Advisory Committee
Title: Correspondence - Director with New Brunswick Advisory Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 9
Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 5 - Correspondence - Director with New Brunswick Dept. Social Services
Title: Correspondence - Director with New Brunswick Dept. Social Services
Reference code: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 5
**File: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 5 - Correspondence - Director with Prince Edward Island Bachelor of Social Work Committee**

*Title:* Correspondence - Director with Prince Edward Island Bachelor of Social Work Committee  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 192, Folder 5  
*Date:* 1979-1981 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 8 - Correspondence - Director with Prince Edward Island Department of Social Services**

*Title:* Correspondence - Director with Prince Edward Island Department of Social Services  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 192, Folder 8  
*Date:* 1978-1980 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 4 - Correspondence - Director with Prince Edward Island Students**

*Title:* Correspondence - Director with Prince Edward Island Students  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 192, Folder 4  
*Date:* 1980-1981 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 13 - Correspondence - Director with St. John Agencies**

*Title:* Correspondence - Director with St. John Agencies  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 192, Folder 13  
*Date:* 1979 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 7 - Correspondence - Director with St. John Agencies**

*Title:* Correspondence - Director with St. John Agencies  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 191, Folder 7  
*Date:* 1979-1980 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 6 - Correspondence - Director with St. Thomas University

Title: Correspondence - Director with St. Thomas University
Reference code: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 6
Date: 1978-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 14 - Correspondence - Director with University of New Brunswick at St John

Title: Correspondence - Director with University of New Brunswick at St John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 14
Date: 1978-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 9 - Correspondence - Director with University of Prince Edward Island

Title: Correspondence - Director with University of Prince Edward Island
Reference code: UA-22, Box 192, Folder 9
Date: 1978-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 195, Folder 6 - Correspondence - Director-Faculty Memos

Title: Correspondence - Director-Faculty Memos
Reference code: UA-22, Box 195, Folder 6
Date: 1977-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 9 - Correspondence - Joan Cummings

Title: Correspondence - Joan Cummings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 9
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 8 - Correspondence - Joan Cummings
Title: Correspondence - Joan Cummings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 8
Date: 1973-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 8 - Correspondence - Miscellaneous
Title: Correspondence - Miscellaneous
Reference code: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 8
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 2 - Correspondence - Nova Scotia Government
Title: Correspondence - Nova Scotia Government
Reference code: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 2
Date: 1976-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 198, Folder 8 - Courses - Prince Edward Island (PEI) Bachelor of Social Work Program Description
Title: Courses - Prince Edward Island (PEI) Bachelor of Social Work Program Description
Reference code: UA-22, Box 198, Folder 8
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 1 - Curriculum Committee Meeting
Title: Curriculum Committee Meeting
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 1
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 362, Folder 5 - Direct Practice Task Force Recommendations, Minutes and Draft Report
Title: Direct Practice Task Force Recommendations, Minutes and Draft Report
Reference code: UA-22, Box 362, Folder 5
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 351, Folder 9 - Director's Files**

**Title:** Director's Files  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 351, Folder 9  
**Date:** 1984-1985 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 2 - Director's Reports - Joan Gilroy**

**Title:** Director's Reports - Joan Gilroy  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 402, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1990-1993 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 13 - Enrolment Statistics**

**Title:** Enrolment Statistics  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 151, Folder 13  
**Date:** 1959-1960 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 14 - Enrolment Statistics**

**Title:** Enrolment Statistics  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 151, Folder 14  
**Date:** 1965-1966 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 16 - Enrolment Statistics**

**Title:** Enrolment Statistics  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 151, Folder 16  
**Date:** 1966-1967 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 6 - F.R. McKinnon, Registrar**
Title: F.R. McKinnon, Registrar
Reference code: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 6
Date: 1943-1944 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 8 - Faculty and Staff Notices
Title: Faculty and Staff Notices
Reference code: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 8
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 180, Folder 7 - Faculty Board and Board of Trustees Policies
Title: Faculty Board and Board of Trustees Policies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 180, Folder 7
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 195, Folder 7 - Faculty Council
Title: Faculty Council
Reference code: UA-22, Box 195, Folder 7

File: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 11 - Faculty Council Meeting
Title: Faculty Council Meeting
Reference code: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 11
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 10 - Faculty Meeting
Title: Faculty Meeting
Reference code: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 10
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 212, Folder 4 - Faculty Reports

Title: Faculty Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 212, Folder 4
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 354, Folder 1 - Faculty Work Week 'Restricted' Minutes

Title: Faculty Work Week 'Restricted' Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 354, Folder 1
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 199, Folder 1 - Field Compensation Correspondence

Title: Field Compensation Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 199, Folder 1
Date: 1980-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 386, Folder 7 - Field Two Placement Committee - Danette Rennie

Title: Field Two Placement Committee - Danette Rennie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 386, Folder 7
Date: 1991-1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 7 - First Term Exam results
Title: First Term Exam results
Reference code: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 7
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 14 - First Term Exam Results
Title: First Term Exam Results
Reference code: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 14
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 362, Folder 2 - General
Title: General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 362, Folder 2
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 13 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 13
Date: 1929-1938 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 2 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 2
Date: 1941-1942 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 6 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 6
Date: 1941-1942 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 9 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 9
Date: 1941-1943 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 7 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 7
Date: 1942-1943 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 247, Folder 10 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 247, Folder 10
Date: 1943 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 3 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 3
Date: 1943-1944 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 8 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 8
UA-22

Maritime School of Social Work fonds

Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 6
Date: 1946-1947 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 13 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 13
Date: 1946-1950 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 247, Folder 11 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 247, Folder 11
Date: 1947-1952 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 12 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 12
Date: 1950 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 14 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 269, Folder 14
Date: 1950-1952 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 267, Folder 1 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 267, Folder 1
Date: 1952-1953 (date of creation)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1956-1957 (date of creation)</td>
<td><strong>File: UA-22, Box 271, Folder 1 - General - Correspondence</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> General - Correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Reference code:</strong> UA-22, Box 271, Folder 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957-1958 (date of creation)</td>
<td><strong>File: UA-22, Box 271, Folder 2 - General - Correspondence</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> General - Correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Reference code:</strong> UA-22, Box 271, Folder 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958-1959 (date of creation)</td>
<td><strong>File: UA-22, Box 247, Folder 6 - General - Correspondence</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> General - Correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Reference code:</strong> UA-22, Box 247, Folder 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959-1960 (date of creation)</td>
<td><strong>File: UA-22, Box 271, Folder 3 - General - Correspondence</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> General - Correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Reference code:</strong> UA-22, Box 271, Folder 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960-1961 (date of creation)</td>
<td><strong>File: UA-22, Box 271, Folder 4 - General - Correspondence</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> General - Correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Reference code:</strong> UA-22, Box 271, Folder 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>File: UA-22, Box 271, Folder 5 - General - Correspondence</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
File: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 13 - General - Correspondence

Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 13
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 323, Folder 2 - General - Correspondence

Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 323, Folder 2
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 323, Folder 1 - General - Correspondence

Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 323, Folder 1
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 273, Folder 4 - General - Correspondence

Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 273, Folder 4
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 273, Folder 5 - General - Correspondence

Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 273, Folder 5
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 323, Folder 3 - General - Correspondence

Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 323, Folder 3
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 2 - General - Correspondence**

**Title:** General - Correspondence  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 345, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1970-1971 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 16 - General - Correspondence**

**Title:** General - Correspondence  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 345, Folder 16  
**Date:** 1970-1971 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 12 - General - Correspondence**

**Title:** General - Correspondence  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 381, Folder 12  
**Date:** 1970-1971 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 14 - General - Correspondence**

**Title:** General - Correspondence  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 347, Folder 14  
**Date:** 1971-1972 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 13 - General - Correspondence**

**Title:** General - Correspondence  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 349, Folder 13  
**Date:** 1971-1972 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 11 - General - Correspondence**
File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 14 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 14
Date: 1980-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 253, Folder 4 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 253, Folder 4
Date: 1981-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 17 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 17
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 369, Folder 4 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 369, Folder 4
Date: 1982-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 351, Folder 4 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 351, Folder 4
Date: 1982-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 18 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 18
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 19 - General - Correspondence**

Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 19
Date: 1983-1985 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 261, Folder 2 - General - Correspondence**

Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 261, Folder 2
Date: 1983-1993 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 351, Folder 1 - General - Correspondence**

Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 351, Folder 1
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 215, Folder 6 - General - Correspondence**

Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 215, Folder 6
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 343, Folder 1 - General - Correspondence**

Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 343, Folder 1
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 341, Folder 1 - General - Correspondence**
Title: General - Correspondence  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 341, Folder 1  
Date: 1984-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 353, Folder 3 - General - Correspondence  
Title: General - Correspondence  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 353, Folder 3  
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 335, Folder 1 - General - Correspondence  
Title: General - Correspondence  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 335, Folder 1  
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 3 - General - Correspondence  
Title: General - Correspondence  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 3  
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 5 - General - Correspondence  
Title: General - Correspondence  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 5  
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 12 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 12
Date: 1986-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 18 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 18
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 19 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 19
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 13 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 13
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 8 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 8
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 14 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 14
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 213, Folder 1 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 213, Folder 1
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 2 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 2
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 5 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 5
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 9 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 9
Date: 1991-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 237, Folder 6 - General - Correspondence
Title: General - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 237, Folder 6
Date: 1996-1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 8 - General - Correspondence
File: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 10 - General - Correspondence - Director - Misc
Title: General - Correspondence - Director - Misc
Reference code: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 10
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 1 - General - Correspondence - Director
Title: General - Correspondence - Director
Reference code: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 1
Date: 1984-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 7 - General - Correspondence - Director
Title: General - Correspondence - Director
Reference code: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 7
Date: 1984-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 3 - General - Correspondence - Director
Title: General - Correspondence - Director
Reference code: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 3
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 9 - General - Correspondence - Director
Title: General - Correspondence - Director
Reference code: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 9
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 14 - General - Correspondence - Director
Title: General - Correspondence - Director
Reference code: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 14
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 13 - General - Correspondence - Professor Gerald Atlon**

Title: General - Correspondence - Professor Gerald Atlon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 13
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 340, Folder 1 - General - Governance Document Revision**

Title: General - Governance Document Revision
Reference code: UA-22, Box 340, Folder 1
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 332, Folder 3 - General - Guidelines for Tenure and Promotion**

Title: General - Guidelines for Tenure and Promotion
Reference code: UA-22, Box 332, Folder 3
Date: 1988-1990 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 3 - General - Mailing Lists**

Title: General - Mailing Lists
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 3
Date: 1981-1986 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 293, Folder 5 - General - Opening of the School**

Title: General - Opening of the School
Reference code: UA-22, Box 293, Folder 5
Date: 1941 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 293, Folder 6 - General - Orientation

Title: General - Orientation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 293, Folder 6
Date: 1949-1959 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 293, Folder 7 - General - Orientation

Title: General - Orientation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 293, Folder 7
Date: 1960-1963 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 307, Folder 5 - General - Orientation

Title: General - Orientation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 307, Folder 5
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 314, Folder 3 - General - Orientation

Title: General - Orientation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 314, Folder 3
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 320, Folder 5 - General - Orientation

Title: General - Orientation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 320, Folder 5
Date: 1967-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 10 - General - Orientation

Title: General - Orientation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 10
File: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 9 - General - Orientation

Title: General - Orientation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 9
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 304, Folder 7 - General - School Songs

Title: General - School Songs
Reference code: UA-22, Box 304, Folder 7
Date: 1948-1963 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 1 - General Agency Correspondence

Title: General Agency Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 1
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 172, Folder 3 - General Correspondence

Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 172, Folder 3
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 172, Folder 4 - General Correspondence

Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 172, Folder 4
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 171, Folder 1 - General Correspondence
File: UA-22, Box 169, Folder 7 - General Correspondence

Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 169, Folder 7
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 169, Folder 6 - General Correspondence

Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 169, Folder 6
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 171, Folder 4 - General Correspondence

Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 171, Folder 4
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 171, Folder 3 - General Correspondence

Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 171, Folder 3
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 170, Folder 3 - General Correspondence

Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 170, Folder 3
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 170, Folder 2 - General Correspondence

Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 170, Folder 2
File: UA-22, Box 169, Folder 8 - General Correspondence
Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 169, Folder 8
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 170, Folder 1 - General Correspondence
Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 170, Folder 1
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 3 - General Correspondence
Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 3
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 324, Folder 1 - General Correspondence
Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 324, Folder 1
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 13 - General Correspondence
Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 13
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 253, Folder 5 - General Correspondence
Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 253, Folder 5
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 14 - General Correspondence
Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 14
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 2 - General Correspondence
Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 2
Date: 1994 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 226, Folder 6 - General Correspondence
Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 226, Folder 6
Date: 1997-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 10 - General Correspondence - Courteney, Mary Lou
Title: General Correspondence - Courteney, Mary Lou
Reference code: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 10
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 4 - General Correspondence - Director re: Master's Degree
Title: General Correspondence - Director re: Master's Degree
Reference code: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 4
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 3 - General Correspondence - Director's Miscellaneous
Title: General Correspondence - Director's Miscellaneous
Reference code: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 3
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 275, Folder 5 - General Correspondence - Field Work
Title: General Correspondence - Field Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 275, Folder 5
Date: 1944-1963 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 275, Folder 6 - General Correspondence - Field Work
Title: General Correspondence - Field Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 275, Folder 6
Date: 1963-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 1 - General Correspondence - Professor A.C. Ashby
Title: General Correspondence - Professor A.C. Ashby
Reference code: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 1
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 2 - General Correspondence - Professor Mary Lou Courtney
Title: General Correspondence - Professor Mary Lou Courtney
Reference code: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 2
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 296, Folder 4 - General Faculty Correspondence
File: UA-22, Box 296, Folder 5 - General Faculty Correspondence
Title: General Faculty Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 296, Folder 5
Date: 1975-1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 277, Folder 6 - General Forms and Certificates
Title: General Forms and Certificates
Reference code: UA-22, Box 277, Folder 6
Date: 1945-1955 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 8 - General Notices from the Registrar
Title: General Notices from the Registrar
Reference code: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 8
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 293, Folder 4 - General Open House
Title: General Open House
Reference code: UA-22, Box 293, Folder 4
Date: 1948-1963 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 315, Folder 6 - General Policy Manual
Title: General Policy Manual
Reference code: UA-22, Box 315, Folder 6
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 6 - General Registration Forms and Information
Title: General Registration Forms and Information
Reference code: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 6
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 5 - General Regulations and Circulated Materials
Title: General Regulations and Circulated Materials
Reference code: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 5
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 320, Folder 1 - General School Objectives
Title: General School Objectives
Reference code: UA-22, Box 320, Folder 1
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 305, Folder 4 - General School Objectives and By-Laws
Title: General School Objectives and By-Laws
Reference code: UA-22, Box 305, Folder 4
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 8 - Governance Documents
Title: Governance Documents
Reference code: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 8
Date: 1948-1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 386, Folder 1 - Grading Policy Updates
Title: Grading Policy Updates
Reference code: UA-22, Box 386, Folder 1
Date: 1992 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 6 - Graduate Studies Information
Title: Graduate Studies Information
Reference code: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 6
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 14 - Graduate Studies Memos and Policy Notes
Title: Graduate Studies Memos and Policy Notes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 14
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 7 - Graduate Studies Student Statistics
Title: Graduate Studies Student Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 7
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 4 - Ist Year Registration Forms
Title: Ist Year Registration Forms
Reference code: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 4
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 6 - Maritime School of Social Work Advisory Committee
Title: Maritime School of Social Work Advisory Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 6
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 304, Folder 6 - Maritime School of Social Work Guide for the Blind

Title: Maritime School of Social Work Guide for the Blind
Reference code: UA-22, Box 304, Folder 6
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 212, Folder 2 - Maritime School of Social Work in New Brunswick Program Proposals and Reports

Title: Maritime School of Social Work in New Brunswick Program Proposals and Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 212, Folder 2
Date: 1995-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 2 - Marvin Burke Visiting Scholar Program

Title: Marvin Burke Visiting Scholar Program
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 2
Date: 1995 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 210, Folder 6 - Master of Social Work in Cape Breton Proposal

Title: Master of Social Work in Cape Breton Proposal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 210, Folder 6
Date: 1994 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 210, Folder 3 - Master of Social Work Policy Manuals

Title: Master of Social Work Policy Manuals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 210, Folder 3
Date: 1989-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 210, Folder 7 - Master of Social Work Program Evaluation
Title: Master of Social Work Program Evaluation  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 210, Folder 7  
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Title: Materials for General Policy Manual  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 9  
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 7 - Memos from Director  
Title: Memos from Director  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 7  
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 7 - Memos from Fred Wein  
Title: Memos from Fred Wein  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 7  
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 244, Folder 5 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes  
Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 244, Folder 5  
Date: 1984-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 332, Folder 8 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Agreement with School  
Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Agreement with School  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 332, Folder 8
File: UA-22, Box 429, Folder 3 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Certificate for First Nations Addiction Counselling Notes and Transcripts

Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Certificate for First Nations Addiction Counselling Notes and Transcripts
Reference code: UA-22, Box 429, Folder 3
Date: 1992-1995 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 429, Folder 2 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Class Lists, Curriculum Sheets, Administration Notes

Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Class Lists, Curriculum Sheets, Administration Notes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 429, Folder 2
Date: 1984-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 429, Folder 1 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Clippings, Program Outline and Photos

Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Clippings, Program Outline and Photos
Reference code: UA-22, Box 429, Folder 1
Date: 1984-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 344, Folder 2 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Curriculum Committee

Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Curriculum Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 344, Folder 2
Date: 1985-1988 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 212, Folder 3 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - General
Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 212, Folder 3
Date: 1988-1992 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 3 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - General Correspondence
Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 3
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 418, Folder 7 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Meeting
Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Meeting
Reference code: UA-22, Box 418, Folder 7
Date: 1982-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 413, Folder 1 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Native Council of Nova Scotia Meetings and Correspondence with School
Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Native Council of Nova Scotia Meetings and Correspondence with School
Reference code: UA-22, Box 413, Folder 1
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 413, Folder 3 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Planning Meeting Minutes
Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Planning Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 413, Folder 3
Date: 1982-1985 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 418, Folder 8 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Proposal 1982
Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Proposal 1982
Reference code: UA-22, Box 418, Folder 8
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 7 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work Advisory Committee
Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work Advisory Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 7
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 378, Folder 3 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work Program Evaluation by Battiste
Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work Program Evaluation by Battiste
Reference code: UA-22, Box 378, Folder 3
Date: 1985-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 4 - Micmac Development Council
Title: Micmac Development Council
Reference code: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 4
Date: 1982-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 382, Folder 6 - Micmac Professional Careers Project - Management Committee Meeting Minutes
Title: Micmac Professional Careers Project - Management Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 382, Folder 6
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 382, Folder 9 - Micmac Professional Careers Project - Planning Committee meeting Minutes and Activity Reports

Title: Micmac Professional Careers Project - Planning Committee meeting Minutes and Activity Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 382, Folder 9
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 9 - Native Socio-Economic Development Committee

Title: Native Socio-Economic Development Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 9
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 344, Folder 1 - New Brunswick Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: New Brunswick Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 344, Folder 1
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 9 - Office Staff Policies

Title: Office Staff Policies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 9
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 13 - Orientation - General

Title: Orientation - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 13
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 419, Folder 1 - Original Agreement Between Dalhousie and the Maritime School of Social Work, Bound Copy

Title: Original Agreement Between Dalhousie and the Maritime School of Social Work, Bound Copy

Reference code: UA-22, Box 419, Folder 1

Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 13 - Policies

Title: Policies

Reference code: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 13

Date: 1948-1951 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 8 - Policies

Title: Policies

Reference code: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 8

Date: 1965-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 1 - Policies

Title: Policies

Reference code: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 1

Date: 1984-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 363, Folder 4 - Policies

Title: Policies

Reference code: UA-22, Box 363, Folder 4

Date: 1985 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 6 - Policies

Title: Policies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 6
Date: 1986-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 6 - Policies

Title: Policies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 6
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 5 - Policies

Title: Policies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 5
Date: 1988-1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 13 - Policies

Title: Policies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 13
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 3 - Policies - Admissions

Title: Policies - Admissions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 3
Date: 1979-1981 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 7 - Policies - Affiliation and Accreditation

Title: Policies - Affiliation and Accreditation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 7
Date: 1964-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 209, Folder 13 - Policies - Curriculum Study

Title: Policies - Curriculum Study
Reference code: UA-22, Box 209, Folder 13
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 9 - Policies - Emergency Measures Organization

Title: Policies - Emergency Measures Organization
Reference code: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 9
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 13 - Policies - School By-Laws

Title: Policies - School By-Laws
Reference code: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 13
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 241, Folder 1 - Policy

Title: Policy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 241, Folder 1
Date: 1976-1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 13 - Policy

Title: Policy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 13
Date: 1976-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 11 - Policy
Title: Policy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 11
Date: 1985-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 253, Folder 8 - Policy
Title: Policy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 253, Folder 8
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 334, Folder 6 - Post-Censal Survey of Native Peoples
Title: Post-Censal Survey of Native Peoples
Reference code: UA-22, Box 334, Folder 6
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 334, Folder 9 - Presentation to the Dalhousie Board of Governors by Fred Wien
Title: Presentation to the Dalhousie Board of Governors by Fred Wien
Reference code: UA-22, Box 334, Folder 9
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 352, Folder 5 - President's Ten Year Report
Title: President's Ten Year Report
Reference code: UA-22, Box 352, Folder 5
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 4 - President's Ten Year Report and Background Notes

Title: President's Ten Year Report and Background Notes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 4
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 246, Folder 2 - Prince Edward Island (PEI) Bachelor of Social Work Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Prince Edward Island (PEI) Bachelor of Social Work Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 246, Folder 2
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 244, Folder 7 - Prince Edward Island (PEI) Bachelor of Social Work Review and Drafts

Title: Prince Edward Island (PEI) Bachelor of Social Work Review and Drafts
Reference code: UA-22, Box 244, Folder 7
Date: 1987-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 246, Folder 5 - Prince Edward Island Bachelor of Social Work Program

Title: Prince Edward Island Bachelor of Social Work Program
Reference code: UA-22, Box 246, Folder 5
Date: 1980-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 223, Folder 2 - Program Change Proposal

Title: Program Change Proposal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 223, Folder 2
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 223, Folder 7 - Program Reviews

Title: Program Reviews
Reference code: UA-22, Box 223, Folder 7
Date: 1989-1995 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 198, Folder 9 - Proposed Amendments to Social Worker's Act

Title: Proposed Amendments to Social Worker's Act
Reference code: UA-22, Box 198, Folder 9
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 6 - Registrar - General

Title: Registrar - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 6
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 16 - Registrar - General

Title: Registrar - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 16
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 218, Folder 4 - Registrar - General Correspondence

Title: Registrar - General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 218, Folder 4
Date: 1977-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 3 - Registrar's Office General

Title: Registrar's Office General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 3
### File: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 4 - Registration Forms

**Title:** Registration Forms  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 411, Folder 4  
**Date:** 1969-1970 (date of creation)  

**Restrictions on access:** Closed

### File: UA-22, Box 167, Folder 6 - Registration Forms Second Year

**Title:** Registration Forms Second Year  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 167, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1971-1972 (date of creation)

### File: UA-22, Box 175, Folder 3 - Report on Micmac Native Learning Centre Up-Grading

**Title:** Report on Micmac Native Learning Centre Up-Grading  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 175, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1988 (date of creation)

### File: UA-22, Box 199, Folder 2 - Reports - Phase One and Two Short-Term Review

**Title:** Reports - Phase One and Two Short-Term Review  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 199, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1982 (date of creation)

### File: UA-22, Box 183, Folder 8 - Reports - Sikkema's Consultation on Curriculum Report

**Title:** Reports - Sikkema's Consultation on Curriculum Report  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 183, Folder 8
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 220, Folder 7 - Reports - Student Statistics and Grading Policy
Title: Reports - Student Statistics and Grading Policy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 220, Folder 7
Date: 1977-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 4 - Reports/Statistics
Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 4

File: UA-22, Box 247, Folder 9 - Reports/Statistics
Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 247, Folder 9
Date: 1953-1954 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 209, Folder 3 - Reports/Statistics
Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 209, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 353, Folder 5 - Reports/Statistics
Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 353, Folder 5
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 353, Folder 6 - Reports/Statistics
Title: Reports/Statistics
UA-22 Maritime School of Social Work fonds

Reference code: UA-22, Box 353, Folder 6
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 11 - Reports/Statistics
Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 11
Date: 1972-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 361, Folder 1 - Reports/Statistics
Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 361, Folder 1
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 361, Folder 2 - Reports/Statistics
Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 361, Folder 2
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 219, Folder 3 - Reports/Statistics
Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 219, Folder 3
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 241, Folder 7 - Reports/Statistics
Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 241, Folder 7
Date: 1975-1976 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 219, Folder 2 - Reports/Statistics

Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 219, Folder 2
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 335, Folder 4 - Reports/Statistics

Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 335, Folder 4
Date: 1976-1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 241, Folder 5 - Reports/Statistics

Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 241, Folder 5
Date: 1978-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 13 - Reports/Statistics

Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 13
Date: 1980-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 9 - Reports/Statistics

Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 9
Date: 1980-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 8 - Reports/Statistics

Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 8
Date: 1981-1986 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 369, Folder 6 - Reports/Statistics**

Title: Reports/Statistics  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 369, Folder 6  
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 10 - Reports/Statistics**

Title: Reports/Statistics  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 10  
Date: 1982-1988 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 363, Folder 7 - Reports/Statistics**

Title: Reports/Statistics  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 363, Folder 7  
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 363, Folder 2 - Reports/Statistics**

Title: Reports/Statistics  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 363, Folder 2  
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 12 - Reports/Statistics**

Title: Reports/Statistics  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 12  
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 1 - Reports/Statistics**
File: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 1 - Reports/Statistics

Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 1
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 361, Folder 3 - Reports/Statistics

Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 361, Folder 3
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 11 - Reports/Statistics

Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 11
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 363, Folder 1 - Reports/Statistics

Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 363, Folder 1
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 5 - Reports/Statistics

Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 5
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 213, Folder 3 - Reports/Statistics

Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 213, Folder 3
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 2 - Reports/Statistics
Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 2
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 261, Folder 7 - Reports/Statistics
Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 261, Folder 7
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 4 - Reports/Statistics
Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 4
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 21 - Reports/Statistics
Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 21
Date: 1990-1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 261, Folder 6 - Reports/Statistics
Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 261, Folder 6
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 8 - Reports/Statistics
Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 8
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 223, Folder 1 - Reports/Statistics
Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 223, Folder 1
Date: 1991-1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 237, Folder 5 - Reports/Statistics
Title: Reports/Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 237, Folder 5
Date: 1994-1995 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 3 - Reports/Statistics - Enrollment
Title: Reports/Statistics - Enrollment
Reference code: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 3
Date: 1965-1968 (date of creation)

Title: Reports/Statistics - Evaluation Report
Reference code: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 1
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 1 - Reports/Statistics - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work
Title: Reports/Statistics - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 1
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 209, Folder 4 - Reports/Statistics - Program Reviews
Title: Reports/Statistics - Program Reviews
Reference code: UA-22, Box 209, Folder 4
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 10 - Reports/Statistics - Program Reviews
Title: Reports/Statistics - Program Reviews
Reference code: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 10
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 167, Folder 5 - Resistration Forms 1st Year
Title: Resistration Forms 1st Year
Reference code: UA-22, Box 167, Folder 5
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 370, Folder 4 - School of Graduate Studies Correspondence and Visiting Lecturer Notes
Title: School of Graduate Studies Correspondence and Visiting Lecturer Notes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 370, Folder 4
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 340, Folder 5 - Second Stage Review and Self-Study Report
Title: Second Stage Review and Self-Study Report
Reference code: UA-22, Box 340, Folder 5
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 8 - Second Term Exam Results

Title: Second Term Exam Results  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 8  
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)  

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 15 - Second Term Exam results

Title: Second Term Exam results  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 15  
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)  

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 8 - St. John Advisory Committee

Title: St. John Advisory Committee  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 8  
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 13 - Staf/Committee Meetings

Title: Staf/Committee Meetings  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 13  
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 189, Folder 5 - Staff - Faculty Lists

Title: Staff - Faculty Lists  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 189, Folder 5  
Date: 1970-1973 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 12 - Staff Association
Title: Staff Association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 12
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 326, Folder 3 - Staff Association
Title: Staff Association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 326, Folder 3
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 2 - Staff Development Committee Meeting Minutes
Title: Staff Development Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 2
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 12 - Staff Policies on Conference Attendance
Title: Staff Policies on Conference Attendance
Reference code: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 12
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 16 - Staff/ Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/ Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 16
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 323, Folder 4 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 323, Folder 4
Date: 1951-1960 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 323, Folder 5 - Staff/Committee Meetings**

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 323, Folder 5
Date: 1958-1966 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 247, Folder 5 - Staff/Committee Meetings**

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 247, Folder 5
Date: 1960-1961 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 215, Folder 3 - Staff/Committee Meetings**

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 215, Folder 3
Date: 1962-1968 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 215, Folder 1 - Staff/Committee Meetings**

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 215, Folder 1
Date: 1963-1969 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 241, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings**

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 241, Folder 2
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 215, Folder 5 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 215, Folder 5
Date: 1966-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 215, Folder 4 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 215, Folder 4
Date: 1966-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 1 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 1
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 215, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 215, Folder 2
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 241, Folder 8 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 241, Folder 8
Date: 1969-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 8 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 8
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 14 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 14
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 15 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 15
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 13 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 13
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 12 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 12
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 10 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 10
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 1 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 1
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 6 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 6
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 11 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 11
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 263, Folder 1 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 263, Folder 1
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 329, Folder 11 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 329, Folder 11
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 355, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 355, Folder 2
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 355, Folder 3 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 355, Folder 3
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 263, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 263, Folder 2
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 263, Folder 3 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 263, Folder 3
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 2
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 263, Folder 4 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 263, Folder 4
Date: 1975-1976 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 217, Folder 8 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 217, Folder 8
Date: 1976-1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 337, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 337, Folder 2
Date: 1976-1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 12 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 12
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 337, Folder 3 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 337, Folder 3
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 241, Folder 4 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 241, Folder 4
Date: 1978-1979 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 335, Folder 5 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 335, Folder 5
Date: 1978-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 241, Folder 6 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 241, Folder 6
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 16 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 16
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 219, Folder 8 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 219, Folder 8
Date: 1979-1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 3 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 3
Date: 1979-1983 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 225, Folder 6 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 225, Folder 6
Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 369, Folder 1 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 369, Folder 1
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 369, Folder 10 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 369, Folder 10
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 2
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 353, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 353, Folder 2
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 353, Folder 4 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 353, Folder 4
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 367, Folder 1 - Staff/Committee Meetings**

**Title:** Staff/Committee Meetings  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 367, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1981-1983 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 367, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings**

**Title:** Staff/Committee Meetings  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 367, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1981-1983 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 367, Folder 3 - Staff/Committee Meetings**

**Title:** Staff/Committee Meetings  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 367, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1981-1983 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 369, Folder 5 - Staff/Committee Meetings**

**Title:** Staff/Committee Meetings  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 369, Folder 5  
**Date:** 1981-1983 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 369, Folder 8 - Staff/Committee Meetings**

**Title:** Staff/Committee Meetings  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 369, Folder 8  
**Date:** 1981-1983 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 4 - Staff/Committee Meetings**
File: UA-22, Box 357, Folder 4 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 357, Folder 4
Date: 1982-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 369, Folder 7 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 369, Folder 7
Date: 1982-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 333, Folder 3 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 333, Folder 3
Date: 1982-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 363, Folder 8 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 363, Folder 8
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 341, Folder 5 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 341, Folder 5
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 225, Folder 4 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 225, Folder 4
Date: 1983-1986 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 3 - Staff/Committee Meetings**

**Title:** Staff/Committee Meetings  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 227, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1984 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 341, Folder 6 - Staff/Committee Meetings**

**Title:** Staff/Committee Meetings  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 341, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1984 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 9 - Staff/Committee Meetings**

**Title:** Staff/Committee Meetings  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 202, Folder 9  
**Date:** 1984-1985 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 205, Folder 1 - Staff/Committee Meetings**

**Title:** Staff/Committee Meetings  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 205, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1984-1985 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 341, Folder 3 - Staff/Committee Meetings**

**Title:** Staff/Committee Meetings  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 341, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1984-1985 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 14 - Staff/Committee Meetings**
File: UA-22, Box 225, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 225, Folder 2
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 4 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 4
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 11 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 11
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 365, Folder 1 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 365, Folder 1
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 335, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 335, Folder 2
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 9 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 9
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 10 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 10
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 257, Folder 6 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 257, Folder 6
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 11 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 11
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 333, Folder 6 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 333, Folder 6
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 333, Folder 5 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 333, Folder 5
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 333, Folder 1 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 333, Folder 1
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 7 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 7
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 8 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 8
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 333, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 333, Folder 2
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 4 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 4
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 4 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 4
Date: 1986-1989 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 369, Folder 14 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 369, Folder 14
Date: 1986-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 213, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 213, Folder 2
Date: 1986-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 10 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 10
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 12 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 12
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 20 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 20
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 20 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 20
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 7 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 7
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 233, Folder 6 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 233, Folder 6
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 233, Folder 5 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 233, Folder 5
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 15 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 15
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 9 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 9
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 257, Folder 5 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 257, Folder 5
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 261, Folder 3 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 261, Folder 3
Date: 1987-1993 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 3 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 3
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 6 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 6
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 13 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 13
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 257, Folder 4 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 257, Folder 4
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 9 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 9
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 7 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 7
Date: 1988-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 9 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 9
Date: 1988-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 233, Folder 1 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 233, Folder 1
Date: 1988-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 10 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 10
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 213, Folder 6 - Staff/Committee Meetings
File: UA-22, Box 213, Folder 5 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 213, Folder 5
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 12 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 12
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 14 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 14
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 213, Folder 4 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 213, Folder 4
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 15 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 15
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 257, Folder 3 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 257, Folder 3
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 233, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings

Reference code: UA-22, Box 233, Folder 2

Date: 1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 9 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings

Reference code: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 9

Date: 1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 257, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings

Reference code: UA-22, Box 257, Folder 2

Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 259, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings

Reference code: UA-22, Box 259, Folder 2

Date: 1990-1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 233, Folder 3 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings

Reference code: UA-22, Box 233, Folder 3

Date: 1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 257, Folder 7 - Staff/Committee Meetings
File: UA-22, Box 233, Folder 4 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 233, Folder 4
Date: 1992 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 257, Folder 1 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 257, Folder 1
Date: 1992-1993 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 8 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 8
Date: 1992-1993 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 2
Date: 1992-1995 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 261, Folder 1 - Staff/Committee Meetings

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 261, Folder 1
Date: 1992-1996 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 237, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 237, Folder 2
Date: 1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 4 - Staff/Committee Meetings - Academic Council
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings - Academic Council
Reference code: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 4
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 6 - Staff/Committee Meetings - Admissions Committee
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings - Admissions Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 6
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 11 - Staff/Committee Meetings - Board of Trustees
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings - Board of Trustees
Reference code: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 11
Date: 1964-1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 6 - Staff/Committee Meetings - Curriculum Planning Committee
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings - Curriculum Planning Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 6
Date: 1969-1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 7 - Staff/Committee Meetings - Evaluation and Grading Committee
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings - Evaluation and Grading Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 7
Date: 1964-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 1 - Staff/Committee Meetings - Executive Committee
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings - Executive Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 1
Date: 1975-1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 7 - Staff/Committee Meetings - Faculty Meeting
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings - Faculty Meeting
Reference code: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 7
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 9 - Staff/Committee Meetings - Faculty Meeting
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings - Faculty Meeting
Reference code: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 9
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 5 - Staff/Committee Meetings - Field Placement
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings - Field Placement
Reference code: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 5
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 2 - Staff/Committee Meetings - Finance Committee
Title: Staff/Committee Meetings - Finance Committee
File: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 8 - Staff/Committee Meetings - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 8
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 4 - Staff/Committee Meetings - Nominating Committee

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings - Nominating Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 4
Date: 1955-1960 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 5 - Staff/Committee Meetings - Nominating Committee

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings - Nominating Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 5
Date: 1961-1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 3 - Staff/Committee Meetings - Nomination Committee

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings - Nomination Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 3
Date: 1950-1954 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 10 - Staff/Committee Meetings - Senate

Title: Staff/Committee Meetings - Senate
Reference code: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 10
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 307, Folder 1 - Statistics

Title: Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 307, Folder 1
Date: 1965-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 7 - Statistics

Title: Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 7
Date: 1965-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 9 - Statistics

Title: Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 9
Date: 1971-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 388, Folder 1 - Statistics

Title: Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 388, Folder 1
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 2 - Statistics - on Graduate Schools and Undergraduate Programs in Canada

Title: Statistics - on Graduate Schools and Undergraduate Programs in Canada
Reference code: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 2
Date: 1965-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 5 - Statistics and Student Lists

Title: Statistics and Student Lists
Reference code: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 5
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 2 - Statistics/Reports

Title: Statistics/Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 2
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 11 - Student and Personnel Mailing Lists

Title: Student and Personnel Mailing Lists
Reference code: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 11
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 169, Folder 5 - Student Class Lists

Title: Student Class Lists
Reference code: UA-22, Box 169, Folder 5
Date: 1964-1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 1 - Student Grades

Title: Student Grades
Reference code: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 1
Date: 1942-1943 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 3 - Student Grades

Title: Student Grades
Reference code: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 4 - Student Grades - First Year Exams

Title: Student Grades - First Year Exams
Reference code: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 4
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 5 - Student Grades - Second Year Exams

Title: Student Grades - Second Year Exams
Reference code: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 5
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 2 - Student Grades and Exam Result Forms

Title: Student Grades and Exam Result Forms
Reference code: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 2
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 5 - Student Grades and Exam Returns
Title: Student Grades and Exam Returns
Reference code: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 5
Date: 1942-1943 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 7 - Student Grades and Exam Returns
Title: Student Grades and Exam Returns
Reference code: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 7
Date: 1942-1950 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 8 - Student Grades and Exam Returns
Title: Student Grades and Exam Returns
Reference code: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 8
Date: 1950-1951 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 9 - Student Grades and Exam Returns
Title: Student Grades and Exam Returns
Reference code: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 9
Date: 1954-1957 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 10 - Student Grades and Exam Returns
Title: Student Grades and Exam Returns
Reference code: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 10
Date: 1957-1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 11 - Student Grades and Exam Returns
Title: Student Grades and Exam Returns
Reference code: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 11
Date: 1963-1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 12 - Student Grades and Exam Returns
Title: Student Grades and Exam Returns
Reference code: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 12
Date: 1964-1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 13 - Student Grades and Exam Returns

Dalhousie University Archives
Title: Student Grades and Exam Returns
Reference code: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 13
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 14 - Student Grades and Exam Returns
Title: Student Grades and Exam Returns
Reference code: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 14
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 15 - Student Grades and Exam Returns
Title: Student Grades and Exam Returns
Reference code: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 15
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 16 - Student Grades and Exam Returns
Title: Student Grades and Exam Returns
Reference code: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 16
Date: 1967-1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 17 - Student Grades and Exam Returns

Title: Student Grades and Exam Returns
Reference code: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 17
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 366, Folder 1 - Student Information Manual

Title: Student Information Manual
Reference code: UA-22, Box 366, Folder 1
Date: 1949-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 2 - Student Lists

Title: Student Lists
Reference code: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 2
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 11 - Student Lists

Title: Student Lists
Reference code: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 11
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 21 - Student Services
Title: Student Services
Reference code: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 21
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 12 - Student Services
Title: Student Services
Reference code: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 12
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 219, Folder 4 - Student Services - Orientation
Title: Student Services - Orientation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 219, Folder 4
Date: 1976-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 21 - Student Services - Requests for Housing
Title: Student Services - Requests for Housing
Reference code: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 21
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 5 - Student Services - Scholarships/Awards
Title: Student Services - Scholarships/Awards
Reference code: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 5
Date: 1953-1954 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 1 - Student Services - Scholarships/Awards
Title: Student Services - Scholarships/Awards
Reference code: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 1
Date: 1954-1959 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 4 - Student Services - Scholarships/Awards

Title: Student Services - Scholarships/Awards
Reference code: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 4
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 8 - Student Services - Scholarships/Awards

Title: Student Services - Scholarships/Awards
Reference code: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 8
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 17 - Student Services - Scholarships/Awards

Title: Student Services - Scholarships/Awards
Reference code: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 17
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 5 - Student Services - Scholarships/Awards - Lloyd MacInnis Memorial Award Fund

Title: Student Services - Scholarships/Awards - Lloyd MacInnis Memorial Award Fund
Reference code: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 5
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 12 - Student Services - Scholarships/Awards - Protestant Youth Foundation - Bursary

Title: Student Services - Scholarships/Awards - Protestant Youth Foundation - Bursary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 12
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 419, Folder 3 - Student Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 413, Folder 6
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 415, Folder 3 - 'Technology and Change' Symposium - Correspondence with Speakers**

Title: 'Technology and Change' Symposium - Correspondence with Speakers
Reference code: UA-22, Box 415, Folder 3
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 415, Folder 1 - 'Technology and Change' Symposium - Follow-Up Letter and Report to President**

Title: 'Technology and Change' Symposium - Follow-Up Letter and Report to President
Reference code: UA-22, Box 415, Folder 1
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 415, Folder 2 - 'Technology and Change' Symposium - Organizing Committee Minutes**

Title: 'Technology and Change' Symposium - Organizing Committee Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 415, Folder 2
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 413, Folder 8 - 'Technology and Change' Symposium Speakers - Cedric Ritchie Speech**

Title: 'Technology and Change' Symposium Speakers - Cedric Ritchie Speech
Reference code: UA-22, Box 413, Folder 8
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 413, Folder 9 - 'Technology and Change' Symposium Speakers - General, with Speeches**

Title: 'Technology and Change' Symposium Speakers - General, with Speeches
**File: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 3 - Transcripts - First Year Students**

**Title:** Transcripts - First Year Students  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 168, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1971-1972 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 5 - Transcripts - Part-Time Students**

**Title:** Transcripts - Part-Time Students  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 168, Folder 5  
**Date:** 1971-1972 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 4 - Transcripts - Second Year Students**

**Title:** Transcripts - Second Year Students  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 168, Folder 4  
**Date:** 1971-1972 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 356, Folder 3 - Volunteer Bureau**

**Title:** Volunteer Bureau  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 356, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1972-1973 (date of creation)
Series: Admissions

Title: Admissions
Date: 1941-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 104 folders of textual records

File: UA-22, Box 363, Folder 6 - Academic Advising

Title: Academic Advising
Reference code: UA-22, Box 363, Folder 6
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 11 - Admissions Coordinators

Title: Admissions Coordinators
Reference code: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 11
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 6 - Admissions General Correspondence

Title: Admissions General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 6
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 15 - Admissions Material Received Unsigned

Title: Admissions Material Received Unsigned
Reference code: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 15
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 3 - Admissions Policy Committee

Title: Admissions Policy Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 3
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 12 - Admissions Policy Committee
Title: Admissions Policy Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 12
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 9 - Admissions Policy Committee
Title: Admissions Policy Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 9
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 4 - Admissions Selection Committee
Title: Admissions Selection Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 4
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 5 - Admissions Selection Committee
Title: Admissions Selection Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 5
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 1 - Admissions Selection Committee
Title: Admissions Selection Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 1
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 13 - Admissions Selection Committee
  
  Title: Admissions Selection Committee
  Reference code: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 13
  Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 2 - Advising

  Title: Advising
  Reference code: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 2
  Date: 1979-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 5 - Advising

  Title: Advising
  Reference code: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 5
  Date: 1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 1 - Appeals

  Title: Appeals
  Reference code: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 1
  Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 2 - Applications Mailed

  Title: Applications Mailed
  Reference code: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 2
  Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 3 - Bachelor of Social Work

  Title: Bachelor of Social Work
  Reference code: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 3
File: UA-22, Box 256, Folder 6 - Bachelor of Social Work New Brunswick Student Applicants

Title: Bachelor of Social Work New Brunswick Student Applicants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 256, Folder 6
Date: 1977-1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 7 - Cape Breton Bachelor of Social Work

Title: Cape Breton Bachelor of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 7
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 363, Folder 5 - Competency Credits

Title: Competency Credits
Reference code: UA-22, Box 363, Folder 5
Date: 1981-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 8 - Competency Credits

Title: Competency Credits
Reference code: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 8
Date: 1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 166, Folder 4 - Correspondence A-C

Title: Correspondence A-C
Reference code: UA-22, Box 166, Folder 4
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 166, Folder 1 - Correspondence A-G

Title: Correspondence A-G
Reference code: UA-22, Box 166, Folder 1
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 167, Folder 1 - Correspondence D-L

Title: Correspondence D-L
Reference code: UA-22, Box 167, Folder 1
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 163, Folder 5 - Correspondence for Master's Degree

Title: Correspondence for Master's Degree
Reference code: UA-22, Box 163, Folder 5
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 166, Folder 2 - Correspondence H-N

Title: Correspondence H-N
Reference code: UA-22, Box 166, Folder 2
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 167, Folder 2 - Correspondence M-Q

Title: Correspondence M-Q
Reference code: UA-22, Box 167, Folder 2
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 166, Folder 3 - Correspondence O-Z

Title: Correspondence O-Z
Reference code: UA-22, Box 166, Folder 3  
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 167, Folder 3 - Correspondence R-Z**

Title: Correspondence R-Z  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 167, Folder 3  
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 163, Folder 1 - Correspondence with Potential Students**

Title: Correspondence with Potential Students  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 163, Folder 1  
Date: 1970-1974 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 14 - Course Equivalents with University of St. Anne**

Title: Course Equivalents with University of St. Anne  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 14  
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 13 - Enquiry Interviews**

Title: Enquiry Interviews  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 13  
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 2 - General - Applications Mailed**

Title: General - Applications Mailed  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 2
File: UA-22, Box 163, Folder 3 - General Correspondence
Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 163, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 163, Folder 4 - General Correspondence
Title: General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 163, Folder 4
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 392, Folder 1 - General Registration Information
Title: General Registration Information
Reference code: UA-22, Box 392, Folder 1
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 283, Folder 5 - Interviews of Student Applicants
Title: Interviews of Student Applicants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 283, Folder 5
Date: 1951-1963 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 346, Folder 5 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes
Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 346, Folder 5
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 418, Folder 5 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - General Admissions

Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - General Admissions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 418, Folder 5
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 16 - Miscellaneous Applicant Materials

Title: Miscellaneous Applicant Materials
Reference code: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 16
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 13 - Miscellaneous Application Materials

Title: Miscellaneous Application Materials
Reference code: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 13
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 10 - National Committee of Canadian Schools of Social Work (NCCSSW) - Seminar on Admissions

Title: National Committee of Canadian Schools of Social Work (NCCSSW) - Seminar on Admissions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 10
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 6 - Other
Title: Other
Reference code: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 6
Date: 1996 (date of creation)

File:UA-22, Box 166, Folder 5 - Pamphlets
Title: Pamphlets
Reference code: UA-22, Box 166, Folder 5
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File:UA-22, Box 241, Folder 3 - Policies
Title: Policies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 241, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1973 (date of creation)

File:UA-22, Box 219, Folder 1 - Policies
Title: Policies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 219, Folder 1
Date: 1978-1984 (date of creation)

File:UA-22, Box 221, Folder 1 - Policy
Title: Policy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 1
Date: 1964-1971 (date of creation)

File:UA-22, Box 225, Folder 7 - Policy
Title: Policy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 225, Folder 7
Date: 1970-1982 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 4 - Policy
Title: Policy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 4
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 18 - Policy
Title: Policy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 18
Date: 1977-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 1 - Policy
Title: Policy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 1
Date: 1979-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 6 - Policy - Minority Task Force
Title: Policy - Minority Task Force
Reference code: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 6
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 6 - Prince Edward Island Bachelor of Social Work
Title: Prince Edward Island Bachelor of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 6
Date: 1980-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 219, Folder 6 - Procedures
Title: Procedures
Reference code: UA-22, Box 219, Folder 6
File: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 11 - Registration Forms

Title: Registration Forms
Reference code: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 11
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 2 - Registration Forms

Title: Registration Forms
Reference code: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 2
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 10 - Registration Forms - First Year

Title: Registration Forms - First Year
Reference code: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 10
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 11 - Registration Forms - Second Year

Title: Registration Forms - Second Year
Reference code: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 11
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 18 - Rejected Applicants

Title: Rejected Applicants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 18
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 163, Folder 2 - Sample Application Documents

Title: Sample Application Documents
Reference code: UA-22, Box 163, Folder 2
Date: 1970-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 9 - Second Year Registration Forms

Title: Second Year Registration Forms
Reference code: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 9
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 7 - Student Admission Interviews

Title: Student Admission Interviews
Reference code: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 7
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 8 - Student Admission Interviews

Title: Student Admission Interviews
Reference code: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 8
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 9 - Student Admission Interviews

Title: Student Admission Interviews
Reference code: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 9
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 10 - Student Admission Interviews

Title: Student Admission Interviews
Reference code: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 10
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 11 - Student Admission Interviews

Title: Student Admission Interviews
Reference code: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 11
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 2 - Student Admission Interviews

Title: Student Admission Interviews
Reference code: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 2
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 1 - Student Admission Interviews

Title: Student Admission Interviews
Reference code: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 1
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 10 - Student Admission Interviews

Title: Student Admission Interviews
Reference code: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 10
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 295, Folder 4 - Student Applicant Inquiries and Applications

Title: Student Applicant Inquiries and Applications
Reference code: UA-22, Box 295, Folder 4
Date: 1941-1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 295, Folder 3 - Student Applicant Interviews

Title: Student Applicant Interviews
Reference code: UA-22, Box 295, Folder 3
Date: 1948-1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 12 - Student Applicants

Title: Student Applicants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 12
Date: 1978-1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 217, Folder 7 - Student Applicants

Title: Student Applicants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 217, Folder 7
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 13 - Student Applicants

Title: Student Applicants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 229, Folder 13
Date: 1984-1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 6 - Student Applicants

Title: Student Applicants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 6
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 217, Folder 2 - Student Applicants - Appeals

Title: Student Applicants - Appeals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 217, Folder 2
Date: 1994 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 217, Folder 5 - Student Applicants - Denied

Title: Student Applicants - Denied
Reference code: UA-22, Box 217, Folder 5
Date: 1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 409, Folder 1 - Student Applicants A-D

Title: Student Applicants A-D
Reference code: UA-22, Box 409, Folder 1
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
**File: UA-22, Box 414, Folder 1 - Student Applicants A-E**

**Title:** Student Applicants A-E  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 414, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1970-1971 (date of creation)  

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

**File: UA-22, Box 409, Folder 2 - Student Applicants E-L**

**Title:** Student Applicants E-L  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 409, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1969-1970 (date of creation)  

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

**File: UA-22, Box 414, Folder 2 - Student Applicants F-M**

**Title:** Student Applicants F-M  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 414, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1970-1971 (date of creation)  

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

**File: UA-22, Box 330, Folder 3 - Student Applicants for Master of Social Work Program**

**Title:** Student Applicants for Master of Social Work Program  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 330, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1982 (date of creation)  

**Restrictions on access:**
File: UA-22, Box 414, Folder 3 - Student Applicants Mc-R
Title: Student Applicants Mc-R
Reference code: UA-22, Box 414, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 409, Folder 3 - Student Applicants M-R
Title: Student Applicants M-R
Reference code: UA-22, Box 409, Folder 3
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 1 - Student Applicants S-Z
Title: Student Applicants S-Z
Reference code: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 1
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 1 - Student Applicants S-Z
Title: Student Applicants S-Z
Reference code: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 1
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
**File: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 1 - Student Applicants, 2nd Year**

Title: Student Applicants, 2nd Year  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 1  
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

**File: UA-22, Box 295, Folder 5 - Student Applications and Inquiries**

Title: Student Applications and Inquiries  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 295, Folder 5  
Date: 1947-1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

**File: UA-22, Box 297, Folder 1 - Student Applications and Inquiries**

Title: Student Applications and Inquiries  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 297, Folder 1  
Date: 1949-1951 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

**File: UA-22, Box 297, Folder 2 - Student Applications and Inquiries**

Title: Student Applications and Inquiries  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 297, Folder 2  
Date: 1952-1954 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 300, Folder 1 - Student Applications and Inquiries

Title: Student Applications and Inquiries
Reference code: UA-22, Box 300, Folder 1
Date: 1955-1957 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 300, Folder 2 - Student Applications and Inquiries

Title: Student Applications and Inquiries
Reference code: UA-22, Box 300, Folder 2
Date: 1958-1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 300, Folder 3 - Student Applications and Inquiries

Title: Student Applications and Inquiries
Reference code: UA-22, Box 300, Folder 3
Date: 1961-1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 302, Folder 1 - Student Applications and Inquiries

Title: Student Applications and Inquiries
Reference code: UA-22, Box 302, Folder 1
Date: 1962-1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 384, Folder 1 - Student Applications and Profiles

Title: Student Applications and Profiles
Reference code: UA-22, Box 384, Folder 1
Date: 1991-1992 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 388, Folder 7 - Student Applications, Evaluations and Profiles

Title: Student Applications, Evaluations and Profiles
Reference code: UA-22, Box 388, Folder 7
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 8 - Student Inquiry Interviews

Title: Student Inquiry Interviews
Reference code: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 8
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 2 - Student Inquiry Interviews

Title: Student Inquiry Interviews
Reference code: UA-22, Box 165, Folder 2
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 176, Folder 3 - Student Orientation Booklets

Title: Student Orientation Booklets

Reference code: UA-22, Box 176, Folder 3

Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 4 - Student Services - Scholarships/Awards

Title: Student Services - Scholarships/Awards

Reference code: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 4

Date: 1981-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 10 - Student Transcripts for Admission

Title: Student Transcripts for Admission

Reference code: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 10

Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:

Closed

File: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 3 - Students Accepted/Denied

Title: Students Accepted/Denied

Reference code: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 3

Date: 1984-1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:

Closed

File: UA-22, Box 164, Folder 7 - Students' Out of Town Interviews

Title: Students' Out of Town Interviews
Community Relations

Title: Community Relations
Date: 1941-2000 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
This series includes the following types of materials: alumni records, funding agency reports and correspondence; professional association meeting minutes, correspondence and general files; publicity materials (including advertising, promotional information and photographs); information and correspondence from other universities; social work practitioners in Halifax files; conference materials; community service information, programs and correspondence; regional concerns.

Physical description: 360 folders of textual records
Title: Advertising
Reference code: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 16
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 268, Folder 2 - Affiliated Universities' Correspondence

Title: Affiliated Universities' Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 268, Folder 2
Date: 1951-1954 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 9 - Alumni

Title: Alumni
Reference code: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 9
Date: 1962-1965 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 195, Folder 8 - Alumni Records

Title: Alumni Records
Reference code: UA-22, Box 195, Folder 8

---

File: UA-22, Box 278, Folder 2 - Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work - General

Title: Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 278, Folder 2
Date: 1971-1976 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 195, Folder 9 - Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work (CASSW)

Title: Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work (CASSW)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 195, Folder 9
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 19 - Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work (CASSW)

Title: Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work (CASSW)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 19
Date: 1987-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 1 - Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work (CASSW) - Fund Raising Committee

Title: Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work (CASSW) - Fund Raising Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 191, Folder 1
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 199, Folder 4 - Cape Breton Bachelor of Social Work Advisory Committee

Title: Cape Breton Bachelor of Social Work Advisory Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 199, Folder 4
Date: 1981-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 179, Folder 6 - Capital Fund Appeal

Title: Capital Fund Appeal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 179, Folder 6
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 179, Folder 7 - Capital Fund Appeal-Campaign Correspondence

Title: Capital Fund Appeal-Campaign Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 179, Folder 7
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 7 - Child Abuse Conference
Title: Child Abuse Conference  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 7  
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 361, Folder 6 - Community Programs**

Title: Community Programs  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 361, Folder 6  
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 1 - Community Programs**

Title: Community Programs  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 1  
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 4 - Community Services**

Title: Community Services  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 4  
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 6 - Community Services**

Title: Community Services  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 6  
Date: 1971-1973 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 6 - Community Services**

Title: Community Services  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 6  
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 10 - Conference - Child Sexual Abuse - Adult Survivors - Sandra Butler

Title: Conference - Child Sexual Abuse - Adult Survivors - Sandra Butler
Reference code: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 10
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 11 - Conferences

Title: Conferences
Reference code: UA-22, Box 265, Folder 11
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 17 - Conferences

Title: Conferences
Reference code: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 17
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 11 - Conferences - Family Violence - Barbara Pressman

Title: Conferences - Family Violence - Barbara Pressman
Reference code: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 11
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 8 - Conferences - Helping the Hard to Reach Client - Dr. Lawrence Shulman

Title: Conferences - Helping the Hard to Reach Client - Dr. Lawrence Shulman
Reference code: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 8
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 9 - Conferences - Treating Addicted Adolescents and Their Families - Michael Elkin

Title: Conferences - Treating Addicted Adolescents and Their Families - Michael Elkin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 9
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 190, Folder 2 - Correspondence - Faculty Needs Survey

Title: Correspondence - Faculty Needs Survey
Reference code: UA-22, Box 190, Folder 2
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 190, Folder 3 - Deans and Directors Meetings

Title: Deans and Directors Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 190, Folder 3
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 179, Folder 4 - Expansion Fund Appeal

Title: Expansion Fund Appeal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 179, Folder 4
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 430, Folder 9 - Expansion Fund Appeal - Booklet

Title: Expansion Fund Appeal - Booklet
Reference code: UA-22, Box 430, Folder 9
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 1 - Funding Agencies

Title: Funding Agencies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 1
Date: 1981-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 1 - Funding Agencies - Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada
Title: Funding Agencies - Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada
Reference code: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 1
Date: 1966-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 279, Folder 1 - Funding Agencies - Fund Raising
Title: Funding Agencies - Fund Raising
Reference code: UA-22, Box 279, Folder 1
Date: 1942-1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 312, Folder 3 - Funding Agencies - Gifts, Donations and Benefactions
Title: Funding Agencies - Gifts, Donations and Benefactions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 312, Folder 3
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 334, Folder 5 - Governor General's Canadian Study Conference
Title: Governor General's Canadian Study Conference
Reference code: UA-22, Box 334, Folder 5
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 373, Folder 4 - Joint Consultative Committee
Title: Joint Consultative Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 373, Folder 4
Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 1 - Liscomb Conference
Title: Liscomb Conference
Reference code: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 1
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 10 - Maritime Conference on Social Welfare
Title: Maritime Conference on Social Welfare
Reference code: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 10
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 350, Folder 2 - Maritime School of Social Work Conference on Continuing Education
Title: Maritime School of Social Work Conference on Continuing Education
Reference code: UA-22, Box 350, Folder 2
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 12 - Micmac Native Economic Development Fund Proposal
Title: Micmac Native Economic Development Fund Proposal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 12
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 2 - Micmac Symposium
Title: Micmac Symposium
Reference code: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 2
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 199, Folder 5 - New Brunswick Advisory Committee
Title: New Brunswick Advisory Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 199, Folder 5
Date: 1981-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 200, Folder 1 - New Brunswick Family Therapy Evaluation
Title: New Brunswick Family Therapy Evaluation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 200, Folder 1
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 179, Folder 5 - Operation Fund Appeal
Title: Operation Fund Appeal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 179, Folder 5
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 299, Folder 4 - Other Schools - Nova Scotia Social Welfare Workers School Training Course
Title: Other Schools - Nova Scotia Social Welfare Workers School Training Course
Reference code: UA-22, Box 299, Folder 4
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 13 - Other Universities - Admissions Policies
Title: Other Universities - Admissions Policies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 13
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 12 - Other Universities - Application Forms and Policies
Title: Other Universities - Application Forms and Policies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 12
File: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 3 - Other Universities - 'Planning for Social Welfare Education at the University of Ottawa', Brian Segal

Title: Other Universities - 'Planning for Social Welfare Education at the University of Ottawa', Brian Segal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 3
Date: 1972-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 304, Folder 2 - Other Universities - Students with Degrees from Affiliated Universities

Title: Other Universities - Students with Degrees from Affiliated Universities
Reference code: UA-22, Box 304, Folder 2
Date: 1954-1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 306, Folder 1 - Other Universities - Students With Degrees from Other Universities

Title: Other Universities - Students With Degrees from Other Universities
Reference code: UA-22, Box 306, Folder 1
Date: 1968-19-- (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 4 - Other Universities - Various Schools of Social Work

Title: Other Universities - Various Schools of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 4
Date: 1966-1969 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 5 - Professional Associations

Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 5
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 10 - Professional Associations

Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 10
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 7 - Professional Associations

Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 7
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 8 - Professional Associations

Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 8
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 9 - Professional Associations

Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 9
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 361, Folder 5 - Professional Associations

Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 361, Folder 5
Date: 1974-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 361, Folder 9 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 361, Folder 9
Date: 1976-1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 361, Folder 7 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 361, Folder 7
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 361, Folder 8 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 361, Folder 8
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 13 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 13
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 19 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 19
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 6 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 6
Date: 1982-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 15 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 15
Date: 1982-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 7 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 7
Date: 1982-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 365, Folder 2 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 365, Folder 2
Date: 1982-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 343, Folder 2 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 343, Folder 2
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 343, Folder 3 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 343, Folder 3
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 253, Folder 2 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 253, Folder 2
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 353, Folder 1 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 353, Folder 1
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 10 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 10
Date: 1983-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 4 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 4
Date: 1983-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 253, Folder 1 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 253, Folder 1
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 5 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 5
### File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 2 - Professional Associations

**Title:** Professional Associations  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 255, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1984-1986 (date of creation)

---

### File: UA-22, Box 365, Folder 3 - Professional Associations

**Title:** Professional Associations  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 365, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1985-1987 (date of creation)

---

### File: UA-22, Box 333, Folder 8 - Professional Associations

**Title:** Professional Associations  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 333, Folder 8  
**Date:** 1986 (date of creation)

---

### File: UA-22, Box 331, Folder 6 - Professional Associations

**Title:** Professional Associations  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 331, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1986-1987 (date of creation)

---

### File: UA-22, Box 333, Folder 7 - Professional Associations

**Title:** Professional Associations  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 333, Folder 7  
**Date:** 1986-1987 (date of creation)

---

### File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 9 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 9
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 333, Folder 4 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 333, Folder 4
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 253, Folder 3 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 253, Folder 3
Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 373, Folder 3 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 373, Folder 3
Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 8 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 255, Folder 8
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 15 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 15
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 14 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 14
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 190, Folder 5 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 190, Folder 5
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 373, Folder 1 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 373, Folder 1
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 7 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 7
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 15 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 15
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 11 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 11
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 369, Folder 13 - Professional Associations**

Title: Professional Associations

Reference code: UA-22, Box 369, Folder 13

Date: 1990 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 5 - Professional Associations**

Title: Professional Associations

Reference code: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 5

Date: 1990-1993 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 259, Folder 3 - Professional Associations**

Title: Professional Associations

Reference code: UA-22, Box 259, Folder 3

Date: 1990-1995 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 12 - Professional Associations**

Title: Professional Associations

Reference code: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 12

Date: 1991 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 249, Folder 1 - Professional Associations**

Title: Professional Associations

Reference code: UA-22, Box 249, Folder 1

Date: 1991-1995 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 249, Folder 3 - Professional Associations**
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 249, Folder 3
Date: 1991-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 249, Folder 6 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 249, Folder 6
Date: 1992-1993 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 8 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 8
Date: 1992-1993 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 6 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 6
Date: 1993-1995 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 249, Folder 5 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 249, Folder 5
Date: 1994 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 9 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 9
Date: 1994-1997 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 259, Folder 5 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 259, Folder 5
Date: 1995-1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 7 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 7
Date: 1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 11 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 11
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 249, Folder 7 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 249, Folder 7
Date: 1996-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 4 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 4
Date: 1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 1 - Professional Associations
Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 1
UA-22  Maritime School of Social Work fonds

Date: 1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 249, Folder 2 - Professional Associations

Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 249, Folder 2
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 249, Folder 4 - Professional Associations

Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 249, Folder 4
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 10 - Professional Associations

Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 10
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 3 - Professional Associations

Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 3
Date: 1997-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 6 - Professional Associations

Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 6
Date: 1997-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 251, Folder 14 - Professional Associations
File: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 4 - Professional Associations

Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 4
Date: 1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 268, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - American Association of Schools of Social Work (AASSW)

Title: Professional Associations - American Association of Schools of Social Work (AASSW)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 268, Folder 4
Date: 1940-1955 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 268, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - American Public Welfare Association

Title: Professional Associations - American Public Welfare Association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 268, Folder 5
Date: 1950-1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 312, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - Association of Universities and Colleges

Title: Professional Associations - Association of Universities and Colleges
Reference code: UA-22, Box 312, Folder 7
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada (AUCC)

Title: Professional Associations - Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada (AUCC)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 1
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 8 - Professional Associations - Associations of Universities and Colleges of Canada
Title: Professional Associations - Associations of Universities and Colleges of Canada
Reference code: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 8
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 9 - Professional Associations - Atlantic Conference of Ministers and Deputies
Title: Professional Associations - Atlantic Conference of Ministers and Deputies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 9
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 268, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - Atlantic Provinces Corrections Association
Title: Professional Associations - Atlantic Provinces Corrections Association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 268, Folder 7
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 317, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Atlantic Provinces Corrections Association
Title: Professional Associations - Atlantic Provinces Corrections Association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 317, Folder 4
Date: 1970-1974 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 10 - Professional Associations - Atlantic Provinces Corrections Institute
Title: Professional Associations - Atlantic Provinces Corrections Institute
File: UA-22, Box 303, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Atlantic Provinces Health Planning Committee
Title: Professional Associations - Atlantic Provinces Health Planning Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 303, Folder 1
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 280, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - Canada Council Bulletins and Correspondence
Title: Professional Associations - Canada Council Bulletins and Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 280, Folder 3
Date: 1957-1959 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 403, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Canada Council on Social Development 'Overview'
Title: Professional Associations - Canada Council on Social Development 'Overview'
Reference code: UA-22, Box 403, Folder 4
Date: 1988-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 407, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - Canada Welfare Council Papers
Title: Professional Associations - Canada Welfare Council Papers
Reference code: UA-22, Box 407, Folder 7
Date: 1956-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 316, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association for Education in the Social Sciences
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association for Education in the Social Sciences
Reference code: UA-22, Box 316, Folder 2
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 280, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association for Education in the Social Service - General
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association for Education in the Social Service - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 280, Folder 2
Date: 1967-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 320, Folder 9 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association for Education in the Social Services
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association for Education in the Social Services
Reference code: UA-22, Box 320, Folder 9
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 11 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association for Education in the Social Services
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association for Education in the Social Services
Reference code: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 11
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 370, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association for Education in the Social Services
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association for Education in the Social Services
Reference code: UA-22, Box 370, Folder 5
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association for Schools of Social Work (CASSW)
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association for Schools of Social Work (CASSW)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 3
Date: 1972-1974 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 330, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work (CASSW)

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work (CASSW)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 330, Folder 2
Date: 1968-1973 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 360, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work (CASSW)

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work (CASSW)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 360, Folder 4
Date: 1981-1983 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work (CASSW)

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work (CASSW)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 4
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work (CASSW) Annual Reports

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work (CASSW) Annual Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 3
Date: 1952-1963 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 262, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work (CASSW) Brief to Senate of Canada
File: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASSW)

**Title:** Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASSW)

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 228, Folder 5

**Date:** 1974-1975 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 303, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW)

**Title:** Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW)

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 303, Folder 2

**Date:** 1966-1967 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 276, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) - General

**Title:** Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) - General

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 276, Folder 1

**Date:** 1932-1965 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 242, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Branch Executive Meetin Minutes

**Title:** Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Branch Executive Meetin Minutes

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 242, Folder 4

**Date:** 1948-1951 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 9 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Branch Meeting Minutes

**Title:** Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Branch Meeting Minutes

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 238, Folder 9
**File: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 10 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Branch Meeting Minutes**

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Branch Meeting Minutes

Reference code: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 10

Date: 1953-1958 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 11 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Branch Meeting Minutes**

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Branch Meeting Minutes

Reference code: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 11

Date: 1958-1960 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 12 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) By-Laws and Guidance Manuals**

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) By-Laws and Guidance Manuals

Reference code: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 12

Date: 1962 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 240, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Correspondence**

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Correspondence

Reference code: UA-22, Box 240, Folder 2

Date: 1948-1954 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 240, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Correspondence**
File: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Executive Meeting Minutes

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Executive Meeting Minutes

Reference code: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 7

Date: 1944-1950 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 8 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Executive Meeting Minutes

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Executive Meeting Minutes

Reference code: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 8

Date: 1948-1950 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 242, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Executive Meeting Minutes

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Executive Meeting Minutes

Reference code: UA-22, Box 242, Folder 5

Date: 1951-1953 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 242, Folder 6 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Executive Meeting Minutes

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Executive Meeting Minutes

Reference code: UA-22, Box 242, Folder 6

Date: 1953-1960 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 242, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Executive Meeting Minutes
File: UA-22, Box 276, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Nova Scotia Branch Committee

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Nova Scotia Branch Committee

Reference code: UA-22, Box 276, Folder 2

Date: 1954-1958 (date of creation)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: UA-22, Box 242, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Poor Relief Correspondence

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Poor Relief Correspondence

Reference code: UA-22, Box 242, Folder 2

Date: 1948-1950 (date of creation)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: UA-22, Box 244, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Publications Committee Minutes

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Publications Committee Minutes

Reference code: UA-22, Box 244, Folder 1

Date: 1959-1960 (date of creation)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: UA-22, Box 244, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Regional Meeting Minutes

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Regional Meeting Minutes

Reference code: UA-22, Box 244, Folder 2

Date: 1955 (date of creation)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 13 - Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Workshop on Social Work
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Workshop on Social Work

Reference code: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 13

Date: 1953 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 15 - Professional Associations - Canadian Conference on Children - Nova Scotia Committee

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Conference on Children - Nova Scotia Committee

Reference code: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 15

Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 282, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Canadian Conference on Social Work

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Conference on Social Work

Reference code: UA-22, Box 282, Folder 1

Date: 1928-1964 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 282, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Canadian Conference on Social Work Biennial Meetings

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Conference on Social Work Biennial Meetings

Reference code: UA-22, Box 282, Folder 2

Date: 1928-1952 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 282, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - Canadian Conference on the Family

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Conference on the Family

Reference code: UA-22, Box 282, Folder 3

Date: 1963-1964 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Canadian Corrections Association

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Corrections Association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 1
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 314, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - Canadian Corrections Association

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Corrections Association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 314, Folder 7
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 282, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Canadian Corrections Association Meeting Minutes, Budgets, and By-Laws

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Corrections Association Meeting Minutes, Budgets, and By-Laws
Reference code: UA-22, Box 282, Folder 4
Date: 1956-1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 284, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Canadian Council on Education and Personnel for the Social Services

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Council on Education and Personnel for the Social Services
Reference code: UA-22, Box 284, Folder 1
Date: 1957-1960 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 405, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - Canadian Council on Social Development - 'Initiatives' newsletter

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Council on Social Development - 'Initiatives' newsletter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 405, Folder 5
File: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 8 - Professional Associations - Canadian Council on Social Development Research Proposals

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Council on Social Development Research Proposals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 230, Folder 8
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 316, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - Canadian Mental Health Association

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Mental Health Association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 316, Folder 7
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 15 - Professional Associations - Canadian Mental Health Association

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Mental Health Association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 15
Date: 1968-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 284, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Canadian Mental Health Association Scientific Planning Committee Meeting

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Mental Health Association Scientific Planning Committee Meeting
Reference code: UA-22, Box 284, Folder 2
Date: 1957-1961 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 284, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - Canadian Public Health Association - Atlantic Branch

Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Public Health Association - Atlantic Branch
Reference code: UA-22, Box 284, Folder 3
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Canadian Public Welfare Association
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Public Welfare Association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 2
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 305, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - Canadian Public Welfare Association
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Public Welfare Association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 305, Folder 7
Date: 1965-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 284, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Canadian Red Cross Meeting Minutes and Newsletters
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Red Cross Meeting Minutes and Newsletters
Reference code: UA-22, Box 284, Folder 4
Date: 1951-1961 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 284, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - Canadian Schools of Social Work (CSSW) - Steering Committee Minutes, Grants,
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Schools of Social Work (CSSW) - Steering Committee Minutes, Grants,
Reference code: UA-22, Box 284, Folder 5
Date: 1949-1961 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 286, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Canadian Schools of Social Work (CSSW) Correspondence
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Sociology and Anthropology Association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 9
Date: 1989-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 286, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Canadian Universities Foundation Fund-Raising Information and Correspondence
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Universities Foundation Fund-Raising Information and Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 286, Folder 4
Date: 1959-1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 288, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Canadian Welfare Council
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Welfare Council
Reference code: UA-22, Box 288, Folder 1
Date: 1942-1957 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 288, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Canadian Welfare Council
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Welfare Council
Reference code: UA-22, Box 288, Folder 2
Date: 1958-1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Canadian Welfare Council
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Welfare Council
Reference code: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 4
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 314, Folder 8 - Professional Associations - Canadian Welfare Council
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Welfare Council
Reference code: UA-22, Box 314, Folder 8
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 370, Folder 6 - Professional Associations - Canadian Welfare Council
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Welfare Council
Reference code: UA-22, Box 370, Folder 6
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 288, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - Canadian Welfare Council Commission on Education and Personnel
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Welfare Council Commission on Education and Personnel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 288, Folder 3
Date: 1960-1963 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 290, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Canadian Welfare Council Commission on education and Personnel
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Welfare Council Commission on education and Personnel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 290, Folder 1
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 320, Folder 10 - Professional Associations - Canadian Welfare Council Minutes
Title: Professional Associations - Canadian Welfare Council Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 320, Folder 10
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Catholic Women's League

Title: Professional Associations - Catholic Women's League
Reference code: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 1
Date: 1964-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 410, Folder 9 - Professional Associations - Children's Aid Society - Operational Revue Checklists

Title: Professional Associations - Children's Aid Society - Operational Revue Checklists
Reference code: UA-22, Box 410, Folder 9
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 410, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - Children's Aid Society of Halifax - 50 Years Pamphlet

Title: Professional Associations - Children's Aid Society of Halifax - 50 Years Pamphlet
Reference code: UA-22, Box 410, Folder 5
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 319, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - Civil Service Commission - Resident Course Material

Title: Professional Associations - Civil Service Commission - Resident Course Material
Reference code: UA-22, Box 319, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 8 - Professional Associations - Civil Service Commission Course in Supervision

Title: Professional Associations - Civil Service Commission Course in Supervision
Reference code: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 8
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 6 - Professional Associations - Community Health Representative Task Group Meeting

**Title:** Professional Associations - Community Health Representative Task Group Meeting

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 379, Folder 6

**Date:** 1984 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - Company of Young Canadians

**Title:** Professional Associations - Company of Young Canadians

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 387, Folder 5

**Date:** 1965 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 410, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - 'Connections' - Newsletter for Women in Canadian Schools of Social Work

**Title:** Professional Associations - 'Connections' - Newsletter for Women in Canadian Schools of Social Work

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 410, Folder 2

**Date:** 1979-1989 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - Consumer Advisory Council of the Nova Scotia Voluntary Economic Council

**Title:** Professional Associations - Consumer Advisory Council of the Nova Scotia Voluntary Economic Council

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 383, Folder 5

**Date:** 1968-1969 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 6 - Professional Associations - Council on Social Work Education

**Title:** Professional Associations - Council on Social Work Education

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 426, Folder 6
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 320, Folder 8 - Professional Associations - Council on Social Work Education

Title: Professional Associations - Council on Social Work Education
Reference code: UA-22, Box 320, Folder 8
Date: 1967-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Council on Social Work Education

Title: Professional Associations - Council on Social Work Education
Reference code: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 2
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 319, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Council on Social Work Education

Title: Professional Associations - Council on Social Work Education
Reference code: UA-22, Box 319, Folder 1
Date: 1970-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 366, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Council on Social Work Education

Title: Professional Associations - Council on Social Work Education
Reference code: UA-22, Box 366, Folder 2
Date: 1972-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 8 - Professional Associations - Council on Social Work Education

Title: Professional Associations - Council on Social Work Education
Reference code: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 8
File: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 12 - Professional Associations - Council on Social Work Education - Conference

Title: Professional Associations - Council on Social Work Education - Conference
Reference code: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 12
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Dartmouth Social Services - 'Migration of Black People from the Preston Area to the

Title: Professional Associations - Dartmouth Social Services - 'Migration of Black People from the Preston Area to the
Reference code: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 4
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 276, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - Department of Health and Welfare Survey on Training for Social Work

Title: Professional Associations - Department of Health and Welfare Survey on Training for Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 276, Folder 3
Date: 1951-1953 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 272, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - Department of Justice Committee on Juvenile Delinquency

Title: Professional Associations - Department of Justice Committee on Juvenile Delinquency
Reference code: UA-22, Box 272, Folder 3
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 272, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - Department of Labour Survey of Married Women in Employment
UA-22 Maritime School of Social Work fonds

**Title:** Professional Associations - Department of Labour Survey of Married Women in Employment  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 272, Folder 5  
**Date:** 1955-1956 (date of creation)

**File:** UA-22, Box 274, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Department of National Health and Welfare Correspondence  
**Title:** Professional Associations - Department of National Health and Welfare Correspondence  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 274, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1946-1962 (date of creation)

**File:** UA-22, Box 291, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - Department of Public Health Survey for Nova Scotia  
**Title:** Professional Associations - Department of Public Health Survey for Nova Scotia  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 291, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1949-1957 (date of creation)

**File:** UA-22, Box 280, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Department of Public Welfare Canadian Conference  
**Title:** Professional Associations - Department of Public Welfare Canadian Conference  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 280, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1958-1965 (date of creation)

**File:** UA-22, Box 405, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Department of Social Services - Halifax News  
**Title:** Professional Associations - Department of Social Services - Halifax News  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 405, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1979 (date of creation)

**File:** UA-22, Box 278, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Department of Veterans Affairs
Title: Professional Associations - Department of Veterans Affairs
Reference code: UA-22, Box 278, Folder 1
Date: 1946-1958 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 281, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - Halifax Community Chest
Title: Professional Associations - Halifax Community Chest
Reference code: UA-22, Box 281, Folder 3
Date: 1952-1959 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 281, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Halifax Council of Social Agencies
Title: Professional Associations - Halifax Council of Social Agencies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 281, Folder 4
Date: 1945-1949 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 281, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Halifax Department of Educational Guidance
Title: Professional Associations - Halifax Department of Educational Guidance
Reference code: UA-22, Box 281, Folder 2
Date: 1950-1953 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 406, Folder 8 - Professional Associations - Halifax Housing Authority Annual Reports
Title: Professional Associations - Halifax Housing Authority Annual Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 406, Folder 8
Date: 1989-1992 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 281, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - Halifax Housing Commission
Title: Professional Associations - Halifax Housing Commission
Reference code: UA-22, Box 281, Folder 7
Date: 1939-1959 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 281, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - Halifax-Dartmouth United Appeal

Title: Professional Associations - Halifax-Dartmouth United Appeal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 281, Folder 5
Date: 1956-1961 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 281, Folder 6 - Professional Associations - Halifax-Dartmouth United Appeal

Title: Professional Associations - Halifax-Dartmouth United Appeal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 281, Folder 6
Date: 1962-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 366, Folder 6 - Professional Associations - Halifax-Dartmouth United Appeal

Title: Professional Associations - Halifax-Dartmouth United Appeal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 366, Folder 6
Date: 1964-1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 303, Folder 6 - Professional Associations - Halifax-Dartmouth United Appeal

Title: Professional Associations - Halifax-Dartmouth United Appeal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 303, Folder 6
Date: 1965-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - Halifax-Dartmouth Welfare Council Minutes and Statement of Principles
Title: Professional Associations - Halifax-Dartmouth Welfare Council Minutes and Statement of Principles
Reference code: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 3
Date: 1967-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 293, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Housing Commission - Royal Commission on Provincial Development and

Title: Professional Associations - Housing Commission - Royal Commission on Provincial Development and
Reference code: UA-22, Box 293, Folder 1
Date: 1943-1945 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 307, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - Institute of Pastoral Training

Title: Professional Associations - Institute of Pastoral Training
Reference code: UA-22, Box 307, Folder 7
Date: 1965-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 324, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - Institute of Pastoral Training

Title: Professional Associations - Institute of Pastoral Training
Reference code: UA-22, Box 324, Folder 3
Date: 1968-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 307, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - International Association of Schools of Social Work (IASSW)

Title: Professional Associations - International Association of Schools of Social Work (IASSW)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 307, Folder 2
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 283, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - International Association of Schools of Social Work (IASSW)

Title: Professional Associations - International Association of Schools of Social Work (IASSW)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 283, Folder 2
Date: 1956-1962 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 256, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - International Association of Schools of Social Work (IASSW)

Title: Professional Associations - International Association of Schools of Social Work (IASSW)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 256, Folder 7
Date: 1978-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - International Association of Schools of Social Work (IASSW)

Title: Professional Associations - International Association of Schools of Social Work (IASSW)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 2
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 283, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - International Conference of Social Work

Title: Professional Associations - International Conference of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 283, Folder 3
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 283, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - International Conference of Social Work

Title: Professional Associations - International Conference of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 283, Folder 4
Date: 1955-1962 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 312, Folder 8 - Professional Associations - Learned Societies Meeting Minutes

Title: Professional Associations - Learned Societies Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 312, Folder 8
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 13 - Professional Associations - Learned Societies Meeting Minutes

Title: Professional Associations - Learned Societies Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 13
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 408, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Manuals for Standards and Procedures for the Accreditation of Programs of Social

Title: Professional Associations - Manuals for Standards and Procedures for the Accreditation of Programs of Social
Reference code: UA-22, Box 408, Folder 4
Date: 1979-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 287, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Maritime Conference on Social Welfare

Title: Professional Associations - Maritime Conference on Social Welfare
Reference code: UA-22, Box 287, Folder 4
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 287, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - Maritime Conference on Social Work

Title: Professional Associations - Maritime Conference on Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 287, Folder 5
Date: 1947-1956 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 289, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Maritime Conference on Social Work

Title: Professional Associations - Maritime Conference on Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 289, Folder 1
Date: 1957-1963 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 289, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Maritime Guidance Association

Title: Professional Associations - Maritime Guidance Association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 289, Folder 2
Date: 1960-1962 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 6 - Professional Associations - Micmac Community Health Program

Title: Professional Associations - Micmac Community Health Program
Reference code: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 6
Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 344, Folder 6 - Professional Associations - Micmac Development Council

Title: Professional Associations - Micmac Development Council
Reference code: UA-22, Box 344, Folder 6
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Micmac Family and Children's Services of Nova Scotia

Title: Professional Associations - Micmac Family and Children's Services of Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 2
Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 406, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - Micmac Family and Children's Services of Nova Scotia First Annual Assembly

Title: Professional Associations - Micmac Family and Children's Services of Nova Scotia First Annual Assembly
Reference code: UA-22, Box 406, Folder 7
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Micmac Native Friendship Centre

Title: Professional Associations - Micmac Native Friendship Centre
Reference code: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 2
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 9 - Professional Associations - Micmac Native Learning Centre

Title: Professional Associations - Micmac Native Learning Centre
Reference code: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 9
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - Micmac Professional Careers Project

Title: Professional Associations - Micmac Professional Careers Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 7
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - Micmac Professional Careers Project

Title: Professional Associations - Micmac Professional Careers Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 5
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 10 - Professional Associations - Micmac Professional Careers Project

Title: Professional Associations - Micmac Professional Careers Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 10
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Micmac Professional Careers Project

Title: Professional Associations - Micmac Professional Careers Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 4
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 8 - Professional Associations - Micmac Professional Careers Project

Title: Professional Associations - Micmac Professional Careers Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 8
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - Micmac Professional Careers Project

Title: Professional Associations - Micmac Professional Careers Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 381, Folder 7
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 307, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - National Committee of Canadian Schools of Social Work

Title: Professional Associations - National Committee of Canadian Schools of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 307, Folder 3
Date: 1965-1967 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 312, Folder 10 - Professional Associations - National Committee of Canadian Schools of Social Work**

**Title:** Professional Associations - National Committee of Canadian Schools of Social Work

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 312, Folder 10

**Date:** 1967-1969 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 314, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - National Committee of Canadian Schools of Social Work Minutes**

**Title:** Professional Associations - National Committee of Canadian Schools of Social Work Minutes

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 314, Folder 1

**Date:** 1965-1969 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 332, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - Native Council of Nova Scotia**

**Title:** Professional Associations - Native Council of Nova Scotia

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 332, Folder 7

**Date:** 1987-1989 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 204, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Native Education Counselling Committee**

**Title:** Professional Associations - Native Education Counselling Committee

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 204, Folder 4

**Date:** 1981-1983 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 415, Folder 6 - Professional Associations - Native Social Work Education Guidelines from the Canadian Association of**

**Title:** Professional Associations - Native Social Work Education Guidelines from the Canadian Association of
File: UA-22, Box 289, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - New Brunswick Department of Health and Social Services Training Course

Title: Professional Associations - New Brunswick Department of Health and Social Services Training Course

Reference code: UA-22, Box 289, Folder 3

Date: 1957-1958 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 289, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - New Brunswick Department of Health and Social Services Training Course

Title: Professional Associations - New Brunswick Department of Health and Social Services Training Course

Reference code: UA-22, Box 289, Folder 4

Date: 1959-1961 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 320, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - New Brunswick Higher Education Commission

Title: Professional Associations - New Brunswick Higher Education Commission

Reference code: UA-22, Box 320, Folder 3

Date: 1968-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 289, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Children's Aid

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Children's Aid

Reference code: UA-22, Box 289, Folder 5

Date: 1950-1962 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 291, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers
Reference code: UA-22, Box 291, Folder 1
Date: 1963-1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 8 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers
Reference code: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 8
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 10 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers
Reference code: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 10
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 317, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers
Reference code: UA-22, Box 317, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 406, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers
Reference code: UA-22, Box 406, Folder 5
Date: 1993-1997 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 262, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers (NSASW)

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers (NSASW)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 262, Folder 2
Date: 1991-1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers (NSASW) Annual Meeting Minutes

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers (NSASW) Annual Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 2
Date: 1964-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 417, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers (NSASW) Committee and Regional

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers (NSASW) Committee and Regional
Reference code: UA-22, Box 417, Folder 3
Date: 1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 418, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers (NSASW) Meeting Minutes

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers (NSASW) Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 418, Folder 4
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 374, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers (NSASW) Newsletters, Minutes and

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers (NSASW) Newsletters, Minutes and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 374, Folder 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference code: UA-22, Box 374, Folder 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date: 1977-1982 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers (NSASW) President's Annual Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers (NSASW) President's Annual Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference code: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date: 1964-1965 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 6 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers' 'Connection' Newsletters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers' 'Connection' Newsletters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference code: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date: 1987-1999 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 346, Folder 9 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers Meeting Minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Association of Social Workers Meeting Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference code: UA-22, Box 346, Folder 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date: 1973 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 291, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Council for the Rehabilitation of Disabled Persons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Council for the Rehabilitation of Disabled Persons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference code: UA-22, Box 291, Folder 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date: 1953-1955 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
File: UA-22, Box 291, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Department of Public Welfare - Sub-Committee on Juvenile Delinquency

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Department of Public Welfare - Sub-Committee on Juvenile Delinquency
Reference code: UA-22, Box 291, Folder 4
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 291, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Department of Public Welfare Training Course

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Department of Public Welfare Training Course
Reference code: UA-22, Box 291, Folder 5
Date: 1960-1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 315, Folder 8 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Family and Child Welfare

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Family and Child Welfare
Reference code: UA-22, Box 315, Folder 8
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)


Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Family and Child Welfare Association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 332, Folder 9
Date: 1969-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Family and Child Welfare association

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Family and Child Welfare association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 7
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Family and Child Welfare Association

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Family and Child Welfare Association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 4
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 376, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Family and Child Welfare Association

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Family and Child Welfare Association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 376, Folder 2
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 8 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Rehabilitation Centre Meeting Minutes

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Rehabilitation Centre Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 8
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 291, Folder 6 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Rehabilitation Council

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Rehabilitation Council
Reference code: UA-22, Box 291, Folder 6
Date: 1955-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 307, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Rehabilitation Council

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Rehabilitation Council
Reference code: UA-22, Box 307, Folder 4
Date: 1965-1967 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 319, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Rehabilitation Council

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Rehabilitation Council
Reference code: UA-22, Box 319, Folder 4
Date: 1968-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 316, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Rehabilitation Council Meeting Minutes

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Rehabilitation Council Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 316, Folder 4
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 346, Folder 8 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Social Welfare Workers' School Council Minutes

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Social Welfare Workers' School Council Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 346, Folder 8
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 293, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Society for the Care of Crippled Children Minutes and Reports

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Society for the Care of Crippled Children Minutes and Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 293, Folder 2
Date: 1956-1957 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 293, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Society for the Care of Crippled Children Minutes and reports

Title: Professional Associations - Nova Scotia Society for the Care of Crippled Children Minutes and reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 293, Folder 3
Date: 1958-1962 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 407, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Ontario Association of Professors of Social Work - Faculty Needs Survey of

Title: Professional Associations - Ontario Association of Professors of Social Work - Faculty Needs Survey of
Reference code: UA-22, Box 407, Folder 4
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 319, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Regional Social Planning Committee

Title: Professional Associations - Regional Social Planning Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 319, Folder 2
Date: 1971-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 356, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - Regional Social Planning Council

Title: Professional Associations - Regional Social Planning Council
Reference code: UA-22, Box 356, Folder 5
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - Regional Social Planning Council

Title: Professional Associations - Regional Social Planning Council
Reference code: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 5
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - Registered Social Workers in Nova Scotia Booklets
Title: Professional Associations - Registered Social Workers in Nova Scotia Booklets
Reference code: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 7
Date: 1986-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 410, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Research and Statistics from the Department of National Health and welfare
Title: Professional Associations - Research and Statistics from the Department of National Health and welfare
Reference code: UA-22, Box 410, Folder 4
Date: 1965-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 338, Folder 6 - Professional Associations - Shubenacadie Band Council
Title: Professional Associations - Shubenacadie Band Council
Reference code: UA-22, Box 338, Folder 6
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 304, Folder 8 - Professional Associations - Social Welfare History Group Newsletters
Title: Professional Associations - Social Welfare History Group Newsletters
Reference code: UA-22, Box 304, Folder 8
Date: 1957-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 10 - Professional Associations - Social Workers Act and By-Laws and Regulations
Title: Professional Associations - Social Workers Act and By-Laws and Regulations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 10
Date: 1965-1992 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 2 - Professional Associations - Southern Council on Education for Cross-Cultural Social Welfare

Title: Professional Associations - Southern Council on Education for Cross-Cultural Social Welfare
Reference code: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 2
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 305, Folder 8 - Professional Associations - The Welfare Council

Title: Professional Associations - The Welfare Council
Reference code: UA-22, Box 305, Folder 8
Date: 1965-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 346, Folder 4 - Professional Associations - Transition House Association

Title: Professional Associations - Transition House Association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 346, Folder 4
Date: 1975-1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 376, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - Union of Nova Scotia Indians

Title: Professional Associations - Union of Nova Scotia Indians
Reference code: UA-22, Box 376, Folder 3
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 408, Folder 6 - Professional Associations - Union of Nova Scotia Indians - 'Towards a Native Community College',

Title: Professional Associations - Union of Nova Scotia Indians - 'Towards a Native Community College',
Reference code: UA-22, Box 408, Folder 6
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 6 - Professional Associations - Unison

Title: Professional Associations - Unison
Reference code: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 6
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 308, Folder 5 - Professional Associations - United Nations Division of Social Welfare - Survey of Social Work Education

Title: Professional Associations - United Nations Division of Social Welfare - Survey of Social Work Education
Reference code: UA-22, Box 308, Folder 5
Date: 1958-1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 410, Folder 3 - Professional Associations - United Nations Social Development Newsletter

Title: Professional Associations - United Nations Social Development Newsletter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 410, Folder 3
Date: 1983-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 340, Folder 9 - Professional Associations - United Way - Contributions and Correspondence

Title: Professional Associations - United Way - Contributions and Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 340, Folder 9
Date: 1990-1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - United Way - Social Planning and Research

Title: Professional Associations - United Way - Social Planning and Research
Reference code: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 1
Date: 1981 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 308, Folder 6 - Professional Associations - Welfare Council of Halifax

Title: Professional Associations - Welfare Council of Halifax
Reference code: UA-22, Box 308, Folder 6
Date: 1951-1960 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 308, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - Welfare Council of Halifax

Title: Professional Associations - Welfare Council of Halifax
Reference code: UA-22, Box 308, Folder 7
Date: 1961-1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 308, Folder 8 - Professional Associations - Welfare Council of Halifax Survey

Title: Professional Associations - Welfare Council of Halifax Survey
Reference code: UA-22, Box 308, Folder 8
Date: 1957-1958 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 316, Folder 1 - Professional Associations - Welfare Council of Halifax-Dartmouth

Title: Professional Associations - Welfare Council of Halifax-Dartmouth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 316, Folder 1
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 346, Folder 7 - Professional Associations - Welfare Council of Halifax-Dartmouth

Title: Professional Associations - Welfare Council of Halifax-Dartmouth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 346, Folder 7
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 13 - Professional Associations

Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 13
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 7 - Professional Associations

Title: Professional Associations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 7
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 12 - Professional Institutions - Atlantic Institute for Social Welfare Education

Title: Professional Institutions - Atlantic Institute for Social Welfare Education
Reference code: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 12
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 341, Folder 4 - Public Relations

Title: Public Relations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 341, Folder 4
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 219, Folder 9 - Publicity

Title: Publicity
Reference code: UA-22, Box 219, Folder 9
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 266, Folder 5 - Publicity - Advertising

Title: Publicity - Advertising
Reference code: UA-22, Box 266, Folder 5
Date: 1945-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 6 - Publicity - Advertising
Title: Publicity - Advertising
Reference code: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 6
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 324, Folder 2 - Publicity - Advertising
Title: Publicity - Advertising
Reference code: UA-22, Box 324, Folder 2
Date: 1968-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 4 - Publicity - Advertising
Title: Publicity - Advertising
Reference code: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 4
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 7 - Publicity - Halifax Herald Article, 'Building the Nova Scotia Economy in the 1990's'
Title: Publicity - Halifax Herald Article, 'Building the Nova Scotia Economy in the 1990's'
Reference code: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 7
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 258, Folder 2 - Publicity - Obituaries
Title: Publicity - Obituaries
Reference code: UA-22, Box 258, Folder 2
Date: 1989-1995 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 316, Folder 6 - Publicity - Press and Information

Title: Publicity - Press and Information
Reference code: UA-22, Box 316, Folder 6
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 307, Folder 9 - Publicity - Press Information

Title: Publicity - Press Information
Reference code: UA-22, Box 307, Folder 9
Date: 1965-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 295, Folder 2 - Publicity - Radio and Newspaper

Title: Publicity - Radio and Newspaper
Reference code: UA-22, Box 295, Folder 2
Date: 1945-1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 199, Folder 3 - St. John Bachelor of Social Work Program

Title: St. John Bachelor of Social Work Program
Reference code: UA-22, Box 199, Folder 3
Date: 1982-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 200, Folder 2 - St. Thomas University Advisory Committee

Title: St. Thomas University Advisory Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 200, Folder 2
Date: 1982-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 5 - The Liscomb Lodge Conference Report

Title: The Liscomb Lodge Conference Report
Reference code: UA-22, Box 185, Folder 5
File: UA-22, Box 200, Folder 8 - University of New Brunswick Master's Program Information

Title: University of New Brunswick Master's Program Information
Reference code: UA-22, Box 200, Folder 8
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, OS Box 5, Folder 25 - Maritime School of Social Work broadcasts: [sound recording]

Title: Maritime School of Social Work broadcasts: [sound recording]
Reference code: UA-22, OS Box 5, Folder 25
Date: 3-16 May 1946 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
12 broadcasts recorded by CHNS between 3-16 May 1946.
Physical description: 5 [5 audio discs : 33 1/3 rpm]

Series: Facilities

Title: Facilities
Date: 1946-1999 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
This series includes materials related to buildings, building maintenance and space planning.
Physical description: 14 folders of textual records

File: UA-22, Box 314, Folder 2 - Architectural Changes - Plans, Prints, and Contracts

Title: Architectural Changes - Plans, Prints, and Contracts
Reference code: UA-22, Box 314, Folder 2
Date: 1966-1969 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 317, Folder 5 - Architectural Plans

Title: Architectural Plans
Reference code: UA-22, Box 317, Folder 5
Date: 1969-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 11 - Building and Maintenance

Title: Building and Maintenance
Reference code: UA-22, Box 385, Folder 11
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 272, Folder 1 - Buildings - Leases, Correspondence, and New Building Notes

Title: Buildings - Leases, Correspondence, and New Building Notes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 272, Folder 1
Date: 1946-1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 195, Folder 5 - Correspondence - Physical Plant

Title: Correspondence - Physical Plant
Reference code: UA-22, Box 195, Folder 5
Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 11 - Correspondence - Physical Plant

Title: Correspondence - Physical Plant
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 11
Date: 1987-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 213, Folder 7 - Environmental Health and Safety

Title: Environmental Health and Safety
Reference code: UA-22, Box 213, Folder 7  
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 261, Folder 4 - Physical Plant

Title: Physical Plant  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 261, Folder 4  
Date: 1992-1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 5 - Physical Plant

Title: Physical Plant  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 5  
Date: 1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 15 - Space Planning

Title: Space Planning  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 15  
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 10 - Space Planning

Title: Space Planning  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 10  
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 2 - Space Planning

Title: Space Planning  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 2  
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 3 - Space Planning

Title: Space Planning
Reference code: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 3
Date: 1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 360, Folder 6 - Space Planning Study Meeting Minutes

Title: Space Planning Study Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 360, Folder 6
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

Series: Financial records of the Maritime School of Social Work

Title: Financial records of the Maritime School of Social Work
Date: 1939-2000 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

This series includes the following types of materials: administrative accounting files; trust fund information; payroll ledgers and official documentation; budget information; fund-raising campaigns and correspondence; honorarium information.

Physical description: 103 folders of textual records

File: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 4 - Academic - Honoraria

Title: Academic - Honoraria
Reference code: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 4
Date: 1968-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 3 - Academic - Prince Memorial Fund

Title: Academic - Prince Memorial Fund
Reference code: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 3
Date: 1942-1962 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 169, Folder 4 - Academic Accounts - Tuition
Title: Academic Accounts - Tuition
Reference code: UA-22, Box 169, Folder 4
Date: 1964-1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 169, Folder 3 - Academic Accounts - Tuition
Title: Academic Accounts - Tuition
Reference code: UA-22, Box 169, Folder 3
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 169, Folder 2 - Academic Accounts - Tuition
Title: Academic Accounts - Tuition
Reference code: UA-22, Box 169, Folder 2
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 169, Folder 1 - Academic Accounts - Tuition
Title: Academic Accounts - Tuition
Reference code: UA-22, Box 169, Folder 1
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 226, Folder 9 - Accounts - Annual Trust Fund
Title: Accounts - Annual Trust Fund
Reference code: UA-22, Box 226, Folder 9
Date: 1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 268, Folder 6 - Accounts - Annuity Plans
Title: Accounts - Annuity Plans
Reference code: UA-22, Box 268, Folder 6
File: UA-22, Box 364, Folder 3 - Accounts - Budget

Title: Accounts - Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 364, Folder 3
Date: 1964-1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 177, Folder 6 - Accounts - Budget

Title: Accounts - Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 177, Folder 6
Date: 1964-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 7 - Accounts - Budget

Title: Accounts - Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 7
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 177, Folder 4 - Accounts - Budget

Title: Accounts - Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 177, Folder 4
Date: 1971-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 350, Folder 6 - Accounts - Budget

Title: Accounts - Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 350, Folder 6
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 3 - Accounts - Budget
Title: Accounts - Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 3
Date: 1975-1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 4 - Accounts - Budget
Title: Accounts - Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 4
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 264, Folder 4 - Accounts - Budget File
Title: Accounts - Budget File
Reference code: UA-22, Box 264, Folder 4
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 177, Folder 5 - Accounts - Budget Proposal
Title: Accounts - Budget Proposal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 177, Folder 5
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 220, Folder 4 - Accounts - Budgets
Title: Accounts - Budgets
Reference code: UA-22, Box 220, Folder 4
Date: 1979-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 200, Folder 5 - Accounts - Budgets
Title: Accounts - Budgets
Reference code: UA-22, Box 200, Folder 5
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 199, Folder 6 - Accounts - Budgets
Title: Accounts - Budgets
Reference code: UA-22, Box 199, Folder 6
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 178, Folder 5 - Accounts - Budgets and Financial Statements
Title: Accounts - Budgets and Financial Statements
Reference code: UA-22, Box 178, Folder 5
Date: 1966-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 270, Folder 3 - Accounts - Budgets and Ledger Sheets
Title: Accounts - Budgets and Ledger Sheets
Reference code: UA-22, Box 270, Folder 3
Date: 1941-1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 8 - Accounts - Completed Administrative Forms
Title: Accounts - Completed Administrative Forms
Reference code: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 8
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 178, Folder 6 - Accounts - Financial Statements
Title: Accounts - Financial Statements
Reference code: UA-22, Box 178, Folder 6
Date: 1959-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 320, Folder 2 - Accounts - Financial Statements
Title: Accounts - Financial Statements
Reference code: UA-22, Box 320, Folder 2
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 322, Folder 4 - Accounts - Financial Statements
Title: Accounts - Financial Statements
Reference code: UA-22, Box 322, Folder 4
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 277, Folder 5 - Accounts - General
Title: Accounts - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 277, Folder 5
Date: 1947-1960 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 9 - Accounts - Human Behavior and Social Environment Sequence Budgets
Title: Accounts - Human Behavior and Social Environment Sequence Budgets
Reference code: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 9
Date: 1967-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 9 - Accounts - Payroll
Title: Accounts - Payroll
Reference code: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 9
Date: 1968-1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 272, Folder 4 - Accounts - Pension Annuities
Title: Accounts - Pension Annuities
Reference code: UA-22, Box 272, Folder 4
Date: 1948-1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 7 - Administration - Personnel - Annuities - Prudential
Title: Administration - Personnel - Annuities - Prudential
Reference code: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 7
Date: 1964-1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 20 - Application For Development Funds
Title: Application For Development Funds
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 20
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 9 - Application for Development Funds-ConEd
Title: Application for Development Funds-ConEd
Reference code: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 9
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 3 - Application for Redistribution Funds
File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 15 - Application for Redistribution Funds

Title: Application for Redistribution Funds
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 15
Date: 1995 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 12 - Bequests

Title: Bequests
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 12
Date: 1981-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 343, Folder 5 - Budget

Title: Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 343, Folder 5
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 343, Folder 6 - Budget

Title: Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 343, Folder 6
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 7 - Budget

Title: Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 7
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 10 - Budget

Title: Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 10
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 8 - Budget

Title: Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 8
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 237, Folder 8 - Budget

Title: Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 237, Folder 8
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 7 - Budget

Title: Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 7
Date: 1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 4 - Budget - Courses - Certificate Program in Indian/Inuit Community Health

Title: Budget - Courses - Certificate Program in Indian/Inuit Community Health
Reference code: UA-22, Box 377, Folder 4
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 15 - Budget - Program

Title: Budget - Program
Reference code: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 15
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 10 - Budgets**

Title: Budgets
Reference code: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 10
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 5 - Continuing Education Budget**

Title: Continuing Education Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 5
Date: 1987-1989 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 8 - Continuing Education Budget**

Title: Continuing Education Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 8
Date: 1987-1989 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 1 - Deveau, Madeleine**

Title: Deveau, Madeleine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 1
Date: 1987-1994 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

**File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 18 - Development Fund Application**

Title: Development Fund Application
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 18
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 5 - Development Funds**

**Title:** Development Funds  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 235, Folder 5  
**Date:** 1987 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 296, Folder 2 - Donations**

**Title:** Donations  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 296, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1954-1961 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 388, Folder 3 - Faculty Payment for Field Instruction**

**Title:** Faculty Payment for Field Instruction  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 388, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1990-1991 (date of creation)  

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

**File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 9 - Faculty Payroll - Courtney, Mary Lou**

**Title:** Faculty Payroll - Courtney, Mary Lou  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 149, Folder 9  
**Date:** 1982-1993 (date of creation)  

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

**File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 2 - Faculty Payroll - Duplisea, Jean**

**Title:** Faculty Payroll - Duplisea, Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 2
Date: 1982-1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 12 - Faculty Payroll - Gifford, Cuthbert**

Title: Faculty Payroll - Gifford, Cuthbert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 12
Date: 1982-1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 10 - Faculty Payroll - MacDonald, Ernest**

Title: Faculty Payroll - MacDonald, Ernest
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 10
Date: 1982-1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 11 - Faculty Payroll - O'Brien, Daniel**

Title: Faculty Payroll - O'Brien, Daniel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 11
Date: 1982-1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 16 - Faculty Payroll - Siegel, Sanford**
File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 16 - Faculty Payroll - Siegel, Sanford

Title: Faculty Payroll - Siegel, Sanford
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 16
Date: 1982-1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 22 - Faculty Payroll - Whitmore(Ruiz), Elizabeth

Title: Faculty Payroll - Whitmore(Ruiz), Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 22
Date: 1982-1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 21 - Faculty Payroll - Williams, David

Title: Faculty Payroll - Williams, David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 21
Date: 1982-1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 20 - Faculty Payroll - Williams, Richard

Title: Faculty Payroll - Williams, Richard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 20
Date: 1983-1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 364, Folder 4 - Financial Committee Reports
Title: Financial Committee Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 364, Folder 4
Date: 1959-1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 364, Folder 5 - Financial Statements
Title: Financial Statements
Reference code: UA-22, Box 364, Folder 5
Date: 1960-1963 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 11 - Financial Statements
Title: Financial Statements
Reference code: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 11
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 5 - Fund Raising
Title: Fund Raising
Reference code: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 5
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 6 - Fund Raising
Title: Fund Raising
Reference code: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 6
Date: 1955 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 3 - Fund Raising

Title: Fund Raising
Reference code: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 3
Date: 1989-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 10 - Fund Raising - Capital Campaign

Title: Fund Raising - Capital Campaign
Reference code: UA-22, Box 188, Folder 10
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 247, Folder 4 - Grants

Title: Grants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 247, Folder 4
Date: 1964-1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 4 - Lecturers/Instructors Payroll A-J

Title: Lecturers/Instructors Payroll A-J
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 4
Date: 1982-1992 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 7 - Lecturers/Instructors Payroll K-N

Title: Lecturers/Instructors Payroll K-N
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 7
Date: 1983-1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 13 - Lecturers/Instructors Payroll O-S

Title: Lecturers/Instructors Payroll O-S
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 13
Date: 1983-1992 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 17 - Lecturers/Instructors Payroll T-Z

Title: Lecturers/Instructors Payroll T-Z
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 17
Date: 1984-1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 335, Folder 3 - Ledgers

Title: Ledgers
Reference code: UA-22, Box 335, Folder 3
Date: 1976-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 373, Folder 7 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work

Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 373, Folder 7
Date: 1982-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 373, Folder 6 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work

Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 6
Date: 1984-1989 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 5 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work**

Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 5
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 4 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work**

Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 4
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 2 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work**

Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 375, Folder 2
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 378, Folder 4 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work Budgets**

Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work Budgets
Reference code: UA-22, Box 378, Folder 4
Date: 1986-1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

**File: UA-22, Box 176, Folder 6 - School Budget**

Title: School Budget
Reference code: UA-22, Box 176, Folder 6
File: UA-22, Box 190, Folder 1 - School Budget

Title: School Budget

Reference code: UA-22, Box 190, Folder 1

Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 419, Folder 2 - Statements of Cash Receipts and Disbursements

Title: Statements of Cash Receipts and Disbursements

Reference code: UA-22, Box 419, Folder 2

Date: 1955-1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 3 - Support Staff Payroll A-J

Title: Support Staff Payroll A-J

Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 3

Date: 1982-1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 6 - Support Staff Payroll MacLeod, Linda

Title: Support Staff Payroll MacLeod, Linda

Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 6

Date: 1983-1992 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 15 - Support Staff Payroll O-S

Title: Support Staff Payroll O-S
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 15
Date: 1991-1992 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 19 - Support Staff Payroll T-Z

Title: Support Staff Payroll T-Z
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 19
Date: 1992-1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 355, Folder 5 - Transaction Records

Title: Transaction Records
Reference code: UA-22, Box 355, Folder 5
Date: 1950-1954 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 355, Folder 4 - Transaction Records

Title: Transaction Records
Reference code: UA-22, Box 355, Folder 4
Date: 1960-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 247, Folder 13 - Trusts

Title: Trusts
Reference code: UA-22, Box 247, Folder 13
Date: 1960-1964 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 8 - Trusts

Title: Trusts
Reference code: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 8
Date: 1960-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 4 - Trusts

Title: Trusts
Reference code: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 4
Date: 1967-1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 3 - Trusts

Title: Trusts
Reference code: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 2 - Trusts

Title: Trusts
Reference code: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 2
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 247, Folder 12 - Trusts

Title: Trusts
Reference code: UA-22, Box 247, Folder 12
Date: 1972-1978 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 6 - Trusts
Title: Trusts
Reference code: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 6
Date: 1981-1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 7 - Trusts
Title: Trusts
Reference code: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 7
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 419, Folder 7 - Trusts - Gwendolyn Vaughn Shard Estate Executor Notes
Title: Trusts - Gwendolyn Vaughn Shard Estate Executor Notes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 419, Folder 7
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 5 - Visiting Professor Payroll A-J
Title: Visiting Professor Payroll A-J
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 5
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 8 - Visiting Professor Payroll K-N

Title: Visiting Professor Payroll K-N
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 8
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 14 - Visiting Professor Payroll O-S

Title: Visiting Professor Payroll O-S
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 14
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 18 - Visiting Professor Payroll T-Z

Title: Visiting Professor Payroll T-Z
Reference code: UA-22, Box 149, Folder 18
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

Series: Personnel

Title: Personnel
Date: 1941-2000 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
This series includes the following types of materials: full- and part-time faculty files; support staff files; part-time academic (non DFA) files; professional staff files; student T.A. files; academic recruiting correspondence, supporting materials and applications; academic job postings; deployment worksheets; work schedule information; employment equity issues; individual faculty biographies and profiles.

**Physical description:** 320 folders of textual records

---

**File: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 17 - Administration**

**Title:** Administration

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 243, Folder 17

**Date:** 1966 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 4 - Administrative/Professional Staff**

**Title:** Administrative/Professional Staff

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 347, Folder 4

**Date:** 1970-1971 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**

Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 19 - Assorted Faculty Applications**

**Title:** Assorted Faculty Applications

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 158, Folder 19

**Date:** 1980-1990 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**

Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 387, Folder 12 - Biographies**

**Title:** Biographies

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 387, Folder 12
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 12 - Coordinator of Continuing Education Search

Title: Coordinator of Continuing Education Search
Reference code: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 12
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 8 - Employment Data for Faculty as of 1973

Title: Employment Data for Faculty as of 1973
Reference code: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 8
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 14 - Faculty

Title: Faculty
Reference code: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 14
Date: 1944 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 11 - Faculty

Title: Faculty
Reference code: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 11
Date: 1952-1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 3 - Faculty

Title: Faculty
Reference code: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 1 - Faculty

Title: Faculty
Reference code: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 1
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 14 - Faculty - Accreditation, curriculum vitae

Title: Faculty - Accreditation, curriculum vitae
Reference code: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 14
Date: 1996 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 2 - Faculty - Adams, Pat

Title: Faculty - Adams, Pat
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 2
Date: 1974-1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 1 - Faculty - Aitlan, Janis Marie

Title: Faculty - Aitlan, Janis Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 1
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 3 - Faculty - Alderman, Peter Douglas

Title: Faculty - Alderman, Peter Douglas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 3
Date: 1971-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 8 - Faculty - Alton - Correspondence

Title: Faculty - Alton - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 8
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 4 - Faculty - Alton, Gerald W.

Title: Faculty - Alton, Gerald W.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 4
Date: 1961-1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 6 - Faculty - Andrew, Frances

Title: Faculty - Andrew, Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 6
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 10 - Faculty - Angell, Brent

Title: Faculty - Angell, Brent
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 10
Date: 1991-1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 7 - Faculty - Ashby, A.C.

Title: Faculty - Ashby, A.C.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 7
Date: 1961-1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 13 - Faculty - Bailey, Ian

Title: Faculty - Bailey, Ian
Reference code: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 13
Date: 1981-1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 14 - Faculty - Baker, Walter O.

Title: Faculty - Baker, Walter O.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 14
Date: 1959-1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 9 - Faculty - Baylis, Sandy

Title: Faculty - Baylis, Sandy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 9
Date: 1990-1997 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 11 - Faculty - Belanger, Ken

Title: Faculty - Belanger, Ken
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 11
Date: 1989-1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 12 - Faculty - Belliveau, Michael Francis

Title: Faculty - Belliveau, Michael Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 12
Date: 1980-1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 11 - Faculty - Bevan, D.

Title: Faculty - Bevan, D.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 11
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 309, Folder 2 - Faculty - Biographies

Title: Faculty - Biographies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 309, Folder 2
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 9 - Faculty - Black, A. G.

Title: Faculty - Black, A. G.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 9
Date: 1959-1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 10 - Faculty - Black, Alfred

Title: Faculty - Black, Alfred
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 10
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 19 - Faculty - Bradley, Freda
Title: Faculty - Bradley, Freda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 19
Date: 1982-1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 2 - Faculty - Bradley, Freda

Title: Faculty - Bradley, Freda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 2
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 15 - Faculty - Brien, Pierre

Title: Faculty - Brien, Pierre
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 15
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 11 - Faculty - Brown, Rosemary

Title: Faculty - Brown, Rosemary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 11
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 12 - Faculty - Burey, Mary

Title: Faculty - Burey, Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 12
Date: 1989-1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 13 - Faculty - Burns, Mary E.

Title: Faculty - Burns, Mary E.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 13
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 13 - Faculty - Cassidy, David

Title: Faculty - Cassidy, David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 13
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 16 - Faculty - Castlebury, Nancy

Title: Faculty - Castlebury, Nancy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 16
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 210, Folder 1 - Faculty - Chellam, Grace

Title: Faculty - Chellam, Grace
Reference code: UA-22, Box 210, Folder 1
Date: 1969-1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 216, Folder 3 - Faculty - Chellam, Grace

Title: Faculty - Chellam, Grace
Reference code: UA-22, Box 216, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 10 - Faculty - Clark, Lorenne, M. G.

Title: Faculty - Clark, Lorenne, M. G.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 10
Date: 1980-1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 16 - Faculty - Collins, Mildred

Title: Faculty - Collins, Mildred
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 16
Date: 1966-1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 314, Folder 6 - Faculty - Correspondence

Title: Faculty - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 314, Folder 6
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 1 - Faculty - Courteney, Mary Lou

Title: Faculty - Courteney, Mary Lou
Reference code: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 1
Date: 1965-1994 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 18 - Faculty - Critchley, David

Title: Faculty - Critchley, David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 18
Date: 1967-1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 283, Folder 1 - Faculty - Critchley, David Miscellaneous

Title: Faculty - Critchley, David Miscellaneous
Reference code: UA-22, Box 283, Folder 1
Date: 1970-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 9 - Faculty - Cromwell, Gayle

Title: Faculty - Cromwell, Gayle
Reference code: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 9
Date: 1982-1983 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 1 - Faculty - CV's
Title: Faculty - CV's
Reference code: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 1
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 7 - Faculty - Deveau, Madeleine
Title: Faculty - Deveau, Madeleine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 7
Date: 1987-1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 14 - Faculty - Deveaux, Anna
Title: Faculty - Deveaux, Anna
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 14
Date: 1990-1992 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 19 - Faculty - Doyle, Robert
Title: Faculty - Doyle, Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 19
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 20 - Faculty - Drover, Glenn G.
Title: Faculty - Drover, Glenn G.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 20
Date: 1971-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 15 - Faculty - Dugas-LeBlanc, Betty
Title: Faculty - Dugas-LeBlanc, Betty
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 15
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 5 - Faculty - Duplisea, Jean B.
Title: Faculty - Duplisea, Jean B.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 5
Date: 1975-1995 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 22 - Faculty - Enzinas, Carmela
Title: Faculty - Enzinas, Carmela
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 22
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

**File: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 10 - Faculty - F.R. MacKinnon Appeals**

Title: Faculty - F.R. MacKinnon Appeals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 10
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

**File: UA-22, Box 277, Folder 4 - Faculty - Field Work Supervisors**

Title: Faculty - Field Work Supervisors
Reference code: UA-22, Box 277, Folder 4
Date: 1947-1963 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 8 - Faculty - Fitzgerald, Gwen**

Title: Faculty - Fitzgerald, Gwen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 8
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

**File: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 11 - Faculty - Full-Time - Grace Chellam re-appointment**

Title: Faculty - Full-Time - Grace Chellam re-appointment
Reference code: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 11
File: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 6 - Faculty - Gallant, Danny

Title: Faculty - Gallant, Danny
Reference code: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 6
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 1 - Faculty - General - Employment Forms and Memos

Title: Faculty - General - Employment Forms and Memos
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 1
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 305, Folder 1 - Faculty - General Correspondence

Title: Faculty - General Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 305, Folder 1
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 11 - Faculty - General Faculty Notes and Correspondence

Title: Faculty - General Faculty Notes and Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 11
Date: 1969-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 9 - Faculty - General File

Title: Faculty - General File
Reference code: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 9
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 1 - Faculty - Gifford, Giff

Title: Faculty - Gifford, Giff
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 1
Date: 1969-1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 17 - Faculty - Gilbert, Karen M.

Title: Faculty - Gilbert, Karen M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 17
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 24 - Faculty - Gillies Katherine Margaret

Title: Faculty - Gillies Katherine Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 24
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 25 - Faculty - Gillis, Janet MacKay

Title: Faculty - Gillis, Janet MacKay
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 25
Date: 1952-1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 18 - Faculty - Girard, Paul

Title: Faculty - Girard, Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 18
Date: 1981-1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 27 - Faculty - Goldstein, Dr. Howard

Title: Faculty - Goldstein, Dr. Howard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 27
Date: 1973-1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 28 - Faculty - Greenhill, Ada M.

Title: Faculty - Greenhill, Ada M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 28
Date: 1946-1950 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
**File: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 5 - Faculty - Hall, Barbara**

**Title:** Faculty - Hall, Barbara  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 160, Folder 5  
**Date:** 1966-1972 (date of creation)  

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 29 - Faculty - Hamer, Irene**

**Title:** Faculty - Hamer, Irene  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 148, Folder 29  
**Date:** 1970-1971 (date of creation)  

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 5 - Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Articles**

**Title:** Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Articles  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 372, Folder 5  
**Date:** 1970-1971 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 12 - Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Correspondence**

**Title:** Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Correspondence  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 310, Folder 12  
**Date:** 1964-1965 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 299, Folder 3 - Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Correspondence**

**Title:** Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Correspondence  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 299, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1966-1967 (date of creation)
**File: UA-22, Box 309, Folder 4 - Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Correspondence**

**Title:** Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Correspondence  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 309, Folder 4  
**Date:** 1967-1968 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 318, Folder 1 - Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Correspondence**

**Title:** Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Correspondence  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 318, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1968-1969 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 322, Folder 1 - Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Correspondence**

**Title:** Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Correspondence  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 322, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1969-1970 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 352, Folder 2 - Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Correspondence**

**Title:** Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Correspondence  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 352, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1972-1973 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 352, Folder 1 - Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Correspondence**

**Title:** Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Correspondence  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 352, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1972-1973 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 248, Folder 6 - Faculty - Hancock, L.T. General**

**Title:** Faculty - Hancock, L.T. General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 248, Folder 6
Date: 1958-1992 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 281, Folder 8 - Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Miscellaneous
Title: Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Miscellaneous
Reference code: UA-22, Box 281, Folder 8
Date: 1945-1955 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 314, Folder 4 - Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Speeches
Title: Faculty - Hancock, L.T. Speeches
Reference code: UA-22, Box 314, Folder 4
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 8 - Faculty - Harris, Everett
Title: Faculty - Harris, Everett
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 8
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 31 - Faculty - Hawkins, Edith P.
Title: Faculty - Hawkins, Edith P.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 31
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 9 - Faculty - Hinchey, Craig
Title: Faculty - Hinchey, Craig
Reference code: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 9
Date: 1994-1997 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 214, Folder 5 - Faculty - Honorary Placements
Title: Faculty - Honorary Placements
Reference code: UA-22, Box 214, Folder 5
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 23 - Faculty - Hudson, Shirley
Title: Faculty - Hudson, Shirley
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 23
Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 20 - Faculty - Jacobsen, Elaine
Title: Faculty - Jacobsen, Elaine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 20
Date: 1989-1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 34 - Faculty - Johnson, Mrs. Sidney T.
Title: Faculty - Johnson, Mrs. Sidney T.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 34
Date: 1968-1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 370, Folder 2 - Faculty - L.T. Hancock Correspondence

Title: Faculty - L.T. Hancock Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 370, Folder 2
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 296, Folder 1 - Faculty - L.T. Hancock Diary

Title: Faculty - L.T. Hancock Diary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 296, Folder 1
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 36 - Faculty - Langin, F. Robert

Title: Faculty - Langin, F. Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 36
Date: 1949-1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 2 - Faculty - LeGault, Claudette R.

Title: Faculty - LeGault, Claudette R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 2
Date: 1993-1994 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 3 - Faculty - Leung, Jean B.

Title: Faculty - Leung, Jean B.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 3
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 22 - Faculty - Levinson, Jud

Title: Faculty - Levinson, Jud
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 22
Date: 1979-1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 2 - Faculty - Lotz, Jim

Title: Faculty - Lotz, Jim
Reference code: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 2
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 8 - Faculty - Love, Margaret

Title: Faculty - Love, Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 8
Date: 1980-1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 3 - Faculty - Lutes, John W.
Title: Faculty - Lutes, John W.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 3
Date: 1968-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 12 - Faculty - Mabey, Don
Title: Faculty - Mabey, Don
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 12
Date: 1976-1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 13 - Faculty - MacCormack, James D.
Title: Faculty - MacCormack, James D.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 13
Date: 1982-1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 7 - Faculty - MacDonald, Ernest
Title: Faculty - MacDonald, Ernest
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 7
Date: 1980-1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 17 - Faculty - MacDonald, Jean I.

Title: Faculty - MacDonald, Jean I.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 17
Date: 1979-1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 10 - Faculty - MacKenzie, Christine

Title: Faculty - MacKenzie, Christine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 10
Date: 1992-1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 11 - Faculty - MacKinnon, Fred

Title: Faculty - MacKinnon, Fred
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 11
Date: 1982-1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 7 - Faculty - MacKinnon, Marjorie

Title: Faculty - MacKinnon, Marjorie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 7
Date: 1950-1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 9 - Faculty - Malmo, Cheryl

Title: Faculty - Malmo, Cheryl
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 9
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 296, Folder 3 - Faculty - Maloof, Bruce

Title: Faculty - Maloof, Bruce
Reference code: UA-22, Box 296, Folder 3
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 5 - Faculty - Marchand, Verle

Title: Faculty - Marchand, Verle
Reference code: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 5
Date: 1991-1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 6 - Faculty - McDonough, Alexa A.

Title: Faculty - McDonough, Alexa A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 6
Date: 1971-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 6 - Faculty - Miller, Trisha N.
Title: Faculty - Miller, Trisha N.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 6
Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 9 - Faculty - Montgomery, Frances L.
Title: Faculty - Montgomery, Frances L.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 9
Date: 1947-1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 7 - Faculty - Moore, Dorothy
Title: Faculty - Moore, Dorothy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 7
Date: 1983-1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 6 - Faculty - Morris, Ruth
Title: Faculty - Morris, Ruth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 6
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 5 - Faculty - Morrisey, Mary

Title: Faculty - Morrisey, Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 5
Date: 1980-1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 11 - Faculty - Newell, Ed

Title: Faculty - Newell, Ed
Reference code: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 11
Date: 1972-1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 317, Folder 2 - Faculty - O'Brien, Dan - Correspondence

Title: Faculty - O'Brien, Dan - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 317, Folder 2
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 317, Folder 1 - Faculty - O'Brien, Dan - Correspondence

Title: Faculty - O'Brien, Dan - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 317, Folder 1
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 1 - Faculty - O'Brien, Dan Correspondence

Title: Faculty - O'Brien, Dan Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 1  
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 332, Folder 4 - Faculty - O'Brien, Dan Correspondence 

Title: Faculty - O'Brien, Dan Correspondence  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 332, Folder 4  
Date: 1988-1990 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 6 - Faculty - O'Brien, Daniel W.P. 

Title: Faculty - O'Brien, Daniel W.P.  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 6  
Date: 1965-1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 1 - Faculty - O'Day, Rory 

Title: Faculty - O'Day, Rory  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 1  
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 6 - Faculty - O'Neil, Ken 

Title: Faculty - O'Neil, Ken  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 6  
Date: 1985-1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  

File: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 3 - Faculty - Pace, Jacqueline

Title: Faculty - Pace, Jacqueline
Reference code: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 3
Date: 1984-1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 295, Folder 1 - Faculty - Prince, Dr. S.H.

Title: Faculty - Prince, Dr. S.H.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 295, Folder 1
Date: 1940-1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 18 - Faculty - Ravindra, Sally

Title: Faculty - Ravindra, Sally
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 18
Date: 1969-1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 4 - Faculty - Ripple, Rachel

Title: Faculty - Ripple, Rachel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 4
Date: 1975-1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 17 - Faculty - Robbins, Daneen

Title: Faculty - Robbins, Daneen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 17
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 4 - Faculty - Rose, John

Title: Faculty - Rose, John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 4
Date: 1969-1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 15 - Faculty - Ruffman, Linda

Title: Faculty - Ruffman, Linda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 15
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 315, Folder 5 - Faculty - Ruotolo- Miscellaneous

Title: Faculty - Ruotolo- Miscellaneous
Reference code: UA-22, Box 315, Folder 5
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 2 - Faculty - Shackleton, Marjorie

Title: Faculty - Shackleton, Marjorie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 2
Date: 1980-1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 350, Folder 5 - Faculty - Shackleton, Marjorie Correspondence

Title: Faculty - Shackleton, Marjorie Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 350, Folder 5
Date: 1988-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 3 - Faculty - Siegel, Sandy

Title: Faculty - Siegel, Sandy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 3
Date: 1976-1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 17 - Faculty - Smith, Joan

Title: Faculty - Smith, Joan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 17
Date: 1956-1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 18 - Faculty - Smith, Ronald L.
Title: Faculty - Smith, Ronald L.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 18
Date: 1973-1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 13 - Faculty - St. John Staff
Title: Faculty - St. John Staff
Reference code: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 13
Date: 1979-1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 3 - Faculty - Stevenson, Sylvie M.
Title: Faculty - Stevenson, Sylvie M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 3
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 3 - Faculty - Tanabe, Patricia
Title: Faculty - Tanabe, Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 3
Date: 1974-1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 220, Folder 8 - Faculty - Tenure
Title: Faculty - Tenure
Reference code: UA-22, Box 220, Folder 8
Date: 1975-1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 210, Folder 5 - Faculty - Tenure and Promotion
Title: Faculty - Tenure and Promotion
Reference code: UA-22, Box 210, Folder 5
Date: 1986-1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 4 - Faculty - Toomey, Carolyn
Title: Faculty - Toomey, Carolyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 4
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 5 - Faculty - Wentzall, Carolyn
Title: Faculty - Wentzall, Carolyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 5
Date: 1970-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 15 - Faculty - Whitmore, E.

Title: Faculty - Whitmore, E.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 15
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 5 - Faculty - Whitmore, Elizabeth (Ruiz)

Title: Faculty - Whitmore, Elizabeth (Ruiz)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 5
Date: 1975-1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 4 - Faculty - Wien, Fred

Title: Faculty - Wien, Fred
Reference code: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 4
Date: 1985-1996 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 311, Folder 2 - Faculty - Wien, Fred - Article on Welfare Reform

Title: Faculty - Wien, Fred - Article on Welfare Reform
Reference code: UA-22, Box 311, Folder 2
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 415, Folder 4 - Faculty - Wien, Fred - Keynote Address to Canadian Vocational Association Conference

Title: Faculty - Wien, Fred - Keynote Address to Canadian Vocational Association Conference
Reference code: UA-22, Box 415, Folder 4
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 417, Folder 1 - Faculty - Wien, Fred - Native Social Work Book

Title: Faculty - Wien, Fred - Native Social Work Book
Reference code: UA-22, Box 417, Folder 1
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 374, Folder 4 - Faculty - Wien, Fred Correspondence

Title: Faculty - Wien, Fred Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 374, Folder 4
Date: 1981-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 1 - Faculty - Williams, David P.

Title: Faculty - Williams, David P.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 1
Date: 1974-1996 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 6 - Faculty - Williams, R. James

Title: Faculty - Williams, R. James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 6
Date: 1980-1996 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 1 - Faculty - Williams, Richard

Title: Faculty - Williams, Richard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 1
Date: 1976-1995 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 2 - Faculty - Williams, Rick

Title: Faculty - Williams, Rick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 2
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 6 - Faculty - Winters, Frank

Title: Faculty - Winters, Frank
Reference code: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 6
Date: 1970-1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 4 - Faculty - Wister, Bill

Title: Faculty - Wister, Bill
Reference code: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 4
Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
**File: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 9 - Faculty - Zive, M.I. Correspondence**

**Title:** Faculty - Zive, M.I. Correspondence  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 301, Folder 9  
**Date:** 1966-1967 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 6 - Faculty Advising**

**Title:** Faculty Advising  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 359, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1973 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 10 - Faculty Applicants**

**Title:** Faculty Applicants  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 156, Folder 10  
**Date:** 1974-1975 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

**File: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 1 - Faculty Applicants Not Hired**

**Title:** Faculty Applicants Not Hired  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 152, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1973-1974 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

**File: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 7 - Faculty Biographies**

**Title:** Faculty Biographies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 7
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 326, Folder 5 - Faculty Biographies and curriculum vitae
Title: Faculty Biographies and curriculum vitae
Reference code: UA-22, Box 326, Folder 5
Date: 1968-1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 320, Folder 6 - Faculty Correspondence
Title: Faculty Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 320, Folder 6
Date: 1967-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 12 - Faculty Correspondence
Title: Faculty Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 12
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 11 - Faculty Deployment
Title: Faculty Deployment
Reference code: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 11
Date: 1980-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 321, Folder 3 - Faculty Deployment
Title: Faculty Deployment
Reference code: UA-22, Box 321, Folder 3
File: UA-22, Box 214, Folder 3 - Faculty Deployment
Title: Faculty Deployment
Reference code: UA-22, Box 214, Folder 3
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 392, Folder 2 - Faculty Deployment and Scheduling
Title: Faculty Deployment and Scheduling
Reference code: UA-22, Box 392, Folder 2
Date: 1988-1992 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 296, Folder 9 - Faculty Fellowships - National Council of Jewish Women of Canada
Title: Faculty Fellowships - National Council of Jewish Women of Canada
Reference code: UA-22, Box 296, Folder 9
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 10 - Faculty Files
Title: Faculty Files
Reference code: UA-22, Box 245, Folder 10
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 351, Folder 6 - Faculty Files - Full Time
Title: Faculty Files - Full Time
Reference code: UA-22, Box 351, Folder 6
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 351, Folder 5 - Faculty Files - Full Time

Title: Faculty Files - Full Time
Reference code: UA-22, Box 351, Folder 5
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 213, Folder 9 - Faculty Files - Full Time

Title: Faculty Files - Full Time
Reference code: UA-22, Box 213, Folder 9
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 351, Folder 8 - Faculty Files - Full-Time

Title: Faculty Files - Full-Time
Reference code: UA-22, Box 351, Folder 8
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 351, Folder 7 - Faculty Files - Full-Time

Title: Faculty Files - Full-Time
Reference code: UA-22, Box 351, Folder 7
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 5 - Faculty Information and Statistics
Title: Faculty Information and Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 5
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 352, Folder 3 - Faculty Information Forms
Title: Faculty Information Forms
Reference code: UA-22, Box 352, Folder 3
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 3 - Faculty Personnel - General
Title: Faculty Personnel - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 3
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 2 - Faculty Position Papers on School Objectives
Title: Faculty Position Papers on School Objectives
Reference code: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 2
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 176, Folder 4 - Faculty Recruiting and Orientation Package

Title: Faculty Recruiting and Orientation Package
Reference code: UA-22, Box 176, Folder 4
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 5 - Faculty Research Activities

Title: Faculty Research Activities
Reference code: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 5
Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 321, Folder 5 - Faculty Travel

Title: Faculty Travel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 321, Folder 5
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 26 - Faculty, Girard, Paul

Title: Faculty, Girard, Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 26
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 16 - Faculty, Ruotolo, Robert
Title: Faculty, Ruotolo, Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 16
Date: 1972-1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 11 - Inactive Office Personnel

Title: Inactive Office Personnel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 11
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 10 - Information to Faculty Applicants

Title: Information to Faculty Applicants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 10
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 2 - Job Postings

Title: Job Postings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 2
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 248, Folder 4 - L.T. Hancock Testimonial
Title: L.T. Hancock Testimonial
Reference code: UA-22, Box 248, Folder 4
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 5 - Library Personnel
Title: Library Personnel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 5
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 8 - Maloof, Bruce A
Title: Maloof, Bruce A
Reference code: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 8
Date: 1973-1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 418, Folder 6 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Faculty - Evelyn Blanchard
Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Faculty - Evelyn Blanchard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 418, Folder 6
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 216, Folder 4 - Minority Faculty Recruitment

Title: Minority Faculty Recruitment
Reference code: UA-22, Box 216, Folder 4
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 2 - Native Education Counsellor Applications

Title: Native Education Counsellor Applications
Reference code: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 2
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 14 - New Brunswick Staff Development

Title: New Brunswick Staff Development
Reference code: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 14
Date: 1958-1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 16 - New Faculty Position in Family Functioning

Title: New Faculty Position in Family Functioning
Reference code: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 16
Date: 1980-1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 315, Folder 9 - Office Files - Duty Lists and Manuals
Title: Office Files - Duty Lists and Manuals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 315, Folder 9
Date: 1972-1974 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 15 - Office Personnel

Title: Office Personnel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 15
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 5 - Part-time Academic - Anderson, Jim

Title: Part-time Academic - Anderson, Jim
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 5
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---


Title: Part-Time Academic - Book, Howard E.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 13
Date: 1990-1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 12 - Part-Time Academic - Buckley, Pam

Title: Part-Time Academic - Buckley, Pam
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 12
File: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 11 - Part-Time Academic - Cambell, Carolyn
Title: Part-Time Academic - Cambell, Carolyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 11
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 2 - Part-Time Academic - Clare, Geoff
Title: Part-Time Academic - Clare, Geoff
Reference code: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 2
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 9 - Part-Time Academic - Crane, John
Title: Part-Time Academic - Crane, John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 156, Folder 9
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 222, Folder 3 - Part-Time Academic - Djao, Angela
Title: Part-Time Academic - Djao, Angela
Reference code: UA-22, Box 222, Folder 3
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 8 - Part-Time Academic - Gillett, Cheryl

Title: Part-Time Academic - Gillett, Cheryl
Reference code: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 8
Date: 1992-1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 30 - Part-Time Academic - Hannah, Joanne

Title: Part-Time Academic - Hannah, Joanne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 30
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 32 - Part-Time Academic - Hoelscher, Anne Marie

Title: Part-Time Academic - Hoelscher, Anne Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 32
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 35 - Part-Time Academic - Kniseley, Don
Title: Part-Time Academic - Kniseley, Don
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 35
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 21 - Part-Time Academic - Levine, Helen

Title: Part-Time Academic - Levine, Helen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 21
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 5 - Part-Time Academic - MacDonald, Maureen

Title: Part-Time Academic - MacDonald, Maureen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 5
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 4 - Part-Time Academic - MacDougall, Catherine

Title: Part-Time Academic - MacDougall, Catherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 162, Folder 4
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 7 - Part-Time Academic - Marshall, Claire

Title: Part-Time Academic - Marshall, Claire
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 7
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 9 - Part-Time Academic - McGee, Harold

Title: Part-Time Academic - McGee, Harold
Reference code: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 9
Date: 1984-1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 4 - Part-Time Academic - Parks, Joan

Title: Part-Time Academic - Parks, Joan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 4
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 3 - Part-Time Academic - Roberts, Linda

Title: Part-Time Academic - Roberts, Linda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 3
Date: 1993-1994 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 13 - Part-Time Academic - Romke, Janet

Title: Part-Time Academic - Romke, Janet
Reference code: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 13
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 6 - Part-Time Academic - Scyner, Larry

Title: Part-Time Academic - Scyner, Larry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 6
Date: 1979-1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 200, Folder 7 - Part-Time Academic - Sexton, Anne

Title: Part-Time Academic - Sexton, Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 200, Folder 7
Date: 1984-1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 18 - Part-Time Academic - Shepherd, Colleen

Title: Part-Time Academic - Shepherd, Colleen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 18
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 1 - Part-Time Academic - Stratford, Ron

Title: Part-Time Academic - Stratford, Ron
Reference code: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 1
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 214, Folder 6 - Part-Time Academic - Sydney Sessional Lectures

Title: Part-Time Academic - Sydney Sessional Lectures
Reference code: UA-22, Box 214, Folder 6
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 10 - Part-Time Academic - Tester, Frank James

Title: Part-Time Academic - Tester, Frank James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 10
Date: 1984-1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 4 - Part-Time Academic - Warriner, Gail

Title: Part-Time Academic - Warriner, Gail
Reference code: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 4
Date: 1976-1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 354, Folder 5 - Part-Time Academic - William Dyson Visit Lecture Notes, Correspondence and Preparation

Title: Part-Time Academic - William Dyson Visit Lecture Notes, Correspondence and Preparation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 354, Folder 5
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 7 - Part-Time Academic - Wilson, Elizabeth

Title: Part-Time Academic - Wilson, Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 7
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 5 - Policy

Title: Policy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 5
Date: 1991-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 16 - Recruiting

Title: Recruiting
Reference code: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 16
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 12 - Recruiting

Title: Recruiting
Reference code: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 12
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 363, Folder 3 - Recruiting**

**Title:** Recruiting  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 363, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1986-1987 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 339, Folder 1 - Recruiting - Academic**

**Title:** Recruiting - Academic  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 339, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1977-1978 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 337, Folder 4 - Recruiting - Academic**

**Title:** Recruiting - Academic  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 337, Folder 4  
**Date:** 1979-1980 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 339, Folder 3 - Recruiting - Academic**

**Title:** Recruiting - Academic  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 339, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1980 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 339, Folder 2 - Recruiting - Academic
Title: Recruiting - Academic
Reference code: UA-22, Box 339, Folder 2
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 343, Folder 7 - Recruiting - Academic
Title: Recruiting - Academic
Reference code: UA-22, Box 343, Folder 7
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 341, Folder 2 - Recruiting - Academic
Title: Recruiting - Academic
Reference code: UA-22, Box 341, Folder 2
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 4 - Recruiting - Academic
Title: Recruiting - Academic
Reference code: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 4
Date: 1985-1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 203, Folder 9 - Recruiting - Academics**

**Title:** Recruiting - Academics  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 203, Folder 9  
**Date:** 1981 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 205, Folder 2 - Recruiting - Academics**

**Title:** Recruiting - Academics  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 205, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1981-1982 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 203, Folder 6 - Recruiting - Academics**

**Title:** Recruiting - Academics  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 203, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1981-1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 205, Folder 5 - Recruiting - Academics**

**Title:** Recruiting - Academics  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 205, Folder 5  
**Date:** 1981-1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 203, Folder 5 - Recruiting - Academics

Title: Recruiting - Academics

Reference code: UA-22, Box 203, Folder 5

Date: 1982-1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 203, Folder 3 - Recruiting - Academics

Title: Recruiting - Academics

Reference code: UA-22, Box 203, Folder 3

Date: 1982-1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 203, Folder 2 - Recruiting - Academics

Title: Recruiting - Academics

Reference code: UA-22, Box 203, Folder 2

Date: 1982-1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 203, Folder 4 - Recruiting - Academics

Title: Recruiting - Academics

Reference code: UA-22, Box 203, Folder 4

Date: 1982-1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 205, Folder 4 - Recruiting - Academics

Title: Recruiting - Academics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 205, Folder 4
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 11 - Recruiting - Academics

Title: Recruiting - Academics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 11
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 203, Folder 7 - Recruiting - Academics

Title: Recruiting - Academics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 203, Folder 7
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 12 - Recruiting - Academics

Title: Recruiting - Academics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 202, Folder 12
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 203, Folder 1 - Recruiting - Academics

Title: Recruiting - Academics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 203, Folder 1
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 205, Folder 3 - Recruiting - Academics**

**Title**: Recruiting - Academics  
**Reference code**: UA-22, Box 205, Folder 3  
**Date**: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 205, Folder 6 - Recruiting - Academics**

**Title**: Recruiting - Academics  
**Reference code**: UA-22, Box 205, Folder 6  
**Date**: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 2 - Recruiting - Academics**

**Title**: Recruiting - Academics  
**Reference code**: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 2  
**Date**: 1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 222, Folder 2 - Recruiting - Admissions Coordinator**

**Title**: Recruiting - Admissions Coordinator  
**Reference code**: UA-22, Box 222, Folder 2
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 204, Folder 1 - Recruiting - Direct Practice Position**

**Title:** Recruiting - Direct Practice Position  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 204, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1983-1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 200, Folder 9 - Recruiting - Direct Practice Position**

**Title:** Recruiting - Direct Practice Position  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 200, Folder 9  
**Date:** 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 326, Folder 1 - Recruiting - Director Search Candidates**

**Title:** Recruiting - Director Search Candidates  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 326, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 326, Folder 2 - Recruiting - Director Search Process**

**Title:** Recruiting - Director Search Process
Reference code: UA-22, Box 326, Folder 2
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 346, Folder 2 - Recruiting - Faculty - Community Specialization Applicants

Title: Recruiting - Faculty - Community Specialization Applicants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 346, Folder 2
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 370, Folder 7 - Recruiting - Faculty Applicants

Title: Recruiting - Faculty Applicants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 370, Folder 7
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 214, Folder 1 - Recruiting - Faculty Applications

Title: Recruiting - Faculty Applications
Reference code: UA-22, Box 214, Folder 1
Date: 1998 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 298, Folder 1 - Recruiting - Faculty Inquiries for Community development Position

Title: Recruiting - Faculty Inquiries for Community development Position
Reference code: UA-22, Box 298, Folder 1
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 298, Folder 2 - Recruiting - Faculty Inquiries for Evaluative Research

Title: Recruiting - Faculty Inquiries for Evaluative Research
Reference code: UA-22, Box 298, Folder 2
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 208, Folder 4 - Recruiting - Faculty Positions

Title: Recruiting - Faculty Positions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 208, Folder 4
Date: 1996-1998 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 296, Folder 6 - Recruiting - Faculty Staffing

Title: Recruiting - Faculty Staffing
Reference code: UA-22, Box 296, Folder 6
Date: 1946-1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 296, Folder 7 - Recruiting - Faculty Staffing
Title: Recruiting - Faculty Staffing
Reference code: UA-22, Box 296, Folder 7
Date: 1950-1957 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 183, Folder 7 - Recruiting - General
Title: Recruiting - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 183, Folder 7
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 5 - Recruiting - General Academic
Title: Recruiting - General Academic
Reference code: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 5
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 12 - Recruiting - Interviews
Title: Recruiting - Interviews
Reference code: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 12
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 413, Folder 2 - Recruiting - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Faculty

Title: Recruiting - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Faculty
Reference code: UA-22, Box 413, Folder 2
Date: 1983-1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 354, Folder 4 - Recruiting - New Director Search Committee

Title: Recruiting - New Director Search Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 354, Folder 4
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 366, Folder 9 - Recruiting - New Director Search Committee

Title: Recruiting - New Director Search Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 366, Folder 9
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 2 - Recruiting - Prince Edward Island Faculty Position

Title: Recruiting - Prince Edward Island Faculty Position
Reference code: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 2
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 8 - Recruiting - Research Assistant

Title: Recruiting - Research Assistant
Reference code: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 8
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 4 - Recruiting - Sessional Instructor for Advanced Social Work Practice

Title: Recruiting - Sessional Instructor for Advanced Social Work Practice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 4
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 1 - Recruiting - Teacher's Assistants

Title: Recruiting - Teacher's Assistants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 1
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 183, Folder 6 - Recruiting A-G

Title: Recruiting A-G
Reference code: UA-22, Box 183, Folder 6
Date: 1967-1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 183, Folder 5 - Recruiting H-Z

Title: Recruiting H-Z
Reference code: UA-22, Box 183, Folder 5
Date: 1967-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 220, Folder 5 - Sabbatical Leaves and Working Schedules

Title: Sabbatical Leaves and Working Schedules
Reference code: UA-22, Box 220, Folder 5
Date: 1976-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 8 - Secretarial Vitae

Title: Secretarial Vitae
Reference code: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 8
Date: 1964-1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 12 - Sessional Academics for Bachelor of Social Work Program

Title: Sessional Academics for Bachelor of Social Work Program
Reference code: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 12
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 3 - St. John Field Instructors
Title: St. John Field Instructors
Reference code: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 3
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 12 - Staff - Grievances
Title: Staff - Grievances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 371, Folder 12
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 21 - Student Assistant - Dunphy, Dorothy
Title: Student Assistant - Dunphy, Dorothy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 21
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 1 - Student File - Burke, Marvin Murray
Title: Student File - Burke, Marvin Murray
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 1
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 8 - Student Teacher's Assistants

Title: Student Teacher's Assistants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 8
Date: 1981-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 210, Folder 4 - Student Teaching Assistants

Title: Student Teaching Assistants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 210, Folder 4
Date: 1989-1997 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 8 - Support Staff - Beaudry, Marianne

Title: Support Staff - Beaudry, Marianne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 8
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 15 - Support Staff - Cody, Katherine

Title: Support Staff - Cody, Katherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 15
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 17 - Support Staff - Cottingham, Cheryl

Title: Support Staff - Cottingham, Cheryl
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 17
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 16 - Support Staff - Cross, Estelle

Title: Support Staff - Cross, Estelle
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 16
Date: 1975-1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 8 - Support Staff - Edmeades, Delphine

Title: Support Staff - Edmeades, Delphine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 8
Date: 1975-1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 16 - Support Staff - Edstrom, Janet L.

Title: Support Staff - Edstrom, Janet L.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 16
Date: 1993-1995 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 23 - Support Staff - Evanson, Elizabeth

Title: Support Staff - Evanson, Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 23
Date: 1976-1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 7 - Support Staff - Fitzgerald, Jane E.

Title: Support Staff - Fitzgerald, Jane E.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 157, Folder 7
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 33 - Support Staff - Ireland, Roberta

Title: Support Staff - Ireland, Roberta
Reference code: UA-22, Box 148, Folder 33
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 20 - Support Staff - Kirby, Jane

Title: Support Staff - Kirby, Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 20
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 14 - Support Staff - Logan, Linda

Title: Support Staff - Logan, Linda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 14
Date: 1973-1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 10 - Support Staff - MacLeod, Judith

Title: Support Staff - MacLeod, Judith
Reference code: UA-22, Box 158, Folder 10
Date: 1982-1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 2 - Support Staff - MacLeod, Linda J

Title: Support Staff - MacLeod, Linda J
Reference code: UA-22, Box 160, Folder 2
Date: 1983-1997 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 4 - Support Staff - McCombie, Jacqueline B.

Title: Support Staff - McCombie, Jacqueline B.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 4
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 10 - Support Staff - Nelson, Joan

Title: Support Staff - Nelson, Joan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 10
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 12 - Support Staff - Petrie, Heather

Title: Support Staff - Petrie, Heather
Reference code: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 12
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 14 - Support Staff - Roy, Jennie

Title: Support Staff - Roy, Jennie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 152, Folder 14
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 2 - Support Staff - Snow, Yvonne

Title: Support Staff - Snow, Yvonne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 2
Date: 1971-1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 5 - Support Staff - Trainor, Marlene

Title: Support Staff - Trainor, Marlene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 161, Folder 5
Date: 1991-1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 11 - Support Staff - Walker, Betty

Title: Support Staff - Walker, Betty
Reference code: UA-22, Box 159, Folder 11
Date: 1992-1994 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 7 - Support Staff - Zannotti, Beverly Ann

Title: Support Staff - Zannotti, Beverly Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 155, Folder 7
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 2 - Support Staff Files - Part-Time

Title: Support Staff Files - Part-Time
Reference code: UA-22, Box 221, Folder 2
Date: 1997 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 6 - Work Schedule

Title: Work Schedule
Reference code: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 6
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 9 - Work Schedules

Title: Work Schedules
Reference code: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 9
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 10 - Work Schedules

Title: Work Schedules
Reference code: UA-22, Box 347, Folder 10
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 7 - Work Schedules

Title: Work Schedules
Reference code: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 7
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 343, Folder 4 - Work Schedules

Title: Work Schedules
Reference code: UA-22, Box 343, Folder 4
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 5 - Work Schedules

Title: Work Schedules
Reference code: UA-22, Box 211, Folder 5
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 261, Folder 5 - Work Schedules

Title: Work Schedules
Reference code: UA-22, Box 261, Folder 5
Date: 1993-1995 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 237, Folder 9 - Work Schedules/Deployment

Title: Work Schedules/Deployment
Reference code: UA-22, Box 237, Folder 9
Date: 1995-1997 (date of creation)

Series: Reference

Title: Reference
Date: 1922-1999 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This series includes the following types of materials: calendars and calendar preparation; convocation and graduation programs, speeches and general information; faculty and student newsletters; theses and student project files; general and specific course bibliographies; school history texts, brochures and flyers; course-related materials and publications; field study information.

Physical description: 130 folders of textual records

File: UA-22, Box 401, Folder 3 - Abortion - Papers, Information and Bibliography

Title: Abortion - Papers, Information and Bibliography
Reference code: UA-22, Box 401, Folder 3
Date: 1967-1990 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 408, Folder 1 - Accreditation Self-Study Report, Volume I

Title: Accreditation Self-Study Report, Volume I
Reference code: UA-22, Box 408, Folder 1
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 408, Folder 2 - Accreditation Self-Study Report, Volume II with Appendices

Title: Accreditation Self-Study Report, Volume II with Appendices
Reference code: UA-22, Box 408, Folder 2
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 408, Folder 3 - Accreditation Self-Study Report, volume III with Curriculum and Self-Study Revision

Title: Accreditation Self-Study Report, volume III with Curriculum and Self-Study Revision
Reference code: UA-22, Box 408, Folder 3
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 391, Folder 4 - 'Agenda'

Title: 'Agenda'
Reference code: UA-22, Box 391, Folder 4
Date: 1978-1979 (date of creation)


Title: Annotated Bibliography of Social Welfare in Nova Scotia, by Fred MacKinnon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 406, Folder 6
Date: 1985 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 428, Folder 3 - Assorted Clippings, Radio Transcripts, and Reviews
Title: Assorted Clippings, Radio Transcripts, and Reviews
Reference code: UA-22, Box 428, Folder 3
Date: 1947-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 428, Folder 2 - Assorted Newspaper Clippings, Radio Transcripts, School Songs
Title: Assorted Newspaper Clippings, Radio Transcripts, School Songs
Reference code: UA-22, Box 428, Folder 2
Date: 1947-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 406, Folder 4 - Assorted School Pamphlets
Title: Assorted School Pamphlets
Reference code: UA-22, Box 406, Folder 4
Date: 1941-1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 401, Folder 5 - Bachelor of Social Work and Master of Social Work Programme Outlines
Title: Bachelor of Social Work and Master of Social Work Programme Outlines
Reference code: UA-22, Box 401, Folder 5
Date: 1989-1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 399, Folder 3 - Bachelor of Social Work Program Information Brochures
Title: Bachelor of Social Work Program Information Brochures
Reference code: UA-22, Box 399, Folder 3
Date: 1978-1988 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 399, Folder 4 - Bachelor of Social Work Programme Brochures
Title: Bachelor of Social Work Programme Brochures
Reference code: UA-22, Box 399, Folder 4
Date: 1996-1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 395, Folder 1 - Bachelor of Social Work Self-Study Reports
Title: Bachelor of Social Work Self-Study Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 395, Folder 1
Date: 1982-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 395, Folder 2 - Bachelor of Social Work Self-Study reports
Title: Bachelor of Social Work Self-Study reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 395, Folder 2
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 5 - 'Being a Student with a Disability at the Maritime School of Social Work', Tim G. Verney
Title: 'Being a Student with a Disability at the Maritime School of Social Work', Tim G. Verney
Reference code: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 5
Date: 1994 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 401, Folder 1 - Bibliographies for Integration of Relevant Literature by or Concerning Blacks, Acadians, and Natives into
Title: Bibliographies for Integration of Relevant Literature by or Concerning Blacks, Acadians, and Natives into
Reference code: UA-22, Box 401, Folder 1
Date: 1983-1989 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 406, Folder 10 - Breaking barriers : report of the task force on access for Black and Native People

Title: Breaking barriers : report of the task force on access for Black and Native People  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 406, Folder 10  
Date: 1989 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:

File contains a report presented to H.C. Clark. The report led to the formation of the Indigenous Blacks & Mi'kmaq (IB&M) Initiative at the Schulich School of Law in 1989. The initiative was launched to increase representation of Indigenous Blacks and Mi'kmaq in the legal profession in order to reduce discrimination.

Physical description: 2.5 cm of textual records (1 folder)

File: UA-22, Box 397, Folder 5 - Calendars

Title: Calendars  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 397, Folder 5  
Date: 1941-1953 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 397, Folder 6 - Calendars

Title: Calendars  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 397, Folder 6  
Date: 1954-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 405, Folder 6 - 'Child Development' - Child and Youth Services Journal

Title: 'Child Development' - Child and Youth Services Journal  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 405, Folder 6  
Date: 1979-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 427, Folder 4 - Child Welfare League of America Case Records for Social Casework
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 10 - Clippings related to the School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title: Clippings related to the School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference code: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date: 1964-1971 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 405, Folder 4 - 'Community Development' - Reports and Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title: 'Community Development' - Reports and Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference code: UA-22, Box 405, Folder 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date: 1967-1987 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 405, Folder 3 - 'Community Planning' - 'Dartmouth Neighborhood Improvement Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title: 'Community Planning' - 'Dartmouth Neighborhood Improvement Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference code: UA-22, Box 405, Folder 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date: 1975-1976 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 410, Folder 1 - 'Connections' Bulletin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title: 'Connections' Bulletin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference code: UA-22, Box 410, Folder 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 247, Folder 7 - Convocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title: Convocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference code: UA-22, Box 247, Folder 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Date: 1955-1957 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 279, Folder 2 - Convocations - Graduation

Title: Convocations - Graduation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 279, Folder 2
Date: 1943-1953 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 279, Folder 3 - Convocations - Graduation

Title: Convocations - Graduation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 279, Folder 3
Date: 1954-1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 13 - Convocations - Graduation

Title: Convocations - Graduation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 310, Folder 13
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 305, Folder 9 - Convocations - Graduation

Title: Convocations - Graduation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 305, Folder 9
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 318, Folder 3 - Convocations - Graduation

Title: Convocations - Graduation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 318, Folder 3
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 411, Folder 8 - Convocations - Graduation
File: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 12 - Convocations - Graduation

Title: Convocations - Graduation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 12
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 334, Folder 8 - Convocations - Graduation - Viola Robinson Honorary Degree

Title: Convocations - Graduation - Viola Robinson Honorary Degree
Reference code: UA-22, Box 334, Folder 8
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 303, Folder 5 - Convocations - Speeches and Addresses to Graduates

Title: Convocations - Speeches and Addresses to Graduates
Reference code: UA-22, Box 303, Folder 5
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 144, Folder 2 - Course Material - Human Relationships - Compilation of Papers from External Sources

Title: Course Material - Human Relationships - Compilation of Papers from External Sources
Reference code: UA-22, Box 144, Folder 2
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 144, Folder 1 - Course Material - Social Work Method - Compilation of Papers from External Sources

Title: Course Material - Social Work Method - Compilation of Papers from External Sources
Reference code: UA-22, Box 144, Folder 1
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 405, Folder 2 - Crisis Intervention' - 'Exploratory Study of Mental Health Needs in Annapolis County, Nova Scotia'
Title: Crisis Intervention' - 'Exploratory Study of Mental Health Needs in Annapolis County, Nova Scotia'
Reference code: UA-22, Box 405, Folder 2
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 403, Folder 5 - 'Day Care' - Papers and projects
Title: 'Day Care' - Papers and projects
Reference code: UA-22, Box 403, Folder 5
Date: 1976-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 430, Folder 7 - Disability Employment Toolkit - Hiring People With Disabilities Book III
Title: Disability Employment Toolkit - Hiring People With Disabilities Book III
Reference code: UA-22, Box 430, Folder 7
Date: -2000 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 430, Folder 6 - Disability Employment Toolkit - Landing the Right Job Book II
Title: Disability Employment Toolkit - Landing the Right Job Book II
Reference code: UA-22, Box 430, Folder 6
Date: -2000 (date of creation)

Title: Disability Employment Toolkit Toolkit Resource Manual Book I
Reference code: UA-22, Box 430, Folder 5
Date: -2000 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 407, Folder 5 - 'Economic Development' - National Round Table 'Review'
Title: 'Economic Development' - National Round Table 'Review'
Reference code: UA-22, Box 407, Folder 5
Date: 1991-1993 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 407, Folder 6 - 'Environmental Issues' - Papers
Title: 'Environmental Issues' - Papers
Reference code: UA-22, Box 407, Folder 6
Date: 1990-1994 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 7 - 'Everybody's Studying Us - The Ironies of Aging in the Pepsi Generation'
Title: 'Everybody's Studying Us - The Ironies of Aging in the Pepsi Generation'
Reference code: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 7
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 11 - Excerpts from Records of Social Group Work Practice - Casework
Title: Excerpts from Records of Social Group Work Practice - Casework
Reference code: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 11
Date: 1942-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 10 - Excerpts from Records of Social Work Practice - Casework
Title: Excerpts from Records of Social Work Practice - Casework
Reference code: UA-22, Box 426, Folder 10
Date: 1942-1966 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 1 - Faculty Newsletter**

Title: Faculty Newsletter

Reference code: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 1

Date: 1992 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 1 - Faculty Position Paper and Self-Study**

Title: Faculty Position Paper and Self-Study

Reference code: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 1

Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 427, Folder 3 - Family Service association of America Case Records for Social Casework**

Title: Family Service association of America Case Records for Social Casework

Reference code: UA-22, Box 427, Folder 3

Date: 1946-1960 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 427, Folder 2 - Family Service Association of America Case Records for Social casework**

Title: Family Service Association of America Case Records for Social casework

Reference code: UA-22, Box 427, Folder 2

Date: 1950-1964 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 389, Folder 1 - Field Instruction Manuals**

Title: Field Instruction Manuals

Reference code: UA-22, Box 389, Folder 1

Date: 1962-1988 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 389, Folder 2 - Field Instruction Manuals
Title: Field Instruction Manuals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 389, Folder 2
Date: 1991-1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 9 - File - Clippings removed from text of MSSW study
Title: File - Clippings removed from text of MSSW study
Reference code: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 9
Date: 1940-1950 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 391, Folder 7 - 'Flashes' from the Maritime School of Social Work
Title: 'Flashes' from the Maritime School of Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 391, Folder 7
Date: 1954-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 5 - General Thesis Information
Title: General Thesis Information
Reference code: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 5
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 391, Folder 5 - Graduate Student Directory
Title: Graduate Student Directory
Reference code: UA-22, Box 391, Folder 5
Date: 1978-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 312, Folder 6 - Graduation
Title: Graduation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 312, Folder 6
File: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 10 - Graduations
Title: Graduations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 168, Folder 10
Date: 1966-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 340, Folder 6 - Guidelines for Master of Social Work Theses
Title: Guidelines for Master of Social Work Theses
Reference code: UA-22, Box 340, Folder 6
Date: 1993-1994 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 405, Folder 7 - 'Health Care' - Papers
Title: 'Health Care' - Papers
Reference code: UA-22, Box 405, Folder 7
Date: 1975-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 400, Folder 4 - History of the School, L.T. Hancock
Title: History of the School, L.T. Hancock
Reference code: UA-22, Box 400, Folder 4
Date: 1946-1993 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 237, Folder 1 - Homepage
Title: Homepage
Reference code: UA-22, Box 237, Folder 1
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 143, Folder 1 - Human Behavior and Social Environment - Research and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Title: Human Behavior and Social Environment - Research and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Reference code: UA-22, Box 143, Folder 1

Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 143, Folder 2 - Human Behavior and Social Environment - Research and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Title: Human Behavior and Social Environment - Research and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Reference code: UA-22, Box 143, Folder 2

Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 143, Folder 3 - Human Behavior and Social Environment - Research and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Title: Human Behavior and Social Environment - Research and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Reference code: UA-22, Box 143, Folder 3

Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 146, Folder 3 - Human Behavior and Social Environment - Researcher and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Title: Human Behavior and Social Environment - Researcher and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Reference code: UA-22, Box 146, Folder 3

Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 146, Folder 2 - Human Behavior and Social Environment - Researcher and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig
Title: Human Behavior and Social Environment - Researcher and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Reference code: UA-22, Box 146, Folder 2

Date: 1972 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 146, Folder 1 - Human Behavior and Social Environment - Researcher and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Title: Human Behavior and Social Environment - Researcher and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Reference code: UA-22, Box 146, Folder 1

Date: 1973 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 146, Folder 4 - Human Behavior and Social Environment - Researcher and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Title: Human Behavior and Social Environment - Researcher and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Reference code: UA-22, Box 146, Folder 4

Date: 1975 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 147, Folder 1 - Human Behavior and Social Environment - Researcher and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Title: Human Behavior and Social Environment - Researcher and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Reference code: UA-22, Box 147, Folder 1

Date: 1975 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 147, Folder 3 - Human Behavior and Social Environment - Researcher and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Title: Human Behavior and Social Environment - Researcher and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Reference code: UA-22, Box 147, Folder 3

Date: 1976 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 147, Folder 2 - Human Behavior and Social Environment - Researcher and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Title: Human Behavior and Social Environment - Researcher and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Reference code: UA-22, Box 147, Folder 2

Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 147, Folder 4 - Human Behavior and Social Environment - Researcher and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Title: Human Behavior and Social Environment - Researcher and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Reference code: UA-22, Box 147, Folder 4

Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 147, Folder 5 - Human Behavior and Social Environment - Researcher and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Title: Human Behavior and Social Environment - Researcher and Discussion Papers - Professor R. Craig

Reference code: UA-22, Box 147, Folder 5

Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 407, Folder 1 - 'Human Resource Development' - Papers

Title: 'Human Resource Development' - Papers

Reference code: UA-22, Box 407, Folder 1

Date: 1988-1994 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 189, Folder 3 - Interim Bulletin

Title: Interim Bulletin

Reference code: UA-22, Box 189, Folder 3
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 19 - Letters Requesting Calendars**

*Title:* Letters Requesting Calendars  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 151, Folder 19  
*Date:* 1966-1967 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 401, Folder 2 - Low Income Family Evaluations and Social Welfare Papers and Research Material**

*Title:* Low Income Family Evaluations and Social Welfare Papers and Research Material  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 401, Folder 2  
*Date:* 1967-1987 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 397, Folder 4 - Manual for Master of Social Work Project/Thesis Preparation**

*Title:* Manual for Master of Social Work Project/Thesis Preparation  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 397, Folder 4  
*Date:* 1994-1998 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 393, Folder 1 - Maritime School of Social Work Annual Reports**

*Title:* Maritime School of Social Work Annual Reports  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 393, Folder 1  
*Date:* 1954-1960 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 393, Folder 2 - Maritime School of Social Work Annual Reports**

*Title:* Maritime School of Social Work Annual Reports  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 393, Folder 2  
*Date:* 1961-1968 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 391, Folder 2 - Maritime School of Social Work Directories

Title: Maritime School of Social Work Directories
Reference code: UA-22, Box 391, Folder 2
Date: 1961-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 391, Folder 3 - Maritime School of Social Work Directories

Title: Maritime School of Social Work Directories
Reference code: UA-22, Box 391, Folder 3
Date: 1973-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 418, Folder 3 - Maritime School of Social Work Newsletters

Title: Maritime School of Social Work Newsletters
Reference code: UA-22, Box 418, Folder 3
Date: 1978-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 389, Folder 3 - Maritime School of Social Work Newsletters

Title: Maritime School of Social Work Newsletters
Reference code: UA-22, Box 389, Folder 3
Date: 1993-1999 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 2 - Maritime School of Social Work-Continuing Education Newsletter

Title: Maritime School of Social Work-Continuing Education Newsletter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 201, Folder 2
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 399, Folder 1 - Master of Social Work Handbooks

Title: Master of Social Work Handbooks
Reference code: UA-22, Box 399, Folder 1
Date: 1975-1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 399, Folder 2 - Master of Social Work Information Brochure
Title: Master of Social Work Information Brochure
Reference code: UA-22, Box 399, Folder 2
Date: 1979-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 395, Folder 3 - Master of Social Work Self-Study Report
Title: Master of Social Work Self-Study Report
Reference code: UA-22, Box 395, Folder 3
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 391, Folder 6 - 'Memories'
Title: 'Memories'
Reference code: UA-22, Box 391, Folder 6
Date: 1978-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 403, Folder 3 - 'Mental Health' - Papers and Reports
Title: 'Mental Health' - Papers and Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 403, Folder 3
Date: 1966-1992 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 403, Folder 2 - 'Mental Illness' - Reports and Papers
Title: 'Mental Illness' - Reports and Papers
Reference code: UA-22, Box 403, Folder 2
Date: 1971-1988 (date of creation)

**Title:** Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Discussion Paper: Micmac Economic and Employment Strategy for Nova

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 402, Folder 11

**Date:** 1984 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 13 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Evaluation Report - Native Educational Counselling Position, by Florence**

**Title:** Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Evaluation Report - Native Educational Counselling Position, by Florence

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 402, Folder 13

**Date:** 1984 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 10 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Governor General's First Canadian Study Conference Papers, by Fred Wien**

**Title:** Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Governor General's First Canadian Study Conference Papers, by Fred Wien

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 402, Folder 10

**Date:** 1981 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 12 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Mi'kmaq Treaty Day Proclamation, Donald Marshall**

**Title:** Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Mi'kmaq Treaty Day Proclamation, Donald Marshall

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 402, Folder 12

**Date:** 1986 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 9 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - 'Proposal for a Workshop on Social Conditions and Services on Micmac**

**Title:** Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - 'Proposal for a Workshop on Social Conditions and Services on Micmac
File: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 9 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Submission for the Development Phase of the Micmac Economic Development

Title: Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Submission for the Development Phase of the Micmac Economic Development
Reference code: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 9
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 407, Folder 2 - 'Minority Concerns' - Papers

Title: 'Minority Concerns' - Papers
Reference code: UA-22, Box 407, Folder 2
Date: 1985-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 6 - 'National Problems of Canada - The Negro in Canada', by Ida Greaves

Title: 'National Problems of Canada - The Negro in Canada', by Ida Greaves
Reference code: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 6
Date: 1922 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 406, Folder 9 - Native/Indian Social Work Bibliography

Title: Native/Indian Social Work Bibliography
Reference code: UA-22, Box 406, Folder 9
Date: 1984-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 428, Folder 1 - Newspaper clippings related to the School

Title: Newspaper clippings related to the School
Reference code: UA-22, Box 428, Folder 1
Date: 1947-1956 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 9 - Pamphlets on Social Work
Title: Pamphlets on Social Work
Reference code: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 9
Date: 1941-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 403, Folder 1 - 'Poverty'
Title: 'Poverty'
Reference code: UA-22, Box 403, Folder 1
Date: 1983-1997 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 4 - Project to Decentralize Social Work Education in the Maritime Provinces, from Moncton
Title: Project to Decentralize Social Work Education in the Maritime Provinces, from Moncton
Reference code: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 4
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 234, Folder 4 - Publications - Journals - Social Work in Atlantic Canada
Title: Publications - Journals - Social Work in Atlantic Canada
Reference code: UA-22, Box 234, Folder 4
Date: 1975-1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 397, Folder 2 - Research Curriculum Manuals: Social Work Research for the Practitioner
Title: Research Curriculum Manuals: Social Work Research for the Practitioner
Reference code: UA-22, Box 397, Folder 2
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 145, Folder 2 - Selected Papers of W.E. Gordon

Title: Selected Papers of W.E. Gordon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 145, Folder 2
Date: 1958-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 397, Folder 1 - Self-Study Report on the Master of Social Work Re-Accreditation

Title: Self-Study Report on the Master of Social Work Re-Accreditation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 397, Folder 1
Date: 1992 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 15 - Social Casework - Excerpts from Records of Social Groupwork Practice

Title: Social Casework - Excerpts from Records of Social Groupwork Practice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 15
Date: 1942-1956 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 16 - Social Casework - Excerpts from Records of Social Groupwork Practice

Title: Social Casework - Excerpts from Records of Social Groupwork Practice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 16
Date: 1942-1956 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 427, Folder 1 - Social Casework - Family Service Association of America

Title: Social Casework - Family Service Association of America
Reference code: UA-22, Box 427, Folder 1
Date: 1950-1964 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 408, Folder 5 - Social Conditions and Human Service Needs of the Micmac in the 1990's
Title: Social Conditions and Human Service Needs of the Micmac in the 1990's
Reference code: UA-22, Box 408, Folder 5
Date: 1987-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 145, Folder 1 - Social Work Counselling - Compilation of Papers from External Sources
Title: Social Work Counselling - Compilation of Papers from External Sources
Reference code: UA-22, Box 145, Folder 1
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 7 - Student Handbooks
Title: Student Handbooks
Reference code: UA-22, Box 402, Folder 7
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 400, Folder 5 - Student Projects - 'Integrating Onformal Supports into the Treatment Plan', Brenda Ebel, 1991 for Glenn Drover
Title: Student Projects - 'Integrating Onformal Supports into the Treatment Plan', Brenda Ebel, 1991 for Glenn Drover
Reference code: UA-22, Box 400, Folder 5
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 1 - Student Projects - Second Year Critiques
Title: Student Projects - Second Year Critiques
Reference code: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 1
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 2 - Student Projects - Work Week Session Reports

Title: Student Projects - Work Week Session Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 2
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 14 - Teaching Record for Use by Grace Schools Undergraduate Departments and Social Welfare Agencies

Title: Teaching Record for Use by Grace Schools Undergraduate Departments and Social Welfare Agencies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 425, Folder 14
Date: 1958-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 5 - 'The Dawn of Ampler Life - Some Aids to Social Security, by Charlotte Whitten C.B.E.

Title: 'The Dawn of Ampler Life - Some Aids to Social Security, by Charlotte Whitten C.B.E.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 5
Date: 1943 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 391, Folder 1 - The Listener

Title: The Listener
Reference code: UA-22, Box 391, Folder 1
Date: 1973-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 8 - 'The Messenger' Newsletter

Title: 'The Messenger' Newsletter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 412, Folder 8
Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 397, Folder 3 - 'The Scoop on the School' Booklets
Title: 'The Scoop on the School' Booklets
Reference code: UA-22, Box 397, Folder 3
Date: 1993-1998 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 334, Folder 10 - Theses - John Lerner Project
Title: Theses - John Lerner Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 334, Folder 10
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 338, Folder 3 - Thesis File - Thomas, Karen
Title: Thesis File - Thomas, Karen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 338, Folder 3
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 338, Folder 4 - Thesis File - Weber, Bob
Title: Thesis File - Weber, Bob
Reference code: UA-22, Box 338, Folder 4
Date: 1991-1992 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 8 - Welfare in the British Colonies, L.P. Mair
Title: Welfare in the British Colonies, L.P. Mair
Reference code: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 8
Date: 1944 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 401, Folder 4 - 'Women and Development'

Title: 'Women and Development'
Reference code: UA-22, Box 401, Folder 4
Date: 1989-1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 407, Folder 3 - 'Women and the Law'

Title: 'Women and the Law'
Reference code: UA-22, Box 407, Folder 3
Date: 1979-1985 (date of creation)

Series: Research and Grants

Title: Research and Grants
Date: 1948-1997 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This series contains the following types of materials: funding applications, information and opportunities; project proposals, reports and individual files; funded publications and projects.

Physical description: 127 folders of textual records

File: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 17 - Abstracts of Research Project Reports

Title: Abstracts of Research Project Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 17
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 256, Folder 4 - Academic Upgrading Project

Title: Academic Upgrading Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 256, Folder 4
Date: 1984-1989 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 332, Folder 1 - AIDS Taskforce

Title: AIDS Taskforce
Reference code: UA-22, Box 332, Folder 1
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 195, Folder 3 - Application for Welfare Grant

Title: Application for Welfare Grant
Reference code: UA-22, Box 195, Folder 3
Date: 1975-1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 15 - Application Forms

Title: Application Forms
Reference code: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 15
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 7 - Atlantic Child Guidance Project- Field Placement Agreement

Title: Atlantic Child Guidance Project- Field Placement Agreement
Reference code: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 7
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 208, Folder 3 - Atlantic Social Services Manpower Project

Title: Atlantic Social Services Manpower Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 208, Folder 3
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 309, Folder 5 - Awards - Lloyd MacInnis Memorial Award Fund

Title: Awards - Lloyd MacInnis Memorial Award Fund
Reference code: UA-22, Box 309, Folder 5
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 224, Folder 8 - Black Perspectives in Social Work: A Nova Scotia Experience
Title: Black Perspectives in Social Work: A Nova Scotia Experience
Reference code: UA-22, Box 224, Folder 8
Date: 1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 246, Folder 1 - Canadian Welfare Grants and Development Package of Reports
Title: Canadian Welfare Grants and Development Package of Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 246, Folder 1
Date: 1962-1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 12 - Conferences and Workshops - General
Title: Conferences and Workshops - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 336, Folder 12
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 5 - Correspondence
Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 345, Folder 5
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 250, Folder 5 - Decentralization Project
Title: Decentralization Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 250, Folder 5
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 274, Folder 3 - Department of Health and Welfare Mental Health Project

Title: Department of Health and Welfare Mental Health Project

Reference code: UA-22, Box 274, Folder 3

Date: 1949-1954 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 274, Folder 2 - Department of National Health and Welfare Federal Grants

Title: Department of National Health and Welfare Federal Grants

Reference code: UA-22, Box 274, Folder 2

Date: 1948-1957 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 344, Folder 7 - Donner Foundation and Micmac Employment Study

Title: Donner Foundation and Micmac Employment Study

Reference code: UA-22, Box 344, Folder 7

Date: 1982-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 346, Folder 1 - Donner Project Meeting Minutes

Title: Donner Project Meeting Minutes

Reference code: UA-22, Box 346, Folder 1

Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 346, Folder 6 - Donner Report Correspondence and Comments on Donner Project

Title: Donner Report Correspondence and Comments on Donner Project

Reference code: UA-22, Box 346, Folder 6

Date: 1985 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 334, Folder 7 - External Review of the University of Manitoba by Fred Wien: 'Report of the External Reviewers'

**Title:** External Review of the University of Manitoba by Fred Wien: 'Report of the External Reviewers'

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 334, Folder 7

**Date:** 1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 2 - Federal Grant to Universities

**Title:** Federal Grant to Universities

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 186, Folder 2

**Date:** 1955-1959 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 354, Folder 3 - Federal Welfare Grants

**Title:** Federal Welfare Grants

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 354, Folder 3

**Date:** 1961-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 340, Folder 2 - Field Placement Research and Studies

**Title:** Field Placement Research and Studies

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 340, Folder 2

**Date:** 1990-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 413, Folder 7 - 'Fur Trade Study' - Fred Wien

**Title:** 'Fur Trade Study' - Fred Wien

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 413, Folder 7

**Date:** 1985-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 364, Folder 6 - General Grants

**Title:** General Grants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 364, Folder 6
Date: 1960-1966 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 20 - Grant Correspondence**

Title: Grant Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 151, Folder 20
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 11 - Grants - General**

Title: Grants - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 11
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 305, Folder 2 - Grants - General**

Title: Grants - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 305, Folder 2
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 309, Folder 3 - Grants - General**

Title: Grants - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 309, Folder 3
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

**File: UA-22, Box 318, Folder 4 - Grants - General**

Title: Grants - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 318, Folder 4
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 322, Folder 3 - Grants - General

Title: Grants - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 322, Folder 3
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 281, Folder 1 - Grants from City of Halifax or Province of Nova Scotia

Title: Grants from City of Halifax or Province of Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 281, Folder 1
Date: 1959-1962 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 4 - Guyana Linkage Project

Title: Guyana Linkage Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 420, Folder 4
Date: 1990-1994 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 417, Folder 4 - Guyana Linkage Project - Women and Development

Title: Guyana Linkage Project - Women and Development
Reference code: UA-22, Box 417, Folder 4
Date: 1989-1992 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 404, Folder 2 - Guyana Project - Women and Development - Correspondence, Dan O'Brien

Title: Guyana Project - Women and Development - Correspondence, Dan O'Brien
Reference code: UA-22, Box 404, Folder 2
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 404, Folder 5 - Guyana Project - Women and Development - Correspondence, Joan Gilroy

Title: Guyana Project - Women and Development - Correspondence, Joan Gilroy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 404, Folder 5
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 404, Folder 3 - Guyana Project - Women and Development - Financial File

Title: Guyana Project - Women and Development - Financial File
Reference code: UA-22, Box 404, Folder 3
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 404, Folder 1 - Guyana Project - Women and Development - Proposals, CV's, and Program Drafts

Title: Guyana Project - Women and Development - Proposals, CV's, and Program Drafts
Reference code: UA-22, Box 404, Folder 1
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 404, Folder 4 - Guyana Project - Women and Development - Report on Women in Development with Appendices

Title: Guyana Project - Women and Development - Report on Women in Development with Appendices
Reference code: UA-22, Box 404, Folder 4
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 417, Folder 2 - Guyana Project Reports

Title: Guyana Project Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 417, Folder 2
Date: 1989-1994 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 181, Folder 7 - Housing Grant

Title: Housing Grant
Reference code: UA-22, Box 181, Folder 7
Date: 1976-1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 181, Folder 6 - Labour Education Grant

Title: Labour Education Grant
Reference code: UA-22, Box 181, Folder 6
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 216, Folder 1 - Manpower Research Project

Title: Manpower Research Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 216, Folder 1
Date: 1976-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 216, Folder 2 - Manpower Research Project

Title: Manpower Research Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 216, Folder 2
Date: 1976-1981 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 187, Folder 11 - Mental Health Grant**

**Title:** Mental Health Grant

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 187, Folder 11

**Date:** 1967-1970 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 178, Folder 7 - Mental Health Grant**

**Title:** Mental Health Grant

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 178, Folder 7

**Date:** 1970-1973 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 274, Folder 4 - Mental Health Project**

**Title:** Mental Health Project

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 274, Folder 4

**Date:** 1955-1966 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 364, Folder 8 - Mental Health Project**

**Title:** Mental Health Project

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 364, Folder 8

**Date:** 1958-1965 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 404, Folder 6 - Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Workshop on Social Conditions and Services on Micmac Reserves in Nova**

**Title:** Micmac Bachelor of Social Work - Workshop on Social Conditions and Services on Micmac Reserves in Nova

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 404, Folder 6

**Date:** 1982 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 382, Folder 8 - Micmac Professional Careers Project - Grant Information and Program Contributions

Title: Micmac Professional Careers Project - Grant Information and Program Contributions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 382, Folder 8
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 189, Folder 1 - National Welfare Grants

Title: National Welfare Grants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 189, Folder 1
Date: 1964-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 198, Folder 7 - Native Council Evaluation Project Memos

Title: Native Council Evaluation Project Memos
Reference code: UA-22, Box 198, Folder 7
Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 197, Folder 2 - Native Counselling Demonstration Project

Title: Native Counselling Demonstration Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 197, Folder 2
Date: 1982-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 197, Folder 3 - Native Social Counselling Demonstation Project

Title: Native Social Counselling Demonstation Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 197, Folder 3
Date: 1981-1983 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 197, Folder 5 - Native Social Counselling Project

Title: Native Social Counselling Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 197, Folder 5
Date: 1982-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 197, Folder 4 - Native Social Counselling Project

Title: Native Social Counselling Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 197, Folder 4
Date: 1982-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 197, Folder 6 - Native Social Counselling Project Proposal

Title: Native Social Counselling Project Proposal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 197, Folder 6
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 9 - Notes

Title: Notes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 9
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 396, Folder 7 - Personnel Contracts

Title: Personnel Contracts
Reference code: UA-22, Box 396, Folder 7
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 396, Folder 4 - Phase I and II Evaluations and Results

Title: Phase I and II Evaluations and Results
Reference code: UA-22, Box 396, Folder 4
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 13 - Pi Beta Phi Loan Information

Title: Pi Beta Phi Loan Information
Reference code: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 13
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 189, Folder 2 - Pi Beta Phi Student Loan Fund

Title: Pi Beta Phi Student Loan Fund
Reference code: UA-22, Box 189, Folder 2
Date: 1964-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 7 - Position Papers

Title: Position Papers
Reference code: UA-22, Box 243, Folder 7
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 222, Folder 5 - Professor Gifford's Research Grant

Title: Professor Gifford's Research Grant
Reference code: UA-22, Box 222, Folder 5
Date: 1982-1984 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 344, Folder 5 - Project: 'Micmac Employment Patterns and Development Strategy', Fred Wien

Title: Project: 'Micmac Employment Patterns and Development Strategy', Fred Wien
Reference code: UA-22, Box 344, Folder 5
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 5 - Projects

Title: Projects
Reference code: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 5
Date: 1997 (date of creation)


Title: Projects - 'Changing Economic Context for Social Policy', Fred Wien
Reference code: UA-22, Box 334, Folder 3
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 334, Folder 2 - Projects - 'Community Disasters, Poverty and Suicide', Fred Wien

Title: Projects - 'Community Disasters, Poverty and Suicide', Fred Wien
Reference code: UA-22, Box 334, Folder 2
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 334, Folder 4 - Projects - 'Influencing Social Policy: A Reconsideration of the Role of Advocacy by Social Workers', Dan

Title: Projects - 'Influencing Social Policy: A Reconsideration of the Role of Advocacy by Social Workers', Dan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 334, Folder 4
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 382, Folder 2 - Projects - Micmac Professional Careers Project

Title: Projects - Micmac Professional Careers Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 382, Folder 2
Date: 1988-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 3 - Proposal

Title: Proposal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 3
Date: 1996 (date of creation)


Title: Proposal for 'Visions of Canada in the Year 2000: Distributional Issues and the Future of the Welfare State',
Reference code: UA-22, Box 368, Folder 4
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 3 - Proposals

Title: Proposals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 3
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 9 - Proposals

Title: Proposals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 359, Folder 9
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 4 - Proposals

Title: Proposals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 4
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 346, Folder 3 - Proposals - 'Technology, Employment and Social Policy', Fred Wien, Osberg, and Grude
Title: Proposals - 'Technology, Employment and Social Policy', Fred Wien, Osberg, and Grude
Reference code: UA-22, Box 346, Folder 3
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 413, Folder 4 - Regional Inequality Project - fred Wien
Title: Regional Inequality Project - fred Wien
Reference code: UA-22, Box 413, Folder 4
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 417, Folder 5 - Report of the Multicultural Minority - First Nations Youth Police Consultation
Title: Report of the Multicultural Minority - First Nations Youth Police Consultation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 417, Folder 5
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 222, Folder 6 - Research - General
Title: Research - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 222, Folder 6
Date: 1980-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 304, Folder 3 - Research - Model Social Worker
Title: Research - Model Social Worker
Reference code: UA-22, Box 304, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1974 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 304, Folder 4 - Research - Services to Mentally Defective Children

Title: Research - Services to Mentally Defective Children
Reference code: UA-22, Box 304, Folder 4
Date: 1948 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 5 - Research Curriculum

Title: Research Curriculum
Reference code: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 5
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 178, Folder 8 - Research Curriculum

Title: Research Curriculum
Reference code: UA-22, Box 178, Folder 8
Date: 1970-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 7 - Research Department Correspondence

Title: Research Department Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 7
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 2 - Research Field Unit - Canada Manpower Centre

Title: Research Field Unit - Canada Manpower Centre
Reference code: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 2
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 12 - Research Grants Division

Title: Research Grants Division
Reference code: UA-22, Box 193, Folder 12
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 6 - Research Group - Firm Case Selection

Title: Research Group - Firm Case Selection

Reference code: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 6

Date: 1989-1991 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 7 - Research Instruments

Title: Research Instruments

Reference code: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 7

Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 6 - Research Instruments

Title: Research Instruments

Reference code: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 6

Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 368, Folder 1 - Research Program on Technology, Employment and Social Policy - Group Advisory Committee

Title: Research Program on Technology, Employment and Social Policy - Group Advisory Committee

Reference code: UA-22, Box 368, Folder 1

Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 368, Folder 2 - Research Program on Technology, Employment and Social Policy - Individual Case Studies and Interview

Title: Research Program on Technology, Employment and Social Policy - Individual Case Studies and Interview

Reference code: UA-22, Box 368, Folder 2

Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 11 - Research Proposals
Title: Research Proposals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 186, Folder 11
Date: 1965-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 4 - Research Sequence - Notes for Calendar and Objectives
Title: Research Sequence - Notes for Calendar and Objectives
Reference code: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 4
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 6 - Research Team - Staff and Meetings
Title: Research Team - Staff and Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 6
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 5 - Research Team Staff and Meetings
Title: Research Team Staff and Meetings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 5
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 7 - Senior Welfare Research Fellowship Regulations, Applications, and Proposal
Title: Senior Welfare Research Fellowship Regulations, Applications, and Proposal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 7
Date: 1988-1990 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 392, Folder 4 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Assignments and Various Submissions

Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Assignments and Various Submissions
Reference code: UA-22, Box 392, Folder 4
Date: 1977-1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 392, Folder 8 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Assignments Phase II

Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Assignments Phase II
Reference code: UA-22, Box 392, Folder 8
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 392, Folder 5 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Comments and Responses to Hume Study Assignments

Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Comments and Responses to Hume Study Assignments
Reference code: UA-22, Box 392, Folder 5
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 394, Folder 7 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Contracts with the Canadian Mortgage and Housing

Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Contracts with the Canadian Mortgage and Housing
Reference code: UA-22, Box 394, Folder 7
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 396, Folder 2 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Correspondence
Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 396, Folder 2
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 396, Folder 6 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Correspondence to Participants
Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Correspondence to Participants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 396, Folder 6
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 396, Folder 8 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Course Evaluations - Home Study Assignment II - Comments
Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Course Evaluations - Home Study Assignment II - Comments
Reference code: UA-22, Box 396, Folder 8
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 392, Folder 7 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Ellis Ash - Memos and Correspondence
Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Ellis Ash - Memos and Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 392, Folder 7
Date: 1976-1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 394, Folder 5 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Final Report to the Canadian Mortgage and Housing

Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Final Report to the Canadian Mortgage and Housing
Reference code: UA-22, Box 394, Folder 5
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 394, Folder 3 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Grant Submission and Proposal

Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Grant Submission and Proposal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 394, Folder 3
Date: 1976-1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 394, Folder 4 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Outlines for Self-Study Course

Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Outlines for Self-Study Course
Reference code: UA-22, Box 394, Folder 4
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 394, Folder 2 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Participant Evaluations

Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Participant Evaluations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 394, Folder 2
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 394, Folder 6 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Participant Training Outlines and Committees

Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Participant Training Outlines and Committees
Reference code: UA-22, Box 394, Folder 6
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 398, Folder 4 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Program Summaries, assignment Schedules, Correspondence

Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Program Summaries, assignment Schedules, Correspondence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 398, Folder 4
Date: 1978-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 396, Folder 3 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Proposal to Cuba

Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Proposal to Cuba
Reference code: UA-22, Box 396, Folder 3
Date: 1978-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 396, Folder 5 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Proposals - Fall/Winter

Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Proposals - Fall/Winter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 396, Folder 5
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 400, Folder 1 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Reference - Training Instrument, Chapters 10-20

Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Reference - Training Instrument, Chapters 10-20
Reference code: UA-22, Box 400, Folder 1
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 398, Folder 5 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Reference - Training Instrument, Chapters 1-9

Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Reference - Training Instrument, Chapters 1-9
Reference code: UA-22, Box 398, Folder 5
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 398, Folder 3 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Steering Committee Meeting Minutes

Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Steering Committee Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 398, Folder 3
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 396, Folder 1 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Steering Committee meeting transcripts and Minutes

Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Steering Committee meeting transcripts and Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 396, Folder 1
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 394, Folder 1 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Steering Commity Memos and Minutes

Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Steering Commity Memos and Minutes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 394, Folder 1
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 392, Folder 6 - Social Housing Management Training Program - Training Outlines and Questionnaires
Title: Social Housing Management Training Program - Training Outlines and Questionnaires
Reference code: UA-22, Box 392, Folder 6
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 1 - Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) Research Grants - General
Title: Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) Research Grants - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 228, Folder 1
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 14 - Social Service Manpower Study
Title: Social Service Manpower Study
Reference code: UA-22, Box 236, Folder 14
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 2 - Special Projects Correspondence and Proposals
Title: Special Projects Correspondence and Proposals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 194, Folder 2
Date: 1971-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 3 - Student Research in Social Service Agencies Questionnaire
Title: Student Research in Social Service Agencies Questionnaire
Reference code: UA-22, Box 196, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 332, Folder 6 - Technology, Employment and Social Policy Project - Fred Wien

Title: Technology, Employment and Social Policy Project - Fred Wien
Reference code: UA-22, Box 332, Folder 6
Date: 1989 (date of creation)


Title: Technology, Employment and Social Policy Proposal and Project Report
Reference code: UA-22, Box 348, Folder 5
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 364, Folder 7 - University Grants Committee

Title: University Grants Committee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 364, Folder 7
Date: 1960-1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 1 - Welfare Grants

Title: Welfare Grants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 1
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 200, Folder 6 - Welfare Research Grants

Title: Welfare Research Grants
Reference code: UA-22, Box 200, Folder 6
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 406, Folder 2 - Women's Group and Student Council's Human Sexuality Conference Resource Booklet
Students

Title: Students
Date: 1941-1999 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
This series contains the following types of materials: individual academic files; appeals processes and individual case files; student society meeting minutes and general information; field placement issues and correspondence; disciplinary notices and policies.

Physical description: 2906 folders of textual records

File: UA-22, Box 382, Folder 4 - Student Advisory Committee on the Micmac Professional Careers Project

Title: Student Advisory Committee on the Micmac Professional Careers Project
Reference code: UA-22, Box 382, Folder 4

File: UA-22, Box 304, Folder 5 - Scholarships and Awards - general

Title: Scholarships and Awards - general
Reference code: UA-22, Box 304, Folder 5
Date: 1941-1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 1 - Student File - Ballem, Joan Thorpe

Title: Student File - Ballem, Joan Thorpe
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 1
Date: 1942 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 2 - Student File - Crosby, Beatrice Dorothy
Title: Student File - Crosby, Beatrice Dorothy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 2
Date: 1942 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 3 - Student File - Moore, Marion Kate
Title: Student File - Moore, Marion Kate
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 3
Date: 1942 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 4 - Student File - Rowley, Margaret
Title: Student File - Rowley, Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 4
Date: 1942 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 5 - Student File - Sister Catherine Claire
Title: Student File - Sister Catherine Claire
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 5
Date: 1942 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 6 - Student File - Sister Maria Leo

Title: Student File - Sister Maria Leo
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 6
Date: 1942 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 7 - Student File - Sister Mary Charles

Title: Student File - Sister Mary Charles
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 7
Date: 1942 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 8 - Student File - Sister Mary Redempla

Title: Student File - Sister Mary Redempla
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 8
Date: 1942 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 9 - Student File - Barton, Margaret M.

Title: Student File - Barton, Margaret M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 9
Date: 1943 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 10 - Student File - Lane, Phyllis (Kemper)
Title: Student File - Lane, Phyllis (Kemper)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 10
Date: 1943 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 11 - Student File - Bland, Dena H.
Title: Student File - Bland, Dena H.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 11
Date: 1944 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 12 - Student File - Hall, Barbara E.
Title: Student File - Hall, Barbara E.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 12
Date: 1944 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 13 - Student File - Holditch, Simone Dion
Title: Student File - Holditch, Simone Dion
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 13
Date: 1944 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 14 - Student File - Jefferson, Priscilla Louise
Title: Student File - Jefferson, Priscilla Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 14
Date: 1944 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 9 - Student Files - Examination Results
Title: Student Files - Examination Results
Reference code: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 9
Date: 1944-1945 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 15 - Student File - Bailey, John Charles
Title: Student File - Bailey, John Charles
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 15
Date: 1945 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 16 - Student File - Corbett, Terence John
File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 17 - Student File - Darrach, Gordon Rev.

Title: Student File - Darrach, Gordon Rev.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 17
Date: 1945 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 18 - Student File - Doolan, Margaret Beatrice

Title: Student File - Doolan, Margaret Beatrice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 18
Date: 1945 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 19 - Student File - Doyle, Frances Loretta

Title: Student File - Doyle, Frances Loretta
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 19
Date: 1945 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 20 - Student File - Hadder, Hayward

Title: Student File - Hadder, Hayward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 20
Date: 1945 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 21 - Student File - Hart, George Edward

Title: Student File - Hart, George Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 21
Date: 1945 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 22 - Student File - Hatfield, Leonard Fraser

Title: Student File - Hatfield, Leonard Fraser
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 22
Date: 1945 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 23 - Student File - Langin, Marjorie Adeline

Title: Student File - Langin, Marjorie Adeline
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 23
Date: 1945 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 24 - Student File - Lee, Patricia Celine

Title: Student File - Lee, Patricia Celine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 24
Date: 1945 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 25 - Student File - Lund, Shirley

Title: Student File - Lund, Shirley
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 25
Date: 1945 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 26 - Student File - O'Byrne, Mary Frances

Title: Student File - O'Byrne, Mary Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 26
Date: 1945 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 27 - Student File - Skidmore, Audrey

Title: Student File - Skidmore, Audrey
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 27
Date: 1945 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 28 - Student File - Speller, Kathleen K.

Title: Student File - Speller, Kathleen K.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 28
Date: 1945 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 29 - Student File - Young, Mary

Title: Student File - Young, Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 29
Date: 1945 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 12 - Student Files - Examination Results

Title: Student Files - Examination Results
Reference code: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 12
Date: 1945-1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 302, Folder 4 - Student Loans

Title: Student Loans
Reference code: UA-22, Box 302, Folder 4
Date: 1945-1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 30 - Student File - Archibald, H. David

Title: Student File - Archibald, H. David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 30
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 31 - Student File - Crease, Pauline

Title: Student File - Crease, Pauline
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 31
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 32 - Student File - Deveaux, Mary Teresa

Title: Student File - Deveaux, Mary Teresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 32
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 33 - Student File - Goodman, Annette

Title: Student File - Goodman, Annette
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 33
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 34 - Student File - Hamilton, Robert Wm.

Title: Student File - Hamilton, Robert Wm.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 34
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 35 - Student File - Herman, Ruth

Title: Student File - Herman, Ruth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 35
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 36 - Student File - Keddy, Wallace

Title: Student File - Keddy, Wallace
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 36
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 37 - Student File - Knight, Cecilia

Title: Student File - Knight, Cecilia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 37
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 38 - Student File - MacDonald, Harold James

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Harold James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 38
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 1 - Student File - MacLellan, Dorothy Catherine

Title: Student File - MacLellan, Dorothy Catherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 1
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 2 - Student File - MacLeod, Margaret Alice

Title: Student File - MacLeod, Margaret Alice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 2
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 3 - Student File - MacRae, Allison Dew

Title: Student File - MacRae, Allison Dew
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 3
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 39 - Student File - McLaughlin, Catherine

Title: Student File - McLaughlin, Catherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 39
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 40 - Student File - McLellan, Isabel

Title: Student File - McLellan, Isabel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 40
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 4 - Student File - Phinney, Catherine Eileen

Title: Student File - Phinney, Catherine Eileen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 4
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 5 - Student File - Quinlan, Harold William

Title: Student File - Quinlan, Harold William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 5
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 6 - Student File - Richard, John Duncan

Title: Student File - Richard, John Duncan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 6
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 7 - Student File - Rogers, Victoria Bertha

Title: Student File - Rogers, Victoria Bertha
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 7
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 8 - Student File - Sister Marian de Lourdes

Title: Student File - Sister Marian de Lourdes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 8
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 9 - Student File - Smith, Katherine

Title: Student File - Smith, Katherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 9
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 10 - Student File - Smith, Norma E.

Title: Student File - Smith, Norma E.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 10
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 11 - Student File - Trainor, J.J.

Title: Student File - Trainor, J.J.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 11
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 12 - Student File - Wesley, Wm. R.

Title: Student File - Wesley, Wm. R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 12
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 10 - Student Files - Examination Results

Title: Student Files - Examination Results
Reference code: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 10
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 11 - Student Files - Examination Results

Title: Student Files - Examination Results
Reference code: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 11
Date: 1946-1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 306, Folder 3 - Student Job Offerings

Title: Student Job Offerings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 306, Folder 3
Date: 1946-1954 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 13 - Student File - Belyea, Russel Vernon

Title: Student File - Belyea, Russel Vernon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 13
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 14 - Student File - Benoit, Jeanne M.

Title: Student File - Benoit, Jeanne M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 14
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 15 - Student File - Cohen, Lillian

Dalhousie University Archives
Title: Student File - Cohen, Lillian
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 15
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 16 - Student File - Douglas, Mary

Title: Student File - Douglas, Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 16
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 17 - Student File - Ferguson, Ethel C.

Title: Student File - Ferguson, Ethel C.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 17
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 18 - Student File - Fergusson, H.L.

Title: Student File - Fergusson, H.L.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 18
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 19 - Student File - Gillis, F. Burchell

Title: Student File - Gillis, F. Burchell
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 19
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 20 - Student File - Goldman, Dorothy

Title: Student File - Goldman, Dorothy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 20
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 21 - Student File - Grandy, Joseph

Title: Student File - Grandy, Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 21
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 22 - Student File - Hogan, Alice

Title: Student File - Hogan, Alice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 22
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 23 - Student File - Lloyd, Eric Yvonne

Title: Student File - Lloyd, Eric Yvonne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 23
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 24 - Student File - MacDermont, Marjorie

Title: Student File - MacDermont, Marjorie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 24
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 25 - Student File - MacDonald, Drummond

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Drummond
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 25
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 26 - Student File - MacDonald, W.A.

Title: Student File - MacDonald, W.A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 26
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 30 - Student File - MacLeod, Mary Joan

Title: Student File - MacLeod, Mary Joan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 30
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 31 - Student File - MacLeod, Theresa Pauline

Title: Student File - MacLeod, Theresa Pauline
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 31
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 32 - Student File - MacPherson, Mary

Title: Student File - MacPherson, Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 32
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 28 - Student File - McFarlane, Robert

Title: Student File - McFarlane, Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 28
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 29 - Student File - McGillyray, Katherine

Title: Student File - McGillyray, Katherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 29
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 35 - Student File - McLellan, Anne

Title: Student File - McLellan, Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 35
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 33 - Student File - Middleton, George S.

Title: Student File - Middleton, George S.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 33
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 34 - Student File - Morrow, James C.

Title: Student File - Morrow, James C.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 34
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 36 - Student File - Mullett, Zeta

Title: Student File - Mullett, Zeta
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 36
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 37 - Student File - Nicholson, Jean M.

Title: Student File - Nicholson, Jean M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 37
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 38 - Student File - Pepper, Ralph

Title: Student File - Pepper, Ralph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 38
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 39 - Student File - Petchey, Dorcas

Title: Student File - Petchey, Dorcas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 39
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 40 - Student File - Power, Emily

Title: Student File - Power, Emily  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 40  
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 41 - Student File - Ramsay, Mary

Title: Student File - Ramsay, Mary  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 41  
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 42 - Student File - Roberts, C.R.R.

Title: Student File - Roberts, C.R.R.  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 2, Folder 42  
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 1 - Student File - Sheehan, Audrey T.

Title: Student File - Sheehan, Audrey T.  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 1  
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 2 - Student File - Sinclair, Earle K.

Title: Student File - Sinclair, Earle K.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 2
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 3 - Student File - Taylor, Charles J.

Title: Student File - Taylor, Charles J.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 3
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 4 - Student File - Wetmore, Leona Anne

Title: Student File - Wetmore, Leona Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 4
Date: 1947 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 8 - Student Files - Examination Results

Title: Student Files - Examination Results
Reference code: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 8
Date: 1947-1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 268, Folder 3 - Alumni Correspondence and Statistics

Title: Alumni Correspondence and Statistics
Reference code: UA-22, Box 268, Folder 3
Date: 1947-1962 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 5 - Student File - Benjamin, Mary

Title: Student File - Benjamin, Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 5
Date: 1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 6 - Student File - Casey, Jessie Rita

Title: Student File - Casey, Jessie Rita
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 6
Date: 1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 7 - Student File - Curry, Charles William

Title: Student File - Curry, Charles William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 7
Date: 1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 8 - Student File - Day, Aileen Agnes
File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 13 - Student File - LaPierre, Ada

Title: Student File - LaPierre, Ada
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 13
Date: 1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 15 - Student File - MacDonald, Phyllis Dorothy

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Phyllis Dorothy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 15
Date: 1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 14 - Student File - MacNeil, Rita

Title: Student File - MacNeil, Rita
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 14
Date: 1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 17 - Student File - MacPhee, Mary Eileen

Title: Student File - MacPhee, Mary Eileen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 17
Date: 1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 18 - Student File - MacSween, Patrick Joseph

Title: Student File - MacSween, Patrick Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 18
Date: 1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: 
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 16 - Student File - McPhail, Frances Aileen

Title: Student File - McPhail, Frances Aileen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 16
Date: 1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: 
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 19 - Student File - O'Connell, Mary

Title: Student File - O'Connell, Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 19
Date: 1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: 
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 20 - Student File - Orr, William Patterson

Title: Student File - Orr, William Patterson
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 20
Date: 1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: 
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 12 - Student File - Preston, Kelly
Title: Student File - Preston, Kelly
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 12
Date: 1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 21 - Student File - Sister Gertrude Maria
Title: Student File - Sister Gertrude Maria
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 21
Date: 1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 22 - Student File - Sister Mary of St. Bernadette
Title: Student File - Sister Mary of St. Bernadette
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 22
Date: 1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 23 - Student File - Smith, Edna Myrna
Title: Student File - Smith, Edna Myrna
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 23
Date: 1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 24 - Student File - Warner, Helen B.
Title: Student File - Warner, Helen B.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 24
Date: 1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 25 - Student File - Webber, Ellen
Title: Student File - Webber, Ellen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 25
Date: 1948 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 26 - Student File - Adams, Vira Elma
Title: Student File - Adams, Vira Elma
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 26
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 27 - Student File - Allaby, Helen M.
Title: Student File - Allaby, Helen M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 27
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 28 - Student File - Antovick, Irene Lucy

Title: Student File - Antovick, Irene Lucy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 28
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 29 - Student File - Banks, Herbert, T.R.

Title: Student File - Banks, Herbert, T.R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 29
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 30 - Student File - Belliveau, Mariette Alix

Title: Student File - Belliveau, Mariette Alix
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 30
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 31 - Student File - Buchanan, Sandra N.

Title: Student File - Buchanan, Sandra N.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 31
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 32 - Student File - Butterfield, Bernice E.
Title: Student File - Butterfield, Bernice E.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 32
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 33 - Student File - Byron, Afra
Title: Student File - Byron, Afra
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 33
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 34 - Student File - Collins, Mildred Rose
Title: Student File - Collins, Mildred Rose
Reference code: UA-22, Box 3, Folder 34
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 1 - Student File - Condon, Hartley M.
Title: Student File - Condon, Hartley M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 1
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 2 - Student File - Creaser, Marie Kathryn

Title: Student File - Creaser, Marie Kathryn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 2
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 3 - Student File - Dobson, Donald

Title: Student File - Dobson, Donald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 3
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 4 - Student File - Donovan, May Ethel

Title: Student File - Donovan, May Ethel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 4
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 5 - Student File - Higgins, Arthur D.

Title: Student File - Higgins, Arthur D.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 5
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 6 - Student File - MacDonald, J. Allister

Title: Student File - MacDonald, J. Allister
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 6
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 7 - Student File - MacDonald, Pauline C.

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Pauline C.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 7
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 9 - Student File - Mielke, Florence

Title: Student File - Mielke, Florence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 9
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 8 - Student File - Morrell, Muriel Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Morrell, Muriel Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 8
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 10 - Student File - Sister Mary Clare

Title: Student File - Sister Mary Clare
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 10
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 11 - Student File - Steinfeld, Ulrich

Title: Student File - Steinfeld, Ulrich
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 11
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 12 - Student File - Strong, Leonard

Title: Student File - Strong, Leonard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 12
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 13 - Student File - Studd, Charlotte H.

Title: Student File - Studd, Charlotte H.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 13
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 14 - Student File - Tays, Gertrude Hazel

Title: Student File - Tays, Gertrude Hazel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 14
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 15 - Student File - Teevens, Francis

Title: Student File - Teevens, Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 15
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 16 - Student File - Trainor, Gordon J.

Title: Student File - Trainor, Gordon J.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 16
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 7 - Student Files - Part-Time Students

Title: Student Files - Part-Time Students
Reference code: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 7
Date: 1949-1950 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 17 - Student File - Cambell, Raymond, Thomas

Title: Student File - Cambell, Raymond, Thomas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 17
Date: 1950 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 18 - Student File - Goodday, Joan Frances

Title: Student File - Goodday, Joan Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 18
Date: 1950 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 19 - Student File - Green, Margaret Laura

Title: Student File - Green, Margaret Laura
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 19
Date: 1950 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 20 - Student File - Harrington, Anne C.

Title: Student File - Harrington, Anne C.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 20
Date: 1950 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 21 - Student File - Kyte, Arthur Stanislaus

Title: Student File - Kyte, Arthur Stanislaus
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 21
Date: 1950 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 22 - Student File - MacDonald, Dorothy Irene

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Dorothy Irene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 22
Date: 1950 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 24 - Student File - MacLean, Hildegarde

Title: Student File - MacLean, Hildegarde
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 24
Date: 1950 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 23 - Student File - McIntyre, Martin James

Title: Student File - McIntyre, Martin James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 23
Date: 1950 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 25 - Student File - McNeely, Helen Lorraine

Title: Student File - McNeely, Helen Lorraine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 25
Date: 1950 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 26 - Student File - Morgan, Margaret

Title: Student File - Morgan, Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 26
Date: 1950 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 27 - Student File - Russell, Isabel Craig

Title: Student File - Russell, Isabel Craig
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 27
Date: 1950 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 28 - Student File - Skinner, Angus Alexandra

Title: Student File - Skinner, Angus Alexandra
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 28
Date: 1950 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 29 - Student File - Vickery, Freda E.

**Title:** Student File - Vickery, Freda E.

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 4, Folder 29

**Date:** 1950 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**

Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 30 - Student File - Walker, Joan

**Title:** Student File - Walker, Joan

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 4, Folder 30

**Date:** 1950 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**

Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 31 - Student File - Worthen, David Osgoode

**Title:** Student File - Worthen, David Osgoode

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 4, Folder 31

**Date:** 1950 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**

Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 272, Folder 2 - Awards - Bursaries

**Title:** Awards - Bursaries

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 272, Folder 2

**Date:** 1950-1967 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**

Closed
File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 32 - Student File - Anderssen, Phyllis Frances

Title: Student File - Anderssen, Phyllis Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 32
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 33 - Student File - Bethune, Helen Carolyn

Title: Student File - Bethune, Helen Carolyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 33
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 34 - Student File - Donaldson, James Roger

Title: Student File - Donaldson, James Roger
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 34
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 35 - Student File - Holmes, James R.

Title: Student File - Holmes, James R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 35
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 36 - Student File - Kelsey, Nancy
Title: Student File - Kelsey, Nancy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 4, Folder 36
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 1 - Student File - Kenney, John Alphonse
Title: Student File - Kenney, John Alphonse
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 1
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 2 - Student File - Kimball, Robert G.E.
Title: Student File - Kimball, Robert G.E.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 2
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 3 - Student File - Lutes, Jack R.
Title: Student File - Lutes, Jack R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 3
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 6 - Student File - MacLeod, Mary Lou

Title: Student File - MacLeod, Mary Lou
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 6
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 4 - Student File - Matheson, Stanley

Title: Student File - Matheson, Stanley
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 4
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 5 - Student File - McInnis, Marvin Edward

Title: Student File - McInnis, Marvin Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 5
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 7 - Student File - Payne, Margaret S.

Title: Student File - Payne, Margaret S.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 7
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 8 - Student File - Phills, Gerine Mae

Title: Student File - Phills, Gerine Mae
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 8
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 9 - Student File - Saulnier, Maurice

Title: Student File - Saulnier, Maurice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 9
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 10 - Student File - Trainor, Ethel Theresa

Title: Student File - Trainor, Ethel Theresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 10
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 11 - Student File - Williams, Ruth Lorraine

Title: Student File - Williams, Ruth Lorraine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 11
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 12 - Student File - Bennett, Audrey Eleanor

Title: Student File - Bennett, Audrey Eleanor
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 12
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 13 - Student File - Craig, Reginald Allen

Title: Student File - Craig, Reginald Allen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 13
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 14 - Student File - Donnache, John Wilson

Title: Student File - Donnache, John Wilson
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 14
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 15 - Student File - Doucet, Ester

Title: Student File - Doucet, Ester
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 15
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 16 - Student File - Edwards, Eric John

Title: Student File - Edwards, Eric John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 16
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 17 - Student File - Fortune, William J.

Title: Student File - Fortune, William J.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 17
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 18 - Student File - LeBlanc, Blair B.

Title: Student File - LeBlanc, Blair B.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 18
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 19 - Student File - Levine, Gail Dorothy

Title: Student File - Levine, Gail Dorothy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 19
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 20 - Student File - MacIsaac, Colin Leo

Title: Student File - MacIsaac, Colin Leo
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 20
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 21 - Student File - MacIsaac, John Allister

Title: Student File - MacIsaac, John Allister
Reference code: UA-22, Box 5, Folder 21
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 1 - Student File - MacKiggan, Ida Mary

Title: Student File - MacKiggan, Ida Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 1
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 2 - Student File - MacKinney, Freda

Title: Student File - MacKinney, Freda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 2
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 4 - Student File - MacLean, Viberta Marie

Title: Student File - MacLean, Viberta Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 4
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 3 - Student File - McLaughlin, Laura Rosalie

Title: Student File - McLaughlin, Laura Rosalie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 3
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 5 - Student File - McVeigh, Robert Joseph

Title: Student File - McVeigh, Robert Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 5
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 6 - Student File - Phillips, Shirley Rae

Title: Student File - Phillips, Shirley Rae
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 6
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 7 - Student File - Richard, Theresa Marguerite Marie

Title: Student File - Richard, Theresa Marguerite Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 7
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 8 - Student File - Ritcey, Charlotte Louise

Title: Student File - Ritcey, Charlotte Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 8
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 9 - Student File - Symons, John Harvey

Title: Student File - Symons, John Harvey
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 9
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 10 - Student File - Wiltshire, Gertrude Mary

Title: Student File - Wiltshire, Gertrude Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 10
Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 11 - Student File - Belliveau, Pierre Alphonse

Title: Student File - Belliveau, Pierre Alphonse
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 11
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 12 - Student File - Brennan, Gerald J.

Title: Student File - Brennan, Gerald J.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 12
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 13 - Student File - Chaisson, Dennis J.

Title: Student File - Chaisson, Dennis J.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 13
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 14 - Student File - Crowell, Harold D.

Title: Student File - Crowell, Harold D.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 14
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 15 - Student File - Cumming, Jessie Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Cumming, Jessie Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 15
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 16 - Student File - Cummings, Joan Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Cummings, Joan Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 16
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 17 - Student File - Doucet, Marie Catherine

Title: Student File - Doucet, Marie Catherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 17
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 18 - Student File - Gillis, Janet

Title: Student File - Gillis, Janet
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 18
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 19 - Student File - Goan, Mary Theresa

Title: Student File - Goan, Mary Theresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 19
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 20 - Student File - Haley, Richard John

Title: Student File - Haley, Richard John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 20
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 21 - Student File - Hopkins, Patricia Ruth

Title: Student File - Hopkins, Patricia Ruth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 21
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 22 - Student File - MacDonald, Stanley M.

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Stanley M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 22
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 23 - Student File - MacDougall, Alan Bernard

Title: Student File - MacDougall, Alan Bernard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 6, Folder 23
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 1 - Student File - MacEachern, Jean Marie

Title: Student File - MacEachern, Jean Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 1
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 2 - Student File - MacKenzie, Alex Gregory

Title: Student File - MacKenzie, Alex Gregory
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 2
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 3 - Student File - MacLean, Margery Jean

Title: Student File - MacLean, Margery Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 3
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 4 - Student File - Mansour, Mary

Title: Student File - Mansour, Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 4
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 5 - Student File - Power, Margaret Kathleen

Title: Student File - Power, Margaret Kathleen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 5
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 6 - Student File - Robertson, Janet Richan

Title: Student File - Robertson, Janet Richan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 6
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 7 - Student File - Rooney, Daniel J.

Title: Student File - Rooney, Daniel J.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 7
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 8 - Student File - Savoie, Ludger

Title: Student File - Savoie, Ludger
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 8
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 9 - Student File - Trost, Margaret

Title: Student File - Trost, Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 9
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 10 - Student File - Troupe, William V.

Title: Student File - Troupe, William V.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 10
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 11 - Student File - Ahern, Patricia

Title: Student File - Ahern, Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 11
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 12 - Student File - Algie, Margaret
Title: Student File - Algie, Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 12
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 13 - Student File - Baker, Walter O.
Title: Student File - Baker, Walter O.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 13
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 14 - Student File - Campbell, Anthony
Title: Student File - Campbell, Anthony
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 14
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 15 - Student File - Campbell, Claude
Title: Student File - Campbell, Claude
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 15
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 16 - Student File - Etter, M. Phyllis

Title: Student File - Etter, M. Phyllis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 16
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 19 - Student File - MacLean, Estella

Title: Student File - MacLean, Estella
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 19
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 17 - Student File - Mills, James Eldon

Title: Student File - Mills, James Eldon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 17
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 18 - Student File - Murphy, Claire Lorraine

Title: Student File - Murphy, Claire Lorraine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 18
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 20 - Student File - Sears, Flora Jeane

Title: Student File - Sears, Flora Jeane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 20
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 21 - Student File - Sister Marie Assumpta

Title: Student File - Sister Marie Assumpta
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 21
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 22 - Student File - Sister Mary Ian

Title: Student File - Sister Mary Ian
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 22
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 306, Folder 2 - Student Finances

Title: Student Finances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 306, Folder 2
Date: 1954-1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 306, Folder 4 - Student Job Offerings

Title: Student Job Offerings
Reference code: UA-22, Box 306, Folder 4
Date: 1954-1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 23 - Student File - Caldwell, George

Title: Student File - Caldwell, George
Reference code: UA-22, Box 7, Folder 23
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 1 - Student File - Chisholm, Jean Margeurite

Title: Student File - Chisholm, Jean Margeurite
Reference code: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 1
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 2 - Student File - Cox, Janet Sylvia

Title: Student File - Cox, Janet Sylvia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 2
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 3 - Student File - Doull, Barbara M.
File: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 7 - Student File - Matcham, Margaret Waverly

Title: Student File - Matcham, Margaret Waverly
Reference code: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 7
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 8 - Student File - Mazerolle, Alyse C.

Title: Student File - Mazerolle, Alyse C.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 8
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 10 - Student File - McGaugh, Thomas Fredrick

Title: Student File - McGaugh, Thomas Fredrick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 10
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 11 - Student File - Morley, Richard Patrick

Title: Student File - Morley, Richard Patrick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 11
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 9 - Student File - Morrison, Joan Madeleine

Title: Student File - Morrison, Joan Madeleine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 9
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 12 - Student File - Nash, Maurice

Title: Student File - Nash, Maurice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 12
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 13 - Student File - Nason, Margaret Ella

Title: Student File - Nason, Margaret Ella
Reference code: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 13
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 14 - Student File - O'Brien, Gerald Edward

Title: Student File - O'Brien, Gerald Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 14
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 15 - Student File - Russell, Donald Alexander

Title: Student File - Russell, Donald Alexander
Reference code: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 15
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 16 - Student File - Smith, Isabel Mary

Title: Student File - Smith, Isabel Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 16
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 17 - Student File - Walker, John A.

Title: Student File - Walker, John A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 17
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 18 - Student File - Wallace, Corinne Theresa

Title: Student File - Wallace, Corinne Theresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 18
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 19 - Student File - Webb, John Gerald (Rev.)

Title: Student File - Webb, John Gerald (Rev.)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 8, Folder 19
Date: 1955 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 308, Folder 2 - Students' Association meeting minutes and information

Title: Students' Association meeting minutes and information
Reference code: UA-22, Box 308, Folder 2
Date: 1955-1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 1 - Student File - Bond, Estelle Carol

Title: Student File - Bond, Estelle Carol
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 1
Date: 1956 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 2 - Student File - Bourgeois, Henry

Title: Student File - Bourgeois, Henry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 2
Date: 1956 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 3 - Student File - Brooks, Gwen
Title: Student File - Brooks, Gwen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 3
Date: 1956 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 4 - Student File - Campbell, Margaret Wendy
Title: Student File - Campbell, Margaret Wendy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 4
Date: 1956 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 5 - Student File - Dingle, Roy Warren
Title: Student File - Dingle, Roy Warren
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 5
Date: 1956 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 6 - Student File - Feehan, Gloria May
Title: Student File - Feehan, Gloria May
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 6
Date: 1956 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 7 - Student File - Feltham, Gerard

Title: Student File - Feltham, Gerard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 7
Date: 1956 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 11 - Student File - Geen, Dorothy

Title: Student File - Geen, Dorothy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 11
Date: 1956 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 8 - Student File - Gorlick, Paul Blair

Title: Student File - Gorlick, Paul Blair
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 8
Date: 1956 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 9 - Student File - Gorman, Charles Barrett

Title: Student File - Gorman, Charles Barrett
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 9
Date: 1956 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 10 - Student File - Griffiths, Margaret Catherine
Title: Student File - Griffiths, Margaret Catherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 10
Date: 1956 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 12 - Student File - Irwin, Frances Bernice
Title: Student File - Irwin, Frances Bernice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 12
Date: 1956 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 13 - Student File - Leggatt, Catherine Dorothy
Title: Student File - Leggatt, Catherine Dorothy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 13
Date: 1956 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 15 - Student File - McPhee, Marian Theresa Annette
Title: Student File - McPhee, Marian Theresa Annette
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 15
Date: 1956 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 14 - Student File - Moore, Thomas Joseph Patrick

Title: Student File - Moore, Thomas Joseph Patrick  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 14  
Date: 1956 (date of creation)  

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 16 - Student File - O'Neil, Anthony Fabian

Title: Student File - O'Neil, Anthony Fabian  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 16  
Date: 1956 (date of creation)  

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 17 - Student File - Rand, Mary Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Rand, Mary Elizabeth  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 17  
Date: 1956 (date of creation)  

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 18 - Student File - Smith, Thomas Joseph

Title: Student File - Smith, Thomas Joseph  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 18  
Date: 1956 (date of creation)  

Restrictions on access:  
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 19 - Student File - Zuckerman, Harold

Title: Student File - Zuckerman, Harold
Reference code: UA-22, Box 9, Folder 19
Date: 1956 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 1 - Student File - Adams, Donald Martin

Title: Student File - Adams, Donald Martin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 1
Date: 1957 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 2 - Student File - Baker, Helen M.

Title: Student File - Baker, Helen M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 2
Date: 1957 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 3 - Student File - Beresford, Laura Mary

Title: Student File - Beresford, Laura Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 3
Date: 1957 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 4 - Student File - Burgoyne, Donald Eugene

Title: Student File - Burgoyne, Donald Eugene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 4
Date: 1957 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 5 - Student File - Clavet, Normand Martin

Title: Student File - Clavet, Normand Martin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 5
Date: 1957 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 6 - Student File - Courtney, Mary Lou

Title: Student File - Courtney, Mary Lou
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 6
Date: 1957 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 7 - Student File - Farmer, Mary Honora

Title: Student File - Farmer, Mary Honora
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 7
Date: 1957 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 8 - Student File - Gillis, Margaret Mary

Title: Student File - Gillis, Margaret Mary  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 8  
Date: 1957 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 9 - Student File - Inglis, Marguerite Flora Anne

Title: Student File - Inglis, Marguerite Flora Anne  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 9  
Date: 1957 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 10 - Student File - MacIsaac, Margaret Theresa

Title: Student File - MacIsaac, Margaret Theresa  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 10  
Date: 1957 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 11 - Student File - Manzer, Murray Harmon

Title: Student File - Manzer, Murray Harmon  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 11  
Date: 1957 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 12 - Student File - Newell, Horton Edward
Title: Student File - Newell, Horton Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 12
Date: 1957 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 13 - Student File - Robichaud, Yvonne
Title: Student File - Robichaud, Yvonne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 13
Date: 1957 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 14 - Student File - Sister Agnes Sheehan
Title: Student File - Sister Agnes Sheehan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 14
Date: 1957 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 15 - Student File - Smith, Brenda Lou
Title: Student File - Smith, Brenda Lou
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 15
Date: 1957 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
**File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 16 - Student File - Smith, Natalie Christine**

*Title:* Student File - Smith, Natalie Christine  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 10, Folder 16  
*Date:* 1957 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:** Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 17 - Student File - Van Steen, Marjorie**

*Title:* Student File - Van Steen, Marjorie  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 10, Folder 17  
*Date:* 1957 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:** Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 18 - Student File - Yuhasz, Margaret Mary**

*Title:* Student File - Yuhasz, Margaret Mary  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 10, Folder 18  
*Date:* 1957 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:** Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 21 - Student File - Burke, Sister Patricia**

*Title:* Student File - Burke, Sister Patricia  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 10, Folder 21  
*Date:* 1958 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:** Closed
File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 19 - Student File - Campbell, Carol Marie

Title: Student File - Campbell, Carol Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 19
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 20 - Student File - Cheung, Suk Fong

Title: Student File - Cheung, Suk Fong
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 20
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 22 - Student File - Davison, Shirley Marlene

Title: Student File - Davison, Shirley Marlene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 22
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 23 - Student File - Desrosiers, Jean-Claude

Title: Student File - Desrosiers, Jean-Claude
Reference code: UA-22, Box 10, Folder 23
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 1 - Student File - Essing, Leon

Title: Student File - Essing, Leon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 1
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 2 - Student File - Fitzgerald, Gwendolyn Sheila

Title: Student File - Fitzgerald, Gwendolyn Sheila
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 2
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 3 - Student File - Frank, Vera Marguerite

Title: Student File - Frank, Vera Marguerite
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 3
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 4 - Student File - Gillis, Florence Clara

Title: Student File - Gillis, Florence Clara
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 4
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 5 - Student File - Gilroy, Joan Anne

Title: Student File - Gilroy, Joan Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 5
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 6 - Student File - Hendsbee, Alvin W.

Title: Student File - Hendsbee, Alvin W.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 6
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 7 - Student File - LaVoie, Ronaldo

Title: Student File - LaVoie, Ronaldo
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 7
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 8 - Student File - MacArthur, Harvey Joseph

Title: Student File - MacArthur, Harvey Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 8
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 12 - Student File - MacGregor, Carolyn Beulah

Title: Student File - MacGregor, Carolyn Beulah
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 12
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 9 - Student File - MacIntosh, Dorothy

Title: Student File - MacIntosh, Dorothy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 9
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 10 - Student File - MacNeil, Carol Anne

Title: Student File - MacNeil, Carol Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 10
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 11 - Student File - MacQuarrie, M. Fraser

Title: Student File - MacQuarrie, M. Fraser
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 11
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 13 - Student File - Nelson, Margaret Alberta

Title: Student File - Nelson, Margaret Alberta
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 13
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 14 - Student File - Richards, Joseph Vernon

Title: Student File - Richards, Joseph Vernon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 14
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 15 - Student File - Savoie, Walter

Title: Student File - Savoie, Walter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 15
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 16 - Student File - Sherwood, A. Garnet

Title: Student File - Sherwood, A. Garnet
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 16
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 17 - Student File - Simms, Jean Thirsa

Title: Student File - Simms, Jean Thirsa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 17
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 18 - Student File - Staynor, Helen Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Staynor, Helen Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 18
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 19 - Student File - Wolstenholme, Theresa Dawn

Title: Student File - Wolstenholme, Theresa Dawn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 11, Folder 19
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 1 - Student File - Wood, Wilma Ruth

Title: Student File - Wood, Wilma Ruth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 1
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 2 - Student File - Zifkin, Ida Shafer

Title: Student File - Zifkin, Ida Shafer
Reference code: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 2
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 1 - Student File - Armstrong, Ralph Peter

Title: Student File - Armstrong, Ralph Peter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 1
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 2 - Student File - Arseneau, Marcel

Title: Student File - Arseneau, Marcel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 2
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 3 - Student File - Belyea, Elizabeth Frances

Title: Student File - Belyea, Elizabeth Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 3
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 4 - Student File - Brooks, Cecilia Gladys

Title: Student File - Brooks, Cecilia Gladys
Reference code: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 4
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 3 - Student File - Clarke, Leonard E.T.

Title: Student File - Clarke, Leonard E.T.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 3
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 5 - Student File - Dikaiou, Vassiliki Grtegorios

Title: Student File - Dikaiou, Vassiliki Grtegorios
Reference code: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 5
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 6 - Student File - Doucette, Kenneth Charles

Title: Student File - Doucette, Kenneth Charles
Reference code: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 6
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 7 - Student File - Drysdale, Sheilah Marie

Title: Student File - Drysdale, Sheilah Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 7
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 4 - Student File - Duplisea, Jean Beverly

Title: Student File - Duplisea, Jean Beverly
Reference code: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 4
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 8 - Student File - Ernst, Linda Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Ernst, Linda Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 8
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 5 - Student File - Flood, Eleanor Joyce

Title: Student File - Flood, Eleanor Joyce
Reference code: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 5
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 9 - Student File - Forsyth, Mary Beverly

Title: Student File - Forsyth, Mary Beverly
Reference code: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 9
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 6 - Student File - Frew, Catherine Rita

Title: Student File - Frew, Catherine Rita
Reference code: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 6
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 7 - Student File - George, Joseph Nathan

Title: Student File - George, Joseph Nathan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 7
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 10 - Student File - Horford, Nancy Ann

Title: Student File - Horford, Nancy Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 10
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 8 - Student File - Horlock, Elizabeth Darrell

Title: Student File - Horlock, Elizabeth Darrell
Reference code: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 8
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 9 - Student File - Houston, James Christopher Robin

Title: Student File - Houston, James Christopher Robin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 9
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 10 - Student File - Kaplan, Sylvia

Title: Student File - Kaplan, Sylvia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 10
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 12 - Student File - MacLean, Mary Patricia

Title: Student File - MacLean, Mary Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 12
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 13 - Student File - MacLellan, Phyllis Melvina

Title: Student File - MacLellan, Phyllis Melvina
Reference code: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 13
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 11 - Student File - Matthews, George Henry

Title: Student File - Matthews, George Henry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 11
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 14 - Student File - Sheridan, Marian Gertrude

Title: Student File - Sheridan, Marian Gertrude
Reference code: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 14
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 15 - Student File - Sister Catherine Schmeltzer

Title: Student File - Sister Catherine Schmeltzer
Reference code: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 15
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 16 - Student File - Sister Lydia Ann Tysko

Title: Student File - Sister Lydia Ann Tysko
Reference code: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 16
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 18 - Student File - Sister Theresa Duffley

Title: Student File - Sister Theresa Duffley
Reference code: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 18
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 17 - Student File - Yeadon, Helen Marjorie

Title: Student File - Yeadon, Helen Marjorie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 12, Folder 17
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 11 - Student File - MacEachern, Harvey Ronald

Title: Student File - MacEachern, Harvey Ronald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 11
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 14 - Student File - Machan, Irene Anne

Title: Student File - Machan, Irene Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 14
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 12 - Student File - MacLeod, William Donald

Title: Student File - MacLeod, William Donald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 12
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 13 - Student File - MacNeil, James Leo

Title: Student File - MacNeil, James Leo
Reference code: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 13
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 15 - Student File - Maloney, James Thomas

Title: Student File - Maloney, James Thomas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 15
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 16 - Student File - Manthorne, Glenn Mason

Title: Student File - Manthorne, Glenn Mason
Reference code: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 16
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 17 - Student File - Mason, Edward Charles James

Title: Student File - Mason, Edward Charles James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 17
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 18 - Student File - Meagher, James Lionel

Title: Student File - Meagher, James Lionel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 13, Folder 18
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 1 - Student File - Mercer, Mary

Title: Student File - Mercer, Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 1
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 2 - Student File - Pope, George

Title: Student File - Pope, George
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 2
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 3 - Student File - Proctor, Carol Dorothy

Title: Student File - Proctor, Carol Dorothy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 3
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 4 - Student File - Reid, Walter (Rev.)

Title: Student File - Reid, Walter (Rev.)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 4
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 5 - Student File - Russel, Catherine

Title: Student File - Russel, Catherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 5
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 7 - Student File - St. Onge, Jacques

Title: Student File - St. Onge, Jacques
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 7
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 6 - Student File - Swyers, Joan Patricia

Title: Student File - Swyers, Joan Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 6
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 8 - Student File - Tattrie, George Arthur

Title: Student File - Tattrie, George Arthur
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 8
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 9 - Student File - Taylor, John Leonard

Title: Student File - Taylor, John Leonard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 9
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 10 - Student File - Veino, Grace Ormiston

Title: Student File - Veino, Grace Ormiston
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 10
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 11 - Student File - Vogler, Eleanor Marguerite

Title: Student File - Vogler, Eleanor Marguerite
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 11
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 12 - Student File - Amankwar, Joseph Kofi

Title: Student File - Amankwar, Joseph Kofi
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 12
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 13 - Student File - Baker, Victor Farish

Title: Student File - Baker, Victor Farish
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 13
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 14 - Student File - Bell, Susan May

Title: Student File - Bell, Susan May
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 14
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 15 - Student File - Bolger, Ronald Joseph

Title: Student File - Bolger, Ronald Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 15
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 16 - Student File - Brown, Donald MacLean

Title: Student File - Brown, Donald MacLean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 16
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 17 - Student File - Burns, Kevin C.

Title: Student File - Burns, Kevin C.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 17
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 18 - Student File - Cassidy, David Ralph

Title: Student File - Cassidy, David Ralph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 18
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 19 - Student File - Cleary, Thomas G.

Title: Student File - Cleary, Thomas G.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 14, Folder 19
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 1 - Student File - Daley, Timothy Thomas

Title: Student File - Daley, Timothy Thomas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 1
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 2 - Student File - Delaney, Leonard Joseph

Title: Student File - Delaney, Leonard Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 2
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 4 - Student File - DesRoches, Joseph Fidele

Title: Student File - DesRoches, Joseph Fidele
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 4
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 3 - Student File - Dessaily, Oliva

Title: Student File - Dessaily, Oliva
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 3
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 5 - Student File - Deveau, Jean Hubert

Title: Student File - Deveau, Jean Hubert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 5
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 6 - Student File - Doyle, Robert Urban

Title: Student File - Doyle, Robert Urban
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 6
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 7 - Student File - Gallant, Marc

Title: Student File - Gallant, Marc
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 7
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 8 - Student File - Goodyear, S.G.

Title: Student File - Goodyear, S.G.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 8
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 9 - Student File - Hambling, Ivor

Title: Student File - Hambling, Ivor
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 9
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 10 - Student File - Hartlem, Thomas Allison

Title: Student File - Hartlem, Thomas Allison
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 10
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 11 - Student File - Hickey, Gerald Francis

Title: Student File - Hickey, Gerald Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 11
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 12 - Student File - Koh, Arthur Wing Cheong

Title: Student File - Koh, Arthur Wing Cheong
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 12
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 13 - Student File - MacCormack, James Douglas

Title: Student File - MacCormack, James Douglas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 13
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 14 - Student File - MacDougall, John A.

Title: Student File - MacDougall, John A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 14
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 15 - Student File - MacKinnon, Nancy Eileen

Title: Student File - MacKinnon, Nancy Eileen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 15
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 16 - Student File - MacLean, Jane Harriet

Title: Student File - MacLean, Jane Harriet
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 16
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 17 - Student File - McIvor, Desmond Joseph

Title: Student File - McIvor, Desmond Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 17
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 18 - Student File - Merlin, Joan

Title: Student File - Merlin, Joan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 18
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 19 - Student File - Moore, W.W. Richard

Title: Student File - Moore, W.W. Richard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 19
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 20 - Student File - Nicol, Arn Thorburn

Title: Student File - Nicol, Arn Thorburn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 15, Folder 20
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 1 - Student File - O'Neal, John Sherwood

Title: Student File - O'Neal, John Sherwood
Reference code: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 1
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 2 - Student File - Purdy, Reginald C.

Title: Student File - Purdy, Reginald C.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 2
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 3 - Student File - Quirk, Mary Dorothy

Title: Student File - Quirk, Mary Dorothy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 3
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 4 - Student File - Redecopp, Peter D.

Title: Student File - Redecopp, Peter D.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 4
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 5 - Student File - Sampson, Francis Patrick

Title: Student File - Sampson, Francis Patrick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 5
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 6 - Student File - Simms, Albert Pascoe

Title: Student File - Simms, Albert Pascoe
Reference code: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 6
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 7 - Student File - Smith, Garth James

Title: Student File - Smith, Garth James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 7
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 8 - Student File - Sutherland, Janet Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Sutherland, Janet Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 8
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 9 - Student File - Wilmot, Mary Ricarda

Title: Student File - Wilmot, Mary Ricarda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 9
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 10 - Student File - Ziai, Catherine

Title: Student File - Ziai, Catherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 10
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 11 - Student File - Baxter, William Davidson
Title: Student File - Baxter, William Davidson
Reference code: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 11
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 12 - Student File - Belanger, Edward Hector Joseph

Title: Student File - Belanger, Edward Hector Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 12
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 13 - Student File - Beyea, John Beverly

Title: Student File - Beyea, John Beverly
Reference code: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 13
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 14 - Student File - Cadigan, David E.

Title: Student File - Cadigan, David E.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 14
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 15 - Student File - Chase, Carol Leone

Title: Student File - Chase, Carol Leone
Reference code: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 15
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 16 - Student File - Christopher, Terrance Jude

Title: Student File - Christopher, Terrance Jude
Reference code: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 16
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 17 - Student File - Chui, David Shiu Hung

Title: Student File - Chui, David Shiu Hung
Reference code: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 17
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 18 - Student File - Chute, Thelma Ermina

Title: Student File - Chute, Thelma Ermina
Reference code: UA-22, Box 16, Folder 18
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 1 - Student File - Creighton, Joan Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Creighton, Joan Elizabeth  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 1  
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 2 - Student File - Dillon, Patricia Constance

Title: Student File - Dillon, Patricia Constance  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 2  
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 3 - Student File - Dunbrack, Charles Edward

Title: Student File - Dunbrack, Charles Edward  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 3  
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 4 - Student File - Evans, Maxwell Roy

Title: Student File - Evans, Maxwell Roy  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 4  
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 5 - Student File - Fitzgerald, Kathleen Patricia

Title: Student File - Fitzgerald, Kathleen Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 5
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 6 - Student File - Fondrick, Barry Raymond

Title: Student File - Fondrick, Barry Raymond
Reference code: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 6
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 7 - Student File - Gallant, Lawrence Raymond

Title: Student File - Gallant, Lawrence Raymond
Reference code: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 7
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 8 - Student File - Goldsmith, Karen M.

Title: Student File - Goldsmith, Karen M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 8
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 9 - Student File - Hickey, Honora Marie

Title: Student File - Hickey, Honora Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 9
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 10 - Student File - LeBlanc, Alfred Joseph

Title: Student File - LeBlanc, Alfred Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 10
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 11 - Student File - LeClair, Charles Edmund

Title: Student File - LeClair, Charles Edmund
Reference code: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 11
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 13 - Student File - MacDonald, Peter J.

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Peter J.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 13
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 14 - Student File - MacDonald, Vincent Bernard
Title: Student File - MacDonald, Vincent Bernard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 14
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 16 - Student File - MacIsaac, James
Title: Student File - MacIsaac, James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 16
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 17 - Student File - MacKinnon, William Allison
Title: Student File - MacKinnon, William Allison
Reference code: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 17
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 1 - Student File - MacNeil, John Henry
Title: Student File - MacNeil, John Henry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 1
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 2 - Student File - Maltby, Dorothy Mary

Title: Student File - Maltby, Dorothy Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 2
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 15 - Student File - McIntyre, Vincent Edward

Title: Student File - McIntyre, Vincent Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 15
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 12 - Student File - McLare, Gregory Lemont

Title: Student File - McLare, Gregory Lemont
Reference code: UA-22, Box 17, Folder 12
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 3 - Student File - Millar, Helen Joan

Title: Student File - Millar, Helen Joan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 3
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 4 - Student File - Moore, Kathleen Judith

Title: Student File - Moore, Kathleen Judith
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 4
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 5 - Student File - O'Brien, Daniel William Paul

Title: Student File - O'Brien, Daniel William Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 5
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 6 - Student File - Pickering, Gwen

Title: Student File - Pickering, Gwen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 6
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 7 - Student File - Pike, Francis Alfred Douglas

Title: Student File - Pike, Francis Alfred Douglas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 7
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 8 - Student File - Ramey, Shirley Rose

Title: Student File - Ramey, Shirley Rose
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 8
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 9 - Student File - Sherman, Lois Francis

Title: Student File - Sherman, Lois Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 9
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 10 - Student File - Sister Mary of St. Michael

Title: Student File - Sister Mary of St. Michael
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 10
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 11 - Student File - Stewart, Carol Ann

Title: Student File - Stewart, Carol Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 11
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 12 - Student File - Stewart, Leslie Frederick

Title: Student File - Stewart, Leslie Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 12
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 13 - Student File - Sutherland, John Hugh

Title: Student File - Sutherland, John Hugh
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 13
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 14 - Student File - Tanzman, Helena Isabel

Title: Student File - Tanzman, Helena Isabel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 14
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 15 - Student File - Turbide, Eric Hughes

Title: Student File - Turbide, Eric Hughes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 15
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 16 - Student File - Turbide, William
Title: Student File - Turbide, William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 16
Date: 1962 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 17 - Student File - Walker, John Richard
Title: Student File - Walker, John Richard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 17
Date: 1962 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 18 - Student File - Whalen, John Ross
Title: Student File - Whalen, John Ross
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 18
Date: 1962 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 19 - Student File - Yablor, Jacqueline Sandra
Title: Student File - Yablor, Jacqueline Sandra
Reference code: UA-22, Box 18, Folder 19
Date: 1962 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 1 - Student File - Baig, Ellen Sue Fell

Title: Student File - Baig, Ellen Sue Fell
Reference code: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 1
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 2 - Student File - Barr, Jeanne Marie

Title: Student File - Barr, Jeanne Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 2
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 3 - Student File - Beacom, Janice Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Beacom, Janice Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 3
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 4 - Student File - Beck, Terrence Joseph

Title: Student File - Beck, Terrence Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 4
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 5 - Student File - Bingham, Montague Marshall

Title: Student File - Bingham, Montague Marshall
Reference code: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 5
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 6 - Student File - Burbidge, Scott Leander

Title: Student File - Burbidge, Scott Leander
Reference code: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 6
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 7 - Student File - Burton, Barbara Jean

Title: Student File - Burton, Barbara Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 7
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 8 - Student File - Carrigan, Ralston Vincent

Title: Student File - Carrigan, Ralston Vincent
Reference code: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 8
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 9 - Student File - Cassidy, Carole Ann

Title: Student File - Cassidy, Carole Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 9
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 10 - Student File - Chaisson, Jean-Paul

Title: Student File - Chaisson, Jean-Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 10
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 11 - Student File - Coolen, Elizabeth Ann

Title: Student File - Coolen, Elizabeth Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 11
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 12 - Student File - Currie, Carl Laughlin

Title: Student File - Currie, Carl Laughlin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 12
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 13 - Student File - Dancause, Joseph Gerald

Title: Student File - Dancause, Joseph Gerald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 13
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 14 - Student File - Doucet, Joseph Norman

Title: Student File - Doucet, Joseph Norman
Reference code: UA-22, Box 19, Folder 14
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 1 - Student File - Fancy, Gail Purves

Title: Student File - Fancy, Gail Purves
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 1
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 2 - Student File - Flaherty, Edwin Harquail

Title: Student File - Flaherty, Edwin Harquail
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 2
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 3 - Student File - Gaudet, Ronald C.

Title: Student File - Gaudet, Ronald C.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 3
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 5 - Student File - Goldring, Mary Sylvia

Title: Student File - Goldring, Mary Sylvia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 5
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 4 - Student File - Gorman, Everett Thomas

Title: Student File - Gorman, Everett Thomas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 4
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 6 - Student File - Huggard, Marian Ann

Title: Student File - Huggard, Marian Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 6
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 7 - Student File - Kan, Frankie Kaikee

Title: Student File - Kan, Frankie Kaikee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 7
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 8 - Student File - Lingley, Marilyn Maxwell

Title: Student File - Lingley, Marilyn Maxwell
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 8
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 12 - Student File - MacKenzie, John Angus

Title: Student File - MacKenzie, John Angus
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 12
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 13 - Student File - MacLean, Ann Delores

Title: Student File - MacLean, Ann Delores
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 13
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 14 - Student File - MacNeil, Jack F.

Title: Student File - MacNeil, Jack F.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 14
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 15 - Student File - MacNeil, William Gerald

Title: Student File - MacNeil, William Gerald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 15
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 16 - Student File - Massee, William M.

Title: Student File - Massee, William M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 16
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 9 - Student File - McGinn, Louis Aulder

Title: Student File - McGinn, Louis Aulder
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 9
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 10 - Student File - McGuire, Anthony Neil

Title: Student File - McGuire, Anthony Neil
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 10
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 11 - Student File - McGuire, Betty Jean

Title: Student File - McGuire, Betty Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 11
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 17 - Student File - Michaud, Arthur P.

Title: Student File - Michaud, Arthur P.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 17
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 18 - Student File - Morel, Robert Andre

Title: Student File - Morel, Robert Andre
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 18
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 19 - Student File - Ngai, Samuel

Title: Student File - Ngai, Samuel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 20, Folder 19
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 1 - Student File - Olsen, Carol Virginia

Title: Student File - Olsen, Carol Virginia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 1
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 2 - Student File - Paterson, Eleanor Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Paterson, Eleanor Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 2
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 3 - Student File - Pauley, Edith

Title: Student File - Pauley, Edith
Reference code: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 3
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 4 - Student File - Ponee, Charles Stanley

Title: Student File - Ponee, Charles Stanley
Reference code: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 4
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 5 - Student File - Purves-Smith, William Richard

Title: Student File - Purves-Smith, William Richard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 5
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 6 - Student File - Richard, Joseph Donald Avis

Title: Student File - Richard, Joseph Donald Avis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 6
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 7 - Student File - Roach, Andre John

Title: Student File - Roach, Andre John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 7
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 8 - Student File - Ronald, Patricia

Title: Student File - Ronald, Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 8
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 9 - Student File - Soloman, Roger Allen

Title: Student File - Soloman, Roger Allen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 9
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 10 - Student File - Sussman, Samuel J.

Title: Student File - Sussman, Samuel J.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 10
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 11 - Student File - Vogt, Mary Isabel

Title: Student File - Vogt, Mary Isabel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 11
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 12 - Student File - Windsor, Gordon A.

Title: Student File - Windsor, Gordon A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 12
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 13 - Student File - Young, Gerald Winston

Title: Student File - Young, Gerald Winston
Reference code: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 13
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 14 - Student File - Adams, Elinor Gordon

Title: Student File - Adams, Elinor Gordon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 14
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 15 - Student File - Anderson, Alick Gordon

Title: Student File - Anderson, Alick Gordon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 15
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 16 - Student File - Anthony, Henry

Title: Student File - Anthony, Henry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 16
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 17 - Student File - Boyle, James Edward

Title: Student File - Boyle, James Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 17
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 18 - Student File - Brown, James Bernard

Title: Student File - Brown, James Bernard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 21, Folder 18
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 1 - Student File - Burbridge, Nancy

Title: Student File - Burbridge, Nancy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 1
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 2 - Student File - Champagne, Pierre Joseph Loius

Title: Student File - Champagne, Pierre Joseph Loius
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 2
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 3 - Student File - Clark, Nancy Alma

Title: Student File - Clark, Nancy Alma
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 3
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 4 - Student File - Conlogue, Mary Bernadine

Title: Student File - Conlogue, Mary Bernadine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 4
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 5 - Student File - Crocker, Earl Edison

Title: Student File - Crocker, Earl Edison
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 5
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 6 - Student File - Crookshank, Elizabeth Jane

Title: Student File - Crookshank, Elizabeth Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 6
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 7 - Student File - Deterville, Sylvin E.A.

Title: Student File - Deterville, Sylvin E.A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 7
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 8 - Student File - Eccleston, Walter Adcock

Title: Student File - Eccleston, Walter Adcock
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 8
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 9 - Student File - Fagan, Ellen Frances

Title: Student File - Fagan, Ellen Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 9
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 10 - Student File - Fisher, Charles Vincent

Title: Student File - Fisher, Charles Vincent
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 10
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 11 - Student File - Gaudet, Mary Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Gaudet, Mary Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 11
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 12 - Student File - Gibbs, J. Willie

Title: Student File - Gibbs, J. Willie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 12
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 13 - Student File - Gillis, Catherine Sophie

Title: Student File - Gillis, Catherine Sophie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 13
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 14 - Student File - Hamburg, David Harold
Title: Student File - Hamburg, David Harold
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 14
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 15 - Student File - Hart, Valerie Ruth
Title: Student File - Hart, Valerie Ruth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 15
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 16 - Student File - Hawrylak, Michael Joseph
Title: Student File - Hawrylak, Michael Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 16
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 2 - Student File - Heriault, Evariste
Title: Student File - Heriault, Evariste
Reference code: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 2
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 17 - Student File - Hope-Simpson, Margaret

Title: Student File - Hope-Simpson, Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 17
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 18 - Student File - Kelly, Fenwick MacKenzie

Title: Student File - Kelly, Fenwick MacKenzie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 18
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 19 - Student File - LeBlanc, Roland Raymond

Title: Student File - LeBlanc, Roland Raymond
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 19
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 1 - Student File - Leonard, Edna Jane

Title: Student File - Leonard, Edna Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 1
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 2 - Student File - Leong, Wing-Sum Vincent

Title: Student File - Leong, Wing-Sum Vincent
Reference code: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 2
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 3 - Student File - Losier, Jacques Allen

Title: Student File - Losier, Jacques Allen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 3
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 4 - Student File - Losier, Mary Carmel

Title: Student File - Losier, Mary Carmel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 4
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 5 - Student File - MacAdam, Frances Marie

Title: Student File - MacAdam, Frances Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 5
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 6 - Student File - MacLeod, Maxwell Morrison

Title: Student File - MacLeod, Maxwell Morrison
Reference code: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 6
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 7 - Student File - McMullen, Monica

Title: Student File - McMullen, Monica
Reference code: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 7
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 8 - Student File - Nickerson, Nancy Gardner

Title: Student File - Nickerson, Nancy Gardner
Reference code: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 8
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 9 - Student File - Rafuse, Marvin Conrad

Title: Student File - Rafuse, Marvin Conrad
Reference code: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 9
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 10 - Student File - Raymond, Douglas Gordon

Title: Student File - Raymond, Douglas Gordon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 10
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 11 - Student File - Rippon, Rosemary Malvina

Title: Student File - Rippon, Rosemary Malvina
Reference code: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 11
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 12 - Student File - Rogolino, Antonio

Title: Student File - Rogolino, Antonio
Reference code: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 12
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 13 - Student File - Scott, Nicole

Title: Student File - Scott, Nicole
Reference code: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 13
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 14 - Student File - Sherwood, Lillie Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Sherwood, Lillie Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 23, Folder 14
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 1 - Student File - Strickland, Elizabeth Joan

Title: Student File - Strickland, Elizabeth Joan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 1
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 3 - Student File - Treddenick, Marilyn Anne

Title: Student File - Treddenick, Marilyn Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 3
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 4 - Student File - Tutty, Nola Christine

Title: Student File - Tutty, Nola Christine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 4
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 5 - Student File - Webster, Margaret Wilmot

Title: Student File - Webster, Margaret Wilmot
Reference code: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 5
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 6 - Student File - Wiggs, Derek Cole

Title: Student File - Wiggs, Derek Cole
Reference code: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 6
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 7 - Student File - Alcorn, Curtis Bernard

Title: Student File - Alcorn, Curtis Bernard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 7
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 8 - Student File - Archibald, Eleanor Jean

Title: Student File - Archibald, Eleanor Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 8
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 9 - Student File - Arnold, Elizabeth Dauphinee

Title: Student File - Arnold, Elizabeth Dauphinee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 9
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 10 - Student File - Bendelier, Kenneth Parker

Title: Student File - Bendelier, Kenneth Parker
Reference code: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 10
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 11 - Student File - Borrel, Helen Nora

Title: Student File - Borrel, Helen Nora
Reference code: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 11
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 12 - Student File - Chan, Janet Gar Ling

Title: Student File - Chan, Janet Gar Ling
Reference code: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 12
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 13 - Student File - Chant, Elspeth Ann

Title: Student File - Chant, Elspeth Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 13
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 14 - Student File - Cook, Constance Jean

Title: Student File - Cook, Constance Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 14
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 15 - Student File - Crewe, George

Title: Student File - Crewe, George
Reference code: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 15
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 16 - Student File - Gilles, Charles Thibodeau

Title: Student File - Gilles, Charles Thibodeau
Reference code: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 16
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 17 - Student File - Greatorex, William Douglas
Title: Student File - Greatorex, William Douglas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 17
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 18 - Student File - Guye, George Allen
Title: Student File - Guye, George Allen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 24, Folder 18
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 1 - Student File - Haley, Robert George
Title: Student File - Haley, Robert George
Reference code: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 1
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 2 - Student File - Harris, Margaret, Bessie
Title: Student File - Harris, Margaret, Bessie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 2
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 3 - Student File - Hill, Patricia Lorraine

Title: Student File - Hill, Patricia Lorraine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 3
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 4 - Student File - Kasouff, Brian Patrick

Title: Student File - Kasouff, Brian Patrick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 4
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 5 - Student File - Keith, Ann Robins Theresa

Title: Student File - Keith, Ann Robins Theresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 5
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 6 - Student File - Leroy, John Lawrence

Title: Student File - Leroy, John Lawrence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 6
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 10 - Student File - MacIvor, Malcolm Angus

Title: Student File - MacIvor, Malcolm Angus
Reference code: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 10
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 11 - Student File - MacLean, Wanda M.

Title: Student File - MacLean, Wanda M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 11
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 7 - Student File - Makoon-Singh, Gloria Sirey Davy

Title: Student File - Makoon-Singh, Gloria Sirey Davy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 7
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 8 - Student File - McDonald, George David

Title: Student File - McDonald, George David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 8
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 9 - Student File - McInerney, Roy David

Title: Student File - McInerney, Roy David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 9
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 12 - Student File - Milne, Winifred Mary

Title: Student File - Milne, Winifred Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 12
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 13 - Student File - Moore, Reginald Walter

Title: Student File - Moore, Reginald Walter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 13
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 14 - Student File - Murray, Judith Margaret

Title: Student File - Murray, Judith Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 25, Folder 14
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 1 - Student File - Myatt, Joseph Walter

Title: Student File - Myatt, Joseph Walter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 1
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 2 - Student File - Nielson, Philip John

Title: Student File - Nielson, Philip John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 2
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 3 - Student File - Oliver, William Pearly

Title: Student File - Oliver, William Pearly
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 3
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 4 - Student File - Punch, Carolyn Edythe

Title: Student File - Punch, Carolyn Edythe
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 4
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 5 - Student File - Rex, Robert C.

Title: Student File - Rex, Robert C.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 5
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 6 - Student File - Sawchuk, Helene Ann

Title: Student File - Sawchuk, Helene Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 6
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 7 - Student File - Severance, Christopher Churchill

Title: Student File - Severance, Christopher Churchill
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 7
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 8 - Student File - Sibbald, Edward E.

Title: Student File - Sibbald, Edward E.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 8
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 9 - Student File - Steele, Janice Anne

Title: Student File - Steele, Janice Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 9
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 10 - Student File - Stewart, Katherine Mary

Title: Student File - Stewart, Katherine Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 10
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 11 - Student File - Sumarah, Jacqueline Lucy

Title: Student File - Sumarah, Jacqueline Lucy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 11
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 12 - Student File - Sweet, Marina Lee

Title: Student File - Sweet, Marina Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 12
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 13 - Student File - Thompson, Fergus Montague

Title: Student File - Thompson, Fergus Montague
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 13
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 14 - Student File - Tower, Dean Gregory Taylor

Title: Student File - Tower, Dean Gregory Taylor
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 14
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 15 - Student File - Violette, Marcella

Title: Student File - Violette, Marcella
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 15
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 16 - Student File - Watkins, John Dawson

Title: Student File - Watkins, John Dawson
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 16
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 17 - Student File - Williams, Cheryl Joan

Title: Student File - Williams, Cheryl Joan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 17
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 18 - Student File - Wolstenholme, Sharon Alene

Title: Student File - Wolstenholme, Sharon Alene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 18
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 19 - Student File - Wright, Marilyn Joanne

Title: Student File - Wright, Marilyn Joanne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 26, Folder 19
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 305, Folder 3 - Awards - Lloyd MacInnis Memorial Award Fund

Title: Awards - Lloyd MacInnis Memorial Award Fund
Reference code: UA-22, Box 305, Folder 3
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 1 - Evaluations
Title: Evaluations
Reference code: UA-22, Box 150, Folder 1
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 1 - Student File - Armstrong, Alec V.
Title: Student File - Armstrong, Alec V.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 1
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 2 - Student File - Bartlett, Raymond Alvin
Title: Student File - Bartlett, Raymond Alvin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 2
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 3 - Student File - Bradley, Emmett Stephen
Title: Student File - Bradley, Emmett Stephen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 3
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 4 - Student File - Brasset, David William

Title: Student File - Brasset, David William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 4
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 5 - Student File - Caswell, Frank Allen

Title: Student File - Caswell, Frank Allen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 5
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 6 - Student File - Chapman, William Douglas

Title: Student File - Chapman, William Douglas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 6
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 7 - Student File - Chappell, Gordon Lysin

Title: Student File - Chappell, Gordon Lysin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 7
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 8 - Student File - Chute, Helen-Jean

Title: Student File - Chute, Helen-Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 8
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 9 - Student File - Concannon, Kevin William

Title: Student File - Concannon, Kevin William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 9
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 10 - Student File - Cormier, Joseph George Lionel

Title: Student File - Cormier, Joseph George Lionel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 10
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 11 - Student File - Creighton, Thomas Norman Burley

Title: Student File - Creighton, Thomas Norman Burley
Reference code: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 11
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 12 - Student File - Debow, Gerald Ross

Title: Student File - Debow, Gerald Ross
Reference code: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 12
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 13 - Student File - Deswaaf, Antonius Marie

Title: Student File - Deswaaf, Antonius Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 13
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 14 - Student File - Dickey, David (Rev.)

Title: Student File - Dickey, David (Rev.)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 14
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 15 - Student File - Dizon, Susana S.

Title: Student File - Dizon, Susana S.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 15
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 16 - Student File - Doherty, Moira Maxine
Title: Student File - Doherty, Moira Maxine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 27, Folder 16
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 1 - Student File - Donnelly, Colleen Marie Ann
Title: Student File - Donnelly, Colleen Marie Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 1
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 2 - Student File - Dunsworth, Elizabeth Hewey
Title: Student File - Dunsworth, Elizabeth Hewey
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 2
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 3 - Student File - Fenske, Theodore (Rev.)
Title: Student File - Fenske, Theodore (Rev.)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 3
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 4 - Student File - Ferguson, Jane Agnew

Title: Student File - Ferguson, Jane Agnew
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 4
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 5 - Student File - Gardiner, George Edward

Title: Student File - Gardiner, George Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 5
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 6 - Student File - Gaudet, Thomas Alan

Title: Student File - Gaudet, Thomas Alan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 6
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 7 - Student File - Gorman, Everett Lawrence

Title: Student File - Gorman, Everett Lawrence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 7
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 8 - Student File - Gorman, John Joseph Robert

Title: Student File - Gorman, John Joseph Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 8
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 9 - Student File - Graham, Carol Ann

Title: Student File - Graham, Carol Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 9
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 10 - Student File - Gunter, Elizabeth J.

Title: Student File - Gunter, Elizabeth J.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 10
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 11 - Student File - Hattie, Joan Margaret

Title: Student File - Hattie, Joan Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 11
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 12 - Student File - Haylock, Susan Jane

Title: Student File - Haylock, Susan Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 12
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 13 - Student File - Heal, Catherine Jean

Title: Student File - Heal, Catherine Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 13
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 14 - Student File - Hibbits, Paul Vaughn

Title: Student File - Hibbits, Paul Vaughn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 14
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 15 - Student File - Ho, Harold Ivan

Title: Student File - Ho, Harold Ivan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 15
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 16 - Student File - Johnson, June Adelaide

Title: Student File - Johnson, June Adelaide
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 16
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 17 - Student File - Johnson, Sidney Tudor

Title: Student File - Johnson, Sidney Tudor
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 17
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 18 - Student File - Johnston, Derek Stephen

Title: Student File - Johnston, Derek Stephen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 18
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 19 - Student File - Kiley, Joseph Edward

Title: Student File - Kiley, Joseph Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 19
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 20 - Student File - Labow, Marilyn Dorothy

Title: Student File - Labow, Marilyn Dorothy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 20
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 21 - Student File - Lebel, Marie Bernadette

Title: Student File - Lebel, Marie Bernadette
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 21
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 22 - Student File - LeBlanc, Lucille Marie

Title: Student File - LeBlanc, Lucille Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 22
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 23 - Student File - Lee, Thelma M.

Title: Student File - Lee, Thelma M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 23
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 24 - Student File - Lewis, Rudolph Chesterfield

Title: Student File - Lewis, Rudolph Chesterfield
Reference code: UA-22, Box 28, Folder 24
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 1 - Student File - MacDonald, Norman Blaise

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Norman Blaise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 1
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 2 - Student File - MacKenzie, Joan Elizabeth

Title: Student File - MacKenzie, Joan Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 2
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 3 - Student File - MacKinnon, Joseph Anthony

Title: Student File - MacKinnon, Joseph Anthony
Reference code: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 3
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 4 - Student File - MacLatchie, James Melvin

Title: Student File - MacLatchie, James Melvin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 4
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 5 - Student File - MacLeod, Lillian Jean

Title: Student File - MacLeod, Lillian Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 5
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 7 - Student File - MacNeil, Thomas Lloyd

Title: Student File - MacNeil, Thomas Lloyd
Reference code: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 7
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 8 - Student File - MacSween, Daniel Alexander

Title: Student File - MacSween, Daniel Alexander
Reference code: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 8
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 9 - Student File - Maharaj, David Dianan

Title: Student File - Maharaj, David Dianan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 9
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 6 - Student File - McLeod, Marilyn Ann

Title: Student File - McLeod, Marilyn Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 6
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 10 - Student File - Moss. Selby

Title: Student File - Moss. Selby
Reference code: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 10
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 11 - Student File - Neff, James Herbert

Title: Student File - Neff, James Herbert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 11
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 12 - Student File - Nickerson, Patricia Jeane

Title: Student File - Nickerson, Patricia Jeane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 12
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 13 - Student File - O'Neill, Linda Margaret

Title: Student File - O'Neill, Linda Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 13
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 14 - Student File - Pelletier, Joseph Patrick Irenee

Title: Student File - Pelletier, Joseph Patrick Irenee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 14
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 15 - Student File - Penney, Douglas Munro

Title: Student File - Penney, Douglas Munro
Reference code: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 15
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 16 - Student File - Power, R. Joseph

Title: Student File - Power, R. Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 29, Folder 16
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 1 - Student File - Pwu, Ben-Yue

Title: Student File - Pwu, Ben-Yue
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 1
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 2 - Student File - Roberts, Denis Michael

Title: Student File - Roberts, Denis Michael
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 2
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 3 - Student File - Rodway, Ora Jessie Keziah

Title: Student File - Rodway, Ora Jessie Keziah
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 3
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 4 - Student File - Simms, Judith Ann

Title: Student File - Simms, Judith Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 4
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 5 - Student File - Sister John Bosco

Title: Student File - Sister John Bosco
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 5
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 6 - Student File - Sister Maria Goretti

Title: Student File - Sister Maria Goretti
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 6
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 7 - Student File - Sister Marie Brenda

Title: Student File - Sister Marie Brenda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 7
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 8 - Student File - Spafford, Alayne C.

Title: Student File - Spafford, Alayne C.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 8
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 9 - Student File - Sullivan, John Lawrence

Title: Student File - Sullivan, John Lawrence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 9
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 10 - Student File - Sullivan, Patricia Mary

Title: Student File - Sullivan, Patricia Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 10
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 11 - Student File - Thompson, Ruth Irene

Title: Student File - Thompson, Ruth Irene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 11
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
**File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 12 - Student File - Wallace, Malcolm Joseph**

Title: Student File - Wallace, Malcolm Joseph  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 12  
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 13 - Student File - Wong, Kenneth Kin-Shing**

Title: Student File - Wong, Kenneth Kin-Shing  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 13  
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 14 - Student File - Wright, Audrey K.**

Title: Student File - Wright, Audrey K.  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 14  
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 15 - Student File - Yorke, Elizabeth Ann**

Title: Student File - Yorke, Elizabeth Ann  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 15  
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 3 - Awards - Bursaries - General

Title: Awards - Bursaries - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 301, Folder 3
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 16 - Student File - Aggas, Roberta Georgina

Title: Student File - Aggas, Roberta Georgina
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 16
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 17 - Student File - Algabre, Maria Servo

Title: Student File - Algabre, Maria Servo
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 17
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 18 - Student File - Ali, Ahamad Hydar

Title: Student File - Ali, Ahamad Hydar
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 18
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 19 - Student File - Anderson, Carol Mary
Title: Student File - Anderson, Carol Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 19
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 20 - Student File - Anderson, John Orton
Title: Student File - Anderson, John Orton
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 20
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 21 - Student File - Anthony, John
Title: Student File - Anthony, John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 21
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 22 - Student File - Archibald, Dorothy Jean
Title: Student File - Archibald, Dorothy Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 30, Folder 22
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 1 - Student File - Arsenault, Andre Gerard
Title: Student File - Arsenault, Andre Gerard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 1
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 2 - Student File - Bar-Ilan, Carmi
Title: Student File - Bar-Ilan, Carmi
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 2
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 3 - Student File - Beaton, Sarah Margaret
Title: Student File - Beaton, Sarah Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 3
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 4 - Student File - Bernard, Alice
Title: Student File - Bernard, Alice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 4
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 5 - Student File - Bradley, Freda Winnifred

Title: Student File - Bradley, Freda Winnifred
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 5
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 6 - Student File - Brosseau, Jean Michel

Title: Student File - Brosseau, Jean Michel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 6
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 7 - Student File - Butler, Geoffrey Frederick Charles

Title: Student File - Butler, Geoffrey Frederick Charles
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 7
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 8 - Student File - Cameron, Lionel Winston

Title: Student File - Cameron, Lionel Winston
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 8
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 9 - Student File - Carten, Barbara Clare

Title: Student File - Carten, Barbara Clare
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 9
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 10 - Student File - Clark, Susan Rena

Title: Student File - Clark, Susan Rena
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 10
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 11 - Student File - Cohen, Sheldon Nathan

Title: Student File - Cohen, Sheldon Nathan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 11
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 12 - Student File - Curran, Paulette Heather Delores

Title: Student File - Curran, Paulette Heather Delores
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 12
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 13 - Student File - Day, Donald Frank
Title: Student File - Day, Donald Frank
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 13
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 14 - Student File - Elias, Louis (Rev.)
Title: Student File - Elias, Louis (Rev.)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 14
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 15 - Student File - Elliot, Lola Irene
Title: Student File - Elliot, Lola Irene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 15
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 16 - Student File - Enzinas, Ernest Algirdos
Title: Student File - Enzinas, Ernest Algirdos
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 16
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 17 - Student File - Feindel, James Donald Edward

Title: Student File - Feindel, James Donald Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 17
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 18 - Student File - Fitzgerald, Georgina Marjory

Title: Student File - Fitzgerald, Georgina Marjory
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 18
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 19 - Student File - Gallant, Wilfred Alexander

Title: Student File - Gallant, Wilfred Alexander
Reference code: UA-22, Box 31, Folder 19
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 1 - Student File - Gosse, John Fred (Rev.)

Title: Student File - Gosse, John Fred (Rev.)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 1
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 2 - Student File - Guerrette, Alice Paula Lise

Title: Student File - Guerrette, Alice Paula Lise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 2
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 3 - Student File - Hale, Mary Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Hale, Mary Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 3
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 4 - Student File - Hiew, Min-Kong

Title: Student File - Hiew, Min-Kong
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 4
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 5 - Student File - Hodder, Shirley Blanche

Title: Student File - Hodder, Shirley Blanche
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 5
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 6 - Student File - Horne, Anne Marie

Title: Student File - Horne, Anne Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 6
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 7 - Student File - Jessome, Roderick Francis

Title: Student File - Jessome, Roderick Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 7
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 8 - Student File - Kedy, Carolyn Lucille

Title: Student File - Kedy, Carolyn Lucille
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 8
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 9 - Student File - Kempton, Leonard Avery (Rev.)

Title: Student File - Kempton, Leonard Avery (Rev.)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 9
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 10 - Student File - Keyes, Michael Joseph

Title: Student File - Keyes, Michael Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 10
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed


Title: Student File - Lowman, John Edwin Jr.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 11
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 12 - Student File - Lyons, Charles M.

Title: Student File - Lyons, Charles M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 12
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 20 - Student File - MacDonald, Catherine Sarah

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Catherine Sarah
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 20
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 21 - Student File - MacDonald-Morse, Jean

Title: Student File - MacDonald-Morse, Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 21
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 17 - Student File - MacLeod, Faye Barbara

Title: Student File - MacLeod, Faye Barbara
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 17
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 18 - Student File - Maillet, Linda Sharon

Title: Student File - Maillet, Linda Sharon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 18
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 19 - Student File - Marcil, Marie-Josee Mireille

Title: Student File - Marcil, Marie-Josee Mireille
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 19
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 13 - Student File - McCarthy, Bonnie Elizabeth

Title: Student File - McCarthy, Bonnie Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 13
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 14 - Student File - McDermott, John Joseph

Title: Student File - McDermott, John Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 14
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 15 - Student File - McDonough, Alexa Ann

Title: Student File - McDonough, Alexa Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 15
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 16 - Student File - McDougall, Bianca

Title: Student File - McDougall, Bianca
Reference code: UA-22, Box 32, Folder 16
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 1 - Student File - Murphy, John William

Title: Student File - Murphy, John William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 1
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 5 - Student File - O'Connor, Mary Alice

Title: Student File - O'Connor, Mary Alice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 5
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 2 - Student File - O'Connor, Mary Alica

Title: Student File - O'Connor, Mary Alica
Reference code: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 2
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 3 - Student File - Pell, Archibald James

Title: Student File - Pell, Archibald James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 3
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 4 - Student File - Pelletier, Judy Grace

Title: Student File - Pelletier, Judy Grace
Reference code: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 4
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 5 - Student File - Pierce, Norman Francis

Title: Student File - Pierce, Norman Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 5
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 6 - Student File - Read, Thomas Gordon

Title: Student File - Read, Thomas Gordon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 6
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 7 - Student File - Richard, Louis Joseph

Title: Student File - Richard, Louis Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 7
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 8 - Student File - Richards, Kathleen Sharron

Title: Student File - Richards, Kathleen Sharron
Reference code: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 8
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 9 - Student File - Richards, Thelma Marguerite

Title: Student File - Richards, Thelma Marguerite
Reference code: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 9
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 10 - Student File - Robertson, Jean Goldie

Title: Student File - Robertson, Jean Goldie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 10
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 11 - Student File - Robins, Harle Duncan

Title: Student File - Robins, Harle Duncan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 11
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 12 - Student File - Ruotolo, Robert Andre

Title: Student File - Ruotolo, Robert Andre
Reference code: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 12
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 13 - Student File - Simms, Frank John

Title: Student File - Simms, Frank John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 13
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 15 - Student File - Simpson, Sandra Ann

Title: Student File - Simpson, Sandra Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 15
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 14 - Student File - Sister Margaret Joseph

Title: Student File - Sister Margaret Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 14
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 16 - Student File - Smith, Clyde Harvey

Title: Student File - Smith, Clyde Harvey
Reference code: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 16
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 17 - Student File - Stewart, Penelope Sargeant

Title: Student File - Stewart, Penelope Sargeant
Reference code: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 17
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 18 - Student File - Stoddard, Mary

Title: Student File - Stoddard, Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 33, Folder 18
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 1 - Student File - Stoker, Wendy Ann

Title: Student File - Stoker, Wendy Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 1
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 2 - Student File - Thompson, Diane Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Thompson, Diane Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 2
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 3 - Student File - Tingely, Anna Lois

Title: Student File - Tingely, Anna Lois
Reference code: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 3
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 4 - Student File - Toyle, Noreen June

Title: Student File - Toyle, Noreen June
Reference code: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 4
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 5 - Student File - Underwood, John Clifford

Title: Student File - Underwood, John Clifford
Reference code: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 5
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 6 - Student File - Whelan, Paul Frederick

Title: Student File - Whelan, Paul Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 6
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 7 - Student File - Wiegers, Leo Francis

Title: Student File - Wiegers, Leo Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 7
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 8 - Student File - Woodworth, Darrell Ernest

Title: Student File - Woodworth, Darrell Ernest
Reference code: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 8
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 9 - Student File - Yerxa, Gordon Robert

Title: Student File - Yerxa, Gordon Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 9
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 326, Folder 4 - Societies - Student Association Minutes and Questionnaires

Title: Societies - Student Association Minutes and Questionnaires
Reference code: UA-22, Box 326, Folder 4
Date: 1967-1971 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 4 - Miscellaneous Files

Title: Miscellaneous Files
Reference code: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 4
Date: 1967-1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 312, Folder 5 - Alumni List

Title: Alumni List
Reference code: UA-22, Box 312, Folder 5
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 10 - Student File - Abbott, Vera Rosemond

Title: Student File - Abbott, Vera Rosemond
Reference code: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 10
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 11 - Student File - Arab, Maha

Title: Student File - Arab, Maha
Reference code: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 11
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 12 - Student File - Bacon, Delmer Arnold
Title: Student File - Bacon, Delmer Arnold
Reference code: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 12
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 13 - Student File - Beals, Harold Lewis
Title: Student File - Beals, Harold Lewis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 13
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 14 - Student File - Bilardello, Donald Raymond
Title: Student File - Bilardello, Donald Raymond
Reference code: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 14
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 15 - Student File - Bredesen, Larry Alfred
Title: Student File - Bredesen, Larry Alfred
Reference code: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 15

Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 16 - Student File - Brethour, Guy John Robert

Title: Student File - Brethour, Guy John Robert

Reference code: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 16

Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 17 - Student File - Brown, William Lloyd

Title: Student File - Brown, William Lloyd

Reference code: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 17

Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 19 - Student File - Brownlow, J. Michael Anthony

Title: Student File - Brownlow, J. Michael Anthony

Reference code: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 19

Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 34, Folder 20 - Student File - Buchanan, David Raymond
File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 1 - Student File - Byers, Dianne Sue

Title: Student File - Byers, Dianne Sue
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 1
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 2 - Student File - Cameron, John Gary

Title: Student File - Cameron, John Gary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 2
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 3 - Student File - Campbell, Kathryn Barbara

Title: Student File - Campbell, Kathryn Barbara
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 3
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 4 - Student File - Carleton, Edward George

Title: Student File - Carleton, Edward George
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 4
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 5 - Student File - Clarke, Paul Frederick David

Title: Student File - Clarke, Paul Frederick David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 5
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 6 - Student File - Coombe, Mary Ellen

Title: Student File - Coombe, Mary Ellen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 6
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 7 - Student File - Costello, Kevin Francis

Title: Student File - Costello, Kevin Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 7
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 8 - Student File - Dacquay, Denise Lorraine

Title: Student File - Dacquay, Denise Lorraine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 8
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 9 - Student File - D'Arcy, Brian Joseph

Title: Student File - D'Arcy, Brian Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 9
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 10 - Student File - DeWolfe, Edwin Elliot

Title: Student File - DeWolfe, Edwin Elliot
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 10
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 11 - Student File - Dolin, Martin Matthew

Title: Student File - Dolin, Martin Matthew
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 11
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 12 - Student File - English, William Bruce

Title: Student File - English, William Bruce
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 12
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 13 - Student File - Fisher, Iona Kerry

Title: Student File - Fisher, Iona Kerry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 13
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 14 - Student File - Forrest, David Gordon

Title: Student File - Forrest, David Gordon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 14
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 15 - Student File - Garey, Patrick A.

Title: Student File - Garey, Patrick A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 15
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 16 - Student File - George, John P.

Title: Student File - George, John P.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 16
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 20 - Student File - Gould, Joanne Margaret

Title: Student File - Gould, Joanne Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 20
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 17 - Student File - Grant, Margaret P.

Title: Student File - Grant, Margaret P.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 17
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 18 - Student File - Grant, Roderick Charles

Title: Student File - Grant, Roderick Charles
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 18
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 19 - Student File - Grueneich, Jennifer Ann

Title: Student File - Grueneich, Jennifer Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 19
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 21 - Student File - Hobbs, Michael Robert James

Title: Student File - Hobbs, Michael Robert James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 21
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 22 - Student File - Johnston, Michael Kenneth

Title: Student File - Johnston, Michael Kenneth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 22
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 23 - Student File - Kenny, Brian Cameron

Title: Student File - Kenny, Brian Cameron
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 23
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 24 - Student File - King, Diane Maxine

Title: Student File - King, Diane Maxine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 35, Folder 24
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 1 - Student File - Kirwin, William John

Title: Student File - Kirwin, William John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 1
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 2 - Student File - Larter, Patrick Nelson

Title: Student File - Larter, Patrick Nelson
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 2
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 3 - Student File - Leverman, Alica Ann

Title: Student File - Leverman, Alica Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 3
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 6 - Student File - MacConnell, Robert W.

Title: Student File - MacConnell, Robert W.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 6
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 8 - Student File - MacDougall, Joseph Alexander

Title: Student File - MacDougall, Joseph Alexander
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 8
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 11 - Student File - MacPherson, Mary Pauline

Title: Student File - MacPherson, Mary Pauline
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 11
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 7 - Student File - McCutcheon, Constance R.

Title: Student File - McCutcheon, Constance R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 7
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 9 - Student File - McGuire, Paul David

Title: Student File - McGuire, Paul David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 9
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 10 - Student File - McNaughton, Helen Elizabeth

Title: Student File - McNaughton, Helen Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 10
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 4 - Student File - Mok, Peter-Tin Pui

Title: Student File - Mok, Peter-Tin Pui
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 4
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 5 - Student File - Moore, Jean Bond

Title: Student File - Moore, Jean Bond
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 5
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 12 - Student File - O'Connell, Harold Joseph

Title: Student File - O'Connell, Harold Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 12
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 13 - Student File - O'Neill, Maureen Wilma

Title: Student File - O'Neill, Maureen Wilma
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 13
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 14 - Student File - Orr, David Owen

Title: Student File - Orr, David Owen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 14
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 15 - Student File - Pelton, Thelma Lyn

Title: Student File - Pelton, Thelma Lyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 15
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 16 - Student File - Perrier, David Conrad

Title: Student File - Perrier, David Conrad
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 16
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 17 - Student File - Prime, Margaret Ann

Title: Student File - Prime, Margaret Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 17
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 18 - Student File - Quinlan, Jerome

Title: Student File - Quinlan, Jerome
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 18
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 19 - Student File - Rafuse, Ernest Wayne

Title: Student File - Rafuse, Ernest Wayne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 19
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 20 - Student File - Remple, Stanley

Title: Student File - Remple, Stanley
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 20
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 21 - Student File - Ruotolo, Patricia Ann

Title: Student File - Ruotolo, Patricia Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 21
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 22 - Student File - Sarty, Trevor T.

Title: Student File - Sarty, Trevor T.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 22
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 23 - Student File - Schenk, Margot Ellen

Title: Student File - Schenk, Margot Ellen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 23
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 24 - Student File - Schneider, James Joseph

Title: Student File - Schneider, James Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 24
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 25 - Student File - Scott, Helen Irene

Title: Student File - Scott, Helen Irene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 25
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 26 - Student File - Scott, Ruth Harvey

Title: Student File - Scott, Ruth Harvey
Reference code: UA-22, Box 36, Folder 26
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 1 - Student File - Shannon, Paul

Title: Student File - Shannon, Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 1
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 2 - Student File - Shasco, Orest

Title: Student File - Shasco, Orest
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 2
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 3 - Student File - Sutherland, Betty Ann

Title: Student File - Sutherland, Betty Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 3
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 4 - Student File - Taylor, Donald Stanford

Title: Student File - Taylor, Donald Stanford
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 4
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 5 - Student File - Tims, Linda Helen

Title: Student File - Tims, Linda Helen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 5
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 6 - Student File - Tyler, Douglas Vincent

Title: Student File - Tyler, Douglas Vincent
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 6
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 7 - Student File - Vaughn, Catherine Sara

Title: Student File - Vaughn, Catherine Sara
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 7
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 8 - Student File - Williams, Charles Warren

Title: Student File - Williams, Charles Warren
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 8
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 9 - Student File - Wood, Patrick William

Title: Student File - Wood, Patrick William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 9
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 10 - Student File - Yorke, Catherine Elaine

Title: Student File - Yorke, Catherine Elaine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 10
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 11 - Student File - Yue, Ng Bok

Title: Student File - Yue, Ng Bok
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 11
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 315, Folder 10 - Awards - Bursaries - General

Title: Awards - Bursaries - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 315, Folder 10
Date: 1968-1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 12 - Student File - Aucoin, Jerome Anthony

Title: Student File - Aucoin, Jerome Anthony
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 12
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 13 - Student File - Beals, Bonita Ann

Title: Student File - Beals, Bonita Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 13
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 14 - Student File - Bentley, Sandra

Title: Student File - Bentley, Sandra
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 14
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 15 - Student File - Boutilier, Calvin A.

Title: Student File - Boutilier, Calvin A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 15
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 16 - Student File - Bowers, Gregory Martin

Title: Student File - Bowers, Gregory Martin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 16
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 17 - Student File - Breau, Guy Marc

Title: Student File - Breau, Guy Marc
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 17
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 18 - Student File - Bromley, Rupert O.

Title: Student File - Bromley, Rupert O.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 18
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 19 - Student File - Buckingham, Linda

Title: Student File - Buckingham, Linda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 19
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 20 - Student File - Calvert, Robert Ralph

Title: Student File - Calvert, Robert Ralph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 20
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 21 - Student File - Chan, David

Title: Student File - Chan, David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 21
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 23 - Student File - Cherun, Marlene Ester

Title: Student File - Cherun, Marlene Ester
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 23
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 22 - Student File - Chisling, David Orrie

Title: Student File - Chisling, David Orrie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 37, Folder 22
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 1 - Student File - Cillis, Michael David

Title: Student File - Cillis, Michael David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 1
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 2 - Student File - Cobb, Gary A.

Title: Student File - Cobb, Gary A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 2
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 3 - Student File - Couillard, Michael Joseph

Title: Student File - Couillard, Michael Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 3
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 4 - Student File - Crebo, Roy Alvin

Title: Student File - Crebo, Roy Alvin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 4
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 5 - Student File - Crookshanks, James Douglas

Title: Student File - Crookshanks, James Douglas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 5
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 6 - Student File - Cumberford, John David

Title: Student File - Cumberford, John David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 6
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 7 - Student File - Dale, Floyd Leonard

Title: Student File - Dale, Floyd Leonard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 7
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 8 - Student File - Dale, Patricia Morton

Title: Student File - Dale, Patricia Morton
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 8
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 9 - Student File - Davidson, Martin

Title: Student File - Davidson, Martin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 9
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 10 - Student File - Dickinson, James William
Title: Student File - Dickinson, James William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 10
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 11 - Student File - Doiron, Peter James
Title: Student File - Doiron, Peter James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 11
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 12 - Student File - Donovan, Catherine Joan
Title: Student File - Donovan, Catherine Joan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 12
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 15 - Student File - Downton, Joyce Beverly
Title: Student File - Downton, Joyce Beverly
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 15
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 13 - Student File - Driscoll, Mary Louise

Title: Student File - Driscoll, Mary Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 13
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 14 - Student File - Drysdale, Emily Jane

Title: Student File - Drysdale, Emily Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 14
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 16 - Student File - Dube, Donald R.

Title: Student File - Dube, Donald R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 16
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 17 - Student File - Farewell, Brian Geoffrey

Title: Student File - Farewell, Brian Geoffrey
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 17
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 18 - Student File - Farwell, David Frederick

Title: Student File - Farwell, David Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 18
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 19 - Student File - Felser, Allan Joe

Title: Student File - Felser, Allan Joe
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 19
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 20 - Student File - Flinn, Janice Marie

Title: Student File - Flinn, Janice Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 20
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 21 - Student File - Folkins, Ann Martha

Title: Student File - Folkins, Ann Martha
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 21
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 22 - Student File - Fraser, Alfred Kenneth

Title: Student File - Fraser, Alfred Kenneth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 22
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 23 - Student File - Gallant, Wilfred Alexander

Title: Student File - Gallant, Wilfred Alexander
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 23
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 24 - Student File - Gervais, Jacqueline Marie

Title: Student File - Gervais, Jacqueline Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 24
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 25 - Student File - Gillespie, Mary Catherine

Title: Student File - Gillespie, Mary Catherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 25
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 26 - Student File - Gillis, John Daniel

Title: Student File - Gillis, John Daniel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 26
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 27 - Student File - Gordon, Wesley A.

Title: Student File - Gordon, Wesley A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 38, Folder 27
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 1 - Student File - Harnish, Susanne Lee

Title: Student File - Harnish, Susanne Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 1
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 2 - Student File - Harras, Lucille

Title: Student File - Harras, Lucille
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 2
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 3 - Student File - Hyslop, Robert Buchanan

Title: Student File - Hyslop, Robert Buchanan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 3
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 4 - Student File - Kelly, Patricia

Title: Student File - Kelly, Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 4
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 5 - Student File - Korzeniowski, Alex

Title: Student File - Korzeniowski, Alex
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 5
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 6 - Student File - Kozey, Stephen William

Title: Student File - Kozey, Stephen William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 6
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 7 - Student File - Lackey, Lynda Margaret

Title: Student File - Lackey, Lynda Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 7
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 8 - Student File - Laroque, John Claude

Title: Student File - Laroque, John Claude
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 8
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 9 - Student File - Law, Kenneth Clifford

Title: Student File - Law, Kenneth Clifford
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 9
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 10 - Student File - Lawlor, William Brennan

Title: Student File - Lawlor, William Brennan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 10
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 11 - Student File - Lawson, Janet Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Lawson, Janet Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 11
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 12 - Student File - LeBlanc, R航海 D.

Title: Student File - LeBlanc, R航海 D.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 12
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 14 - Student File - Lee, Hwayoung

Title: Student File - Lee, Hwayoung
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 14
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 13 - Student File - Lefcovich, Sheldon

Title: Student File - Lefcovich, Sheldon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 13
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 17 - Student File - Levasseur, Normand Roger

Title: Student File - Levasseur, Normand Roger
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 17
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 15 - Student File - Lovett, Janis Marie

Title: Student File - Lovett, Janis Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 15
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 16 - Student File - Luckhart, Ian Birrell

Title: Student File - Luckhart, Ian Birrell
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 16
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 20 - Student File - MacDougall, Bernard Ralph

Title: Student File - MacDougall, Bernard Ralph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 20
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 21 - Student File - MacDougall, John Douglas

Title: Student File - MacDougall, John Douglas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 21
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 22 - Student File - MacDougall, Margaret Gail

Title: Student File - MacDougall, Margaret Gail
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 22
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 25 - Student File - MacInnes, John Alexander

Title: Student File - MacInnes, John Alexander
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 25
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 26 - Student File - MacIntyre, Howard Douglas

Title: Student File - MacIntyre, Howard Douglas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 26
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 1 - Student File - MacKenzie, Lorraine Hannah

Title: Student File - MacKenzie, Lorraine Hannah
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 1
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 2 - Student File - MacLean William Ian

Title: Student File - MacLean William Ian
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 2
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 4 - Student File - Mann, Ralph Braden

Title: Student File - Mann, Ralph Braden
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 4
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 5 - Student File - Manza, Anthony Paul

Title: Student File - Manza, Anthony Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 5
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 6 - Student File - Martin, Louis R.

Title: Student File - Martin, Louis R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 6
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 7 - Student File - Matheson, George Murray

Title: Student File - Matheson, George Murray
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 7
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 8 - Student File - Matlin, Erwin

Title: Student File - Matlin, Erwin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 8
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 18 - Student File - McAdam, Harold M.A.

Title: Student File - McAdam, Harold M.A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 18
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 19 - Student File - McDonagh, William M.

Title: Student File - McDonagh, William M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 19
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 23 - Student File - McGee, Joanne E.

Title: Student File - McGee, Joanne E.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 23
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 24 - Student File - McGrath, Patricia Mary

Title: Student File - McGrath, Patricia Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 39, Folder 24
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 3 - Student File - McMullin, Daniel Charles

Title: Student File - McMullin, Daniel Charles
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 3
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 9 - Student File - Mitchell, Delores P.

Title: Student File - Mitchell, Delores P.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 9
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 10 - Student File - Mooney, Terence Joseph Michael

Title: Student File - Mooney, Terence Joseph Michael
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 10
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 11 - Student File - Morris, Brian Joseph

Title: Student File - Morris, Brian Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 11
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 12 - Student File - Murray, Margaret Ann

Title: Student File - Murray, Margaret Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 12
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 13 - Student File - Myers, Ted

Title: Student File - Myers, Ted
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 13
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 14 - Student File - O'Brien, Donnell Francis

Title: Student File - O'Brien, Donnell Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 14
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 15 - Student File - O'Connor, George Patrick

Title: Student File - O'Connor, George Patrick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 15
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 16 - Student File - Oliver, Jules Ramon

Title: Student File - Oliver, Jules Ramon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 16
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 17 - Student File - O'Neil, Catherine Maureen

Title: Student File - O'Neil, Catherine Maureen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 17
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 18 - Student File - Payne, Calvin R.

Title: Student File - Payne, Calvin R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 18
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 19 - Student File - Phinney, Carmen Sandra Louise

Title: Student File - Phinney, Carmen Sandra Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 19
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 20 - Student File - Pike, Ann Louise

Title: Student File - Pike, Ann Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 20
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 21 - Student File - Prevatt, Dianne Clare

Title: Student File - Prevatt, Dianne Clare
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 21
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 22 - Student File - Quigg, Richard Alan

Title: Student File - Quigg, Richard Alan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 22
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 1 - Student File - Reichwein, Baldwin Peter

Title: Student File - Reichwein, Baldwin Peter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 1
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 23 - Student File - Reichwein, Baldwin Peter

Title: Student File - Reichwein, Baldwin Peter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 40, Folder 23
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 1 - Student File - Reppa, Stanley

Title: Student File - Reppa, Stanley
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 1
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 2 - Student File - Richard, Rodrigue Andre Joseph

Title: Student File - Richard, Rodrigue Andre Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 2
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 3 - Student File - Roberts, Barbara Christina

Title: Student File - Roberts, Barbara Christina
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 3
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 4 - Student File - Robertson, Donald Eric

Title: Student File - Robertson, Donald Eric
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 4
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 5 - Student File - Robertson, Kevin Michael

Title: Student File - Robertson, Kevin Michael
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 5
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 6 - Student File - Salter, Sharon Lee

Title: Student File - Salter, Sharon Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 6
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 7 - Student File - Scott, Christopher John

Title: Student File - Scott, Christopher John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 7
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 8 - Student File - Scott, Joseph Vincent

Title: Student File - Scott, Joseph Vincent
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 8
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 9 - Student File - Shaffelburg, David R. (Rev.)

Title: Student File - Shaffelburg, David R. (Rev.)
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 9
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 10 - Student File - Sharpe, Thomas Arthur

Title: Student File - Sharpe, Thomas Arthur
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 10
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 11 - Student File - Sheppard, Joan Collette

Title: Student File - Sheppard, Joan Collette
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 11
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 12 - Student File - Sherwood, Nancy Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Sherwood, Nancy Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 12
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 13 - Student File - Smallwood, David MacNeil

Title: Student File - Smallwood, David MacNeil
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 13
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 14 - Student File - Smith, Brian Francis

Title: Student File - Smith, Brian Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 14
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 15 - Student File - Smith, Heather McDowall

Title: Student File - Smith, Heather McDowall
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 15
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 16 - Student File - Smith, Susan Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Smith, Susan Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 16
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 17 - Student File - Snow, Joseph Eric Claude

Title: Student File - Snow, Joseph Eric Claude
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 17
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 18 - Student File - Syal, Krishan K.

Title: Student File - Syal, Krishan K.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 18
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 19 - Student File - Taylor, Sandra Jean

Title: Student File - Taylor, Sandra Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 19
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 20 - Student File - Taylor, Victor Wayne

Title: Student File - Taylor, Victor Wayne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 20
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 21 - Student File - Theriault, Joseph Etienne

Title: Student File - Theriault, Joseph Etienne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 21
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 22 - Student File - Theriault, Vicki Rose

Title: Student File - Theriault, Vicki Rose
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 22
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 1 - Student File - Thorne, Charles Wayne

Title: Student File - Thorne, Charles Wayne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 1
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 23 - Student File - Tiller, Roy

Title: Student File - Tiller, Roy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 41, Folder 23
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 2 - Student File - Van Den Assem, Bareno

Title: Student File - Van Den Assem, Bareno
Reference code: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 2
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 3 - Student File - Vickers, Paula Mary Frances

Title: Student File - Vickers, Paula Mary Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 3
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 4 - Student File - Vojacek, Frank Joseph

Title: Student File - Vojacek, Frank Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 4
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 5 - Student File - Wakelin, Sandra Lee

Title: Student File - Wakelin, Sandra Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 5
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 6 - Student File - Walsh, Irene Frances

Title: Student File - Walsh, Irene Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 6
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 7 - Student File - Ward, Mary Graham

Title: Student File - Ward, Mary Graham
Reference code: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 7
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 8 - Student File - White, Andrea Maude Drummond

Title: Student File - White, Andrea Maude Drummond
Reference code: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 8
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 9 - Student File - White, Sarah Margaret

Title: Student File - White, Sarah Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 9
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 10 - Student File - Willcock, Keith Robert

Title: Student File - Willcock, Keith Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 10
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 11 - Student File - Williams, Eugene Edward

Title: Student File - Williams, Eugene Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 11
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 12 - Student File - Wiun, Marianne

Title: Student File - Wiun, Marianne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 12
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 13 - Student File - Wright, Faye Diane

Title: Student File - Wright, Faye Diane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 13
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 1 - Awards - Bursaries and Scholarships

Title: Awards - Bursaries and Scholarships
Reference code: UA-22, Box 372, Folder 1
Date: 1969-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 14 - Student File - Ahrens, Susan Randall

Title: Student File - Ahrens, Susan Randall
Reference code: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 14
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 15 - Student File - Atkinson, Daneen Velma

Title: Student File - Atkinson, Daneen Velma
Reference code: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 15
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 16 - Student File - Bevan, Glendon

Title: Student File - Bevan, Glendon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 16
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 17 - Student File - Bhatt, Sumitra
Title: Student File - Bhatt, Sumitra
Reference code: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 17
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 18 - Student File - Bishop, Murray Francis
Title: Student File - Bishop, Murray Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 42, Folder 18
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 1 - Student File - Blaise, Edmond Joseph
Title: Student File - Blaise, Edmond Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 1
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 2 - Student File - Borden, Margaret Anne
Title: Student File - Borden, Margaret Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 2
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 3 - Student File - Britton, Robert Joseph

Title: Student File - Britton, Robert Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 3
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 4 - Student File - Brown, Christine Anne

Title: Student File - Brown, Christine Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 4
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 5 - Student File - Brunette, Andree

Title: Student File - Brunette, Andree
Reference code: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 5
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 6 - Student File - Bryenton, Betty Baxter

Title: Student File - Bryenton, Betty Baxter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 6
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 7 - Student File - Buck, Allen Donald

Title: Student File - Buck, Allen Donald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 7
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 8 - Student File - Campbell, Clinton F.

Title: Student File - Campbell, Clinton F.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 8
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 9 - Student File - Capstick, Francis Bernard

Title: Student File - Capstick, Francis Bernard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 9
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 10 - Student File - Cawley, Ann Carswell

Title: Student File - Cawley, Ann Carswell
Reference code: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 10
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 11 - Student File - Clark, Michael Francis

Title: Student File - Clark, Michael Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 11
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 12 - Student File - Clough, David John

Title: Student File - Clough, David John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 12
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 13 - Student File - Collins, Paul

Title: Student File - Collins, Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 13
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 14 - Student File - Costello, M.J. Barry

Title: Student File - Costello, M.J. Barry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 14
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 15 - Student File - Curtis, Donna Jean

Title: Student File - Curtis, Donna Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 15
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 16 - Student File - Delaney, Marion Eileen

Title: Student File - Delaney, Marion Eileen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 16
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 17 - Student File - Delaney, Roger Joseph C.

Title: Student File - Delaney, Roger Joseph C.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 43, Folder 17
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 1 - Student File - Devanney, Carol Ruth

Title: Student File - Devanney, Carol Ruth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 1
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 2 - Student File - Fraser, Janice Elaine

Title: Student File - Fraser, Janice Elaine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 2
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 3 - Student File - Granville, Frederick

Title: Student File - Granville, Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 3
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 4 - Student File - Hale, Lilyon

Title: Student File - Hale, Lilyon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 4
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 5 - Student File - Hardy, Patricia Gail

Title: Student File - Hardy, Patricia Gail
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 5
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 6 - Student File - Harris, Everett John

Title: Student File - Harris, Everett John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 6
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

-----

File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 7 - Student File - Hayes, Karen Wilda

Title: Student File - Hayes, Karen Wilda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 7
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

-----

File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 8 - Student File - Hines, Carol Ruth

Title: Student File - Hines, Carol Ruth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 8
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

-----

File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 9 - Student File - Hollett, Wayne Francis

Title: Student File - Hollett, Wayne Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 9
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 10 - Student File - Hunter, Douglas Robert

Title: Student File - Hunter, Douglas Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 10
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 11 - Student File - Hurley, Mavis Mary

Title: Student File - Hurley, Mavis Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 11
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 12 - Student File - Iannacone, Vincent Joseph

Title: Student File - Iannacone, Vincent Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 12
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 13 - Student File - Jenkins, Carole Phyllis

Title: Student File - Jenkins, Carole Phyllis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 13
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 14 - Student File - Joistdahl, Orin John

Title: Student File - Joistdahl, Orin John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 14
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 15 - Student File - Keeping, Patricia

Title: Student File - Keeping, Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 15
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 16 - Student File - Knox, Bonnie Maureen

Title: Student File - Knox, Bonnie Maureen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 16
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 17 - Student File - Kootman, Stephen

Title: Student File - Kootman, Stephen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 17
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 18 - Student File - Langevin, Jean Paul Alexander

Title: Student File - Langevin, Jean Paul Alexander
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 18
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 19 - Student File - Law, John

Title: Student File - Law, John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 19
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 20 - Student File - LeBlanc, Donald

Title: Student File - LeBlanc, Donald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 20
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 21 - Student File - Lo, Ivy Mei-Ha

Title: Student File - Lo, Ivy Mei-Ha
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 21
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 22 - Student File - Lopes, Blair Ferguson Robert

Title: Student File - Lopes, Blair Ferguson Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 22
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 23 - Student File - Lynch, Renee Felice

Title: Student File - Lynch, Renee Felice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 44, Folder 23
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 7 - Student File - MacDonald, Clarence Gerald

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Clarence Gerald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 7
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 8 - Student File - MacDonald, Kenneth James

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Kenneth James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 8
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 9 - Student File - MacDonald, Marjorie Jean

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Marjorie Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 9
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 10 - Student File - MacDonald, Sharon Marie

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Sharon Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 10
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 12 - Student File - MacIntyre, Delores Ann

Title: Student File - MacIntyre, Delores Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 12
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 13 - Student File - MacIntyre, Joseph Eugene

Title: Student File - MacIntyre, Joseph Eugene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 13
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 14 - Student File - MacKasey, Janet Elizabeth

Title: Student File - MacKasey, Janet Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 14
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 15 - Student File - MacKenzie, Cynthia Grace

Title: Student File - MacKenzie, Cynthia Grace
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 15
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 17 - Student File - MacNeil, John Bernard

Title: Student File - MacNeil, John Bernard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 17
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 18 - Student File - MacNutt, Anna Dawn

Title: Student File - MacNutt, Anna Dawn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 18
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 1 - Student File - Mantin, Maureen Catherine

Title: Student File - Mantin, Maureen Catherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 1
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 2 - Student File - Mayo, Susan Mary Margaret

Title: Student File - Mayo, Susan Mary Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 2
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 11 - Student File - McIntosh, Michael

Title: Student File - McIntosh, Michael
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 11
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 16 - Student File - McLean, Edward Stanton

Title: Student File - McLean, Edward Stanton
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 16
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 3 - Student File - Megarity, Paul

Title: Student File - Megarity, Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 3
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 4 - Student File - Morris, Bryon

Title: Student File - Morris, Bryon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 4
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 5 - Student File - Mourot, Marjorie Lynn

Title: Student File - Mourot, Marjorie Lynn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 5
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 6 - Student File - Murphy, Lorne Basil

Title: Student File - Murphy, Lorne Basil
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 6
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 19 - Student File - Osterberg, Arne

Title: Student File - Osterberg, Arne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 19
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 20 - Student File - Parker, Peter Neville

Title: Student File - Parker, Peter Neville
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 20
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 21 - Student File - Posner, Craig Mayer

Title: Student File - Posner, Craig Mayer
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 21
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 22 - Student File - Richardson, Mary Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Richardson, Mary Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 45, Folder 22
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 13 - Student File - Rutman, Naomi Ann

Title: Student File - Rutman, Naomi Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 13
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 1 - Student File - Rutman, Naomi Ann

Title: Student File - Rutman, Naomi Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 1
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 4 - Student File - Schubert, Karleen Maria

Title: Student File - Schubert, Karleen Maria
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 4
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 5 - Student File - Sewell, Austin

Title: Student File - Sewell, Austin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 5
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 6 - Student File - Smith, Pamela Muriel

Title: Student File - Smith, Pamela Muriel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 6
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 2 - Student File - St. Amand, Gaetan

Title: Student File - St. Amand, Gaetan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 2
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 3 - Student File - St. Laurent, Luc

Title: Student File - St. Laurent, Luc
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 3
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 7 - Student File - Stevenson, Margaret Leigh

Title: Student File - Stevenson, Margaret Leigh
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 7
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 8 - Student File - Swaminathan, Lakshmi

Title: Student File - Swaminathan, Lakshmi
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 8
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 9 - Student File - Tam, Tony Shui-Kee

Title: Student File - Tam, Tony Shui-Kee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 9
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 10 - Student File - Tucker, Bonita Ann

Title: Student File - Tucker, Bonita Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 10
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 11 - Student File - Van AlderWegen, William Frederick

Title: Student File - Van AlderWegen, William Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 11
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 12 - Student File - Warren, Olga Mary

Title: Student File - Warren, Olga Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 12
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 14 - Student Files - Research Information for 1970 Graduates

Title: Student Files - Research Information for 1970 Graduates
Reference code: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 14
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 11 - Awards - Statement of Bursaries

Title: Awards - Statement of Bursaries
Reference code: UA-22, Box 416, Folder 11
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 13 - Student File - Abramson, Lorne

Title: Student File - Abramson, Lorne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 13
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 14 - Student File - Adam, Peter

Title: Student File - Adam, Peter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 14
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 16 - Student File - Agarwal, Kesho S.

Title: Student File - Agarwal, Kesho S.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 16
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 17 - Student File - Alderman, Peter Douglas

Title: Student File - Alderman, Peter Douglas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 17
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 15 - Student File - Aldridge, Katherine

Title: Student File - Aldridge, Katherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 15
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 18 - Student File - Andrews, Jacklin Herbert

Title: Student File - Andrews, Jacklin Herbert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 18
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 19 - Student File - Arseneau, Marie Mona Rose

Title: Student File - Arseneau, Marie Mona Rose
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 19
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 20 - Student File - Aymar, J.L.

Title: Student File - Aymar, J.L.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 20
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 21 - Student File - Babajtis, Michele

Title: Student File - Babajtis, Michele
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 21
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 22 - Student File - Baird, Albert

Title: Student File - Baird, Albert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 22
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 23 - Student File - Bateman, Marilyn Ruth

Title: Student File - Bateman, Marilyn Ruth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 23
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 24 - Student File - Bayers, Linda Sylvia

Title: Student File - Bayers, Linda Sylvia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 24
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 25 - Student File - Beamish, Margaret M.

Title: Student File - Beamish, Margaret M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 22, Folder 25
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 26 - Student File - Bond, John Leonard

Title: Student File - Bond, John Leonard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 26
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 27 - Student File - Boughen, Carole L.

Title: Student File - Boughen, Carole L.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 46, Folder 27
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 1 - Student File - Breen, Douglas Edward

Title: Student File - Breen, Douglas Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 1
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 2 - Student File - Broadbent, Terence Cecil

Title: Student File - Broadbent, Terence Cecil
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 2
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 3 - Student File - Bultz, Soloman

Title: Student File - Bultz, Soloman
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 3
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 4 - Student File - Calder, Louise Lyla

Title: Student File - Calder, Louise Lyla
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 4
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 5 - Student File - Callaghan, Leo Patrick

Title: Student File - Callaghan, Leo Patrick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 5
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 6 - Student File - Carroll, Diane Marie

Title: Student File - Carroll, Diane Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 6
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 7 - Student File - Casey, Florence Lorraine

Title: Student File - Casey, Florence Lorraine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 7
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 8 - Student File - Ceretti, G. Elaine

Title: Student File - Ceretti, G. Elaine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 8
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 9 - Student File - Chan, Danny Tak Sum

Title: Student File - Chan, Danny Tak Sum
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 9
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 10 - Student File - Chandler, Leonard Elliot

Title: Student File - Chandler, Leonard Elliot
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 10
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 11 - Student File - Clark, Claudia Diane

Title: Student File - Clark, Claudia Diane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 11
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 12 - Student File - Clark, George

Title: Student File - Clark, George
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 12
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 13 - Student File - Cohen, David Hirsch

Title: Student File - Cohen, David Hirsch
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 13
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 14 - Student File - Comeau, Jean Dennis

Title: Student File - Comeau, Jean Dennis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 14
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 15 - Student File - Conrad, Duncan Cameron

Title: Student File - Conrad, Duncan Cameron
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 15
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 16 - Student File - Cramer, David Jonathan

Title: Student File - Cramer, David Jonathan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 16
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 17 - Student File - Croker, Maureen

Title: Student File - Croker, Maureen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 17
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 18 - Student File - Cunningham, Adrienne

Title: Student File - Cunningham, Adrienne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 18
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 19 - Student File - Cunningham, John Peter

Title: Student File - Cunningham, John Peter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 19
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 20 - Student File - Dalton, Helen

Title: Student File - Dalton, Helen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 20
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 21 - Student File - d'Entremont, Emilie

Title: Student File - d'Entremont, Emilie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 21
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 22 - Student File - Deosaran, Harry

Title: Student File - Deosaran, Harry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 22
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 23 - Student File - Diamond, Charles

Title: Student File - Diamond, Charles
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 23
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 24 - Student File - Dolan, E. Kathleen

Title: Student File - Dolan, E. Kathleen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 24
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 25 - Student File - Driscoll, Anne Marie

Title: Student File - Driscoll, Anne Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 25
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 26 - Student File - Duke, James Arthur

Title: Student File - Duke, James Arthur
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 26
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 27 - Student File - Dunphy, Ronald Joseph

Title: Student File - Dunphy, Ronald Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 27
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 28 - Student File - Elliott, Nancy Gail

Title: Student File - Elliott, Nancy Gail
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 28
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 29 - Student File - Emery, Mary Susan MacKay

Title: Student File - Emery, Mary Susan MacKay
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 29
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 30 - Student File - Eredics, Imre K.

Title: Student File - Eredics, Imre K.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 30
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 31 - Student File - Erickson, Robert Edward

Title: Student File - Erickson, Robert Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 47, Folder 31
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 1 - Student File - Flynn, Earl Roderick

Title: Student File - Flynn, Earl Roderick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 1
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 2 - Student File - Fortier, John B.

Title: Student File - Fortier, John B.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 2
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 3 - Student File - Freebury, Kathleen Ruth

Title: Student File - Freebury, Kathleen Ruth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 3
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 4 - Student File - French, Cardon F.M.
Title: Student File - French, Cardon F.M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 4
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 5 - Student File - Fulcher, Rex Ernest
Title: Student File - Fulcher, Rex Ernest
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 5
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 6 - Student File - Gaudet, Harold P.
Title: Student File - Gaudet, Harold P.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 6
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 7 - Student File - Germann, Vince Francis
Title: Student File - Germann, Vince Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 7
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 8 - Student File - Gibson, Barbara Corinne

Title: Student File - Gibson, Barbara Corinne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 8
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 9 - Student File - Gifford, Jocelyn Marie

Title: Student File - Gifford, Jocelyn Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 9
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 10 - Student File - Gillis, John

Title: Student File - Gillis, John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 10
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 11 - Student File - Gillis, Ronnay Angus

Title: Student File - Gillis, Ronnay Angus
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 11
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 12 - Student File - Gobeil, Joseph Henry

Title: Student File - Gobeil, Joseph Henry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 12
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 13 - Student File - Goodwin, Robert Allison

Title: Student File - Goodwin, Robert Allison
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 13
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 14 - Student File - Gordon, Frederick Alexander

Title: Student File - Gordon, Frederick Alexander
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 14
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 15 - Student File - Granchelli, Gordon Francis

Title: Student File - Granchelli, Gordon Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 15
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 16 - Student File - Grantham, David A.

Title: Student File - Grantham, David A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 16
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 17 - Student File - Graves, John Thomas

Title: Student File - Graves, John Thomas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 17
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 18 - Student File - Green, Estelle Raymonde

Title: Student File - Green, Estelle Raymonde
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 18
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 19 - Student File - Green, Mae

Title: Student File - Green, Mae
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 19
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 20 - Student File - Hache, Donald

Title: Student File - Hache, Donald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 20
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 21 - Student File - Hale, Lance R.

Title: Student File - Hale, Lance R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 21
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 22 - Student File - Hand, Frank Reginal

Title: Student File - Hand, Frank Reginal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 22
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 23 - Student File - Harrison, William R.

Title: Student File - Harrison, William R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 23
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 24 - Student File - Hart, Ronald Allen

Title: Student File - Hart, Ronald Allen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 24
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 25 - Student File - Hayter, William Alton

Title: Student File - Hayter, William Alton
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 25
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 26 - Student File - Hill, Derek Peter Bruce

Title: Student File - Hill, Derek Peter Bruce
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 26
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 27 - Student File - Hill, James Albert

Title: Student File - Hill, James Albert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 27
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 28 - Student File - Hill, Jordan Roy

Title: Student File - Hill, Jordan Roy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 28
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 29 - Student File - Hutchinson, Wayne Joseph

Title: Student File - Hutchinson, Wayne Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 29
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 30 - Student File - Jobin, Mary Ann Frances

Title: Student File - Jobin, Mary Ann Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 48, Folder 30
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 2 - Student File - Jones, Cheryl Ann

Title: Student File - Jones, Cheryl Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 2
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 1 - Student File - Joseph, Doreen
Title: Student File - Joseph, Doreen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 1
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 3 - Student File - Kane, Ann Aesophocles
Title: Student File - Kane, Ann Aesophocles
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 3
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 4 - Student File - Kays, Diane Elizabeth
Title: Student File - Kays, Diane Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 4
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 5 - Student File - Kell, John Thompson
Title: Student File - Kell, John Thompson
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 5
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 6 - Student File - Killam, Diane Margaret Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Killam, Diane Margaret Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 6
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 7 - Student File - Lamba, Om

Title: Student File - Lamba, Om
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 7
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 8 - Student File - Lamont, Lawrence John

Title: Student File - Lamont, Lawrence John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 8
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 9 - Student File - Landry, Reginald Albert

Title: Student File - Landry, Reginald Albert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 9
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 10 - Student File - Langille, Colin Ellsworth

Title: Student File - Langille, Colin Ellsworth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 10
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 13 - Student File - LaVatte, Star Charlene Dawn

Title: Student File - LaVatte, Star Charlene Dawn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 13
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 11 - Student File - Lawless, Gerald

Title: Student File - Lawless, Gerald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 11
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 12 - Student File - Leger, Paul

Title: Student File - Leger, Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 12
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 14 - Student File - Lightbown, Elthea

Title: Student File - Lightbown, Elthea
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 14
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 15 - Student File - Logan, Roy Emery

Title: Student File - Logan, Roy Emery
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 15
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 16 - Student File - Lyamba, Beatty

Title: Student File - Lyamba, Beatty
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 16
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 10 - Student File - MacAulay, John Frank

Title: Student File - MacAulay, John Frank
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 10
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 11 - Student File - MacDonald, David Glen

Title: Student File - MacDonald, David Glen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 11
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 12 - Student File - MacDonald, James Louis

Title: Student File - MacDonald, James Louis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 12
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 13 - Student File - MacDonald, Jean

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 13
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 14 - Student File - MacDonald, Linda Lee

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Linda Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 14
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 15 - Student File - MacEachern, James

Title: Student File - MacEachern, James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 15
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 16 - Student File - MacFarlane, Barrie Roy

Title: Student File - MacFarlane, Barrie Roy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 16
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 18 - Student File - MacKenzie, Kenneth William

Title: Student File - MacKenzie, Kenneth William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 18
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 19 - Student File - MacLaren, Jean C.

Title: Student File - MacLaren, Jean C.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 19
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 21 - Student File - MacNeil, Zita Eileen
Title: Student File - MacNeil, Zita Eileen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 21
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 23 - Student File - MacPhee, Robert Charles
Title: Student File - MacPhee, Robert Charles
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 23
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 17 - Student File - Maitland, Mary Jane
Title: Student File - Maitland, Mary Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 17
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 18 - Student File - Mallenby, Terry W.
Title: Student File - Mallenby, Terry W.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 18
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 19 - Student File - Mang, Ronald Dale

Title: Student File - Mang, Ronald Dale
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 19
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 20 - Student File - Manjooran, Antony

Title: Student File - Manjooran, Antony
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 20
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 21 - Student File - Marentette, Hilary Christine

Title: Student File - Marentette, Hilary Christine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 21
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 22 - Student File - Marshall, Carol-Anne

Title: Student File - Marshall, Carol-Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 22
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 23 - Student File - Maslen, Martha Susan
Title: Student File - Maslen, Martha Susan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 49, Folder 23
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 17 - Student File - McInroy, Jewel Lynn
Title: Student File - McInroy, Jewel Lynn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 17
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 20 - Student File - McLearon, Mark
Title: Student File - McLearon, Mark
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 20
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 22 - Student File - McQuaid, Stephen Joseph
Title: Student File - McQuaid, Stephen Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 22
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 1 - Student File - Mensah, Michael Tetty

Title: Student File - Mensah, Michael Tetty
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 1
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 2 - Student File - Merrigan, Michael

Title: Student File - Merrigan, Michael
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 2
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 3 - Student File - Moore, David Stevenson

Title: Student File - Moore, David Stevenson
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 3
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 4 - Student File - Morra, Nicholas Lawrence

Title: Student File - Morra, Nicholas Lawrence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 4
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 5 - Student File - Morrison, Marion Theresa

Title: Student File - Morrison, Marion Theresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 5
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 6 - Student File - Morse, Sandra

Title: Student File - Morse, Sandra
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 6
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 7 - Student File - Muggah, Martha Marie

Title: Student File - Muggah, Martha Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 7
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 8 - Student File - Murphy, Bernadett Marie

Title: Student File - Murphy, Bernadett Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 8
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 9 - Student File - Murphy, Mary

Title: Student File - Murphy, Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 50, Folder 9
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 1 - Student File - Newman, Margaret Jean

Title: Student File - Newman, Margaret Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 1
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 2 - Student File - Nickle, Wayne Bradford

Title: Student File - Nickle, Wayne Bradford
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 2
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 3 - Student File - Nider, Sheldon

Title: Student File - Nider, Sheldon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 3
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 4 - Student File - O'Hara, Gwendolyn F.

Title: Student File - O'Hara, Gwendolyn F.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 4
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 5 - Student File - Outhwaite, James Richard Glenn

Title: Student File - Outhwaite, James Richard Glenn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 5
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 6 - Student File - Parker, David Thomas

Title: Student File - Parker, David Thomas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 6
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 7 - Student File - Parker, Phyllis Allaleigh

Title: Student File - Parker, Phyllis Allaleigh
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 7
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 8 - Student File - Patil, Vasant S.
Title: Student File - Patil, Vasant S.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 8
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 9 - Student File - Perrins, Daniel
Title: Student File - Perrins, Daniel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 9
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 10 - Student File - Peterson, Barry Alan
Title: Student File - Peterson, Barry Alan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 10
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 11 - Student File - Poirer, Geraldine Louise
Title: Student File - Poirer, Geraldine Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 11
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 12 - Student File - Pothier, Mary Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Pothier, Mary Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 12
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 13 - Student File - Power, Imelde Marie

Title: Student File - Power, Imelde Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 13
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 14 - Student File - Prince, James A.

Title: Student File - Prince, James A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 14
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 15 - Student File - Quick, Anthony George

Title: Student File - Quick, Anthony George
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 15
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 16 - Student File - Quinn, David A.

Title: Student File - Quinn, David A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 16
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 17 - Student File - Rochman, Gerald

Title: Student File - Rochman, Gerald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 17
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 18 - Student File - Ross, Margo

Title: Student File - Ross, Margo
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 18
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 19 - Student File - Roth, Wallace Edward

Title: Student File - Roth, Wallace Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 19
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 20 - Student File - Sanford, David Wendell

Title: Student File - Sanford, David Wendell
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 20
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 21 - Student File - Sanford, Glenda

Title: Student File - Sanford, Glenda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 21
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 22 - Student File - Saville, John

Title: Student File - Saville, John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 22
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 23 - Student File - Schachtel, Allan James

Title: Student File - Schachtel, Allan James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 23
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 24 - Student File - Schnell, Kenneth William

Title: Student File - Schnell, Kenneth William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 24
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 25 - Student File - Scully, Sheila

Title: Student File - Scully, Sheila
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 25
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 26 - Student File - Senechal, Jacques Marc

Title: Student File - Senechal, Jacques Marc
Reference code: UA-22, Box 51, Folder 26
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 1 - Student File - Sherman, Tom R.

Title: Student File - Sherman, Tom R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 1
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 2 - Student File - Simms, Phyllis

Title: Student File - Simms, Phyllis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 2
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 3 - Student File - Simon, Sharon Louise

Title: Student File - Simon, Sharon Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 3
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 4 - Student File - Sister Helen Frances Burns

Title: Student File - Sister Helen Frances Burns
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 4
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 52,Folder 5 - Student File - Sister Lorraine LeBlanc

Title: Student File - Sister Lorraine LeBlanc
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 5
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 6 - Student File - Sister Marie Anne Ovellet

Title: Student File - Sister Marie Anne Ovellet  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 6  
Date: 1971 (date of creation)  

Restrictions on access:  
Closed  

---

File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 7 - Student File - Sister Yolande Yvette Savoie

Title: Student File - Sister Yolande Yvette Savoie  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 7  
Date: 1971 (date of creation)  

Restrictions on access:  
Closed  

---

File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 8 - Student File - St. Amand, Neiry

Title: Student File - St. Amand, Neiry  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 8  
Date: 1971 (date of creation)  

Restrictions on access:  
Closed  

---

File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 9 - Student File - Stevenson, Jean A.

Title: Student File - Stevenson, Jean A.  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 9  
Date: 1971 (date of creation)  

Restrictions on access:  
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 10 - Student File - Stewart, Vibart Churchill

Title: Student File - Stewart, Vibart Churchill
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 10
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 11 - Student File - Stubbings, David Richard

Title: Student File - Stubbings, David Richard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 11
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 13 - Student File - Thompson, Philip Michael

Title: Student File - Thompson, Philip Michael
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 13
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 14 - Student File - Thompson, Ralph

Title: Student File - Thompson, Ralph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 14
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 12 - Student File - Tomlinson, Penny Arlene

Title: Student File - Tomlinson, Penny Arlene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 12
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 15 - Student File - Trembley, James Andrew

Title: Student File - Trembley, James Andrew
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 15
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 16 - Student File - Twaddle, William Kennedy

Title: Student File - Twaddle, William Kennedy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 16
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 17 - Student File - Van Kuik, Antoinette

Title: Student File - Van Kuik, Antoinette
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 17
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 18 - Student File - Vessey, Helen Beryl

Title: Student File - Vessey, Helen Beryl
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 18
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 19 - Student File - Vigod, Zena Lela

Title: Student File - Vigod, Zena Lela
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 19
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 20 - Student File - Vineberg, Lorne

Title: Student File - Vineberg, Lorne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 20
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 21 - Student File - Vorstermans, Francis Joseph

Title: Student File - Vorstermans, Francis Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 52, Folder 21
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 1 - Student File - Walsh, Richard

Title: Student File - Walsh, Richard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 1
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 2 - Student File - Webber, Marlene Carol

Title: Student File - Webber, Marlene Carol
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 2
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 3 - Student File - Wetmore, Susan

Title: Student File - Wetmore, Susan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 3
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 4 - Student File - White, Robert Earl

Title: Student File - White, Robert Earl
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 4
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 5 - Student File - Wong, Shin Ching Pauline

Title: Student File - Wong, Shin Ching Pauline
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 5
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 6 - Student File - Wright, Diann E.L.

Title: Student File - Wright, Diann E.L.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 6
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 7 - Student File - Young, William Alexander

Title: Student File - Young, William Alexander
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 7
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 189, Folder 6 - Awards - Financial Assistance

Title: Awards - Financial Assistance
Reference code: UA-22, Box 189, Folder 6
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 5 - Sinfield, Sharon
Title: Sinfield, Sharon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 184, Folder 5
Date: 1971-1973 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 3 - Miscellaneous Student File and Student Council List
Title: Miscellaneous Student File and Student Council List
Reference code: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 3
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 8 - Student File - Airoldi, Louis Andrew
Title: Student File - Airoldi, Louis Andrew
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 8
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 9 - Student File - Alberts, Howard Wayne
Title: Student File - Alberts, Howard Wayne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 9
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 10 - Student File - Behrman, Joan Anne
Title: Student File - Behrman, Joan Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 10
File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 11 - Student File - Bennett, Deirdre

Title: Student File - Bennett, Deirdre
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 11
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 12 - Student File - Berube, Richard Paul

Title: Student File - Berube, Richard Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 12
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 13 - Student File - Bishop, Gregory Paul

Title: Student File - Bishop, Gregory Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 13
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 14 - Student File - Blinder, Rosemary

Title: Student File - Blinder, Rosemary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 14

Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 15 - Student File - Bortolussi, Joseph Aldlchi**

Title: Student File - Bortolussi, Joseph Aldlchi

Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 15

Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 16 - Student File - Bothwell, Marjorie Lee**

Title: Student File - Bothwell, Marjorie Lee

Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 16

Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 17 - Student File - Boudreau, Amantine**

Title: Student File - Boudreau, Amantine

Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 17

Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 18 - Student File - Bouma, Peter A.M.**
Title: Student File - Bouma, Peter A.M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 18
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 19 - Student File - Bourgeault, Ronald Graham
Title: Student File - Bourgeault, Ronald Graham
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 19
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 20 - Student File - Bowie, Anne Marie
Title: Student File - Bowie, Anne Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 20
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 21 - Student File - Bridge, Joanne Margaret
Title: Student File - Bridge, Joanne Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 21
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 22 - Student File - Brown, Kenneth James

Title: Student File - Brown, Kenneth James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 22
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 23 - Student File - Buckley, Anne Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Buckley, Anne Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 23
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 24 - Student File - Burns, Robert Gordon

Title: Student File - Burns, Robert Gordon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 24
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 25 - Student File - Burrill, Malcolm R.

Title: Student File - Burrill, Malcolm R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 53, Folder 25
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 1 - Student File - Calderhead, Peter John

Title: Student File - Calderhead, Peter John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 1
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 2 - Student File - Canton, George Stephen

Title: Student File - Canton, George Stephen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 2
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 3 - Student File - Chambers, Marion E.

Title: Student File - Chambers, Marion E.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 3
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 4 - Student File - Changizi, Katayoon

Title: Student File - Changizi, Katayoon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 4
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 5 - Student File - Clair, Norman Henry

Title: Student File - Clair, Norman Henry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 5
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 6 - Student File - Cleversey, Kenneth James

Title: Student File - Cleversey, Kenneth James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 6
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 7 - Student File - Cohen, Susan

Title: Student File - Cohen, Susan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 7
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 8 - Student File - Cohn, Jeffrey F.

Title: Student File - Cohn, Jeffrey F.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 8
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 9 - Student File - Connely, Brian John

Title: Student File - Connely, Brian John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 9
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 10 - Student File - Cooper, Bruce William

Title: Student File - Cooper, Bruce William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 10
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 11 - Student File - Crane, David Arthur

Title: Student File - Crane, David Arthur
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 11
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 12 - Student File - Crawford-Smith, Peter

Title: Student File - Crawford-Smith, Peter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 12
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 13 - Student File - Dalzell, Gordon Winford

Title: Student File - Dalzell, Gordon Winford
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 13
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 14 - Student File - Darral, Gordon Frederick

Title: Student File - Darral, Gordon Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 14
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 15 - Student File - Davis, George Wayne

Title: Student File - Davis, George Wayne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 15
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 16 - Student File - Day, Ronald

Title: Student File - Day, Ronald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 16
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 17 - Student File - Delfre, Judith Ann

Title: Student File - Delfre, Judith Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 17
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 18 - Student File - d'Entremont, Beverly Ann

Title: Student File - d'Entremont, Beverly Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 18
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 19 - Student File - Deveau, Madelaine

Title: Student File - Deveau, Madelaine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 19
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 20 - Student File - Diemer, John Gerald

Title: Student File - Diemer, John Gerald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 20
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 21 - Student File - Driscoll, Sharon Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Driscoll, Sharon Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 21
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 22 - Student File - Duffenais, Thomas Stephen

Title: Student File - Duffenais, Thomas Stephen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 22
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 23 - Student File - Dugas, Betty Ann

Title: Student File - Dugas, Betty Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 23
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 24 - Student File - Durepos, Brigitte Adrienne

Title: Student File - Durepos, Brigitte Adrienne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 54, Folder 24
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 1 - Student File - Faith, Paul James

Title: Student File - Faith, Paul James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 1
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 3 - Student File - Ferguson, Mary Lou

Title: Student File - Ferguson, Mary Lou
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 3
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 2 - Student File - Finklestein, Jeffrey Howard

Title: Student File - Finklestein, Jeffrey Howard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 2
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 4 - Student File - Francis, Mayann Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Francis, Mayann Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 4
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 5 - Student File - French, Barbara Lynn

Title: Student File - French, Barbara Lynn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 5
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 6 - Student File - Friesen, Alan Dale

Title: Student File - Friesen, Alan Dale
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 6
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 7 - Student File - Gallivan, Mary Patricia

Title: Student File - Gallivan, Mary Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 7
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 8 - Student File - Gareau, Paul Stephen

Title: Student File - Gareau, Paul Stephen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 8
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 9 - Student File - Gates, Patricia Bernice

Title: Student File - Gates, Patricia Bernice  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 9  
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 10 - Student File - Gerald, Paul

Title: Student File - Gerald, Paul  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 10  
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 11 - Student File - Goodwin, Frank

Title: Student File - Goodwin, Frank  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 11  
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 12 - Student File - Gould, Gary Michael

Title: Student File - Gould, Gary Michael  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 12  
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 13 - Student File - Griffin, Lawrence Kevin

Title: Student File - Griffin, Lawrence Kevin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 13
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 14 - Student File - Gross, Marilyn Leah

Title: Student File - Gross, Marilyn Leah
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 14
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 15 - Student File - Gulak, Gordon Leonard

Title: Student File - Gulak, Gordon Leonard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 15
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 16 - Student File - Gursky, Gerald John

Title: Student File - Gursky, Gerald John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 16
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 17 - Student File - Hall, Deborah Ann

Title: Student File - Hall, Deborah Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 17
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 18 - Student File - Hall, Susan Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Hall, Susan Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 18
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 19 - Student File - Hamoline, Daniel Leopold Joseph

Title: Student File - Hamoline, Daniel Leopold Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 19
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 20 - Student File - Harding, Jill

Title: Student File - Harding, Jill
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 20
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 21 - Student File - Harvey, Barbara Jean

Title: Student File - Harvey, Barbara Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 21
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 22 - Student File - Heckbert, Douglas Robert

Title: Student File - Heckbert, Douglas Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 55, Folder 22
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 1 - Student File - Heffernan, Barry James

Title: Student File - Heffernan, Barry James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 1
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 2 - Student File - Henry, Janice Evelyn

Title: Student File - Henry, Janice Evelyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 2
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 3 - Student File - Hewitt, Sandra Kay

Title: Student File - Hewitt, Sandra Kay
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 3
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 4 - Student File - Hirsh, Mona Rhoda

Title: Student File - Hirsh, Mona Rhoda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 4
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 5 - Student File - Hogan, Zita

Title: Student File - Hogan, Zita
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 5
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 6 - Student File - Hollett, Linda Darlene

Title: Student File - Hollett, Linda Darlene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 6
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 7 - Student File - Hopko, Richard Allen

Title: Student File - Hopko, Richard Allen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 7
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 8 - Student File - Huzarski, Terry C.

Title: Student File - Huzarski, Terry C.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 8
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 9 - Student File - Hylton, John Henry

Title: Student File - Hylton, John Henry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 9
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 10 - Student File - Idelson, Audrey

Title: Student File - Idelson, Audrey
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 10
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 11 - Student File - Jacks, Paul Arthur

Title: Student File - Jacks, Paul Arthur
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 11
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 12 - Student File - James, Ida Miranda

Title: Student File - James, Ida Miranda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 12
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 13 - Student File - Johnson, Gregory Urban

Title: Student File - Johnson, Gregory Urban
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 13
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 14 - Student File - Johnson, Shirley Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Johnson, Shirley Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 14
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 15 - Student File - Jones, Richard Augustus

Title: Student File - Jones, Richard Augustus
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 15
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 16 - Student File - Junus, Nazeer

Title: Student File - Junus, Nazeer
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 16
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 18 - Student File - Kadzirange, Wilfred Enos

Title: Student File - Kadzirange, Wilfred Enos
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 18
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 17 - Student File - Kaiser, Jerry Baron

Title: Student File - Kaiser, Jerry Baron
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 17
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 19 - Student File - Kattady, John Thomas

Title: Student File - Kattady, John Thomas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 19
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 20 - Student File - Keator, Monica Sandys

Title: Student File - Keator, Monica Sandys
Reference code: UA-22, Box 56, Folder 20
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 1 - Student File - Kennedy, Gordon Lawrence

Title: Student File - Kennedy, Gordon Lawrence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 1
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 2 - Student File - Kenny, Mary Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Kenny, Mary Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 2
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 3 - Student File - Kingsbury, Fred Hotaling

Title: Student File - Kingsbury, Fred Hotaling
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 3
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 4 - Student File - Kravitx, Howard

Title: Student File - Kravitx, Howard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 4
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 5 - Student File - LaChance, Patrick Michael

Title: Student File - LaChance, Patrick Michael
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 5
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 6 - Student File - Lamond, Deborah Jeanne

Title: Student File - Lamond, Deborah Jeanne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 6
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 7 - Student File - Lamond, Donald Duncan

Title: Student File - Lamond, Donald Duncan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 7
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 8 - Student File - Leahey, Marion Ann

Title: Student File - Leahey, Marion Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 8
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 9 - Student File - LeBlanc, Katherine Anne

Title: Student File - LeBlanc, Katherine Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 9
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 10 - Student File - LeBrun, Florence Margaret

Title: Student File - LeBrun, Florence Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 10
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 11 - Student File - Leland, David Richard

Title: Student File - Leland, David Richard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 11
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 12 - Student File - Lepine, Gerard Maurice

Title: Student File - Lepine, Gerard Maurice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 12
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 13 - Student File - Leuszler, Donald James

Title: Student File - Leuszler, Donald James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 13
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 14 - Student File - Levesque, Rino Albert

Title: Student File - Levesque, Rino Albert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 14
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 16 - Student File - Levine, Ester Riva

Title: Student File - Levine, Ester Riva
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 16
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 17 - Student File - Lim, Ming

Title: Student File - Lim, Ming
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 17
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 18 - Student File - Lloyd, Sharon Anne marie

Title: Student File - Lloyd, Sharon Anne marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 18
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 1 - Student File - MacArthur, Neil Romuald

Title: Student File - MacArthur, Neil Romuald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 1
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 2 - Student File - MacAskill, Lorraine

Title: Student File - MacAskill, Lorraine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 2
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 4 - Student File - MacDonald, Archibald A.

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Archibald A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 4
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 5 - Student File - MacDonald, Connie Marion

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Connie Marion
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 5
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 7 - Student File - MacDonald, Elizabeth Jane

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Elizabeth Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 7
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 8 - Student File - MacDonald, John David

Title: Student File - MacDonald, John David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 8
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 9 - Student File - MacDonald, Sheila Kathleen

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Sheila Kathleen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 9
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 19 - Student File - MacDougall, Catherine J.

Title: Student File - MacDougall, Catherine J.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 19
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 11 - Student File - MacKay, John Cornelius

Title: Student File - MacKay, John Cornelius
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 11
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 12 - Student File - MacKinnon, John James

Title: Student File - MacKinnon, John James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 12
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 20 - Student File - MacLean, William A.

Title: Student File - MacLean, William A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 57, Folder 20
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 1 - Student File - MacLellan, Robert

Title: Student File - MacLellan, Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 1
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 23 - Student File - MacLennan, Sister Theresa

Title: Student File - MacLennan, Sister Theresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 23
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 13 - Student File - MacLeod, Fairlie Susan

Title: Student File - MacLeod, Fairlie Susan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 13
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 14 - Student File - MacLeod, Joan Claire

Title: Student File - MacLeod, Joan Claire
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 14
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 15 - Student File - MacLeod, Lorne Wayne

Title: Student File - MacLeod, Lorne Wayne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 15
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 16 - Student File - MacLeod, Marion Dale

Title: Student File - MacLeod, Marion Dale
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 16
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 18 - Student File - MacPherson, Jovita Elizabeth

Title: Student File - MacPherson, Jovita Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 18
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 19 - Student File - MacPherson, Malcolm Lawrence

Title: Student File - MacPherson, Malcolm Lawrence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 19
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 2 - Student File - Maroun, Louis Joseph

Title: Student File - Maroun, Louis Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 2
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 3 - Student File - Martin; Lawrence Philip

Title: Student File - Martin; Lawrence Philip
Reference code: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 3
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 4 - Student File - Masland, Guy Roger

Title: Student File - Masland, Guy Roger
Reference code: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 4
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 5 - Student File - Matthews, Lorian Elaine

Title: Student File - Matthews, Lorian Elaine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 5
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 17 - Student File - McAlpine, John Donald

Title: Student File - McAlpine, John Donald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 17
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 3 - Student File - McDonald, Anne Marie

Title: Student File - McDonald, Anne Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 3
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 6 - Student File - McDonald, Corinne Ann

Title: Student File - McDonald, Corinne Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 6
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 10 - Student File - McDonald, Vincent Elroy

Title: Student File - McDonald, Vincent Elroy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 10
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 17 - Student File - McMullin, Robert Joseph

Title: Student File - McMullin, Robert Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 59, Folder 17
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 6 - Student File - Melnyk, William Herbert

Title: Student File - Melnyk, William Herbert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 6
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 7 - Student File - Merchant, John David

Title: Student File - Merchant, John David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 7
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 8 - Student File - Messier, Denny Frederick

Title: Student File - Messier, Denny Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 8
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 9 - Student File - Miller, Mary Florence

Title: Student File - Miller, Mary Florence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 9
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 10 - Student File - Milrod, Wendy Sue

Title: Student File - Milrod, Wendy Sue
Reference code: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 10
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 11 - Student File - Montague, John Patrick
Title: Student File - Montague, John Patrick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 11
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 12 - Student File - Morine, Valerie Jeanne
Title: Student File - Morine, Valerie Jeanne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 12
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 13 - Student File - Morren, Anthony James
Title: Student File - Morren, Anthony James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 13
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 14 - Student File - Mullaly, Robert Patrick
Title: Student File - Mullaly, Robert Patrick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 14
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 15 - Student File - Murchison, Peter Malcolm
Title: Student File - Murchison, Peter Malcolm
Reference code: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 15
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 16 - Student File - Murphy, Emlene Mary
Title: Student File - Murphy, Emlene Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 58, Folder 16
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 1 - Student File - Neatham, Carol Ann
Title: Student File - Neatham, Carol Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 1
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 2 - Student File - Neilson, Karen Ann
Title: Student File - Neilson, Karen Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 2
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 3 - Student File - Nicholson, Barbara Linda

Title: Student File - Nicholson, Barbara Linda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 3
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 4 - Student File - O'Donnell, Francis Augustine

Title: Student File - O'Donnell, Francis Augustine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 4
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 5 - Student File - Payne, Jennifer Lynne

Title: Student File - Payne, Jennifer Lynne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 5
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 6 - Student File - Peddle, John Joseph

Title: Student File - Peddle, John Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 60, Folder 6
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 1 - Student File - Peers, Marilyn Ruth

Title: Student File - Peers, Marilyn Ruth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 1
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 2 - Student File - Phillips, Lindsay Florence

Title: Student File - Phillips, Lindsay Florence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 2
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 3 - Student File - Pinchette, Marguerite-Mai

Title: Student File - Pinchette, Marguerite-Mai
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 3
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 4 - Student File - Pinsky, Phillip

Title: Student File - Pinsky, Phillip
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 4
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 5 - Student File - Porter, William George
Title: Student File - Porter, William George
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 5
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 6 - Student File - Potter, Maureen Myfanwy
Title: Student File - Potter, Maureen Myfanwy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 6
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 7 - Student File - Reddin, Eleanor Estelle
Title: Student File - Reddin, Eleanor Estelle
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 7
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 8 - Student File - Reed, David Thomas
Title: Student File - Reed, David Thomas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 8
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 9 - Student File - Regan, Paul

Title: Student File - Regan, Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 9
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 10 - Student File - Regel, Frank

Title: Student File - Regel, Frank
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 10
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 11 - Student File - Rhodes, James Cooper

Title: Student File - Rhodes, James Cooper
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 11
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 12 - Student File - Robichaud, Vincent

Title: Student File - Robichaud, Vincent
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 12
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 13 - Student File - Rogers, Richard Louis

Title: Student File - Rogers, Richard Louis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 13
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 14 - Student File - Roxborough, Marie Rachel Charlene

Title: Student File - Roxborough, Marie Rachel Charlene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 14
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 15 - Student File - Ruck, Calvin W

Title: Student File - Ruck, Calvin W
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 15
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 16 - Student File - Sault, Catherine Gwen

Title: Student File - Sault, Catherine Gwen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 16
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 17 - Student File - Schwartz, Mark

Title: Student File - Schwartz, Mark
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 17
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 18 - Student File - Scott, Wilfred John

Title: Student File - Scott, Wilfred John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 18
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 19 - Student File - Shannon, Elizabeth Dorothy

Title: Student File - Shannon, Elizabeth Dorothy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 19
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 20 - Student File - Sheldon, Norman Ernest

Title: Student File - Sheldon, Norman Ernest
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 20
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 21 - Student File - Shera, Wesley John

Title: Student File - Shera, Wesley John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 21
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 22 - Student File - Simon, Philip David

Title: Student File - Simon, Philip David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 22
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 24 - Student File - Slattery, Donna Marie

Title: Student File - Slattery, Donna Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 24
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 25 - Student File - Smith, Sandra Lynn

Title: Student File - Smith, Sandra Lynn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 25
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 26 - Student File - Smith, Susan Marilyn

Title: Student File - Smith, Susan Marilyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 26
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 27 - Student File - Sorrell, Marguerite Marie

Title: Student File - Sorrell, Marguerite Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 62, Folder 27
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 1 - Student File - Steele, Robert Meredith

Title: Student File - Steele, Robert Meredith
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 1
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 2 - Student File - Stevens, Brenda Jane

Title: Student File - Stevens, Brenda Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 2
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 3 - Student File - Thomson, Allan Richard

Title: Student File - Thomson, Allan Richard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 3
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 4 - Student File - Tingley, Lily O

Title: Student File - Tingley, Lily O
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 4
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 5 - Student File - Tingley, William Frederick

Title: Student File - Tingley, William Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 5
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 6 - Student File - Townsend, Trevor Roger

Title: Student File - Townsend, Trevor Roger
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 6
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 7 - Student File - Trainor, Joseph Leo

Title: Student File - Trainor, Joseph Leo
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 7
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 8 - Student File - Troop, Lucille Pearl Marie

Title: Student File - Troop, Lucille Pearl Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 8
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 9 - Student File - Tufts, Lucille

Title: Student File - Tufts, Lucille
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 9
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 10 - Student File - Turner, Frank Louis

Title: Student File - Turner, Frank Louis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 10
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 11 - Student File - Uncles, Barry James

Title: Student File - Uncles, Barry James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 11
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 12 - Student File - Vereyken, Catherine Christine Marie

Title: Student File - Vereyken, Catherine Christine Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 12
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 13 - Student File - Walsh, Florence Janice

Title: Student File - Walsh, Florence Janice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 13
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 14 - Student File - Watson, George Thomas

Title: Student File - Watson, George Thomas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 14
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 15 - Student File - Watts, Anita

Title: Student File - Watts, Anita
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 15
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 16 - Student File - Webber, Kendall Newton

Title: Student File - Webber, Kendall Newton
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 16
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 17 - Student File - Webber, Margaret Jean

Title: Student File - Webber, Margaret Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 17
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 18 - Student File - Wetmore, Gregory Allan

Title: Student File - Wetmore, Gregory Allan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 18
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 19 - Student File - Whelan, Joan Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Whelan, Joan Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 19
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 20 - Student File - Williams, Barbara

Title: Student File - Williams, Barbara
Reference code: UA-22, Box 63, Folder 20
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 189, Folder 7 - Awards - Financial Assistance

Title: Awards - Financial Assistance
Reference code: UA-22, Box 189, Folder 7
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 189, Folder 8 - Graduates and List of First Place of Employment

Title: Graduates and List of First Place of Employment
Reference code: UA-22, Box 189, Folder 8
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 14 - Student Association

Title: Student Association
Reference code: UA-22, Box 358, Folder 14
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 14 - Academic Files - Master of Social Work Evaluation

Title: Academic Files - Master of Social Work Evaluation
Reference code: UA-22, Box 383, Folder 14
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 352, Folder 6 - Awards - Lloyd MacInnis Memorial Award Fund

Title: Awards - Lloyd MacInnis Memorial Award Fund
Reference code: UA-22, Box 352, Folder 6
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 14 - Return Sheets

Title: Return Sheets
Reference code: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 14
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 1 - Student File - Anderson, James W

Title: Student File - Anderson, James W
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 1
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 2 - Student File - Anderson, Marilyn Grace

Title: Student File - Anderson, Marilyn Grace
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 2
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 3 - Student File - Armstrong, Donald

Title: Student File - Armstrong, Donald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 3
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 4 - Student File - Armstrong, Murray James

Title: Student File - Armstrong, Murray James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 4
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 5 - Student File - Aslin, Dorothy Ann

Title: Student File - Aslin, Dorothy Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 5
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 6 - Student File - Assinger, Richard

Title: Student File - Assinger, Richard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 6
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 7 - Student File - Atkinson, Susan Marie

Title: Student File - Atkinson, Susan Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 7
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 8 - Student File - Barnes, Maurice John

Title: Student File - Barnes, Maurice John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 8
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 9 - Student File - Beaulieu, Richard Joseph

Title: Student File - Beaulieu, Richard Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 9
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 10 - Student File - Bernstein, Marvin Michael

Title: Student File - Bernstein, Marvin Michael
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 10
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 11 - Student File - Bhagat, Pradeep

Title: Student File - Bhagat, Pradeep
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 11
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 12 - Student File - Blanchet, Eleanor Janice

Title: Student File - Blanchet, Eleanor Janice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 12
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 13 - Student File - Bond, Carol Anne

Title: Student File - Bond, Carol Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 13
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 14 - Student File - Bouma, Wilma

Title: Student File - Bouma, Wilma
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 14
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 15 - Student File - Boyle, Michael Joseph

Title: Student File - Boyle, Michael Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 15
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 16 - Student File - Brady, Heather Jane

Title: Student File - Brady, Heather Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 16
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 17 - Student File - Branscombe, Elizabeth Anne

Title: Student File - Branscombe, Elizabeth Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 17
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 18 - Student File - Britt, Donna

Title: Student File - Britt, Donna
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 18
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 19 - Student File - Bryant, Susan Patricia

Title: Student File - Bryant, Susan Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 19
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 20 - Student File - Burnett, Janice Leigh

Title: Student File - Burnett, Janice Leigh
Reference code: UA-22, Box 64, Folder 20
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 1 - Student File - Cabezas, Dora

Title: Student File - Cabezas, Dora
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 1
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 2 - Student File - Cameron, Janet Elizabeth

**Title:** Student File - Cameron, Janet Elizabeth

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 65, Folder 2

**Date:** 1973 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:** Closed

File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 3 - Student File - Canning, Patricia Marie

**Title:** Student File - Canning, Patricia Marie

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 65, Folder 3

**Date:** 1973 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:** Closed

File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 4 - Student File - Chan, Ho-Mee

**Title:** Student File - Chan, Ho-Mee

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 65, Folder 4

**Date:** 1973 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:** Closed

File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 5 - Student File - Chan, Kam-piu

**Title:** Student File - Chan, Kam-piu

**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 65, Folder 5

**Date:** 1973 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:** Closed
File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 6 - Student File - Chefurka, Cara Marie

Title: Student File - Chefurka, Cara Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 6
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 4 - Student File - Cheney, Murray Albert

Title: Student File - Cheney, Murray Albert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 4
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 8 - Student File - Ching, William

Title: Student File - Ching, William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 8
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 7 - Student File - Chislett, Anne Denise

Title: Student File - Chislett, Anne Denise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 7
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 9 - Student File - Christine, Joan Michelle

Title: Student File - Christine, Joan Michelle
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 9
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 10 - Student File - Christopher, Barbara Elaine

Title: Student File - Christopher, Barbara Elaine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 10
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 11 - Student File - Clark, Darlene Theresa

Title: Student File - Clark, Darlene Theresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 11
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 12 - Student File - Clark, Deborah June

Title: Student File - Clark, Deborah June
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 12
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 13 - Student File - Comeau, Barbara Marie

Title: Student File - Comeau, Barbara Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 13
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 14 - Student File - Comeau, Suzanne Marie

Title: Student File - Comeau, Suzanne Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 14
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 15 - Student File - Cooper, Nelda Jean

Title: Student File - Cooper, Nelda Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 15
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 16 - Student File - Corbett, Michael Edward

Title: Student File - Corbett, Michael Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 16
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 17 - Student File - Cordy, Laurenda

Title: Student File - Cordy, Laurenda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 17
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 18 - Student File - Corkum, Judith Jane

Title: Student File - Corkum, Judith Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 18
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 19 - Student File - Craig, Michael Frederick

Title: Student File - Craig, Michael Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 19
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 20 - Student File - Currie-Mills, Patrcia Isobel

Title: Student File - Currie-Mills, Patrcia Isobel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 20
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 21 - Student File - Curtis, Ruth Naomi

Title: Student File - Curtis, Ruth Naomi
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 21
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 22 - Student File - Dack, Leslie Margaret

Title: Student File - Dack, Leslie Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 22
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 23 - Student File - Davidson, Patricia

Title: Student File - Davidson, Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 65, Folder 23
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 1 - Student File - Dawson, Robert Henry

Title: Student File - Dawson, Robert Henry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 1
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 2 - Student File - Dean, Valerie

Title: Student File - Dean, Valerie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 2
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 3 - Student File - Dockrill, April-Anne

Title: Student File - Dockrill, April-Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 3
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 4 - Student File - Dolan, Edward

Title: Student File - Dolan, Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 4
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 5 - Student File - Doucet, Gerard M

Title: Student File - Doucet, Gerard M
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 5
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 6 - Student File - Dougan, Patricia Anne
Title: Student File - Dougan, Patricia Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 6
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 7 - Student File - Doyle, Anne Jean
Title: Student File - Doyle, Anne Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 7
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 8 - Student File - Duncan, Judith Elizabeth
Title: Student File - Duncan, Judith Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 8
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 9 - Student File - Dunphy, Kell Patrick
Title: Student File - Dunphy, Kell Patrick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 9
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 10 - Student File - Dunphy, Michael Thomas

Title: Student File - Dunphy, Michael Thomas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 10
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 11 - Student File - Dunphy, Ronald Joseph

Title: Student File - Dunphy, Ronald Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 11
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 12 - Student File - Dykstra, Jerry

Title: Student File - Dykstra, Jerry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 12
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 13 - Student File - Earle, Madelaine Jane

Title: Student File - Earle, Madelaine Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 13
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 14 - Student File - Ellison, Maureen Mary

Title: Student File - Ellison, Maureen Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 14
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 15 - Student File - Fagan, Michael Charles

Title: Student File - Fagan, Michael Charles
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 15
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 16 - Student File - Fair, Alan Grant

Title: Student File - Fair, Alan Grant
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 16
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 17 - Student File - Fayerman, Debra nn

Title: Student File - Fayerman, Debra nn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 17
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 18 - Student File - Fiske, Catherine Allison

Title: Student File - Fiske, Catherine Allison
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 18
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

-------------------------------

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 19 - Student File - Fitzpatrick, Diane Marcella

Title: Student File - Fitzpatrick, Diane Marcella
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 19
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

-------------------------------

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 20 - Student File - Flynn, Patrick James

Title: Student File - Flynn, Patrick James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 20
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

-------------------------------

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 21 - Student File - Fowler, Robert C.

Title: Student File - Fowler, Robert C.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 21
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 22 - Student File - Fralick, Adah Royd

Title: Student File - Fralick, Adah Royd
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 22
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 23 - Student File - Fraser, Allan

Title: Student File - Fraser, Allan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 23
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 24 - Student File - Fredericks, Heather Denise

Title: Student File - Fredericks, Heather Denise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 24
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 25 - Student File - Fruitman, Howard Martin

Title: Student File - Fruitman, Howard Martin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 66, Folder 25
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 1 - Student File - Fuerd, Catherine J.

Title: Student File - Fuerd, Catherine J.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 1
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 2 - Student File - Gallant, Clair Daniel

Title: Student File - Gallant, Clair Daniel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 2
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 3 - Student File - Gallant, John Gilbert

Title: Student File - Gallant, John Gilbert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 3
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 4 - Student File - Gallant, Marie Adeline

Title: Student File - Gallant, Marie Adeline
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 4
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 5 - Student File - Gazan, Abraham Albert

Title: Student File - Gazan, Abraham Albert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 5
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 6 - Student File - Gibson, Robert Maxwell

Title: Student File - Gibson, Robert Maxwell
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 6
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 7 - Student File - Gill, Melvin Douglas

Title: Student File - Gill, Melvin Douglas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 7
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 8 - Student File - Glasgow, Susan May

Title: Student File - Glasgow, Susan May
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 8
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 9 - Student File - Glatt, Sharon Rochelle

Title: Student File - Glatt, Sharon Rochelle
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 9
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 10 - Student File - Glode, Joan

Title: Student File - Glode, Joan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 10
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 11 - Student File - Godwin, Christopher John

Title: Student File - Godwin, Christopher John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 11
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 12 - Student File - Griffiths, Valerie Gladys

Title: Student File - Griffiths, Valerie Gladys
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 12
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 13 - Student File - Gutman, Betty

Title: Student File - Gutman, Betty
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 13
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 14 - Student File - Hamilton, Nancy

Title: Student File - Hamilton, Nancy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 14
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 15 - Student File - Hammond, Suzanne

Title: Student File - Hammond, Suzanne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 15
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 16 - Student File - Hanych, Merika Sonie

Title: Student File - Hanych, Merika Sonie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 16
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 17 - Student File - Hazel, James Richard

Title: Student File - Hazel, James Richard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 17
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 18 - Student File - Hill, Carole Georgianna

Title: Student File - Hill, Carole Georgianna
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 18
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 19 - Student File - Hinchey, Robert William

Title: Student File - Hinchey, Robert William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 67, Folder 19
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 1 - Student File - Hope, Laura Bernice

Title: Student File - Hope, Laura Bernice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 1
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 2 - Student File - Howell, Eileen Jannet

Title: Student File - Howell, Eileen Jannet
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 2
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 3 - Student File - Hutten, Anne

Title: Student File - Hutten, Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 3
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 4 - Student File - Irwin, Robert Kent

Title: Student File - Irwin, Robert Kent
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 4
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 5 - Student File - Jackson, Mary Judith

Title: Student File - Jackson, Mary Judith
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 5
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 6 - Student File - Jochelman, Freda

Title: Student File - Jochelman, Freda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 6
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 7 - Student File - Johnson, Ernest

Title: Student File - Johnson, Ernest
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 7
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 8 - Student File - Johnson, Vernon David

Title: Student File - Johnson, Vernon David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 8
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 9 - Student File - Jorden, Mary Germaine

Title: Student File - Jorden, Mary Germaine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 9
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 10 - Student File - Joy, Mary Lee Ann

Title: Student File - Joy, Mary Lee Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 10
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 11 - Student File - Kaffko, Karen Gail

Title: Student File - Kaffko, Karen Gail
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 11
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 12 - Student File - Kaufman, Melvyn

Title: Student File - Kaufman, Melvyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 12
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 13 - Student File - Keith, Bob

Title: Student File - Keith, Bob
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 13
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 14 - Student File - Kentner, Lynda

Title: Student File - Kentner, Lynda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 14
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 15 - Student File - Khadekin, Helen

Title: Student File - Khadekin, Helen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 15
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 16 - Student File - Kidney, Paul Ryerson

Title: Student File - Kidney, Paul Ryerson
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 16
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 17 - Student File - Killorn, James Grant

Title: Student File - Killorn, James Grant
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 17
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 18 - Student File - Kiriakos, Souzan Zareh

Title: Student File - Kiriakos, Souzan Zareh
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 18
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 19 - Student File - Klaasen, Rudolf

Title: Student File - Klaasen, Rudolf
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 19
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 20 - Student File - Klaus, Jon Frederick

Title: Student File - Klaus, Jon Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 20
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 21 - Student File - Knockwood, Noel Raymond

Title: Student File - Knockwood, Noel Raymond
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 21
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 22 - Student File - Kozlo, Linda Lou

Title: Student File - Kozlo, Linda Lou
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 22
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 23 - Student File - Krajewski, Hania

Title: Student File - Krajewski, Hania
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 23
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 24 - Student File - Lamond, Nancy May

Title: Student File - Lamond, Nancy May
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 24
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 25 - Student File - Lamport, Anthony John

Title: Student File - Lamport, Anthony John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 68, Folder 25
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 1 - Student File - Lanigan, Michael Herbert

Title: Student File - Lanigan, Michael Herbert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 1
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 2 - Student File - Lavers, David Joseph

Title: Student File - Lavers, David Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 2
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 3 - Student File - Law, Marianne Louise

Title: Student File - Law, Marianne Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 3
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 4 - Student File - Leblanc, Susan Anne

Title: Student File - Leblanc, Susan Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 4
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 5 - Student File - LeClair, Corry Dane

Title: Student File - LeClair, Corry Dane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 5
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 6 - Student File - Leonard, Linda Jane

Title: Student File - Leonard, Linda Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 6
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 7 - Student File - Leveque, Jean-Yves

Title: Student File - Leveque, Jean-Yves
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 7
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 8 - Student File - Linetsky, Helene Louise

Title: Student File - Linetsky, Helene Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 8
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 9 - Student File - Ling, Nancy Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Ling, Nancy Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 9
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 10 - Student File - Lummis, Diane

Title: Student File - Lummis, Diane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 10
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 2 - Student File - MacDonald, Catherine Sharleen

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Catherine Sharleen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 2
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 3 - Student File - MacDonald, Glen John

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Glen John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 3
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 11 - Student File - Machin, Myrna Grace

Title: Student File - Machin, Myrna Grace
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 11
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 8 - Student File - MacKinnon, John Angus

Title: Student File - MacKinnon, John Angus
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 8
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 9 - Student File - MacLellan, Grace Pauline

Title: Student File - MacLellan, Grace Pauline
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 9
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 11 - Student File - MacLeod, Lorne

Title: Student File - MacLeod, Lorne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 11
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 13 - Student File - MacMillan, Willaim Blair

Title: Student File - MacMillan, Willaim Blair
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 13
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 12 - Student File - Manderson, Nancy Lee

Title: Student File - Manderson, Nancy Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 12
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 13 - Student File - May, Lennis Joseph

Title: Student File - May, Lennis Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 13
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 1 - Student File - McClosky, James William

Title: Student File - McClosky, James William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 1
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 4 - Student File - McEachern, Kay Ruth

Title: Student File - McEachern, Kay Ruth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 4
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 5 - Student File - McInnis, Leo Ruth

Title: Student File - McInnis, Leo Ruth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 5
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 6 - Student File - McIntyre, Edward Gregory

Title: Student File - McIntyre, Edward Gregory
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 6
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 7 - Student File - McKenna, Susan Margaret Reid

Title: Student File - McKenna, Susan Margaret Reid
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 7
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 10 - Student File - McLellan, Richard Gordon

Title: Student File - McLellan, Richard Gordon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 10
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 12 - Student File - McManus, Mary Susan

Title: Student File - McManus, Mary Susan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 12
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 14 - Student File - McQuaid, Mary Jo

Title: Student File - McQuaid, Mary Jo
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 14
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 15 - Student File - McVicar, Mary Heather

Title: Student File - McVicar, Mary Heather
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 15
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 14 - Student File - Miller, Sally Lynne

Title: Student File - Miller, Sally Lynne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 14
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 16 - Student File - Moore, Helen Leona

Title: Student File - Moore, Helen Leona
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 16
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 15 - Student File - Morrison, Donald Gordon

Title: Student File - Morrison, Donald Gordon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 15
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 16 - Student File - Mumtaz, Rai Farooq

Title: Student File - Mumtaz, Rai Farooq
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 16
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 17 - Student File - Murphy, Anne Theresa

Title: Student File - Murphy, Anne Theresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 17
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 18 - Student File - Murphy, Patrick Lawrence

Title: Student File - Murphy, Patrick Lawrence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 18
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 19 - Student File - Murray, Heather Louise

Title: Student File - Murray, Heather Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 19
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 20 - Student File - Murray, Janice Christine

Title: Student File - Murray, Janice Christine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 69, Folder 20
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 17 - Student File - Newton, Gary Seward

Title: Student File - Newton, Gary Seward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 17
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 18 - Student File - Nickerson, Alexander Paul

Title: Student File - Nickerson, Alexander Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 18
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 19 - Student File - Nickerson, Anne Louise

Title: Student File - Nickerson, Anne Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 19
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 20 - Student File - Oliver, William Richard

Title: Student File - Oliver, William Richard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 20
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 21 - Student File - Oloo, Philista Prudence

Title: Student File - Oloo, Philista Prudence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 21
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 22 - Student File - Ormond, Colin Francis

Title: Student File - Ormond, Colin Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 70, Folder 22
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 1 - Student File - Parsons, Judith Anne

Title: Student File - Parsons, Judith Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 1
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 2 - Student File - Paulin, Bernard

Title: Student File - Paulin, Bernard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 2
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 3 - Student File - Pearce, Shirley Mae

Title: Student File - Pearce, Shirley Mae
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 3
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 4 - Student File - Pennell, Joan Thrush

Title: Student File - Pennell, Joan Thrush
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 4
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 5 - Student File - Power, Edward Patrick Michael

Title: Student File - Power, Edward Patrick Michael
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 5
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 6 - Student File - Powers, Marcia Louise

Title: Student File - Powers, Marcia Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 6
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 7 - Student File - Radzikowski, Emilia Mary

Title: Student File - Radzikowski, Emilia Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 7
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 8 - Student File - Rapp, Catherine Blanche

Title: Student File - Rapp, Catherine Blanche
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 8
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 9 - Student File - Restivo, Angelo Paul

Title: Student File - Restivo, Angelo Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 9
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 10 - Student File - Robarts, Karl Erwin

Title: Student File - Robarts, Karl Erwin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 10
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 11 - Student File - Robertson, Marjorie Anne

Title: Student File - Robertson, Marjorie Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 11
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 12 - Student File - Robichaud, Norbert

Title: Student File - Robichaud, Norbert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 12
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 13 - Student File - Roderick, Francis Graeme

Title: Student File - Roderick, Francis Graeme
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 13
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 14 - Student File - Ross, Thomas Edward

Title: Student File - Ross, Thomas Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 14
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 15 - Student File - Rudichuk, Bernadine Jean

Title: Student File - Rudichuk, Bernadine Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 15
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 16 - Student File - Rysavy, Roy Reynold

Title: Student File - Rysavy, Roy Reynold
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 16
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 17 - Student File - Sandhu, Herbans Grewal

Title: Student File - Sandhu, Herbans Grewal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 17
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 18 - Student File - Savard, Frederick Brent

Title: Student File - Savard, Frederick Brent
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 18
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 19 - Student File - Schmitz, Yvonne Martha

Title: Student File - Schmitz, Yvonne Martha
Reference code: UA-22, Box 71, Folder 19
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 1 - Student File - Schruder, Larry James

Title: Student File - Schruder, Larry James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 1
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 3 - Student File - Sewell, Molly Ann

Title: Student File - Sewell, Molly Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 3
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 2 - Student File - Sexton, Katherine Anne

Title: Student File - Sexton, Katherine Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 2
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 4 - Student File - Shaughnnessy, Fred David

Title: Student File - Shaughnnessy, Fred David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 4
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 5 - Student File - Short, Carol Ann

Title: Student File - Short, Carol Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 5
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 6 - Student File - Shrier, Eva

Title: Student File - Shrier, Eva
Reference code: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 6
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 7 - Student File - Shute, Douglas Frederick

Title: Student File - Shute, Douglas Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 7
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 8 - Student File - Sibley, Doris Merlyn

Title: Student File - Sibley, Doris Merlyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 8
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 9 - Student File - Sinfield, Sharon Ann

Title: Student File - Sinfield, Sharon Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 9
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 10 - Student File - Singh, Benjamin Aseis

Title: Student File - Singh, Benjamin Aseis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 10
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 11 - Student File - Sinyard, Frances Geraldine

Title: Student File - Sinyard, Frances Geraldine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 11
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 12 - Student File - Skinner, Wayne

Title: Student File - Skinner, Wayne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 12
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 14 - Student File - Smith, Dorothy Faye

Title: Student File - Smith, Dorothy Faye
Reference code: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 14
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 13 - Student File - Smith, Frances Elizabeth Acre

Title: Student File - Smith, Frances Elizabeth Acre
Reference code: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 13
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 15 - Student File - Snow, Joanne Marie

Title: Student File - Snow, Joanne Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 15
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 16 - Student File - Spracklin, Linda Lorraine

Title: Student File - Spracklin, Linda Lorraine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 16
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 17 - Student File - Stace, Carolyn

Title: Student File - Stace, Carolyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 17
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 18 - Student File - Steinhouse, Karol Joy

Title: Student File - Steinhouse, Karol Joy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 72, Folder 18
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 1 - Student File - Street, Rudolph F.

Title: Student File - Street, Rudolph F.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 1
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 2 - Student File - Strickland, Juanita Ann

Title: Student File - Strickland, Juanita Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 2
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 3 - Student File - Stringer, Thomas

Title: Student File - Stringer, Thomas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 3
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 4 - Student File - Symonds, Terrence Bruce

Title: Student File - Symonds, Terrence Bruce
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 4
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 5 - Student File - Taylor, Frederick Kent

Title: Student File - Taylor, Frederick Kent
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 5
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 6 - Student File - Taylor, Karen Olga

Title: Student File - Taylor, Karen Olga
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 6
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 7 - Student File - Toomey, Carolyn

Title: Student File - Toomey, Carolyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 7
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 8 - Student File - Toussaint, Donna Marie

Title: Student File - Toussaint, Donna Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 8
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 9 - Student File - Tropp, Michael

Title: Student File - Tropp, Michael
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 9
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 10 - Student File - Tse, Winnie Wing-Lee

Title: Student File - Tse, Winnie Wing-Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 10
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 11 - Student File - Walker, Laraine

Title: Student File - Walker, Laraine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 11
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 12 - Student File - Watts, Kenneth Warren

Title: Student File - Watts, Kenneth Warren
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 12
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 13 - Student File - Weisshaar, Stephen Paul

Title: Student File - Weisshaar, Stephen Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 13
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 14 - Student File - Wellings, Thomas William

Title: Student File - Wellings, Thomas William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 14
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 15 - Student File - White, Elizabeth Marian

Title: Student File - White, Elizabeth Marian
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 15
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 16 - Student File - White, Peter Fuller

Title: Student File - White, Peter Fuller
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 16
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 17 - Student File - Whyte, Robert Alan

Title: Student File - Whyte, Robert Alan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 17
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
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File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 18 - Student File - Wielkanoc, George

Title: Student File - Wielkanoc, George
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 18
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 19 - Student File - Wilkins, Joyce Ann

Title: Student File - Wilkins, Joyce Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 19
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 20 - Student File - Williams, Ervin Rev.

Title: Student File - Williams, Ervin Rev.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 20
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 21 - Student File - Wilson, Theodore Edward

Title: Student File - Wilson, Theodore Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 21
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 22 - Student File - Wiseman, Daniel Stewart

Title: Student File - Wiseman, Daniel Stewart
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 22
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 23 - Student File - Wister, William Malcolm

Title: Student File - Wister, William Malcolm
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 23
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 24 - Student File - Wo, Rose Theresa

Title: Student File - Wo, Rose Theresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 24
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 25 - Student File - Wolfson, Larry

Title: Student File - Wolfson, Larry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 25
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 26 - Student File - Wood, William Charles

Title: Student File - Wood, William Charles
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 26
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 27 - Student File - Woodruff, Myra Elaine

Title: Student File - Woodruff, Myra Elaine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 73, Folder 27
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 7 - Awards Granted First Year

Title: Awards Granted First Year
Reference code: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 7
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 15 - Return Sheets

Title: Return Sheets
Reference code: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 15
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 11 - Return Sheets
Title: Return Sheets
Reference code: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 11
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 1 - Student File - Bishop, Thomas Arthur
Title: Student File - Bishop, Thomas Arthur
Reference code: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 1
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 2 - Student File - Blakeney, Judith Suzanne
Title: Student File - Blakeney, Judith Suzanne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 2
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 3 - Student File - Borneman, Stephen
Title: Student File - Borneman, Stephen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 3
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 5 - Student File - Clarkson, Beverly Ann Catherine

Title: Student File - Clarkson, Beverly Ann Catherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 5
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 6 - Student File - Cowcill, Robert Roy Daniel

Title: Student File - Cowcill, Robert Roy Daniel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 6
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 8 - Student File - Curran, Betty Joyce

Title: Student File - Curran, Betty Joyce
Reference code: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 8
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 7 - Student File - Cusack, Sharon Rose

Title: Student File - Cusack, Sharon Rose
Reference code: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 7
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 9 - Student File - Decarie, Georges Roger

Title: Student File - Decarie, Georges Roger
Reference code: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 9
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 10 - Student File - Desrosiers, Pauline

Title: Student File - Desrosiers, Pauline
Reference code: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 10
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 11 - Student File - Edgecombe, Patience Olivia

Title: Student File - Edgecombe, Patience Olivia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 11
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 12 - Student File - Fournier, Rolande

Title: Student File - Fournier, Rolande
Reference code: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 12
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 13 - Student File - Fraser, Graeme MacNaughton

Title: Student File - Fraser, Graeme MacNaughton
Reference code: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 13
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 14 - Student File - Greene, Paul Frederick

Title: Student File - Greene, Paul Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 14
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 15 - Student File - Hudson, Shirley Faye

Title: Student File - Hudson, Shirley Faye
Reference code: UA-22, Box 74, Folder 15
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 1 - Student File - Jollimore, Gail Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Jollimore, Gail Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 1
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 2 - Student File - Joyes, Bronwen

Title: Student File - Joyes, Bronwen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 2
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 3 - Student File - Joyes, George Bertram

Title: Student File - Joyes, George Bertram
Reference code: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 3
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 4 - Student File - Kleisinger, John Farrell

Title: Student File - Kleisinger, John Farrell
Reference code: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 4
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 5 - Student File - Kubryn, Walter

Title: Student File - Kubryn, Walter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 5
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 7 - Student File - MacDonald, Robert Ralph

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Robert Ralph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 7
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 8 - Student File - MacIsaac, Paula Marie

Title: Student File - MacIsaac, Paula Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 8
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 9 - Student File - MacKeigan, Valerie Mary

Title: Student File - MacKeigan, Valerie Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 9
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 10 - Student File - MacLean, Ann Catherine

Title: Student File - MacLean, Ann Catherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 10
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 11 - Student File - Martin, Marilyn Frances

Title: Student File - Martin, Marilyn Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 11
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 6 - Student File - Mayne, Margaret Richey

Title: Student File - Mayne, Margaret Richey
Reference code: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 6
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 11 - Student File - McCarron, William Alexander

Title: Student File - McCarron, William Alexander
Reference code: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 11
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 12 - Student File - McCleave, Nicola Ruth

Title: Student File - McCleave, Nicola Ruth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 12
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 13 - Student File - Ouimet, Ojm Renee

Title: Student File - Ouimet, Ojm Renee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 13
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 14 - Student File - Radbourne, JoAnn

Title: Student File - Radbourne, JoAnn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 14
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 1 - Student File - Ramsey, Bonnie Heather

Title: Student File - Ramsey, Bonnie Heather
Reference code: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 1
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 15 - Student File - Ramsey, Ross George

Title: Student File - Ramsey, Ross George
Reference code: UA-22, Box 75, Folder 15
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 2 - Student File - Scriven, Mary Ann Christine

Title: Student File - Scriven, Mary Ann Christine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 2
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 3 - Student File - Shannon, Shirley Mae

Title: Student File - Shannon, Shirley Mae
Reference code: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 3
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 4 - Student File - Thompson, Brian Earle

Title: Student File - Thompson, Brian Earle
Reference code: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 4
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 5 - Student File - White, Ian Roy

Title: Student File - White, Ian Roy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 5
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 6 - Student File - Williams, Robert James

Title: Student File - Williams, Robert James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 6
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 6 - Transcripts - Spring Graduates

Title: Transcripts - Spring Graduates
Reference code: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 6
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 3 - Academic Appeals and Grievances

Title: Academic Appeals and Grievances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 238, Folder 3
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 12 - Awards - Scholarship Applicants, First Year

Title: Awards - Scholarship Applicants, First Year
Reference code: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 12
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 8 - Awards - Scholarship Applicants, Second Year

Title: Awards - Scholarship Applicants, Second Year
Reference code: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 8
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 17 - Spring Return Sheets

Title: Spring Return Sheets
Reference code: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 17
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 14 - Academic Files

Title: Academic Files
Reference code: UA-22, Box 227, Folder 14
Date: 1974-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 16 - Return Sheets

Title: Return Sheets
Reference code: UA-22, Box 61, Folder 16
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 7 - Student File - Anderson, Ellen Louise
Title: Student File - Anderson, Ellen Louise

Reference code: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 7

Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 8 - Student File - Ashcroft, Joseph David

Title: Student File - Ashcroft, Joseph David

Reference code: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 8

Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 9 - Student File - Bellefontaine, Marilyn Grace

Title: Student File - Bellefontaine, Marilyn Grace

Reference code: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 9

Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 10 - Student File - Blacker, Sharon Anne

Title: Student File - Blacker, Sharon Anne

Reference code: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 10

Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 11 - Student File - Bogue, Margaret

Title: Student File - Bogue, Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 11
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 80, Folder 2 - Student File - Burke, Sister Patricia Mary

Title: Student File - Burke, Sister Patricia Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 80, Folder 2
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 12 - Student File - Burns, Michael Cameron

Title: Student File - Burns, Michael Cameron
Reference code: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 12
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 1 - Student File - Cowell, Donald

Title: Student File - Cowell, Donald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 1
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 13 - Student File - Cox, David Warren

Title: Student File - Cox, David Warren
Reference code: UA-22, Box 76, Folder 13
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 1 - Student File - Crawshaw, Patrick Francis

Title: Student File - Crawshaw, Patrick Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 1
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 2 - Student File - Curry, Starr Etheljane

Title: Student File - Curry, Starr Etheljane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 2
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 3 - Student File - Daniluck, Gail Christine

Title: Student File - Daniluck, Gail Christine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 3
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 4 - Student File - Darwish, Adel Rachad

Title: Student File - Darwish, Adel Rachad
Reference code: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 4
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 5 - Student File - D'Entremont, Gisele Marie

Title: Student File - D'Entremont, Gisele Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 5
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 6 - Student File - DesRosiers, Pauline

Title: Student File - DesRosiers, Pauline
Reference code: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 6
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 7 - Student File - Duffy, Emily Patricia

Title: Student File - Duffy, Emily Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 7
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 8 - Student File - Gallant, Paul Joseph

Title: Student File - Gallant, Paul Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 8
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 9 - Student File - Graham, Alfred Kenneth

Title: Student File - Graham, Alfred Kenneth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 9
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 10 - Student File - Grant-Guild, Susan Irene

Title: Student File - Grant-Guild, Susan Irene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 10
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 11 - Student File - Gray, Barbara Jean

Title: Student File - Gray, Barbara Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 11
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 12 - Student File - Gregg, Peter Milton

Title: Student File - Gregg, Peter Milton
Reference code: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 12
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 13 - Student File - Hasinoff, Dorothy Brenda

Title: Student File - Hasinoff, Dorothy Brenda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 13
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 14 - Student File - Hickey, Gary Douglas

Title: Student File - Hickey, Gary Douglas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 14
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 15 - Student File - Holmes, Linda Jean

Title: Student File - Holmes, Linda Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 15
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 16 - Student File - Horsburgh, Mac Graham

Title: Student File - Horsburgh, Mac Graham
Reference code: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 16
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 17 - Student File - Irlam, Lynn Frances

Title: Student File - Irlam, Lynn Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 77, Folder 17
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 1 - Student File - Jessome, Nora Patricia

Title: Student File - Jessome, Nora Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 1
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 2 - Student File - Kavanagh, Marie Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Kavanagh, Marie Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 2
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 3 - Student File - Kaye, Michael Robert

Title: Student File - Kaye, Michael Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 3
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 4 - Student File - Levasseur, Martine

Title: Student File - Levasseur, Martine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 4
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 5 - Student File - Lucas, Lydia

Title: Student File - Lucas, Lydia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 5
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 6 - Student File - Lynds, Corrine

Title: Student File - Lynds, Corrine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 6
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 7 - Student File - Mabey, Basil Patrick

Title: Student File - Mabey, Basil Patrick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 7
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 8 - Student File - MacDonald, Catherine Marie

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Catherine Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 8
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 9 - Student File - MacDonald, Mary Marilyn

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Mary Marilyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 9
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 10 - Student File - MacDonald, Nena Ann

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Nena Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 10
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 11 - Student File - MacDougall, John Douglas

Title: Student File - MacDougall, John Douglas  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 11  
Date: 1975 (date of creation)  

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 13 - Student File - MacDougall, Marilyn Louise

Title: Student File - MacDougall, Marilyn Louise  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 13  
Date: 1975 (date of creation)  

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 79, Folder 2 - Student File - MacKenzie, Clarke

Title: Student File - MacKenzie, Clarke  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 79, Folder 2  
Date: 1975 (date of creation)  

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 1 - Student File - MacLennan, Rose Marie

Title: Student File - MacLennan, Rose Marie  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 1  
Date: 1975 (date of creation)  

Restrictions on access:  
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 12 - Student File - MacQueen, Alexis

Title: Student File - MacQueen, Alexis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 12
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 10 - Student File - McClare, Edwin A

Title: Student File - McClare, Edwin A
Reference code: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 10
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 13 - Student File - McConnell, Andre Ann

Title: Student File - McConnell, Andre Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 78, Folder 13
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 79, Folder 1 - Student File - McIntyre, Timothy

Title: Student File - McIntyre, Timothy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 79, Folder 1
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 79, Folder 3 - Student File - McMullin, Gladys Edith

Title: Student File - McMullin, Gladys Edith
Reference code: UA-22, Box 79, Folder 3
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 79, Folder 4 - Student File - Morton, James Ernest

Title: Student File - Morton, James Ernest
Reference code: UA-22, Box 79, Folder 4
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 79, Folder 5 - Student File - Musil, Marion Ruby Stephanie

Title: Student File - Musil, Marion Ruby Stephanie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 79, Folder 5
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 3 - Student File - O’Brien, Michael James

Title: Student File - O’Brien, Michael James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 3
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 79, Folder 6 - Student File - Ouelette, Brian Joseph

Title: Student File - Ouelette, Brian Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 79, Folder 6
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 79, Folder 7 - Student File - Reddy-Chisholm, Margaret Frances

Title: Student File - Reddy-Chisholm, Margaret Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 79, Folder 7
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 79, Folder 8 - Student File - Ridley, Rod

Title: Student File - Ridley, Rod
Reference code: UA-22, Box 79, Folder 8
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 79, Folder 9 - Student File - Roth, Jason

Title: Student File - Roth, Jason
Reference code: UA-22, Box 79, Folder 9
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 80, Folder 1 - Student File - Simpson, Linda Jean

Title: Student File - Simpson, Linda Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 80, Folder 1
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 80, Folder 3 - Student File - Stevens, Herbert Walter

Title: Student File - Stevens, Herbert Walter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 80, Folder 3
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 80, Folder 4 - Student File - Taylor, Sharon Dorothy

Title: Student File - Taylor, Sharon Dorothy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 80, Folder 4
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 80, Folder 5 - Student File - Thurber, Avis

Title: Student File - Thurber, Avis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 80, Folder 5
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 80, Folder 6 - Student File - Torno, Helen Judith

Title: Student File - Torno, Helen Judith
Reference code: UA-22, Box 80, Folder 6
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 80, Folder 7 - Student File - Tufts, Valerie

Title: Student File - Tufts, Valerie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 80, Folder 7
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 80, Folder 8 - Student File - Winters, Clarke Wallace

Title: Student File - Winters, Clarke Wallace
Reference code: UA-22, Box 80, Folder 8
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 10 - Student File - Allen, Frank Robert

Title: Student File - Allen, Frank Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 10
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 7 - Student File - Armstrong, John Clifford

Title: Student File - Armstrong, John Clifford
Reference code: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 7
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 5 - Student File - Aucoin, Paul

Title: Student File - Aucoin, Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 5
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 16 - Student File - Barrett, Alice Jean

Title: Student File - Barrett, Alice Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 16
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 8 - Student File - Bedzow, Esther

Title: Student File - Bedzow, Esther
Reference code: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 8
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 7 - Student File - Belanger, Kenneth Preston

Title: Student File - Belanger, Kenneth Preston
Reference code: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 7
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 9 - Student File - Bell, Susan Jane

Title: Student File - Bell, Susan Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 9
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 15 - Student File - Beranger, Gregory Elias

Title: Student File - Beranger, Gregory Elias
Reference code: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 15
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 2 - Student File - Bremner, Jean Marie

Title: Student File - Bremner, Jean Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 2
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 14 - Student File - Brown, George Eric

Title: Student File - Brown, George Eric
Reference code: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 14
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 19 - Student File - Butler, Anne Frances

Title: Student File - Butler, Anne Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 19
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 13 - Student File - Chamberlin, Elizabeth Laura

Title: Student File - Chamberlin, Elizabeth Laura
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 13
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 19 - Student File - Chennell, Betty Ann

Title: Student File - Chennell, Betty Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 19
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 20 - Student File - Chiasson, Elizbeth Ann

Title: Student File - Chiasson, Elizbeth Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 20
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 2 - Student File - Cox, Trudy Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Cox, Trudy Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 2
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 8 - Student File - Currie, Lawrence Anthony

Title: Student File - Currie, Lawrence Anthony
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 8
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 15 - Student File - Edgecombe-Howell, Patience

Title: Student File - Edgecombe-Howell, Patience
Reference code: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 15
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 17 - Student File - Fisher, Gerald Steven

Title: Student File - Fisher, Gerald Steven
Reference code: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 17
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 8 - Student File - Forrestall, Sister Patricia Ann

Title: Student File - Forrestall, Sister Patricia Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 8
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 14 - Student File - Foulds, Joella Lynne

Title: Student File - Foulds, Joella Lynne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 14
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 2 - Student File - Frisch, Noreen Ann Cavan

Title: Student File - Frisch, Noreen Ann Cavan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 2
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 17 - Student File - Gillespie, Dale Kathryn

Title: Student File - Gillespie, Dale Kathryn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 17
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 4 - Student File - Hebb, Leila Ann

Title: Student File - Hebb, Leila Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 4
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 1 - Student File - Jenkins, Susan Juanita

Title: Student File - Jenkins, Susan Juanita
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 1
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 15 - Student File - Kendrick, Michael John

Title: Student File - Kendrick, Michael John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 15
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 7 - Student File - Logan, Jane Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Logan, Jane Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 7
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 14 - Student File - Lyman, Scott R.

Title: Student File - Lyman, Scott R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 14
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 9 - Student File - MacDougall, Robert

Title: Student File - MacDougall, Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 9
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 8 - Student File - MacInnis, Irene

Title: Student File - MacInnis, Irene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 8
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 1 - Student File - MacIssac, Edward Clement Rev.

Title: Student File - MacIssac, Edward Clement Rev.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 1
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 16 - Student File - MacKenzie, Neil Terrance

Title: Student File - MacKenzie, Neil Terrance
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 16
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 7 - Student File - MacNeil, James Bernard

Title: Student File - MacNeil, James Bernard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 7
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 19 - Student File - MacPherson, Ian Bertram

Title: Student File - MacPherson, Ian Bertram
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 19
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 15 - Student File - Mallon, Monica Catherine

Title: Student File - Mallon, Monica Catherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 15
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 14 - Student File - McPhee, Judith Ann

Title: Student File - McPhee, Judith Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 14
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 17 - Student File - McPherson, Deborah Lee

Title: Student File - McPherson, Deborah Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 17
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 5 - Student File - Middleton, William Gilbert

Title: Student File - Middleton, William Gilbert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 5
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 13 - Student File - Nicholson, Gordon Hensley

Title: Student File - Nicholson, Gordon Hensley
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 13
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 5 - Student File - Owen, Frances

Title: Student File - Owen, Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 5
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 1 - Student File - Rosen, Barry

Title: Student File - Rosen, Barry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 1
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 7 - Student File - Rowe, Daniel Duncan

Title: Student File - Rowe, Daniel Duncan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 7
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 19 - Student File - Samuel, Mary Ann

Title: Student File - Samuel, Mary Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 19
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 6 - Student File - Saulnier, Katheryn Fay

Title: Student File - Saulnier, Katheryn Fay
Reference code: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 6
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 8 - Student File - Schellenberg, Dennis Herbert

Title: Student File - Schellenberg, Dennis Herbert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 8
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 9 - Student File - Seethwamdoow, Diaman

Title: Student File - Seethwamdoow, Diaman
Reference code: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 9
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 5 - Student File - Sullivan, Deborah Leah

Title: Student File - Sullivan, Deborah Leah
Reference code: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 5
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 7 - Student File - Abriel, Corinne

Title: Student File - Abriel, Corinne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 7
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 6 - Student File - Akiyama, Keiji

Title: Student File - Akiyama, Keiji
Reference code: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 6
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 8 - Student File - Allen, Daivd John Campbell

Title: Student File - Allen, Daivd John Campbell
Reference code: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 8
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 3 - Student File - Andrusyshyn, Gregory Alexander
Title: Student File - Andrusyshyn, Gregory Alexander
Reference code: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 3
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 11 - Student File - Arsenault, Brian Gerard
Title: Student File - Arsenault, Brian Gerard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 11
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 16 - Student File - Atkinson, David MacLeod
Title: Student File - Atkinson, David MacLeod
Reference code: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 16
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 5 - Student File - Beck, Serena Dawn
Title: Student File - Beck, Serena Dawn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 5
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 9 - Student File - Beed, Ronald G

- **Title**: Student File - Beed, Ronald G
- **Reference code**: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 9
- **Date**: 1977 (date of creation)
- **Restrictions on access**: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 10 - Student File - Belgrane, Stephen John

- **Title**: Student File - Belgrane, Stephen John
- **Reference code**: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 10
- **Date**: 1977 (date of creation)
- **Restrictions on access**: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 14 - Student File - Berkal, Ben Zion

- **Title**: Student File - Berkal, Ben Zion
- **Reference code**: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 14
- **Date**: 1977 (date of creation)
- **Restrictions on access**: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 2 - Student File - Bernard, Wanda Elaine

- **Title**: Student File - Bernard, Wanda Elaine
- **Reference code**: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 2
- **Date**: 1977 (date of creation)
- **Restrictions on access**: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 13 - Student File - Bonnell, Peggy Louise

Title: Student File - Bonnell, Peggy Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 13
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 8 - Student File - Caley, Arja Elizabet

Title: Student File - Caley, Arja Elizabet
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 8
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 7 - Student File - Choi, Pauline P.L.

Title: Student File - Choi, Pauline P.L.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 7
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 8 - Student File - Cromwell, Gregory Eric

Title: Student File - Cromwell, Gregory Eric
Reference code: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 8
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 14 - Student File - Crouse, Catherine S.

Title: Student File - Crouse, Catherine S.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 14
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 11 - Student File - Currie, Derek Steven

Title: Student File - Currie, Derek Steven
Reference code: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 11
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 12 - Student File - Davidson, Christine M

Title: Student File - Davidson, Christine M
Reference code: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 12
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 14 - Student File - Derian, Karen S.

Title: Student File - Derian, Karen S.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 14
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 15 - Student File - Deszynski, Ewa J.

Title: Student File - Deszynski, Ewa J.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 15
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 10 - Student File - Devlin, Arnold Charles

Title: Student File - Devlin, Arnold Charles
Reference code: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 10
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 13 - Student File - Dimcof, Cheryl L

Title: Student File - Dimcof, Cheryl L
Reference code: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 13
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 16 - Student File - Dorrington, Jocelyn A.L.

Title: Student File - Dorrington, Jocelyn A.L.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 16
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 18 - Student File - Drysdale, Susan Margaret

**Title:** Student File - Drysdale, Susan Margaret  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 99, Folder 18  
**Date:** 1977 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 17 - Student File - Dunphy, Reginald Arthur

**Title:** Student File - Dunphy, Reginald Arthur  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 142, Folder 17  
**Date:** 1977 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 18 - Student File - Dupuis, Gary Wayne

**Title:** Student File - Dupuis, Gary Wayne  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 142, Folder 18  
**Date:** 1977 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 7 - Student File - Dwyer, Jeanette Barbara

**Title:** Student File - Dwyer, Jeanette Barbara  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 100, Folder 7  
**Date:** 1977 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 19 - Student File - Dwyer-Sepic, Patrice B

Title: Student File - Dwyer-Sepic, Patrice B
Reference code: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 19
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 22 - Student File - Fennell, Cathy Theresa

Title: Student File - Fennell, Cathy Theresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 22
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 23 - Student File - Finkelstein, Minsa Rose

Title: Student File - Finkelstein, Minsa Rose
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 23
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 3 - Student File - Flewwelling, Christine Hazel

Title: Student File - Flewwelling, Christine Hazel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 3
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 24 - Student File - Flintoft, Gail T

Title: Student File - Flintoft, Gail T
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 24
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 25 - Student File - Ghose, Bassanio

Title: Student File - Ghose, Bassanio
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 25
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 26 - Student File - Gibbons, Jo-Anne H

Title: Student File - Gibbons, Jo-Anne H
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 26
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 27 - Student File - Giddens, Owen Robert

Title: Student File - Giddens, Owen Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 27
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 28 - Student File - Gilmore, Joanne Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Gilmore, Joanne Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 28
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 1 - Student File - Gorby, Louise

Title: Student File - Gorby, Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 1
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 2 - Student File - Greenberg, Marilyn

Title: Student File - Greenberg, Marilyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 2
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 16 - Student File - Hale, Joanne E

Title: Student File - Hale, Joanne E
Reference code: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 16
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 17 - Student File - Hale, William Edward

Title: Student File - Hale, William Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 17
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 3 - Student File - Handrigan, Helen M.

Title: Student File - Handrigan, Helen M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 3
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 4 - Student File - Henderson, Nancy Ann

Title: Student File - Henderson, Nancy Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 4
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 5 - Student File - Holm, Karin Lynn

Title: Student File - Holm, Karin Lynn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 5
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 20 - Student File - Hrabi, Mary Louise

Title: Student File - Hrabi, Mary Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 20
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 14 - Student File - James, Allan Ogilve

Title: Student File - James, Allan Ogilve
Reference code: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 14
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 6 - Student File - Jarvis, Daniel W.H.

Title: Student File - Jarvis, Daniel W.H.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 142, Folder 6
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 6 - Student File - Kasouf, M. Blair

Title: Student File - Kasouf, M. Blair
Reference code: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 6
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 11 - Student File - Katzman, Marsha Rhonda

Title: Student File - Katzman, Marsha Rhonda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 11
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 12 - Student File - Kirono, John Frederick

Title: Student File - Kirono, John Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 12
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 17 - Student File - Knight, Florence Delphine

Title: Student File - Knight, Florence Delphine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 17
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 18 - Student File - Kniseley, Donald Lee

Title: Student File - Kniseley, Donald Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 18
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 8 - Student File - Krongold, John Yona

Title: Student File - Krongold, John Yona
Reference code: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 8
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 9 - Student File - Kyte, Michael Gerard

Title: Student File - Kyte, Michael Gerard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 9
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 5 - Student File - Landry, Robert

Title: Student File - Landry, Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 5
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 1 - Student File - Leblanc, Joseph Andre

Title: Student File - Leblanc, Joseph Andre
Reference code: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 1
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 11 - Student File - Legault, Claudette Rose

Title: Student File - Legault, Claudette Rose
Reference code: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 11
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 10 - Student File - Legault, Louise Estelle

Title: Student File - Legault, Louise Estelle
Reference code: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 10
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 13 - Student File - Leger, Raoul

Title: Student File - Leger, Raoul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 13
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 11 - Student File - Leonnard, Sheila M.

Title: Student File - Leonnard, Sheila M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 11
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 12 - Student File - Lloyd-Smith, Gwendolyn Joyce

Title: Student File - Lloyd-Smith, Gwendolyn Joyce
Reference code: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 12
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 1 - Student File - Lockhart, Judy Louise

Title: Student File - Lockhart, Judy Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 1
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 7 - Student File - Long, Rino L.

Title: Student File - Long, Rino L.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 7
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 15 - Student File - Lynch, Judith Nicolina

Title: Student File - Lynch, Judith Nicolina
Reference code: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 15
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 9 - Student File - MacDonald, Darlene Frances

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Darlene Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 9
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 8 - Student File - MacDonald, Georgette Marie

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Georgette Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 8
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 16 - Student File - MacDonald, Marie Florence

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Marie Florence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 16
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 10 - Student File - MacEachen, Hughena Monica

Title: Student File - MacEachen, Hughena Monica
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 10
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 11 - Student File - MacGillivray, Alan E.S.

Title: Student File - MacGillivray, Alan E.S.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 11
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 13 - Student File - MacIntosh, David Keith

Title: Student File - MacIntosh, David Keith
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 13
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 12 - Student File - MacKenzie, Jonathan A.

Title: Student File - MacKenzie, Jonathan A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 12
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 13 - Student File - MacNeil, H. Andre

Title: Student File - MacNeil, H. Andre
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 13
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 14 - Student File - MacPherson, John Stephen

Title: Student File - MacPherson, John Stephen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 14
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 13 - Student File - Mascarin, Janet Marie

Title: Student File - Mascarin, Janet Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 13
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 16 - Student File - Matheson, Diane R.

Title: Student File - Matheson, Diane R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 16
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 17 - Student File - McIlveen, Eileen B.

Title: Student File - McIlveen, Eileen B.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 17
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 17 - Student File - McIntyre, Danny Clarence

Title: Student File - McIntyre, Danny Clarence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 17
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 18 - Student File - McIntyre, Hugh James

Title: Student File - McIntyre, Hugh James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 18
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 18 - Student File - McKinney, Gerald Gordon

Title: Student File - McKinney, Gerald Gordon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 18
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 8 - Student File - McLaren, Mary Catherine

Title: Student File - McLaren, Mary Catherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 8
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 19 - Student File - McMullin, Carolyn M.

Title: Student File - McMullin, Carolyn M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 19
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 1 - Student File - McMullin, James Bernard

Title: Student File - McMullin, James Bernard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 1
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 2 - Student File - Mendes, Joan M

Title: Student File - Mendes, Joan M
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 2
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 3 - Student File - Mielke, Patricia Anne

Title: Student File - Mielke, Patricia Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 3
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 4 - Student File - Miller, Gerald M

Title: Student File - Miller, Gerald M
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 4
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 5 - Student File - Mills, Elizabeth A

Title: Student File - Mills, Elizabeth A
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 5
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 6 - Student File - Mitchell, William Edward

Title: Student File - Mitchell, William Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 6
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 7 - Student File - Moore, Karen Diana

Title: Student File - Moore, Karen Diana
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 7
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 8 - Student File - Moore, Patricia

Title: Student File - Moore, Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 8
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 8 - Student File - Morris, George Erskine

Title: Student File - Morris, George Erskine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 8
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 9 - Student File - Murphy, Maureen A

Title: Student File - Murphy, Maureen A
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 9
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 10 - Student File - Murray, Nora M

Title: Student File - Murray, Nora M
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 10
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 11 - Student File - Nardella, Emunuela

Title: Student File - Nardella, Emunuela
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 11
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 12 - Student File - Neudorf, William d

Title: Student File - Neudorf, William d
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 12
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 14 - Student File - Nightingale, Randolph F.G.

Title: Student File - Nightingale, Randolph F.G.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 14
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 15 - Student File - Oliver, Steve D

Title: Student File - Oliver, Steve D
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 15
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 11 - Student File - O'Neil, Greald Percy

Title: Student File - O'Neil, Greald Percy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 11
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 16 - Student File - Osborne, Karen Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Osborne, Karen Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 16
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 17 - Student File - Ouellet, Maurice R.

Title: Student File - Ouellet, Maurice R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 17
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 18 - Student File - Parakadavil, Kurian Cherian

Title: Student File - Parakadavil, Kurian Cherian
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 18
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 12 - Student File - Parks, Joan Maxine

Title: Student File - Parks, Joan Maxine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 12
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 19 - Student File - Perry, Philip F.K.

Title: Student File - Perry, Philip F.K.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 19
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 20 - Student File - Phe, Shiu Wan Grace

Title: Student File - Phe, Shiu Wan Grace
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 20
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 21 - Student File - Poulos, Marie Gina

Title: Student File - Poulos, Marie Gina
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 21
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 7 - Student File - Rackette, Michelle

Title: Student File - Rackette, Michelle
Reference code: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 7
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 10 - Student File - Raczkowski, Yvonne H

Title: Student File - Raczkowski, Yvonne H
Reference code: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 10
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 6 - Student File - Rahman, Md. Mahbubur

Title: Student File - Rahman, Md. Mahbubur
Reference code: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 6
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 6 - Student File - Rice, Marilyn Adelaide

Title: Student File - Rice, Marilyn Adelaide
Reference code: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 6
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 7 - Student File - Richard, Brenda Katherine

Title: Student File - Richard, Brenda Katherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 7
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 5 - Student File - Ried, Mary Joanne

Title: Student File - Ried, Mary Joanne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 5
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 4 - Student File - Riegelhaupt, Debbie R.

Title: Student File - Riegelhaupt, Debbie R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 4
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 3 - Student File - Ritchie, Neil Howard

Title: Student File - Ritchie, Neil Howard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 3
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 2 - Student File - Robertson, James M.

Title: Student File - Robertson, James M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 154, Folder 2
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 2 - Student File - Rudderham, Kathleen

Title: Student File - Rudderham, Kathleen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 2
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 3 - Student File - Rudnick, Susan Carol

Title: Student File - Rudnick, Susan Carol
Reference code: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 3
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 4 - Student File - Satentein-Kahn, Susan J.

Title: Student File - Satentein-Kahn, Susan J.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 4
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 7 - Student File - Sawadski, Betty L.

Title: Student File - Sawadski, Betty L.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 7
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 6 - Student File - Schmidt, Paul Michael

Title: Student File - Schmidt, Paul Michael
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 6
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 12 - Student File - Sherwood, Elizabeth Loise

Title: Student File - Sherwood, Elizabeth Loise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 12
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 10 - Student File - Smith, Marianne

Title: Student File - Smith, Marianne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 153, Folder 10
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 6 - Student File - Sonier, Marie-Paule

Title: Student File - Sonier, Marie-Paule
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 6
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 18 - Student File - St. Laurent, T. Louis

Title: Student File - St. Laurent, T. Louis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 18
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 13 - Student File - Stevens, Brian Michael

Title: Student File - Stevens, Brian Michael
Reference code: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 13
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 8 - Student File - Stratford, Ronald Bruce

Title: Student File - Stratford, Ronald Bruce
Reference code: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 8
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 13 - Student File - Sullivan, Cathy Ann

Title: Student File - Sullivan, Cathy Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 13
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 220, Folder 6 - Student Services - Financial Assistance

Title: Student Services - Financial Assistance
Reference code: UA-22, Box 220, Folder 6
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 9 - Field Placement

Title: Field Placement
Reference code: UA-22, Box 239, Folder 9
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 1 - Student File - Abbott, Deborah

Title: Student File - Abbott, Deborah
Reference code: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 1
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 4 - Student File - Ackerman, Arlene Marcia

Title: Student File - Ackerman, Arlene Marcia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 4
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 13 - Student File - Archibald, Patricia Anne**

**Title:** Student File - Archibald, Patricia Anne  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 81, Folder 13  
**Date:** 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 6 - Student File - Baldursson, Thuridor J.**

**Title:** Student File - Baldursson, Thuridor J.  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 84, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 6 - Student File - Belanger, Jean Marc Andrea**

**Title:** Student File - Belanger, Jean Marc Andrea  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 85, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 10 - Student File - Benjamin, Lynn Frances**

**Title:** Student File - Benjamin, Lynn Frances  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 85, Folder 10
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 11 - Student File - Bennett-Murphy, Susan

Title: Student File - Bennett-Murphy, Susan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 11
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 8 - Student File - Boc, Deborrah, D.J.

Title: Student File - Boc, Deborrah, D.J.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 8
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 10 - Student File - Bolger, Marlene G.

Title: Student File - Bolger, Marlene G.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 10
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 14 - Student File - Bordage-Harvey, Mona

Title: Student File - Bordage-Harvey, Mona
Title: Student File - Brooks, Brian
Reference code: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 9
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 10 - Student File - Brooks, Ronald Norman
Title: Student File - Brooks, Ronald Norman
Reference code: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 10
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 11 - Student File - Brown, Barbara Jane
Title: Student File - Brown, Barbara Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 11
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 13 - Student File - Brown, David
Title: Student File - Brown, David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 13
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 1 - Student File - Bruce, Willard Alexander

Title: Student File - Bruce, Willard Alexander
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 1
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 3 - Student File - Buchanan, Edna

Title: Student File - Buchanan, Edna
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 3
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 4 - Student File - Buchanan, John Allen

Title: Student File - Buchanan, John Allen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 4
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 8 - Student File - Burchell, Donna Mae

Title: Student File - Burchell, Donna Mae
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 8
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 9 - Student File - Burchell, Emilia Mary

Title: Student File - Burchell, Emilia Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 9
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 10 - Student File - Burchill, Grant

Title: Student File - Burchill, Grant
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 10
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 11 - Student File - Burey, Mary

Title: Student File - Burey, Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 11
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 15 - Student File - Burris, Debra Anne

Title: Student File - Burris, Debra Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 15
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 4 - Student File - Butler, Christine Vorna

Title: Student File - Butler, Christine Vorna
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 4
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 20 - Student File - Carew, Gerry A.

Title: Student File - Carew, Gerry A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 20
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 18 - Student File - Clarke, Nina Laurie

Title: Student File - Clarke, Nina Laurie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 18
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 3 - Student File - Cochrane, Kathleen Heather

Title: Student File - Cochrane, Kathleen Heather
Reference code: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 3
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 2 - Student File - Connell, Kevin Frances

Title: Student File - Connell, Kevin Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 2
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 3 - Student File - Connell, Mariette Florence

Title: Student File - Connell, Mariette Florence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 3
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 6 - Student File - Conrad, Marian Joan

Title: Student File - Conrad, Marian Joan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 6
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 17 - Student File - Cottingham, Cheryl Lynn

Title: Student File - Cottingham, Cheryl Lynn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 17
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 18 - Student File - Coughlin, Helen Marie

Title: Student File - Coughlin, Helen Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 18
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 19 - Student File - Covell, Diana

Title: Student File - Covell, Diana
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 19
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 7 - Student File - Crawley, Jane

Title: Student File - Crawley, Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 7
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 13 - Student File - Cross, Suzanne Leslie

Title: Student File - Cross, Suzanne Leslie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 13
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 12 - Student File - Cusak, Lorraine Theresa

Title: Student File - Cusak, Lorraine Theresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 12
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 13 - Student File - Denny, Joan Carolyn

Title: Student File - Denny, Joan Carolyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 13
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 13 - Student File - Dickie, Bryan Maxwell

Title: Student File - Dickie, Bryan Maxwell
Reference code: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 13
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 2 - Student File - Etmanski, Allan Bernard

Title: Student File - Etmanski, Allan Bernard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 2
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 10 - Student File - Farwell, Cheryl
Title: Student File - Farwell, Cheryl
Reference code: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 10
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 15 - Student File - Fillatre, Theresa
Title: Student File - Fillatre, Theresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 15
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 9 - Student File - Forsyth, Isabel
Title: Student File - Forsyth, Isabel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 9
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 6 - Student File - Gammon, Gregory R.
Title: Student File - Gammon, Gregory R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 6
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 11 - Student File - Gaudet, Sandra Ann

Title: Student File - Gaudet, Sandra Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 11
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 8 - Student File - Glasgow, Fitzherbert Godfrey

Title: Student File - Glasgow, Fitzherbert Godfrey
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 8
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 10 - Student File - Goldberg, Reisa Brina

Title: Student File - Goldberg, Reisa Brina
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 10
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 18 - Student File - Graham, Anita Louise

Title: Student File - Graham, Anita Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 18
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 19 - Student File - Granchelli, Janine Louise

Title: Student File - Granchelli, Janine Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 19
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 1 - Student File - Grant, Arthur Angus Spence

Title: Student File - Grant, Arthur Angus Spence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 1
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 4 - Student File - Gregg, Valory Ingrid

Title: Student File - Gregg, Valory Ingrid
Reference code: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 4
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 8 - Student File - Griffin, Kenneth Gordon

Title: Student File - Griffin, Kenneth Gordon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 8
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 10 - Student File - Guerette, Lisette

Title: Student File - Guerette, Lisette
Reference code: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 10
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 11 - Student File - Guraya, Kanwaljit Singh

Title: Student File - Guraya, Kanwaljit Singh
Reference code: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 11
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 13 - Student File - Guy, Patricia Helen

Title: Student File - Guy, Patricia Helen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 13
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 15 - Student File - Hadari, Sylvia

Title: Student File - Hadari, Sylvia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 15
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 7 - Student File - Hansen, Suzanne

Title: Student File - Hansen, Suzanne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 7
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 10 - Student File - Harriet, Edward Francis

Title: Student File - Harriet, Edward Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 10
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 12 - Student File - Hartlen, John Wayne

Title: Student File - Hartlen, John Wayne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 12
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 15 - Student File - Hawes, Patricia Anne

Title: Student File - Hawes, Patricia Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 15
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 18 - Student File - Hawkins, Jeffrey Stephen

Title: Student File - Hawkins, Jeffrey Stephen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 18
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 5 - Student File - Hebert, Robert

Title: Student File - Hebert, Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 5
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 7 - Student File - Hector, Claudette

Title: Student File - Hector, Claudette
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 7
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 13 - Student File - Henderson, David

Title: Student File - Henderson, David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 13
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 19 - Student File - Herder, Jacqueline

Title: Student File - Herder, Jacqueline
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 19
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 22 - Student File - Hickey, Frank William

Title: Student File - Hickey, Frank William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 22
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 2 - Student File - Hicks, Daniel Steven

Title: Student File - Hicks, Daniel Steven
Reference code: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 2
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 3 - Student File - Hicks, William Bruce

Title: Student File - Hicks, William Bruce
Reference code: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 3
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 13 - Student File - Hodder, Marilyn Louise

Title: Student File - Hodder, Marilyn Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 13
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 14 - Student File - Hoelscher, Anne Marie

Title: Student File - Hoelscher, Anne Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 14
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 16 - Student File - Holm, Sadie June

Title: Student File - Holm, Sadie June
Reference code: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 16
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 4 - Student File - Humphreys, Michael Desmond

Title: Student File - Humphreys, Michael Desmond
Reference code: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 4
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 11 - Student File - Jacobsen, Elaine Edith

Title: Student File - Jacobsen, Elaine Edith
Reference code: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 11
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 3 - Student File - Kemp, Beatrice Anne

Title: Student File - Kemp, Beatrice Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 3
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 1 - Student File - Kennedy, Patrick Neil

Title: Student File - Kennedy, Patrick Neil
Reference code: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 1
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 9 - Student File - Killam, Sarah Maud

Title: Student File - Killam, Sarah Maud
Reference code: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 9
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
**File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 10 - Student File - Killin, Margaret Ann**

**Title:** Student File - Killin, Margaret Ann  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 112, Folder 10  
**Date:** 1978 (date of creation)  

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 1 - Student File - Knudsen, Mary Eileen**

**Title:** Student File - Knudsen, Mary Eileen  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 113, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1978 (date of creation)  

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 18 - Student File - Landry, Carolyn Denyse**

**Title:** Student File - Landry, Carolyn Denyse  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 113, Folder 18  
**Date:** 1978 (date of creation)  

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 14 - Student File - Lawley, Karen Ruth**

**Title:** Student File - Lawley, Karen Ruth  
**Reference code:** UA-22, Box 114, Folder 14  
**Date:** 1978 (date of creation)  

**Restrictions on access:**  
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 2 - Student File - LeBlanc, Liza Nelinda Marie

Title: Student File - LeBlanc, Liza Nelinda Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 2
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 12 - Student File - Leger, Lilianne Jeanne

Title: Student File - Leger, Lilianne Jeanne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 12
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 9 - Student File - Love, Margaret Mary

Title: Student File - Love, Margaret Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 9
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 13 - Student File - Lyden, Irene Francis

Title: Student File - Lyden, Irene Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 13
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 14 - Student File - Mabey, Don Edward

Title: Student File - Mabey, Don Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 14
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 18 - Student File - MacCormack, Marjorie Dorthea

Title: Student File - MacCormack, Marjorie Dorthea
Reference code: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 18
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 7 - Student File - MacDonald, Catherine Victoria

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Catherine Victoria
Reference code: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 7
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 8 - Student File - MacDonald, Clifford Joseph

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Clifford Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 8
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 20 - Student File - MacFadden, Beverly Diane

Title: Student File - MacFadden, Beverly Diane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 20
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 14 - Student File - MacIntosh, John B.

Title: Student File - MacIntosh, John B.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 14
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 12 - Student File - MacKenzie, Ilona Faye

Title: Student File - MacKenzie, Ilona Faye
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 12
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 13 - Student File - MacKenzie, Jerome Daniel

Title: Student File - MacKenzie, Jerome Daniel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 13
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 14 - Student File - MacKenzie, Kenneth William

Title: Student File - MacKenzie, Kenneth William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 14
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 15 - Student File - MacLeod, Lorne Wayne

Title: Student File - MacLeod, Lorne Wayne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 15
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 3 - Student File - MacMillan, Walter Thomas

Title: Student File - MacMillan, Walter Thomas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 3
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 9 - Student File - MacNeil, Sister Mildred Marie

Title: Student File - MacNeil, Sister Mildred Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 9
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 12 - Student File - MacNeil, William Meliton

Title: Student File - MacNeil, William Meliton
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 12
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 2 - Student File - Marion, Pamela Clare

Title: Student File - Marion, Pamela Clare
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 2
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 4 - Student File - McCarthy, Alice Marie

Title: Student File - McCarthy, Alice Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 4
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 1 - Student File - McCready, Carol Theresa

Title: Student File - McCready, Carol Theresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 1
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 10 - Student File - McInnis, Mary Carol

Title: Student File - McInnis, Mary Carol
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 10
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 11 - Student File - McKenzie, Donna

Title: Student File - McKenzie, Donna
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 11
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 18 - Student File - McKiggan, William James

Title: Student File - McKiggan, William James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 18
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 13 - Student File - McLeod, Debra Jacqueline

Title: Student File - McLeod, Debra Jacqueline
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 13
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 4 - Student File - Michaud, Mary Maureen

Title: Student File - Michaud, Mary Maureen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 4
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 9 - Student File - Miller, Patricia Nadine

Title: Student File - Miller, Patricia Nadine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 9
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 2 - Student File - Moore, Martin Barry

Title: Student File - Moore, Martin Barry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 2
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 10 - Student File - Morrison, Shirley Jen

Title: Student File - Morrison, Shirley Jen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 10
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 4 - Student File - Myer, Terry

Title: Student File - Myer, Terry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 4
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 7 - Student File - Myers-Paquet, Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Myers-Paquet, Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 7
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 9 - Student File - Nantes, Kenneth Gerald

Title: Student File - Nantes, Kenneth Gerald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 9
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 14 - Student File - Nekita, Rosella Irene

Title: Student File - Nekita, Rosella Irene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 14
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 17 - Student File - Nickel, George

Title: Student File - Nickel, George
Reference code: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 17
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 13 - Student File - Oram, Edgar Brian

Title: Student File - Oram, Edgar Brian
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 13
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 2 - Student File - Osborne, Thomas Patrick

Title: Student File - Osborne, Thomas Patrick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 2
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 13 - Student File - Parks, Terrance Walter

Title: Student File - Parks, Terrance Walter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 13
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 1 - Student File - Parsons, Mary Beth

Title: Student File - Parsons, Mary Beth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 1
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 12 - Student File - Perry, Errol M.

Title: Student File - Perry, Errol M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 12
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 1 - Student File - Picard, Cheryl Ann

Title: Student File - Picard, Cheryl Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 1
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 3 - Student File - Reid, Michelle

Title: Student File - Reid, Michelle
Reference code: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 3
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 4 - Student File - Reppa, Stanley John

Title: Student File - Reppa, Stanley John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 4
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 5 - Student File - Rice, Bruce

Title: Student File - Rice, Bruce
Reference code: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 5
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 13 - Student File - Ritchie, Gordon Jim

Title: Student File - Ritchie, Gordon Jim
Reference code: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 13
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 5 - Student File - Roberts, Peter Leslie

Title: Student File - Roberts, Peter Leslie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 5
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 7 - Student File - Robertson, Marjorie Alvina

Title: Student File - Robertson, Marjorie Alvina
Reference code: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 7
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 8 - Student File - Robinson, Samuel Isaac

Title: Student File - Robinson, Samuel Isaac
Reference code: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 8
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 9 - Student File - Robitaille, H. Patricia

Title: Student File - Robitaille, H. Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 9
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 11 - Student File - Rodriguez, Mariia

Title: Student File - Rodriguez, Mariia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 11
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 5 - Student File - Ross, William Roy

Title: Student File - Ross, William Roy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 5
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 9 - Student File - Roy, Lea Rachael

Title: Student File - Roy, Lea Rachael
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 9
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 12 - Student File - Rudderham, Kathleen Margaret

Title: Student File - Rudderham, Kathleen Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 12
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 1 - Student File - Sandhu, Sukhdevsingh

Title: Student File - Sandhu, Sukhdevsingh
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 1
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 4 - Student File - Schella, Robert James

Title: Student File - Schella, Robert James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 4
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 10 - Student File - Sharpe, D. Jean

Title: Student File - Sharpe, D. Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 10
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 18 - Student File - Silliker, Donna Eloise

Title: Student File - Silliker, Donna Eloise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 18
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 12 - Student File - Smith, Linda Ruby

Title: Student File - Smith, Linda Ruby
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 12
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 4 - Student File - Steele, Corinne Ann

Title: Student File - Steele, Corinne Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 4
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 8 - Student File - Steele, Patricia Frances

Title: Student File - Steele, Patricia Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 8
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 17 - Student File - Stewart, Pamela Christine

Title: Student File - Stewart, Pamela Christine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 17
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 9 - Student File - Strug, Annette

Title: Student File - Strug, Annette
Reference code: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 9
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 14 - Student File - Sutherland, Charlotte Evelyn

Title: Student File - Sutherland, Charlotte Evelyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 14
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 400, Folder 6 - Students' Place of Origin

Title: Students' Place of Origin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 400, Folder 6
Date: 1978-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 11 - Student File - Demone, Brenda Joyce

Title: Student File - Demone, Brenda Joyce
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 11
Date: 1979-1978 (error - check file) (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 7 - Student File - Alexander, John Andrew

Title: Student File - Alexander, John Andrew
Reference code: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 7
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 4 - Student File - Anumudu, Nicholas
Title: Student File - Anumudu, Nicholas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 4
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 12 - Student File - Arseneau, Daniel

Title: Student File - Arseneau, Daniel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 12
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 5 - Student File - Balcom, Judith Anne

Title: Student File - Balcom, Judith Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 5
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 6 - Student File - Blanchard, Yvette Marie

Title: Student File - Blanchard, Yvette Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 6
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 9 - Student File - Bolger, Anne-Marie

Title: Student File - Bolger, Anne-Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 9
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 17 - Student File - Bradley, Freda Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Bradley, Freda Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 17
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 16 - Student File - Burwash, Marilee Jean

Title: Student File - Burwash, Marilee Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 16
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 14 - Student File - Chambers, Mildred Grace

Title: Student File - Chambers, Mildred Grace
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 14
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 12 - Student File - Clare, Geoffrey Walker

Title: Student File - Clare, Geoffrey Walker
Reference code: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 12
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 1 - Student File - Clow, Janet Bernadette

Title: Student File - Clow, Janet Bernadette
Reference code: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 1
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 13 - Student File - Collins, Linda Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Collins, Linda Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 13
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 15 - Student File - Cosgrove, Carolyn

Title: Student File - Cosgrove, Carolyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 15
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 16 - Student File - Costanzo, Louis

Title: Student File - Costanzo, Louis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 16
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 9 - Student File - Currie, Marie Eileen

Title: Student File - Currie, Marie Eileen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 9
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 18 - Student File - Dalrymple, Sandra Faye

Title: Student File - Dalrymple, Sandra Faye
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 18
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 19 - Student File - Dalton, Marlene Mary

Title: Student File - Dalton, Marlene Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 19
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 1 - Student File - Dalzell, Gordon W.

Title: Student File - Dalzell, Gordon W.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 1
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 18 - Student File - de Marsh, Barbara

Title: Student File - de Marsh, Barbara
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 18
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 12 - Student File - Deneau, Evelyn

Title: Student File - Deneau, Evelyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 12
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 3 - Student File - Desjardins, Jaques Georges

Title: Student File - Desjardins, Jaques Georges
Reference code: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 3
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 8 - Student File - Devereaux, Brian George

Title: Student File - Devereaux, Brian George
Reference code: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 8
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 15 - Student File - DiNatale, Nancy

Title: Student File - DiNatale, Nancy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 15
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 4 - Student File - Dolan, Daniel Benjamin

Title: Student File - Dolan, Daniel Benjamin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 4
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 8 - Student File - Doucet, Marcel Leonard

Title: Student File - Doucet, Marcel Leonard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 8
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
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File: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 4 - Student File - Dunsworth, Anne Marie

Title: Student File - Dunsworth, Anne Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 4
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 12 - Student File - Eaton, Karen

Title: Student File - Eaton, Karen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 12
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 3 - Student File - Ettinger, Sharon

Title: Student File - Ettinger, Sharon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 3
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 6 - Student File - Foley, Janet Marie

Title: Student File - Foley, Janet Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 6
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 12 - Student File - Fox, Barbara I.

Title: Student File - Fox, Barbara I.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 12
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 5 - Student File - Gallo, Joanne

Title: Student File - Gallo, Joanne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 5
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 2 - Student File - Hall, Karl Wayne

Title: Student File - Hall, Karl Wayne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 2
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 5 - Student File - Hansen, Paul Armand

Title: Student File - Hansen, Paul Armand
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 5
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 11 - Student File - Harrison, Susan Lorraine

Title: Student File - Harrison, Susan Lorraine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 11
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 16 - Student File - Hawkes-Lavin, Carmella

Title: Student File - Hawkes-Lavin, Carmella
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 16
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 19 - Student File - Haworth, Heather Pryce

Title: Student File - Haworth, Heather Pryce
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 19
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 3 - Student File - Hayward, Margaret Ann

Title: Student File - Hayward, Margaret Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 3
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 9 - Student File - Helwig, Paul Lawrence

Title: Student File - Helwig, Paul Lawrence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 9
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 1 - Student File - Huck, Denis Noel

Title: Student File - Huck, Denis Noel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 1
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 15 - Student File - James, Barbara Hope

Title: Student File - James, Barbara Hope
Reference code: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 15
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 16 - Student File - Jamieson, Paul Joesph

Title: Student File - Jamieson, Paul Joesph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 16
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 3 - Student File - Jenson, Lynn Brereton

Title: Student File - Jenson, Lynn Brereton
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 3
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 4 - Student File - Jobe, Elaine Patricia

Title: Student File - Jobe, Elaine Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 4
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 1 - Student File - Jones, Linda Mary

Title: Student File - Jones, Linda Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 1
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 7 - Student File - Kaulback, Deborah Mae

Title: Student File - Kaulback, Deborah Mae
Reference code: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 7
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 14 - Student File - Kelly, Terrence Bernard

Title: Student File - Kelly, Terrence Bernard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 14
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 17 - Student File - Kennedy, Pamela Sutherland

Title: Student File - Kennedy, Pamela Sutherland
Reference code: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 17
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 7 - Student File - Kierstead, Brian W

Title: Student File - Kierstead, Brian W
Reference code: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 7
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 14 - Student File - King, Nancy Lee

Title: Student File - King, Nancy Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 14
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 13 - Student File - Laltoo, Hayden

Title: Student File - Laltoo, Hayden
Reference code: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 13
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 6 - Student File - Landry, Sylvia Dorice

Title: Student File - Landry, Sylvia Dorice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 6
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 7 - Student File - Landry, Valerie Marie

Title: Student File - Landry, Valerie Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 7
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 11 - Student File - Larson, Laurie Lee

Title: Student File - Larson, Laurie Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 11
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 14 - Student File - Legresley, Diane

Title: Student File - Legresley, Diane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 14
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 3 - Student File - Letcher, Minnie Catherine

Title: Student File - Letcher, Minnie Catherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 3
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 10 - Student File - Lucas, Margaret Wilkie

Title: Student File - Lucas, Margaret Wilkie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 10
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 1 - Student File - MacDonald, Marie Therese

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Marie Therese
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 1
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 3 - Student File - MacDonald, Mary Maureen
Title: Student File - MacDonald, Mary Maureen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 3
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 6 - Student File - MacDonald, Sandra Fortune
Title: Student File - MacDonald, Sandra Fortune
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 6
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 14 - Student File - MacDougall, Stanley Martin
Title: Student File - MacDougall, Stanley Martin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 14
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 2 - Student File - MacGillivray, Merinda
Title: Student File - MacGillivray, Merinda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 2
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 16 - Student File - MacIntyre, Daniel Joseph

Title: Student File - MacIntyre, Daniel Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 16
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 10 - Student File - MacKenzie, Christine Elizabeth

Title: Student File - MacKenzie, Christine Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 10
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 15 - Student File - Mackey, Sandra M.T.

Title: Student File - Mackey, Sandra M.T.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 15
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 16 - Student File - MacLeod, Margaret Ann

Title: Student File - MacLeod, Margaret Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 16
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 1 - Student File - MacMillian, Karen Ann

Title: Student File - MacMillian, Karen Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 1
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 8 - Student File - MacPherson, Sherry Laverne

Title: Student File - MacPherson, Sherry Laverne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 8
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 9 - Student File - MacPherson, Shirley

Title: Student File - MacPherson, Shirley
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 9
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 18 - Student File - Maloney, Leo Joseph

Title: Student File - Maloney, Leo Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 18
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 22 - Student File - Marchand, Verle

Title: Student File - Marchand, Verle
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 22
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 16 - Student File - McCormack, Joseph M

Title: Student File - McCormack, Joseph M
Reference code: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 16
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 17 - Student File - McCormack, Margaret Jane

Title: Student File - McCormack, Margaret Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 17
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 8 - Student File - Miller, Elizabeth Lee

Title: Student File - Miller, Elizabeth Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 8
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 16 - Student File - Moffatt, Kathleen Anne

Title: Student File - Moffatt, Kathleen Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 16
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 7 - Student File - Mosher, Sharon Vivian

Title: Student File - Mosher, Sharon Vivian
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 7
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 14 - Student File - Muise, Donald

Title: Student File - Muise, Donald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 14
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 8 - Student File - O'Hara, Paul Frederick

Title: Student File - O'Hara, Paul Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 8
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 12 - Student File - O'Neil, Sean Patton

Title: Student File - O'Neil, Sean Patton
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 12
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 18 - Student File - Osborne, Kenneth Hubert

Title: Student File - Osborne, Kenneth Hubert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 18
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 9 - Student File - Pallett, Linda Dianne

Title: Student File - Pallett, Linda Dianne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 9
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 10 - Student File - Palmer, John Malcom

Title: Student File - Palmer, John Malcom
Reference code: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 10
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 2 - Student File - Parsons, Pamela

Title: Student File - Parsons, Pamela
Reference code: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 2
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 17 - Student File - Profitt, Karen Elisa

Title: Student File - Profitt, Karen Elisa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 17
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 15 - Student File - Rea, Heather Lynn

Title: Student File - Rea, Heather Lynn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 15
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 14 - Student File - Ritchie, Stephen John

Title: Student File - Ritchie, Stephen John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 14
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 4 - Student File - Roberts, Pamela Anne

Title: Student File - Roberts, Pamela Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 4
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 13 - Student File - Romke, Janet Lynn

Title: Student File - Romke, Janet Lynn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 13
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 11 - Student File - Ruck, Calvin Woodrow

Title: Student File - Ruck, Calvin Woodrow
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 11
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 17 - Student File - Sabine, Elaine Muriel

Title: Student File - Sabine, Elaine Muriel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 17
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 3 - Student File - Savoie, Jean Marc

Title: Student File - Savoie, Jean Marc
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 3
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 9 - Student File - Shaddick, Susan Jean

Title: Student File - Shaddick, Susan Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 9
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 13 - Student File - Sherman, Shirley Marilyn

Title: Student File - Sherman, Shirley Marilyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 13
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 15 - Student File - Short, Carol Ann

Title: Student File - Short, Carol Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 15
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 1 - Student File - Simmonds, Linda

Title: Student File - Simmonds, Linda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 1
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 2 - Student File - Simon, Paula Lorraine

Title: Student File - Simon, Paula Lorraine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 2
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 7 - Student File - Smith, Betty

Title: Student File - Smith, Betty
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 7
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 14 - Student File - Snow, Rita May

Title: Student File - Snow, Rita May
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 14
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 16 - Student File - Stewart, Karen Lillian

Title: Student File - Stewart, Karen Lillian
Reference code: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 16
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 6 - Student File - Story, Robert

Title: Student File - Story, Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 6
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 18 - Student File - Sylvestre-Wallace, Francine

Title: Student File - Sylvestre-Wallace, Francine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 18
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 15 - Student File - Frampton, Gene

Title: Student File - Frampton, Gene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 15
Date: 1979-1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 12 - Student File - Amirault, David R.

Title: Student File - Amirault, David R.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 12
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 2 - Student File - Andrews, Tova Tabacoff

Title: Student File - Andrews, Tova Tabacoff
Reference code: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 2
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 13 - Student File - Arseneau, Jacqueline

Title: Student File - Arseneau, Jacqueline
Reference code: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 13
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 11 - Student File - Barker, Morna Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Barker, Morna Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 11
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 8 - Student File - Bell-Henry, Deborah Margaret

Title: Student File - Bell-Henry, Deborah Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 8
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 13 - Student File - Burke, Sister Alexandra Pauline

Title: Student File - Burke, Sister Alexandra Pauline
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 13
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 17 - Student File - Campbell, John

Title: Student File - Campbell, John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 17
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 18 - Student File - Campkin, Kenneth David

Title: Student File - Campkin, Kenneth David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 18
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 19 - Student File - Cannon, Cheryl Ruth

Title: Student File - Cannon, Cheryl Ruth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 19
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 21 - Student File - Chinery, Sandra Marie

Title: Student File - Chinery, Sandra Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 21
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 13 - Student File - Clare, Geoffrey Walker

Title: Student File - Clare, Geoffrey Walker
Reference code: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 13
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 16 - Student File - Clarke, Lynda Marilyn

Title: Student File - Clarke, Lynda Marilyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 16
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 17 - Student File - Clarke, Margot

Title: Student File - Clarke, Margot
Reference code: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 17
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 4 - Student File - Connors, David William

Title: Student File - Connors, David William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 4
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 17 - Student File - Cooper, Rhonda Jean

Title: Student File - Cooper, Rhonda Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 17
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 6 - Student File - Crawford, Brian Kirby

Title: Student File - Crawford, Brian Kirby
Reference code: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 6
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 2 - Student File - Darrah, Sheila Ann

Title: Student File - Darrah, Sheila Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 2
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 16 - Student File - Dingle, William Harold

Title: Student File - Dingle, William Harold
Reference code: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 16
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 8 - Student File - Dyer, Eileen Cecilia

Title: Student File - Dyer, Eileen Cecilia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 8
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 16 - Student File - Edmeades, Delphine

Title: Student File - Edmeades, Delphine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 16
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 4 - Student File - Gallant, Ernest Gerard

Title: Student File - Gallant, Ernest Gerard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 4
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 2 - Student File - Gillis, Lynda

Title: Student File - Gillis, Lynda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 2
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 5 - Student File - Greene, Mary E

Title: Student File - Greene, Mary E
Reference code: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 5
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 6 - Student File - Greenough, Janet

Title: Student File - Greenough, Janet
Reference code: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 6
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 7 - Student File - Griffin, Dianne

Title: Student File - Griffin, Dianne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 7
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 6 - Student File - Hansen, Paul Armand

Title: Student File - Hansen, Paul Armand
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 6
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 11 - Student File - Hemeon, Hazel Marie

Title: Student File - Hemeon, Hazel Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 11
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 2 - Student File - Hudson, Constance Marjorie

Title: Student File - Hudson, Constance Marjorie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 2
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 6 - Student File - Hutchinson, Julie Patricia

Title: Student File - Hutchinson, Julie Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 6
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 4 - Student File - Kanduza, Esther

Title: Student File - Kanduza, Esther
Reference code: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 4
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 12 - Student File - Kelly, Paula Doreen

Title: Student File - Kelly, Paula Doreen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 12
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 8 - Student File - Kierstead, Tensie

Title: Student File - Kierstead, Tensie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 8
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 12 - Student File - King, Linda Jane

Title: Student File - King, Linda Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 12
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 5 - Student File - LeBoeuf, Linda Louise

Title: Student File - LeBoeuf, Linda Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 5
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 8 - Student File - Lee, Geraldine

Title: Student File - Lee, Geraldine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 8
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 6 - Student File - MacDonald, Catherine Anne

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Catherine Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 6
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 5 - Student File - MacKinnon, Rosslyn Bell

Title: Student File - MacKinnon, Rosslyn Bell
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 5
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 19 - Student File - Meckelborg, Amy Victoria

Title: Student File - Meckelborg, Amy Victoria
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 19
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 16 - Student File - Muise, Mary Evelyn

Title: Student File - Muise, Mary Evelyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 16
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 19 - Student File - Osborne, Sarah Ann

Title: Student File - Osborne, Sarah Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 19
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 1 - Student File - Osbourne, Susan Jean

Title: Student File - Osbourne, Susan Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 1
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 15 - Student File - Parris, Allen Brian

Title: Student File - Parris, Allen Brian
Reference code: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 15
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 3 - Student File - Paschel, Ada Geneva

Title: Student File - Paschel, Ada Geneva
Reference code: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 3
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 16 - Student File - Sidhu, Gurpas Singh

Title: Student File - Sidhu, Gurpas Singh
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 16
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 2 - Student File - St. Denis Leblanc, Francoise Marie

Title: Student File - St. Denis Leblanc, Francoise Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 2
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 16 - Student File - Andres, Sara Jane

Title: Student File - Andres, Sara Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 16
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 14 - Student File - Arsenault, Paulette Marie

Title: Student File - Arsenault, Paulette Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 14
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 15 - Student File - Arthurs, Pamela Diane

Title: Student File - Arthurs, Pamela Diane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 15
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 1 - Student File - Atkinson, Terry

Title: Student File - Atkinson, Terry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 1
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 10 - Student File - Barber, Bruce H.

Title: Student File - Barber, Bruce H.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 10
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 18 - Student File - Bauld, Mary-Clare

Title: Student File - Bauld, Mary-Clare
Reference code: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 18
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 1 - Student File - Baxter, Ruth Harvey

Title: Student File - Baxter, Ruth Harvey
Reference code: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 1
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 13 - Student File - Bennetts, Joan

Title: Student File - Bennetts, Joan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 13
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 4 - Student File - Bisson-Fennell, Marie Ann

Title: Student File - Bisson-Fennell, Marie Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 4
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 11 - Student File - Bond, Elizabeth Ana

Title: Student File - Bond, Elizabeth Ana
Reference code: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 11
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 19 - Student File - Bos-Lewis, Rosemary Adele

Title: Student File - Bos-Lewis, Rosemary Adele
Reference code: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 19
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 5 - Student File - Buck, Marilyn Lee

Title: Student File - Buck, Marilyn Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 5
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 1 - Student File - Carlile, Jean Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Carlile, Jean Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 1
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 2 - Student File - Carlin, Heather Louise

Title: Student File - Carlin, Heather Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 2
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 8 - Student File - Coleman, John Charles

Title: Student File - Coleman, John Charles
Reference code: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 8
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 1 - Student File - Conacher, Grace

Title: Student File - Conacher, Grace
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 1
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 16 - Student File - Daigle, Raymonde

Title: Student File - Daigle, Raymonde
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 16
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 4 - Student File - Davies, Joyce Evelyn

Title: Student File - Davies, Joyce Evelyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 4
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 19 - Student File - De Mello, Stan

Title: Student File - De Mello, Stan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 19
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 17 - Student File - D'Entremont, Marie-Louise

Title: Student File - D'Entremont, Marie-Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 17
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 12 - Student File - Deveaux, Anna Darlene

Title: Student File - Deveaux, Anna Darlene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 12
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 5 - Student File - Dolan, Ben

Title: Student File - Dolan, Ben
Reference code: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 5
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 16 - Student File - Dove, Deborah Lee

Title: Student File - Dove, Deborah Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 16
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 14 - Student File - Downe, Kathryn Madelyn

Title: Student File - Downe, Kathryn Madelyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 14
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 15 - Student File - Downton, Cheryl Louise

Title: Student File - Downton, Cheryl Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 15
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 19 - Student File - Dukeshire, Arthur Cleveland

Title: Student File - Dukeshire, Arthur Cleveland
Reference code: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 19
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 12 - Student File - Fearon, Jennifer

Title: Student File - Fearon, Jennifer
Reference code: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 12
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 14 - Student File - Feldstein, Evelyn

Title: Student File - Feldstein, Evelyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 14
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 4 - Student File - Floyd, Lila Doreen

Title: Student File - Floyd, Lila Doreen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 4
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 1 - Student File - Gillis, Heather Anne

Title: Student File - Gillis, Heather Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 1
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 4 - Student File - Gillis, Nancy Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Gillis, Nancy Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 4
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
**File: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 14 - Student File - Guravich, Michael Brian**

*Title:* Student File - Guravich, Michael Brian  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 105, Folder 14  
*Date:* 1981 (date of creation)  

*Restrictions on access:*  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 4 - Student File - Higgins, Jane Christine**

*Title:* Student File - Higgins, Jane Christine  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 108, Folder 4  
*Date:* 1981 (date of creation)  

*Restrictions on access:*  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 10 - Student File - Hines, Shirley Beatrice**

*Title:* Student File - Hines, Shirley Beatrice  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 108, Folder 10  
*Date:* 1981 (date of creation)  

*Restrictions on access:*  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 12 - Student File - Jacobsen, Elaine Elizabeth**

*Title:* Student File - Jacobsen, Elaine Elizabeth  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 109, Folder 12  
*Date:* 1981 (date of creation)  

*Restrictions on access:*  
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 9 - Student File - Keenan, Cathy Margaret

Title: Student File - Keenan, Cathy Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 9
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 10 - Student File - Kell, Alan MacDonald

Title: Student File - Kell, Alan MacDonald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 10
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 19 - Student File - Knox-Townsend, Brenda Theresa

Title: Student File - Knox-Townsend, Brenda Theresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 19
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 8 - Student File - Lachance, Patrick Michael

Title: Student File - Lachance, Patrick Michael
Reference code: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 8
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 12 - Student File - Lalo, Cesar

Title: Student File - Lalo, Cesar
Reference code: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 12
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 16 - Student File - Lambert, Gregory William

Title: Student File - Lambert, Gregory William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 16
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 3 - Student File - Landry (Hallman), Jeanne Michelle

Title: Student File - Landry (Hallman), Jeanne Michelle
Reference code: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 3
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 4 - Student File - Landry, Marie Francis

Title: Student File - Landry, Marie Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 4
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 8 - Student File - MacCharles, Laura

Title: Student File - MacCharles, Laura
Reference code: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 8
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 5 - Student File - MacDonald, Bernard Joseph

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Bernard Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 5
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 11 - Student File - MacDonald, Mary D

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Mary D
Reference code: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 11
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 15 - Student File - MacIntosh, Nadia Mary

Title: Student File - MacIntosh, Nadia Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 15
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 20 - Student File - MacIntyre, Ron Austin

Title: Student File - MacIntyre, Ron Austin  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 20  
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 6 - Student File - MacKay Cousins, Bethany

Title: Student File - MacKay Cousins, Bethany  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 6  
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 2 - Student File - MacKinnon, Elaine Charlene

Title: Student File - MacKinnon, Elaine Charlene  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 2  
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 10 - Student File - MacLean, Allison

Title: Student File - MacLean, Allison  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 10  
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:  
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 22 - Student File - MacMillan, Agnes

Title: Student File - MacMillan, Agnes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 22
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 2 - Student File - MacMillan, Keith Gregory

Title: Student File - MacMillan, Keith Gregory
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 2
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 4 - Student File - MacMullin, Arlene Elizabeth

Title: Student File - MacMullin, Arlene Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 4
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 8 - Student File - MacNeil, Joseph Terrance

Title: Student File - MacNeil, Joseph Terrance
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 8
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 19 - Student File - Mann, Debra Sue

Title: Student File - Mann, Debra Sue
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 19
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 10 - Student File - Marsman, Veronica Nadine

Title: Student File - Marsman, Veronica Nadine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 10
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 16 - Student File - Matheson, Stewart Donald

Title: Student File - Matheson, Stewart Donald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 16
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 6 - Student File - McCarthy, Judith Ann

Title: Student File - McCarthy, Judith Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 6
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 7 - Student File - McCarthy, Kathryn Maureen
Title: Student File - McCarthy, Kathryn Maureen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 7
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 2 - Student File - McCready, Carol Theresa
Title: Student File - McCready, Carol Theresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 2
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 3 - Student File - McGinnis, Katherine
Title: Student File - McGinnis, Katherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 3
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 9 - Student File - McInnis, Linda Carol
Title: Student File - McInnis, Linda Carol
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 9
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 9 - Student File - McLaughlin, Elizabeth L.

Title: Student File - McLaughlin, Elizabeth L.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 9
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 5 - Student File - McNamara, Kevin C

Title: Student File - McNamara, Kevin C
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 5
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 13 - Student File - McSweeney, Kevin Francis John

Title: Student File - McSweeney, Kevin Francis John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 13
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 11 - Student File - Miller, Judith Ann

Title: Student File - Miller, Judith Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 11
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 12 - Student File - Milner, Yvette

Title: Student File - Milner, Yvette
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 12
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 10 - Student File - Perkins, Marian Johanna

Title: Student File - Perkins, Marian Johanna
Reference code: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 10
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 1 - Student File - Profitt, Karen E

Title: Student File - Profitt, Karen E
Reference code: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 1
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 13 - Student File - Rankin, Joan M

Title: Student File - Rankin, Joan M
Reference code: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 13
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 10 - Student File - Robitaille, Patricia Helen

Title: Student File - Robitaille, Patricia Helen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 10
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 4 - Student File - Sinnott, Sharon Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Sinnott, Sharon Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 4
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 5 - Student File - Slattery-White, Sandra

Title: Student File - Slattery-White, Sandra
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 5
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 11 - Student File - Smith, Kathy Diane

Title: Student File - Smith, Kathy Diane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 11
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 15 - Student File - Snow, Sharon Catherine

Title: Student File - Snow, Sharon Catherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 15
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 16 - Student File - Spencer, Judy Ann

Title: Student File - Spencer, Judy Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 16
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 9 - Student File - Steele, Robert John

Title: Student File - Steele, Robert John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 9
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 10 - Student File - Steer, John David

Title: Student File - Steer, John David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 10
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 16 - Student File - Swan, Robert Cranidge

Title: Student File - Swan, Robert Cranidge
Reference code: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 16
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 330, Folder 4 - Awards - Scholarships

Title: Awards - Scholarships
Reference code: UA-22, Box 330, Folder 4
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 5 - Student File - Anumudu, Nicholas

Title: Student File - Anumudu, Nicholas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 5
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 3 - Student File - Babineau, Elaine Marie

Title: Student File - Babineau, Elaine Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 3
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 14 - Student File - Barkley, Jacqueline

Title: Student File - Barkley, Jacqueline
Reference code: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 14
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 7 - Student File - Blouin, Barbara

Title: Student File - Blouin, Barbara
Reference code: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 7
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 2 - Student File - Boucher, Gerard

Title: Student File - Boucher, Gerard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 2
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 17 - Student File - Bourke, Heather

Title: Student File - Bourke, Heather
Reference code: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 17
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 12 - Student File - Boyd, Cynthia Margaret

Title: Student File - Boyd, Cynthia Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 12
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 1 - Student File - Bradley, Mary Cheryl

Title: Student File - Bradley, Mary Cheryl
Reference code: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 1
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 15 - Student File - Brown, Linda Frances

Title: Student File - Brown, Linda Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 15
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 19 - Student File - Brown, Robert M.

Title: Student File - Brown, Robert M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 19
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 18 - Student File - Brown, Rona Maria

Title: Student File - Brown, Rona Maria
Reference code: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 18
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 12 - Student File - Burey, Mary

Title: Student File - Burey, Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 12
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 5 - Student File - Butlet, Elizabeth Ann

Title: Student File - Butlet, Elizabeth Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 5
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 10 - Student File - Cameron, Rona

Title: Student File - Cameron, Rona
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 10
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 11 - Student File - Clack, Margaret Ann

Title: Student File - Clack, Margaret Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 11
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 2 - Student File - Clow, Mary Joanne

Title: Student File - Clow, Mary Joanne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 2
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 9 - Student File - Colley, Maxine Malvina

Title: Student File - Colley, Maxine Malvina
Reference code: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 9
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 16 - Student File - Coombs, Margaret Lillian

Title: Student File - Coombs, Margaret Lillian
Reference code: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 16
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 11 - Student File - Crosby, Debbie J.

Title: Student File - Crosby, Debbie J.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 11
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 10 - Student File - Cunningham, Dawn Marie

Title: Student File - Cunningham, Dawn Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 10
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 17 - Student File - Daigle, Raymonde

Title: Student File - Daigle, Raymonde
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 17
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 6 - Student File - Davis, Darlene Jean

Title: Student File - Davis, Darlene Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 6
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 15 - Student File - d'Eon, Erika Joan
Title: Student File - d'Eon, Erika Joan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 15
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 2 - Student File - Doiron, Robert Anthony
Title: Student File - Doiron, Robert Anthony
Reference code: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 2
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 9 - Student File - Doucet, Wayne Joseph
Title: Student File - Doucet, Wayne Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 9
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 1 - Student File - Duncan, William Spencer
Title: Student File - Duncan, William Spencer
Reference code: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 1
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 2 - Student File - Dunham, Pamela Eleanor Mary

Title: Student File - Dunham, Pamela Eleanor Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 2
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 8 - Student File - Fader, Ruth B.

Title: Student File - Fader, Ruth B.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 8
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 1 - Student File - Freill, Margaret Adrienne

Title: Student File - Freill, Margaret Adrienne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 1
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 8 - Student File - Gabriel, Dennis Garey

Title: Student File - Gabriel, Dennis Garey
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 8
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 13 - Student File - Hartlen, John Wayne
Title: Student File - Hartlen, John Wayne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 13
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 8 - Student File - Hector, Claudette
Title: Student File - Hector, Claudette
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 8
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 1 - Student File - Hickey, Frank
Title: Student File - Hickey, Frank
Reference code: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 1
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 12 - Student File - Johnston, Garnet Graham
Title: Student File - Johnston, Garnet Graham
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 12
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 19 - Student File - Jones, Linda Mary

Title: Student File - Jones, Linda Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 19
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 20 - Student File - Jones, Thomas Michael

Title: Student File - Jones, Thomas Michael
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 20
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 3 - Student File - Kaetz, Deborah Ann

Title: Student File - Kaetz, Deborah Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 3
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 5 - Student File - Kanee, Marilyn Helen

Title: Student File - Kanee, Marilyn Helen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 5
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 4 - Student File - Keshana, Sreeninasa

Title: Student File - Keshana, Sreeninasa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 4
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 17 - Student File - Lamey, Pamela Mary Jane

Title: Student File - Lamey, Pamela Mary Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 17
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 5 - Student File - MacDonald, Nancy Teresa

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Nancy Teresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 5
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 12 - Student File - MacDougall, Kevin Joseph

Title: Student File - MacDougall, Kevin Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 12
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 18 - Student File - MacEwan, Patricia Faye

Title: Student File - MacEwan, Patricia Faye
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 18
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 15 - Student File - MacKenzie, Linda Blanche

Title: Student File - MacKenzie, Linda Blanche
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 15
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 11 - Student File - MacLean, Geralyn

Title: Student File - MacLean, Geralyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 11
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 18 - Student File - MacLellan, Thalia

Title: Student File - MacLellan, Thalia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 18
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 10 - Student File - MacNeil, Sandra

Title: Student File - MacNeil, Sandra
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 10
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 13 - Student File - MacPhail-Anthony, Rachel Margaret

Title: Student File - MacPhail-Anthony, Rachel Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 13
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 16 - Student File - MacPherson, Colleen Catherine

Title: Student File - MacPherson, Colleen Catherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 16
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 11 - Student File - MacRab, Patricia

Title: Student File - MacRab, Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 11
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 20 - Student File - Mannion, Mary Catherine  
Title: Student File - Mannion, Mary Catherine  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 20  
Date: 1982 (date of creation)  
Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 8 - Student File - Marshall, Keith Eldon  
Title: Student File - Marshall, Keith Eldon  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 8  
Date: 1982 (date of creation)  
Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 7 - Student File - Marshall, Cynthia Marie  
Title: Student File - Marshall, Cynthia Marie  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 7  
Date: 1982 (date of creation)  
Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 15 - Student File - Mastin, Robert Forrest  
Title: Student File - Mastin, Robert Forrest  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 15  
Date: 1982 (date of creation)  
Restrictions on access:  
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 14 - Student File - McCormack, Deborah Dianne
Title: Student File - McCormack, Deborah Dianne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 14
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 15 - Student File - McCormack, George
Title: Student File - McCormack, George
Reference code: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 15
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 3 - Student File - McIver, Donna Margaret
Title: Student File - McIver, Donna Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 3
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 13 - Student File - Mingo, Edith
Title: Student File - Mingo, Edith
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 13
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 1 - Student File - Moore, Glenn David
Title: Student File - Moore, Glenn David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 1
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 12 - Student File - Morrissette, Patrick John
Title: Student File - Morrissette, Patrick John
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 12
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 7 - Student File - Myles, Robert Phillip
Title: Student File - Myles, Robert Phillip
Reference code: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 7
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 16 - Student File - Nichol, Deborah L.
Title: Student File - Nichol, Deborah L.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 16
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 15 - Student File - Orr, Nancy Marie

Title: Student File - Orr, Nancy Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 15
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 6 - Student File - Pace, Jacqueline Marie

Title: Student File - Pace, Jacqueline Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 6
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 7 - Student File - Pace, Jacqueline Marie

Title: Student File - Pace, Jacqueline Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 7
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 15 - Student File - Philip, Kathleen Eleanor

Title: Student File - Philip, Kathleen Eleanor
Reference code: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 15
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 6 - Student File - Pond, Janice Grace
Title: Student File - Pond, Janice Grace
Reference code: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 6
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 2 - Student File - Roberts, Harold William
Title: Student File - Roberts, Harold William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 2
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 3 - Student File - Roberts, Linda Jean
Title: Student File - Roberts, Linda Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 3
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 2 - Student File - Ross, Marilyn Christina
Title: Student File - Ross, Marilyn Christina
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 2
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 3 - Student File - Ross, Nancy Maria

Title: Student File - Ross, Nancy Maria
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 3
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 6 - Student File - Rousselle, M. Betty Ann

Title: Student File - Rousselle, M. Betty Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 6
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 10 - Student File - Roy, Solange

Title: Student File - Roy, Solange
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 10
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 14 - Student File - Shields, Sandra Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Shields, Sandra Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 14
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 20 - Student File - Simmonds, Joy Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Simmonds, Joy Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 20
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 8 - Student File - Smith, Betty

Title: Student File - Smith, Betty
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 8
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 10 - Student File - Smith, Brenda J.

Title: Student File - Smith, Brenda J.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 10
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 17 - Student File - Stack, Heather Anne Jean

Title: Student File - Stack, Heather Anne Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 17
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 12 - Student File - Steeves, Mary Dorothy

Title: Student File - Steeves, Mary Dorothy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 12
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 1 - Student File - Stilwell, J. Frederick

Title: Student File - Stilwell, J. Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 1
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 3 - Student File - Stolzman, Willa Cain

Title: Student File - Stolzman, Willa Cain
Reference code: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 3
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 17 - Student File - Sweet, Margaret Kathleen

Title: Student File - Sweet, Margaret Kathleen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 17
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 5 - Academic Files
Title: Academic Files
Reference code: UA-22, Box 379, Folder 5
Date: 1982-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 18 - Academic Files
Title: Academic Files
Reference code: UA-22, Box 349, Folder 18
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 9 - Student File - Bantock, Shelagh Gay
Title: Student File - Bantock, Shelagh Gay
Reference code: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 9
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 12 - Student File - Bonnell, Frederick Lawrence
Title: Student File - Bonnell, Frederick Lawrence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 12
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 15 - Student File - Borden, Darcy Alan
Title: Student File - Borden, Darcy Alan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 15
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 1 - Student File - Bosma, Elizabeth Ellen
Title: Student File - Bosma, Elizabeth Ellen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 1
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 14 - Student File - Boyd, Dominic Marius
Title: Student File - Boyd, Dominic Marius
Reference code: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 14
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 5 - Student File - Bright, Vivian Georgina
Title: Student File - Bright, Vivian Georgina
Reference code: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 5
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 2 - Student File - Brunette, Catherine Frances

Title: Student File - Brunette, Catherine Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 2
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 18 - Student File - Burwash, Marilee Jean

Title: Student File - Burwash, Marilee Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 18
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 12 - Student File - Campbell, Daphne Anne

Title: Student File - Campbell, Daphne Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 12
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 16 - Student File - Campbell, Donald J.

Title: Student File - Campbell, Donald J.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 16
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 5 - Student File - Carnell, John Paul

Title: Student File - Carnell, John Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 5
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 8 - Student File - Carter, Randy Frederick

Title: Student File - Carter, Randy Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 8
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 16 - Student File - Chandler, Barry Lee

Title: Student File - Chandler, Barry Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 16
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 7 - Student File - Cody, Margaret-Ann Mary

Title: Student File - Cody, Margaret-Ann Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 7
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 12 - Student File - Collings, William Frederick

Title: Student File - Collings, William Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 12
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 5 - Student File - Connors, David William

Title: Student File - Connors, David William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 5
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 3 - Student File - Craig, Mary Alleyne

Title: Student File - Craig, Mary Alleyne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 3
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 5 - Student File - Crane, Mary Olive

Title: Student File - Crane, Mary Olive
Reference code: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 5
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 1 - Student File - Crowell, Patricia
Title: Student File - Crowell, Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 1
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 14 - Student File - Cyr, Paryse
Title: Student File - Cyr, Paryse
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 14
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 20 - Student File - Dalzell, Deborah
Title: Student File - Dalzell, Deborah
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 20
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 7 - Student File - Davis, Farnk Heinz
Title: Student File - Davis, Farnk Heinz
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 7
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 8 - Student File - Dean, Alice Mary

Title: Student File - Dean, Alice Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 8
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 3 - Student File - Doiron, Susan Theresa

Title: Student File - Doiron, Susan Theresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 3
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 5 - Student File - Durand, Lise Marie

Title: Student File - Durand, Lise Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 5
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 4 - Student File - Evans, Maureen Ann

Title: Student File - Evans, Maureen Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 4
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 6 - Student File - Evans-Marley, Viola Agnes
Title: Student File - Evans-Marley, Viola Agnes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 6
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 17 - Student File - Francis, Leland Conrad
Title: Student File - Francis, Leland Conrad
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 17
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 18 - Student File - Gillett, Cheryl May
Title: Student File - Gillett, Cheryl May
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 18
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 11 - Student File - Gordon, Carol Elizabeth
Title: Student File - Gordon, Carol Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 11
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 12 - Student File - Gorringe, Douglas Peter

Title: Student File - Gorringe, Douglas Peter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 12
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 2 - Student File - Grant, Marie Helen

Title: Student File - Grant, Marie Helen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 2
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 12 - Student File - Guravich, Michael Brian

Title: Student File - Guravich, Michael Brian
Reference code: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 12
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 8 - Student File - Harper, Eileen Marie

Title: Student File - Harper, Eileen Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 8
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 3 - Student File - Hull, Allison

Title: Student File - Hull, Allison
Reference code: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 3
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 9 - Student File - Isaac, Donna Marie

Title: Student File - Isaac, Donna Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 9
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 8 - Student File - Keeler, Paul Micheal

Title: Student File - Keeler, Paul Micheal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 8
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 11 - Student File - Kelly, Elizabeth Catharine

Title: Student File - Kelly, Elizabeth Catharine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 11
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 13 - Student File - Kelly, Sean Joseph

Title: Student File - Kelly, Sean Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 13
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 13 - Student File - King, Linda-Lee Inez

Title: Student File - King, Linda-Lee Inez
Reference code: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 13
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 3 - Student File - Koller, Anne Marie

Title: Student File - Koller, Anne Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 3
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 7 - Student File - Lacey, Susan Elaine

Title: Student File - Lacey, Susan Elaine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 7
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 16 - Student File - Lenehan, Patricia Isabel

Title: Student File - Lenehan, Patricia Isabel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 16
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 1 - Student File - Leppard, Catherine Jean

Title: Student File - Leppard, Catherine Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 1
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 15 - Student File - MacDonald, Jean Marie

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Jean Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 15
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 8 - Student File - MacDougall, Cathrine Loretta

Title: Student File - MacDougall, Cathrine Loretta
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 8
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 16 - Student File - MacEwen, Elizabeth Gail

Title: Student File - MacEwen, Elizabeth Gail
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 16
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 6 - Student File - MacKinnon, Sara Annastashia

Title: Student File - MacKinnon, Sara Annastashia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 6
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 14 - Student File - MacLeod, Judy Eleanor

Title: Student File - MacLeod, Judy Eleanor
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 14
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 6 - Student File - MacNeil, Corinne Ann

Title: Student File - MacNeil, Corinne Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 6
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 7 - Student File - MacPherson, Lynne Anne

Title: Student File - MacPherson, Lynne Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 7
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 6 - Student File - MacPherson, Martha Joan

Title: Student File - MacPherson, Martha Joan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 6
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 16 - Student File - Malone, Patricia Marie

Title: Student File - Malone, Patricia Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 16
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 18 - Student File - Mawhiney, Terry Darlene

Title: Student File - Mawhiney, Terry Darlene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 18
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 3 - Student File - McCann, Kelley Roscina

Title: Student File - McCann, Kelley Roscina
Reference code: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 3
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 7 - Student File - McKnight, Lawrence Bedford

Title: Student File - McKnight, Lawrence Bedford
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 7
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 21 - Student File - McMichael, Margaret Jane

Title: Student File - McMichael, Margaret Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 21
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 20 - Student File - McPherson, Katherine Leona Alta

Title: Student File - McPherson, Katherine Leona Alta
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 20
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 20 - Student File - Munro, Sharon Christian

Title: Student File - Munro, Sharon Christian
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 20
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 11 - Student File - Naslund, Valerie June

Title: Student File - Naslund, Valerie June
Reference code: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 11
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 2 - Student File - O`Brien, Mary Iris

Title: Student File - O`Brien, Mary Iris
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 2
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 4 - Student File - O`Connell, Harold Francis

Title: Student File - O`Connell, Harold Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 4
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 9 - Student File - O'Keefe, John Lawrence

Title: Student File - O'Keefe, John Lawrence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 9
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 17 - Student File - Osborne, Joann Marie

Title: Student File - Osborne, Joann Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 17
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 16 - Student File - Parris, Allen Brian

Title: Student File - Parris, Allen Brian
Reference code: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 16
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 18 - Student File - Salmon, Valerie Kathleen

Title: Student File - Salmon, Valerie Kathleen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 18
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 17 - Student File - Sidhu, Gurpas Singh

Title: Student File - Sidhu, Gurpas Singh
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 17
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 19 - Student File - Stanley, Linda

Title: Student File - Stanley, Linda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 19
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 18 - Student File - Stanley, Ronald David

Title: Student File - Stanley, Ronald David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 18
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 3 - Student File - Steadman, Donna Louise

Title: Student File - Steadman, Donna Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 3
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 6 - Student File - Steel, Jane Moffat

Title: Student File - Steel, Jane Moffat
Reference code: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 6
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 10 - Student File - Strug, Annette

Title: Student File - Strug, Annette
Reference code: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 10
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 351, Folder 3 - Grievances

Title: Grievances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 351, Folder 3
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 351, Folder 2 - Grievances

Title: Grievances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 351, Folder 2
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 3 - Student File - Acker, Randall Richard

Title: Student File - Acker, Randall Richard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 3
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 15 - Student File - Barry, Julia

Title: Student File - Barry, Julia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 15
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 17 - Student File - Batra, Allen Justin

Title: Student File - Batra, Allen Justin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 17
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 4 - Student File - Beattie, Greg

Title: Student File - Beattie, Greg
Reference code: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 4
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 12 - Student File - Bennett, Susan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Student File - Bennett, Susan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference code:</strong> UA-22, Box 85, Folder 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date:</strong> 1984 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Restrictions on access:</strong> Closed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 3 - Student File - Biocchi, Wanda Elaine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Student File - Biocchi, Wanda Elaine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference code:</strong> UA-22, Box 86, Folder 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date:</strong> 1984 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Restrictions on access:</strong> Closed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 13 - Student File - Campbell, Elaine P.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Student File - Campbell, Elaine P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference code:</strong> UA-22, Box 90, Folder 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date:</strong> 1984 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Restrictions on access:</strong> Closed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 4 - Student File - Caseley, Shirley Jean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Student File - Caseley, Shirley Jean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference code:</strong> UA-22, Box 93, Folder 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date:</strong> 1984 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Restrictions on access:</strong> Closed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 2 - Student File - Chipman, Margaret Eleanor

Title: Student File - Chipman, Margaret Eleanor
Reference code: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 2
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 3 - Student File - Chisholm, Joan Marie

Title: Student File - Chisholm, Joan Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 3
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 9 - Student File - Christmas, Diana Bessie

Title: Student File - Christmas, Diana Bessie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 9
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 8 - Student File - Chrsitian, Isabel

Title: Student File - Chrsitian, Isabel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 8
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 14 - Student File - Clark, Isabelle Jean

Title: Student File - Clark, Isabelle Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 14
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 20 - Student File - Cloney, Gaynell

Title: Student File - Cloney, Gaynell
Reference code: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 20
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 10 - Student File - Delory, Tracy Leigh

Title: Student File - Delory, Tracy Leigh
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 10
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 7 - Student File - Doucet, Alfred

Title: Student File - Doucet, Alfred
Reference code: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 7
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 10 - Student File - Eatmon, John Thomas

Title: Student File - Eatmon, John Thomas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 10
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 11 - Student File - Fawcett, Shirley Ann

Title: Student File - Fawcett, Shirley Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 11
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 1 - Student File - Fitzgerald, Katherine

Title: Student File - Fitzgerald, Katherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 1
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 16 - Student File - Francis, Grace Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Francis, Grace Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 16
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 9 - Student File - Gabriel, Miranda Lewis

Title: Student File - Gabriel, Miranda Lewis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 9
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 13 - Student File - Gavin, Susan Mary

Title: Student File - Gavin, Susan Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 13
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 15 - Student File - Geher, Linda Marie

Title: Student File - Geher, Linda Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 15
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 6 - Student File - Girard, Stella Marie

Title: Student File - Girard, Stella Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 6
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

Dalhousie University Archives
File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 14 - Student File - Gough, Calvin Eugene

Title: Student File - Gough, Calvin Eugene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 14
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 9 - Student File - Groves, Shelley Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Groves, Shelley Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 9
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 12 - Student File - Hemeon, Hazel

Title: Student File - Hemeon, Hazel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 12
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 18 - Student File - Hollett, Beth

Title: Student File - Hollett, Beth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 18
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 17 - Student File - Hollett, Beth

Title: Student File - Hollett, Beth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 17
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 7 - Student File - Johnson, Arlene

Title: Student File - Johnson, Arlene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 7
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 14 - Student File - Johnson, Karlena Louise

Title: Student File - Johnson, Karlena Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 14
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 21 - Student File - Jospeh, Melikie Margaret Ann

Title: Student File - Jospeh, Melikie Margaret Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 21
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 2 - Student File - Julien, Georgina

Title: Student File - Julien, Georgina
Reference code: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 2
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 16 - Student File - Koncovy, Julie Anne

Title: Student File - Koncovy, Julie Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 16
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 14 - Student File - Laltoo, Hayden

Title: Student File - Laltoo, Hayden
Reference code: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 14
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 10 - Student File - Legallis(Rao), Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Legallis(Rao), Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 10
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 15 - Student File - Lemoine, Donna Elaine

Title: Student File - Lemoine, Donna Elaine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 15
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 10 - Student File - MacDougall, Kenneth Paul

Title: Student File - MacDougall, Kenneth Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 10
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 4 - Student File - MacIver, Mary Christine

Title: Student File - MacIver, Mary Christine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 4
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 19 - Student File - MacLellan, Thalia

Title: Student File - MacLellan, Thalia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 19
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 21 - Student File - Mansfield, Michael Wayne

Title: Student File - Mansfield, Michael Wayne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 21
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 1 - Student File - Marchand, Verle

Title: Student File - Marchand, Verle
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 1
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 5 - Student File - Marshall, Alex

Title: Student File - Marshall, Alex
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 5
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 12 - Student File - Martin, Theresa

Title: Student File - Martin, Theresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 12
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 12 - Student File - McShare, Fiona Mary
Title: Student File - McShare, Fiona Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 12
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 3 - Student File - Morris, Carla
Title: Student File - Morris, Carla
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 3
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 11 - Student File - Morrison, Shirley
Title: Student File - Morrison, Shirley
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 11
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 6 - Student File - Mosher, Catherine Alice
Title: Student File - Mosher, Catherine Alice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 6
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 17 - Student File - Mullaly, Peter

Title: Student File - Mullaly, Peter
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 17
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 1 - Student File - Murray, Joan Mary

Title: Student File - Murray, Joan Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 1
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 18 - Student File - Nixon, Mavis

Title: Student File - Nixon, Mavis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 18
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 6 - Student File - O`Gilvie, Vassell George

Title: Student File - O`Gilvie, Vassell George
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 6
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 16 - Student File - Osborne, Ann Jessica

Title: Student File - Osborne, Ann Jessica
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 16
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 8 - Student File - Peck, Josephine

Title: Student File - Peck, Josephine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 8
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 14 - Student File - Petty, Mary

Title: Student File - Petty, Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 14
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 5 - Student File - Pobtoy, Wendy Jean

Title: Student File - Pobtoy, Wendy Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 5
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 7 - Student File - Poirier, A. Colette

Title: Student File - Poirier, A. Colette
Reference code: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 7
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 9 - Student File - Pothier, Denyse Marie

Title: Student File - Pothier, Denyse Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 9
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 15 - Student File - Prince, Nadene

Title: Student File - Prince, Nadene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 15
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 16 - Student File - Reardon, Linda Susan

Title: Student File - Reardon, Linda Susan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 16
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 15 - Student File - Ryan, Ellen Edith

Title: Student File - Ryan, Ellen Edith
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 15
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 19 - Student File - Simmons, Raymond Charles Edward

Title: Student File - Simmons, Raymond Charles Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 19
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 1 - Student File - Stanley, Ron

Title: Student File - Stanley, Ron
Reference code: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 1
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 5 - Student File - Steele, Corinne Ann

Title: Student File - Steele, Corinne Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 5
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 11 - Student File - Steeves, Karen Lorriane

Title: Student File - Steeves, Karen Lorriane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 11
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 4 - Student File - Stone, Holly Ann

Title: Student File - Stone, Holly Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 4
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 5 - Student File - Stone, Holly Ann

Title: Student File - Stone, Holly Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 5
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 12 - Student File - Sullivan, Alice Mary

Title: Student File - Sullivan, Alice Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 12
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 2 - Student File - Abbott, Elizabeth Anne

Title: Student File - Abbott, Elizabeth Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 2
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 8 - Student File - Armstrong, Janet Pearl

Title: Student File - Armstrong, Janet Pearl
Reference code: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 8
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 3 - Student File - Aucoin, Lorraine Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Aucoin, Lorraine Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 3
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 8 - Student File - Baney, Cheryl Sharon

Title: Student File - Baney, Cheryl Sharon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 8
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 19 - Student File - Bauld, Mary-Clare
Title: Student File - Bauld, Mary-Clare
Reference code: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 19
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 3 - Student File - Beaman, Nancy Louise
Title: Student File - Beaman, Nancy Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 3
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 1 - Student File - Bernard, Sherleen G.
Title: Student File - Bernard, Sherleen G.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 1
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 18 - Student File - Borden, Geraldine Joan
Title: Student File - Borden, Geraldine Joan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 18
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 16 - Student File - Bortolotto-Freeman, Kim Marie
Title: Student File - Bortolotto-Freeman, Kim Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 16
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 15 - Student File - Boyd, Dominic Marius
Title: Student File - Boyd, Dominic Marius
Reference code: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 15
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 12 - Student File - Bronstein, Joel
Title: Student File - Bronstein, Joel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 12
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 14 - Student File - Campbell, Andre Elizabeth
Title: Student File - Campbell, Andre Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 14
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 11 - Student File - Cash, Colin Wendell
Title: Student File - Cash, Colin Wendell
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 11
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 4 - Student File - Chisholm, Kenneth Wayne
Title: Student File - Chisholm, Kenneth Wayne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 4
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 15 - Student File - Clarke, Anne Katherine
Title: Student File - Clarke, Anne Katherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 15
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 7 - Student File - Currie, Janince Ann
Title: Student File - Currie, Janince Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 7
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 5 - Student File - Dessureau, Margaret Arlene

Title: Student File - Dessureau, Margaret Arlene

Reference code: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 5

Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:

Closed

File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 6 - Student File - Donnelly, Norma Agnes

Title: Student File - Donnelly, Norma Agnes

Reference code: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 6

Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:

Closed

File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 12 - Student File - Doull, Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Doull, Elizabeth

Reference code: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 12

Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:

Closed

File: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 3 - Student File - Dunsford, Sandra Ann

Title: Student File - Dunsford, Sandra Ann

Reference code: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 3

Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 6 - Student File - Durand, Lise Marie

Title: Student File - Durand, Lise Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 6
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 13 - Student File - Eaton, Karen Leslie

Title: Student File - Eaton, Karen Leslie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 13
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 7 - Student File - Foran, Sydney Anne

Title: Student File - Foran, Sydney Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 7
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 19 - Student File - Fraser-Deveaux, Jane E.

Title: Student File - Fraser-Deveaux, Jane E.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 19
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 12 - Student File - Gauthier, Lawrence Clarence
Title: Student File - Gauthier, Lawrence Clarence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 12
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 19 - Student File - Gillett, Cheryl May
Title: Student File - Gillett, Cheryl May
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 19
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 5 - Student File - Ginnish, Corinne
Title: Student File - Ginnish, Corinne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 5
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 13 - Student File - Gotell, Celeste Marie
Title: Student File - Gotell, Celeste Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 13
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 15 - Student File - Gould, Annie

Title: Student File - Gould, Annie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 15
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 14 - Student File - Hartling, Anne Marian

Title: Student File - Hartling, Anne Marian
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 14
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 14 - Student File - Henderson, Robert James

Title: Student File - Henderson, Robert James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 14
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 17 - Student File - Hepditch, Donna Maxine

Title: Student File - Hepditch, Donna Maxine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 17
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 18 - Student File - Herbert, Clarine Chlory
Title: Student File - Herbert, Clarine Chlory
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 18
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 9 - Student File - Hine, Clare Winifred
Title: Student File - Hine, Clare Winifred
Reference code: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 9
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 2 - Student File - Jenkinson, Margaret Anne
Title: Student File - Jenkinson, Margaret Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 2
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 15 - Student File - Johnson, Katherine Eva
Title: Student File - Johnson, Katherine Eva
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 15
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 16 - Student File - Johnson, Pauline Susan

Title: Student File - Johnson, Pauline Susan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 16
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 18 - Student File - Jones, Ann

Title: Student File - Jones, Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 18
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 16 - Student File - Kennedy, Archibald, Gerard

Title: Student File - Kennedy, Archibald, Gerard
Reference code: UA-22, Box 111, Folder 16
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 6 - Student File - Kickham, Gladys Elva

Title: Student File - Kickham, Gladys Elva
Reference code: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 6
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 15 - Student File - Lambert, Catherine Audrey

Title: Student File - Lambert, Catherine Audrey
Reference code: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 15
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 3 - Student File - Lea, Anne

Title: Student File - Lea, Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 3
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 9 - Student File - Lees, James Alexander

Title: Student File - Lees, James Alexander
Reference code: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 9
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 4 - Student File - MacDonald, Michael Barry

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Michael Barry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 4
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 15 - Student File - MacEachern, Leslie Ann

Title: Student File - MacEachern, Leslie Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 15
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 17 - Student File - MacEwen, Maureen Gertrude

Title: Student File - MacEwen, Maureen Gertrude
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 17
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 4 - Student File - MacGregor, Sheila Anne

Title: Student File - MacGregor, Sheila Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 4
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 19 - Student File - MacIntyre, Ian Duncan Carry

Title: Student File - MacIntyre, Ian Duncan Carry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 19
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 12 - Student File - MacIntyre, Joseph
Title: Student File - MacIntyre, Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 12
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 9 - Student File - MacKeigan, Dawn Mary
Title: Student File - MacKeigan, Dawn Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 9
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 19 - Student File - MacKinnon, Barbara A
Title: Student File - MacKinnon, Barbara A
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 19
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 4 - Student File - MacKinnon, Nancy Marie
Title: Student File - MacKinnon, Nancy Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 4
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 17 - Student File - MacLeod, Melina K
Title: Student File - MacLeod, Melina K
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 17
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 11 - Student File - MacNeil, Thomas Alan
Title: Student File - MacNeil, Thomas Alan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 11
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 18 - Student File - MacPherson, Fulton James
Title: Student File - MacPherson, Fulton James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 18
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 3 - Student File - MacPherson, Lorna
Title: Student File - MacPherson, Lorna
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 3
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 5 - Student File - McCarthur, Ian Harvey
Title: Student File - McCarthur, Ian Harvey
Reference code: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 5
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 18 - Student File - Moon, Gregory Alan
Title: Student File - Moon, Gregory Alan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 18
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 3 - Student File - Myers, Janet Lee
Title: Student File - Myers, Janet Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 3
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 8 - Student File - Myles, Robert Phillip
Title: Student File - Myles, Robert Phillip
Reference code: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 8
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 1 - Student File - Oatway, Donna Darlene

Title: Student File - Oatway, Donna Darlene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 1
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 7 - Student File - Paul, Pamela Ann

Title: Student File - Paul, Pamela Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 7
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 8 - Student File - Porelle, Denise Mary

Title: Student File - Porelle, Denise Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 8
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 4 - Student File - Purdy, Linda Jane

Title: Student File - Purdy, Linda Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 4
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 17 - Student File - Reid, Kimberly Ann

Title: Student File - Reid, Kimberly Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 17
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 1 - Student File - Reid, Margaret Theresa

Title: Student File - Reid, Margaret Theresa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 1
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 1 - Student File - Ross, Margaret Jane

Title: Student File - Ross, Margaret Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 1
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 5 - Student File - Schmidt, Hubert James

Title: Student File - Schmidt, Hubert James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 5
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 11 - Student File - Sheppard, Charles Desmond

Title: Student File - Sheppard, Charles Desmond
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 11
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 252, Folder 3 - Bachelor of Social Work Student Appeals

Title: Bachelor of Social Work Student Appeals
Reference code: UA-22, Box 252, Folder 3
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 6 - Student File - Avery, Paul Anthony

Title: Student File - Avery, Paul Anthony
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 6
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 7 - Student File - Boudreau, Suzanne Alice

Title: Student File - Boudreau, Suzanne Alice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 7
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 11 - Student File - Boyd, Carol Lorraine

Title: Student File - Boyd, Carol Lorraine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 11
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 7 - Student File - Brittain, Kimberly Leota

Title: Student File - Brittain, Kimberly Leota
Reference code: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 7
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 4 - Student File - Carnat, Debra Lynne

Title: Student File - Carnat, Debra Lynne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 4
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 15 - Student File - Chanda, Mwanabanga Michael

Title: Student File - Chanda, Mwanabanga Michael
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 15
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 11 - Student File - Collier, Mary Janet

Title: Student File - Collier, Mary Janet
Reference code: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 11
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 12 - Student File - Cormier, Karen Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Cormier, Karen Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 12
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 6 - Student File - Curley, Allan James

Title: Student File - Curley, Allan James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 6
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 7 - Student File - Deveaux-MacKinnon, Anna D.

Title: Student File - Deveaux-MacKinnon, Anna D.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 7
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 1 - Student File - Doiron, Leonard Cyril

Title: Student File - Doiron, Leonard Cyril
Reference code: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 1
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 17 - Student File - Drummond, Susan Gay

Title: Student File - Drummond, Susan Gay
Reference code: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 17
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 9 - Student File - Fairfax, Lois Naomi

Title: Student File - Fairfax, Lois Naomi
Reference code: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 9
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 18 - Student File - Fisher, Peggy

Title: Student File - Fisher, Peggy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 18
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 11 - Student File - Fortune-Woodworth, Janet C.

Title: Student File - Fortune-Woodworth, Janet C.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 11
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 17 - Student File - Grace, Crystal Ann

Title: Student File - Grace, Crystal Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 17
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 10 - Student File - Hemens, Hugette Marie

Title: Student File - Hemens, Hugette Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 10
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 15 - Student File - Henman, Therese Anne

Title: Student File - Henman, Therese Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 15
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 19 - Student File - Hominick, Kathryn Marie

Title: Student File - Hominick, Kathryn Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 19
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 8 - Student File - Iorio, Diane

Title: Student File - Iorio, Diane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 8
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 10 - Student File - Isnor, Alice Doreen

Title: Student File - Isnor, Alice Doreen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 10
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 17 - Student File - Janega, John David

Title: Student File - Janega, John David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 17
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 15 - Student File - Kingston, Shelley Ann
Title: Student File - Kingston, Shelley Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 15
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 11 - Student File - Lakhani, Azmina
Title: Student File - Lakhani, Azmina
Reference code: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 11
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 2 - Student File - Landry, Ghyslaine
Title: Student File - Landry, Ghyslaine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 2
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 10 - Student File - LaPierre, Jeannine Marie
Title: Student File - LaPierre, Jeannine Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 10
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 12 - Student File - Latham, Gerald
Title: Student File - Latham, Gerald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 12
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 15 - Student File - Lawrence, Linda Jean
Title: Student File - Lawrence, Linda Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 15
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 2 - Student File - MacAulay-Reddin, Anne M
Title: Student File - MacAulay-Reddin, Anne M
Reference code: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 2
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 3 - Student File - MacDonald, Alan Jobes
Title: Student File - MacDonald, Alan Jobes
Reference code: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 3
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access: Closed
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 11 - Student File - MacDougall, Kenneth Paul
Title: Student File - MacDougall, Kenneth Paul
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 11
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 7 - Student File - MacKay, Gloria Anne
Title: Student File - MacKay, Gloria Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 7
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 17 - Student File - Matthews, Carolyne Anne
Title: Student File - Matthews, Carolyne Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 17
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 5 - Student File - McGuigan, Ralph Kim
Title: Student File - McGuigan, Ralph Kim
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 5
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 17 - Student File - McKeough, Jean Louise

Title: Student File - McKeough, Jean Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 17
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 10 - Student File - McQuaid, Maureen

Title: Student File - McQuaid, Maureen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 10
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 1 - Student File - Mehlomakulu, Zenyuse Duncan

Title: Student File - Mehlomakulu, Zenyuse Duncan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 1
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 10 - Student File - Miller, Sunday

Title: Student File - Miller, Sunday
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 10
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 20 - Student File - Moore, Anne Jennie

Title: Student File - Moore, Anne Jennie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 20
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 15 - Student File - Muise, Edwin Jules

Title: Student File - Muise, Edwin Jules
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 15
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 18 - Student File - Munro, Jesslyn Marjorie

Title: Student File - Munro, Jesslyn Marjorie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 18
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 10 - Student File - Nash, Linda Cecilia

Title: Student File - Nash, Linda Cecilia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 10
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 14 - Student File - Oram, Edgar Brian

Title: Student File - Oram, Edgar Brian
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 14
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 11 - Student File - Palmer, Judy Anne

Title: Student File - Palmer, Judy Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 11
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 14 - Student File - Paris, Juanita Charlene

Title: Student File - Paris, Juanita Charlene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 14
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 2 - Student File - Picot, Donna Lee

Title: Student File - Picot, Donna Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 2
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 4 - Student File - Pobtoy, Cecil Walker

Title: Student File - Pobtoy, Cecil Walker
Reference code: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 4
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 16 - Student File - Profit, Jean Eva

Title: Student File - Profit, Jean Eva
Reference code: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 16
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 8 - Student File - Raftus, Rose Marie

Title: Student File - Raftus, Rose Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 8
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 11 - Student File - Randerson, Fiora Heather

Title: Student File - Randerson, Fiora Heather
Reference code: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 11
Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 18 - Student File - Reid, Leonard Francis
Title: Student File - Reid, Leonard Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 18
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 16 - Student File - Ryan, William James
Title: Student File - Ryan, William James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 16
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 9 - Student File - Smith, Barbara Ann
Title: Student File - Smith, Barbara Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 9
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 7 - Student File - Steel, Patricia Frances
Title: Student File - Steel, Patricia Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 7
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 15 - Student File - Stewart, Darlene Elaine**

*Title:* Student File - Stewart, Darlene Elaine  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 139, Folder 15  
*Date:* 1986 (date of creation)

*Restrictions on access:*  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 15 - Student File - Suttis, Sharon Anna**

*Title:* Student File - Suttis, Sharon Anna  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 140, Folder 15  
*Date:* 1986 (date of creation)

*Restrictions on access:*  
Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 246, Folder 7 - Student Field Placements and Contracts**

*Title:* Student Field Placements and Contracts  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 246, Folder 7  
*Date:* 1986-1987 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 235, Folder 16 - Academic Files**

*Title:* Academic Files  
*Reference code:* UA-22, Box 235, Folder 16  
*Date:* 1987 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 6 - Student File - Archer, Donald Kenneth**

*Title:* Student File - Archer, Donald Kenneth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 6
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 9 - Student File - Armstrong, Pamela Gale
Title: Student File - Armstrong, Pamela Gale
Reference code: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 9
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 2 - Student File - Attwood, Jean Ann
Title: Student File - Attwood, Jean Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 2
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 4 - Student File - Bailey, Doris Kimberley
Title: Student File - Bailey, Doris Kimberley
Reference code: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 4
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 2 - Student File - Beaman, Susan Gail
Title: Student File - Beaman, Susan Gail
Reference code: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 2
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 5 - Student File - Boudreau, Jeanne Marie

Title: Student File - Boudreau, Jeanne Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 5
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 9 - Student File - Bourgeois, Bernice Michelle

Title: Student File - Bourgeois, Bernice Michelle
Reference code: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 9
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 6 - Student File - Bugley, Christopher Phillip

Title: Student File - Bugley, Christopher Phillip
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 6
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 17 - Student File - Burns, Carla Dawn

Title: Student File - Burns, Carla Dawn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 17
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 6 - Student File - Carroll, Lorraine Gertrude

Title: Student File - Carroll, Lorraine Gertrude
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 6
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 1 - Student File - Chinery, Sandra Marie

Title: Student File - Chinery, Sandra Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 1
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 5 - Student File - Chisholm, Valerie Jean

Title: Student File - Chisholm, Valerie Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 5
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 19 - Student File - Cleary, Faye Patricia

Title: Student File - Cleary, Faye Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 19
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 14 - Student File - Comeau, Ivana Vaasik

Title: Student File - Comeau, Ivana Vaasik
Reference code: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 14
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 8 - Student File - Copeland, Kerry

Title: Student File - Copeland, Kerry
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 8
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 9 - Student File - Corkum, Mary Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Corkum, Mary Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 9
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 14 - Student File - Cormier, Susan Lynn

Title: Student File - Cormier, Susan Lynn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 14
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 16 - Student File - Cronk, Robert Glenn

Title: Student File - Cronk, Robert Glenn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 16
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 15 - Student File - Crooks, Margaret Christine

Title: Student File - Crooks, Margaret Christine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 15
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 4 - Student File - Cudmore, Shelly Anne

Title: Student File - Cudmore, Shelly Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 4
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 3 - Student File - David, Phil Allen

Title: Student File - David, Phil Allen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 3
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 9 - Student File - Dean, Alice Mary

Title: Student File - Dean, Alice Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 9
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 1 - Student File - Demers, Michelle Lisa

Title: Student File - Demers, Michelle Lisa
Reference code: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 1
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 16 - Student File - d'Eon, Rosanne Louise

Title: Student File - d'Eon, Rosanne Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 16
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 2 - Student File - Depour, Larry Donald

Title: Student File - Depour, Larry Donald
Reference code: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 2
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 9 - Student File - Deviller, Darryl Wilson

Title: Student File - Deviller, Darryl Wilson
Reference code: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 9
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 11 - Student File - Dewan, Nalia

Title: Student File - Dewan, Nalia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 11
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 10 - Student File - Doucette, Cheryl Anne Marie

Title: Student File - Doucette, Cheryl Anne Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 10
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 5 - Student File - Evans, Maureen Ann

Title: Student File - Evans, Maureen Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 5
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 16 - Student File - Finkle, Paula Lynne

Title: Student File - Finkle, Paula Lynne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 16
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 18 - Student File - Fraser, John David

Title: Student File - Fraser, John David
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 18
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 20 - Student File - Freeman, Deborah Lynn

Title: Student File - Freeman, Deborah Lynn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 20
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 7 - Student File - Gammon, Holly Gaylen

Title: Student File - Gammon, Holly Gaylen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 7
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 10 - Student File - Gardiner, Suzanne Margaret

Title: Student File - Gardiner, Suzanne Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 10
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 16 - Student File - Gould-Comeau, Lorna Mary

Title: Student File - Gould-Comeau, Lorna Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 16
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 1 - Student File - Hall, Cyndi Ann

Title: Student File - Hall, Cyndi Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 1
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 4 - Student File - Hanna, Josephine Marie

Title: Student File - Hanna, Josephine Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 4
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 16 - Student File - Hennessey, Terrieliesse

Title: Student File - Hennessey, Terrieliesse
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 16
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 5 - Student File - Hill, Elizabeth Ruth

Title: Student File - Hill, Elizabeth Ruth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 5
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 12 - Student File - Hodgin, Marilyn Kathleen

Title: Student File - Hodgin, Marilyn Kathleen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 12
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 13 - Student File - Jacquard, M. Diane

Title: Student File - Jacquard, M. Diane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 13
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 18 - Student File - Jarvis, Denise Mae

Title: Student File - Jarvis, Denise Mae
Reference code: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 18
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 19 - Student File - Jefferson, Lois Ann

Title: Student File - Jefferson, Lois Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 19
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 5 - Student File - Jochim, Elizabeth Anne

Title: Student File - Jochim, Elizabeth Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 5
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 17 - Student File - Johnstone, Carmen Lorraine

Title: Student File - Johnstone, Carmen Lorraine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 17
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 22 - Student File - Journeay, Roberta Rose

Title: Student File - Journeay, Roberta Rose
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 22
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 2 - Student File - Kennedy, Susan Linda

Title: Student File - Kennedy, Susan Linda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 2
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 1 - Student File - Landry, Gary Phillippe

Title: Student File - Landry, Gary Phillippe
Reference code: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 1
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 8 - Student File - Langille, M. Rosealee

Title: Student File - Langille, M. Rosealee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 8
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 9 - Student File - LaPierre, Elaine Marie

Title: Student File - LaPierre, Elaine Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 9
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 5 - Student File - Lombard-Doucet, Yvonne Alda

Title: Student File - Lombard-Doucet, Yvonne Alda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 5
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 8 - Student File - Lord, Carolyn Josephine

Title: Student File - Lord, Carolyn Josephine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 8
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 11 - Student File - Lucas, Sheila Aldora

Title: Student File - Lucas, Sheila Aldora
Reference code: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 11
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 12 - Student File - Lunn, Janice Patricia

Title: Student File - Lunn, Janice Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 12
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 4 - Student File - MacDonald, Ann Louise

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Ann Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 4
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 13 - Student File - MacDonald, Eileen Therese

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Eileen Therese
Reference code: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 13
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 2 - Student File - MacDonald, Mary Marlene

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Mary Marlene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 2
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 9 - Student File - MacDougall, Eleanor Ann

Title: Student File - MacDougall, Eleanor Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 9
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 19 - Student File - MacEwan, Patricia Faye

Title: Student File - MacEwan, Patricia Faye
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 19
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 3 - Student File - MacKinnon, Louella Edith

Title: Student File - MacKinnon, Louella Edith
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 3
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 3 - Student File - Markle, Lorraine Lynda

Title: Student File - Markle, Lorraine Lynda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 3
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 4 - Student File - Marr, Frances Ellen Cecile

Title: Student File - Marr, Frances Ellen Cecile
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 4
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 14 - Student File - Maskell, Gordon Douglas

Title: Student File - Maskell, Gordon Douglas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 14
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 12 - Student File - McClosky, Patrick Francis

Title: Student File - McClosky, Patrick Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 12
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 5 - Student File - McKay, Alicia Adella

Title: Student File - McKay, Alicia Adella
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 5
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 8 - Student File - McKee, Lesley Ann

Title: Student File - McKee, Lesley Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 8
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 20 - Student File - McMahon, Julie Martha Edith

Title: Student File - McMahon, Julie Martha Edith
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 20
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 2 - Student File - McPherson, Katherine Leona

Title: Student File - McPherson, Katherine Leona
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 2
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 2 - Student File - Menzies, Wilma Louise

Title: Student File - Menzies, Wilma Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 2
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 3 - Student File - Merkel, Catherine Lee

Title: Student File - Merkel, Catherine Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 3
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 19 - Student File - Moore, Denise Anne

Title: Student File - Moore, Denise Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 19
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 4 - Student File - Morris, Peggy Ann

Title: Student File - Morris, Peggy Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 4
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 12 - Student File - Neelin, Gregg Jonathan

Title: Student File - Neelin, Gregg Jonathan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 12
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 13 - Student File - Ngwenya, Barbara Ntambi

Title: Student File - Ngwenya, Barbara Ntambi
Reference code: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 13
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 20 - Student File - Osborne, Sarah Ann

Title: Student File - Osborne, Sarah Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 20
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 8 - Student File - Page, Jean Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Page, Jean Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 8
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 5 - Student File - Paturel, Marie Gabrielle

Title: Student File - Paturel, Marie Gabrielle
Reference code: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 5
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 3 - Student File - Pitt, Patricia

Title: Student File - Pitt, Patricia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 3
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 10 - Student File - Pothier, Richard Arnold

Title: Student File - Pothier, Richard Arnold
Reference code: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 10
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 5 - Student File - Pyche, Mary Christena

Title: Student File - Pyche, Mary Christena
Reference code: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 5
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 14 - Student File - Rathbun, Janet Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Rathbun, Janet Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 14
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 8 - Student File - Richard, Sandra Marie

Title: Student File - Richard, Sandra Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 8
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 11 - Student File - Ridgeway, Colleen Dale

Title: Student File - Ridgeway, Colleen Dale
Reference code: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 11
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 15 - Student File - Roberts, John Hugh

Title: Student File - Roberts, John Hugh
Reference code: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 15
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 8 - Student File - Rowell, Pamela Leah

Title: Student File - Rowell, Pamela Leah
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 8
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 14 - Student File - Ryan, Conor Patrick

Title: Student File - Ryan, Conor Patrick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 14
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 2 - Student File - Saulnier, Alphonsine

Title: Student File - Saulnier, Alphonsine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 2
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 13 - Student File - Smith, Terrance Lloyd

Title: Student File - Smith, Terrance Lloyd
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 13
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 14 - Student File - Stevens, Catherine Molly

Title: Student File - Stevens, Catherine Molly
Reference code: UA-22, Box 139, Folder 14
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 2 - Student File - Stoddard, Elizabeth Anne

Title: Student File - Stoddard, Elizabeth Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 2
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 7 - Student File - Story, Robert Scott

Title: Student File - Story, Robert Scott
Reference code: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 7
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed

File: UA-22, Box 376, Folder 4 - Grievances Sent to Ombudsman

Title: Grievances Sent to Ombudsman
Reference code: UA-22, Box 376, Folder 4
Date: 1987-1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access: Closed
File: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 5 - Project Supervision - Fred Wien for Vincent Simon and Anne D. MacKinnon

Title: Project Supervision - Fred Wien for Vincent Simon and Anne D. MacKinnon
Reference code: UA-22, Box 342, Folder 5
Date: 1987-1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 9 - Student File - Allen, Jane Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Allen, Jane Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 9
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 14 - Student File - Anderson, Christine Kimberly

Title: Student File - Anderson, Christine Kimberly
Reference code: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 14
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 15 - Student File - Anderson, Rick Kenneth

Title: Student File - Anderson, Rick Kenneth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 15
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 1 - Student File - Andres, Sara Jane

Title: Student File - Andres, Sara Jane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 1
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 10 - Student File - Arnold, Sonya Sheila-Marie

Title: Student File - Arnold, Sonya Sheila-Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 82, Folder 10
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 1 - Student File - Babineau, Janine Doreta

Title: Student File - Babineau, Janine Doreta
Reference code: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 1
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 17 - Student File - Bernard, Kimberley Nadine

Title: Student File - Bernard, Kimberley Nadine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 17
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 5 - Student File - Black, Vicki Lynn

Title: Student File - Black, Vicki Lynn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 86, Folder 5
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 13 - Student File - Boyd, Cynthia Margaret

Title: Student File - Boyd, Cynthia Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 13
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 17 - Student File - Brown, Marion Isabel

Title: Student File - Brown, Marion Isabel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 17
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 7 - Student File - Bungay, Wendy Marie

Title: Student File - Bungay, Wendy Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 7
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 11 - Student File - Cameron, Sandra Charlene

Title: Student File - Cameron, Sandra Charlene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 11
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 15 - Student File - Campbell, Charles Douglas

Title: Student File - Campbell, Charles Douglas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 15
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 3 - Student File - Carlson, Myrna Lynn

Title: Student File - Carlson, Myrna Lynn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 3
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 10 - Student File - Cartwright, Paul Anthony

Title: Student File - Cartwright, Paul Anthony
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 10
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
**File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 17 - Student File - Chapman, Richard Donald**

- **Title:** Student File - Chapman, Richard Donald
- **Reference code:** UA-22, Box 91, Folder 17
- **Date:** 1988 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**
- Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 6 - Student File - Chisholm, William Patrick**

- **Title:** Student File - Chisholm, William Patrick
- **Reference code:** UA-22, Box 92, Folder 6
- **Date:** 1988 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**
- Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 92, Folder 10 - Student File - Christopher, Errol Denis**

- **Title:** Student File - Christopher, Errol Denis
- **Reference code:** UA-22, Box 92, Folder 10
- **Date:** 1988 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**
- Closed

---

**File: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 5 - Student File - Coade, Christine Ann**

- **Title:** Student File - Coade, Christine Ann
- **Reference code:** UA-22, Box 93, Folder 5
- **Date:** 1988 (date of creation)

**Restrictions on access:**
- Closed
File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 11 - Student File - Cormier, Irene Josephine

Title: Student File - Cormier, Irene Josephine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 11
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 4 - Student File - Crane, Gina Marie

Title: Student File - Crane, Gina Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 4
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 13 - Student File - Cyr, Joanne Allison

Title: Student File - Cyr, Joanne Allison
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 13
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 5 - Student File - Davis, Barabra Lynn

Title: Student File - Davis, Barabra Lynn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 5
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 4 - Student File - Desmond, Ellen Christine

Title: Student File - Desmond, Ellen Christine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 4
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 6 - Student File - Deveau, Dianne Marie

Title: Student File - Deveau, Dianne Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 6
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 11 - Student File - Doucette, Natalie Jean

Title: Student File - Doucette, Natalie Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 11
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 18 - Student File - Ellis, Jennifer Lynn

Title: Student File - Ellis, Jennifer Lynn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 18
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 13 - Student File - Feenstra, Monique Christine

Title: Student File - Feenstra, Monique Christine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 13
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 2 - Student File - Fitzpatrick, De-Anne Maria

Title: Student File - Fitzpatrick, De-Anne Maria
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 2
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 5 - Student File - Floyd, Mary Beth

Title: Student File - Floyd, Mary Beth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 5
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 16 - Student File - Gibson, Francis Joseph

Title: Student File - Gibson, Francis Joseph
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 16
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 3 - Student File - Gillis, Mary Joanne

Title: Student File - Gillis, Mary Joanne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 3
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 3 - Student File - Hamilton, Nancy Darlene

Title: Student File - Hamilton, Nancy Darlene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 3
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 2 - Student File - Haydon, Glenda Lee

Title: Student File - Haydon, Glenda Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 2
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 21 - Student File - Herrett, Jocelyn Christine

Title: Student File - Herrett, Jocelyn Christine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 21
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 8 - Student File - Hilton, Earnest William

Title: Student File - Hilton, Earnest William
Reference code: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 8
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 15 - Student File - Hoggarth, George Arthur

Title: Student File - Hoggarth, George Arthur
Reference code: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 15
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 5 - Student File - Humphreys, Sandra Lee

Title: Student File - Humphreys, Sandra Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 5
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 8 - Student File - Johnson, Beverly Diane

Title: Student File - Johnson, Beverly Diane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 8
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 5 - Student File - Khamisa, Laura Marie
Title: Student File - Khamisa, Laura Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 5
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 4 - Student File - Kostiuk, Connie Kathy
Title: Student File - Kostiuk, Connie Kathy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 4
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 5 - Student File - Kuhn, Rosemary Elizabeth
Title: Student File - Kuhn, Rosemary Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 5
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 13 - Student File - Larson-MacNeil, Laurie Lee
Title: Student File - Larson-MacNeil, Laurie Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 13
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 4 - Student File - LeBlanc, Stephen Philip

Title: Student File - LeBlanc, Stephen Philip  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 4  
Date: 1988 (date of creation)  
Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 6 - Student File - Lecour-Benoit, Leslie Anne

Title: Student File - Lecour-Benoit, Leslie Anne  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 6  
Date: 1988 (date of creation)  
Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 2 - Student File - Leppard, Pauline Marie

Title: Student File - Leppard, Pauline Marie  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 2  
Date: 1988 (date of creation)  
Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 1 - Student File - MacAulay, Mary Marlene

Title: Student File - MacAulay, Mary Marlene  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 1  
Date: 1988 (date of creation)  
Restrictions on access:  
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 11 - Student File - MacInnis, Michael James

Title: Student File - MacInnis, Michael James
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 11
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 2 - Student File - MacIver, Carole Gayle

Title: Student File - MacIver, Carole Gayle
Reference code: UA-22, Box 121, Folder 2
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 12 - Student File - MacLean, Susan Elizabeth

Title: Student File - MacLean, Susan Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 12
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 15 - Student File - MacPhee, Margaret Marie

Title: Student File - MacPhee, Margaret Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 123, Folder 15
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 17 - Student File - Maloney, James Colin

Title: Student File - Maloney, James Colin
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 17
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 6 - Student File - Marshall-Bernard, Eleanor C.

Title: Student File - Marshall-Bernard, Eleanor C.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 6
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 13 - Student File - McConnell, Gregory Shawn

Title: Student File - McConnell, Gregory Shawn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 13
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 20 - Student File - Medioli, Maria Beatrice

Title: Student File - Medioli, Maria Beatrice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 125, Folder 20
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 7 - Student File - Mildon, John Francis
Title: Student File - Mildon, John Francis
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 7
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 15 - Student File - Mitchell, Wendy Gwendolyn
Title: Student File - Mitchell, Wendy Gwendolyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 15
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 19 - Student File - Munro, Sharon Christian
Title: Student File - Munro, Sharon Christian
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 19
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 2 - Student File - Murray, Pamela Ann
Title: Student File - Murray, Pamela Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 2
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 4 - Student File - Paterson, Deborah Holly

Title: Student File - Paterson, Deborah Holly
Reference code: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 4
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 6 - Student File - Paul, Nicholas Warren

Title: Student File - Paul, Nicholas Warren
Reference code: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 6
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 9 - Student File - Pembroke, Johneen Marie

Title: Student File - Pembroke, Johneen Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 9
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 3 - Student File - Punt, Mary Louise

Title: Student File - Punt, Mary Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 3
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 10 - Student File - Richardson, Ria Maureen

Title: Student File - Richardson, Ria Maureen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 10
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 8 - Student File - Seymour, Lisa Marguerite

Title: Student File - Seymour, Lisa Marguerite
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 8
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 5 - Awards - General

Title: Awards - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 380, Folder 5
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 2 - Student File - Babineau, Janine Doreta

Title: Student File - Babineau, Janine Doreta
Reference code: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 2
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 7 - Student File - Bambrough, Janine Anne

Title: Student File - Bambrough, Janine Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 7
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 3 - Student File - Boudreau, Debra Ann

Title: Student File - Boudreau, Debra Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 3
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 10 - Student File - Bowden, Winnie

Title: Student File - Bowden, Winnie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 10
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 16 - Student File - Boyd, Stephen Robert

Title: Student File - Boyd, Stephen Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 16
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 16 - Student File - Brown, Linda Frances

Title: Student File - Brown, Linda Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 16
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 14 - Student File - Burke, Susan Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Burke, Susan Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 89, Folder 14
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 7 - Student File - Butler, Shawn Michael

Title: Student File - Butler, Shawn Michael
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 7
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 9 - Student File - Cameron, Matthew Thomas

Title: Student File - Cameron, Matthew Thomas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 9
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 9 - Student File - Carter, Randy Frederick
Title: Student File - Carter, Randy Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 9
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 18 - Student File - Cheek, Mildred Lynn
Title: Student File - Cheek, Mildred Lynn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 18
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 15 - Student File - Cook, Hilary Jennifer
Title: Student File - Cook, Hilary Jennifer
Reference code: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 15
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 7 - Student File - Copeland, Jodi Ann
Title: Student File - Copeland, Jodi Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 7
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 13 - Student File - Cormier, Karen Marlene

Title: Student File - Cormier, Karen Marlene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 13
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 9 - Student File - Cripton, Mary Veronica

Title: Student File - Cripton, Mary Veronica
Reference code: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 9
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 17 - Student File - Crooks, Timothy MacLean

Title: Student File - Crooks, Timothy MacLean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 17
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 12 - Student File - Crosby, Jean Margaret

Title: Student File - Crosby, Jean Margaret
Reference code: UA-22, Box 95, Folder 12
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 2 - Student File - Cruise, Kenneth Robert

Title: Student File - Cruise, Kenneth Robert
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 2
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 3 - Student File - Cruise, Reila

Title: Student File - Cruise, Reila
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 3
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 5 - Student File - Cumminger, Gertrude Kelley

Title: Student File - Cumminger, Gertrude Kelley
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 5
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 9 - Student File - Dzaich, Julie A.

Title: Student File - Dzaich, Julie A.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 9
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 1 - Student File - Estabrooks, David Brent

Title: Student File - Estabrooks, David Brent
Reference code: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 1
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 7 - Student File - Ezekiel, Carol Blanche

Title: Student File - Ezekiel, Carol Blanche
Reference code: UA-22, Box 101, Folder 7
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 10 - Student File - Forsyth, M. Isabel

Title: Student File - Forsyth, M. Isabel
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 10
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 13 - Student File - Fox, Barbara Innis Scott

Title: Student File - Fox, Barbara Innis Scott
Reference code: UA-22, Box 102, Folder 13
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 3 - Student File - Gallagher, Kelly Patrick

Title: Student File - Gallagher, Kelly Patrick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 3
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 7 - Student File - Girard, Stella Marie

Title: Student File - Girard, Stella Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 7
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 3 - Student File - Greig, Elizabeth Linda

Title: Student File - Greig, Elizabeth Linda
Reference code: UA-22, Box 105, Folder 3
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 17 - Student File - Hawking, Dawn

Title: Student File - Hawking, Dawn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 17
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 1 - Student File - Hawryluk, Janet Anastasia

Title: Student File - Hawryluk, Janet Anastasia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 1
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 6 - Student File - Hebert, Sylvie

Title: Student File - Hebert, Sylvie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 6
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 20 - Student File - Hernandez, Maria Elena

Title: Student File - Hernandez, Maria Elena
Reference code: UA-22, Box 107, Folder 20
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 7 - Student File - Hillier, Heather Joy

Title: Student File - Hillier, Heather Joy
Reference code: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 7
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 11 - Student File - Hirsche, Patrick Clifford

Title: Student File - Hirsche, Patrick Clifford
Reference code: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 11
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 6 - Student File - Joe, Frank S.

Title: Student File - Joe, Frank S.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 6
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 10 - Student File - John Lawrence

Title: Student File - John Lawrence
Reference code: UA-22, Box 129, Folder 10
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 13 - Student File - Johnson, Gloria

Title: Student File - Johnson, Gloria
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 13
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 11 - Student File - Johnson, Lynda Jean

Title: Student File - Johnson, Lynda Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 11
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 2 - Student File - Kokic, Anne Frances

Title: Student File - Kokic, Anne Frances
Reference code: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 2
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 10 - Student File - Lales, Katie Jean

Title: Student File - Lales, Katie Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 10
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 7 - Student File - Lee, Dianne Marie

Title: Student File - Lee, Dianne Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 7
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 17 - Student File - Lepage, Cyd Marie

Title: Student File - Lepage, Cyd Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 115, Folder 17
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 6 - Student File - Loomis, Rhonda Ann

Title: Student File - Loomis, Rhonda Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 6
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 12 - Student File - MacDonald, Duncan Roland

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Duncan Roland
Reference code: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 12
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 10 - Student File - MacDonald, Kevin A

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Kevin A
Reference code: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 10
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 6 - Student File - MacGuire, Catherine Gerada

Title: Student File - MacGuire, Catherine Gerada
Reference code: UA-22, Box 120, Folder 6
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 1 - Student File - MacKinnon, Barbara Ann

Title: Student File - MacKinnon, Barbara Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 122, Folder 1
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 4 - Student File - MacPherson, Margaret Louise

Title: Student File - MacPherson, Margaret Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 4
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 9 - Student File - McClelland, Jean Katherine

Title: Student File - McClelland, Jean Katherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 9
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 14 - Student File - Mitchell, Paul Frederick

Title: Student File - Mitchell, Paul Frederick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 14
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 9 - Student File - Morris, Mary

Title: Student File - Morris, Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 9
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 13 - Student File - Mossman, Carolyn

Title: Student File - Mossman, Carolyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 13
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 15 - Student File - Neufield, Gary Alan

Title: Student File - Neufield, Gary Alan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 15
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 3 - Student File - Oulton, James Alyward  
Title: Student File - Oulton, James Alyward  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 3  
Date: 1989 (date of creation)  
Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 11 - Student File - Perry, Christine Elaine  
Title: Student File - Perry, Christine Elaine  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 11  
Date: 1989 (date of creation)  
Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 13 - Student File - Petrie, Ginette Marie Alice  
Title: Student File - Petrie, Ginette Marie Alice  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 131, Folder 13  
Date: 1989 (date of creation)  
Restrictions on access:  
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 11 - Student File - Poulette, M. Whycocamagh  
Title: Student File - Poulette, M. Whycocamagh  
Reference code: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 11  
Date: 1989 (date of creation)  
Restrictions on access:  
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 13 - Student File - Powr-Colford, Cynthia Lynn

Title: Student File - Powr-Colford, Cynthia Lynn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 13
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 14 - Student File - Presley, Marilyn Darlene

Title: Student File - Presley, Marilyn Darlene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 14
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 2 - Student File - Pugh, Florence Anne

Title: Student File - Pugh, Florence Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 2
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 6 - Student File - Pye, Susan Amelia

Title: Student File - Pye, Susan Amelia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 6
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 7 - Student File - Rader, Christine
Title: Student File - Rader, Christine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 7
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 12 - Student File - Randel, Patricia Ann
Title: Student File - Randel, Patricia Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 12
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 2 - Student File - Reid, Marilyn
Title: Student File - Reid, Marilyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 2
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 14 - Student File - Root, Kevin Josiah
Title: Student File - Root, Kevin Josiah
Reference code: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 14
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 7 - Student File - Scott, Neberne Bertney
Title: Student File - Scott, Neberne Bertney
Reference code: UA-22, Box 137, Folder 7
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 11 - Student File - Amirault, Beatrice Estelle
Title: Student File - Amirault, Beatrice Estelle
Reference code: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 11
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 12 - Student File - Barkhouse-Keddy, Belinda Lyn
Title: Student File - Barkhouse-Keddy, Belinda Lyn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 12
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 6 - Student File - Boudreau, Michelle Lee
Title: Student File - Boudreau, Michelle Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 6
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 8 - Student File - Boudreau, Suzanne Alice

Title: Student File - Boudreau, Suzanne Alice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 87, Folder 8
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 6 - Student File - Brittain, Christine Lynne

Title: Student File - Brittain, Christine Lynne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 6
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 8 - Student File - Brogan, Lynn

Title: Student File - Brogan, Lynn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 88, Folder 8
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 3 - Student File - Butler, Bernedette Marie

Title: Student File - Butler, Bernedette Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 3
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 6 - Student File - Butler, Jennifer Marie

Title: Student File - Butler, Jennifer Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 6
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 21 - Student File - Carey-MacKintosh, Eileen M.

Title: Student File - Carey-MacKintosh, Eileen M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 90, Folder 21
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 7 - Student File - Carter, John Andrew

Title: Student File - Carter, John Andrew
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 7
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 6 - Student File - Coady, Frances Cheyenne

Title: Student File - Coady, Frances Cheyenne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 6
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 10 - Student File - Colley, Sylvia Alison

Title: Student File - Colley, Sylvia Alison
Reference code: UA-22, Box 93, Folder 10
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 10 - Student File - Cormier, Cindy Gail

Title: Student File - Cormier, Cindy Gail
Reference code: UA-22, Box 94, Folder 10
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 11 - Student File - Currie, Todd Patrick

Title: Student File - Currie, Todd Patrick
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 11
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 15 - Student File - Day, Laura

Title: Student File - Day, Laura
Reference code: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 15
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 14 - Student File - DiFrancesco, Mary Velma

Title: Student File - DiFrancesco, Mary Velma
Reference code: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 14
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 17 - Student File - Dithurbide, Deborah Darlene

Title: Student File - Dithurbide, Deborah Darlene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 98, Folder 17
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 13 - Student File - Dowling, Janet Anne

Title: Student File - Dowling, Janet Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 99, Folder 13
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 11 - Student File - Eatmon, John Thomas

Title: Student File - Eatmon, John Thomas
Reference code: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 11
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 17 - Student File - Ellicott, Sandra G. Kent

Title: Student File - Ellicott, Sandra G. Kent
Reference code: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 17
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 14 - Student File - Gehue, Bernadette

Title: Student File - Gehue, Bernadette
Reference code: UA-22, Box 103, Folder 14
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 9 - Student File - Gloade, Sandra

Title: Student File - Gloade, Sandra
Reference code: UA-22, Box 104, Folder 9
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 9 - Student File - Harper, Kimberly Virginia

Title: Student File - Harper, Kimberly Virginia
Reference code: UA-22, Box 106, Folder 9
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 6 - Student File - Hill, Wanda Louise
Title: Student File - Hill, Wanda Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 108, Folder 6
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 7 - Student File - Ignaszewski, Maryla
Title: Student File - Ignaszewski, Maryla
Reference code: UA-22, Box 109, Folder 7
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 10 - Student File - Johnson-Basque, Diane
Title: Student File - Johnson-Basque, Diane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 10
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 11 - Student File - King, Christine
Title: Student File - King, Christine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 112, Folder 11
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 9 - Student File - Lafleur, Patrice

Title: Student File - Lafleur, Patrice
Reference code: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 9
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 4 - Student File - Locke, Edward

Title: Student File - Locke, Edward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 116, Folder 4
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 7 - Student File - McDonnell, Daphne Mary

Title: Student File - McDonnell, Daphne Mary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 119, Folder 7
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 1 - Student File - McPherson, Katherine Leona

Title: Student File - McPherson, Katherine Leona
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 1
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 6 - Student File - Mikhail, May

Title: Student File - Mikhail, May
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 6
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 17 - Student File - Molloy, Deborah Jean

Title: Student File - Molloy, Deborah Jean
Reference code: UA-22, Box 126, Folder 17
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 17 - Student File - Parris, Linda Lee

Title: Student File - Parris, Linda Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 17
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 18 - Student File - Parsons, Dawn Carol

Title: Student File - Parsons, Dawn Carol
Reference code: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 18
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 12 - Student File - Powell, Danette Marie

Title: Student File - Powell, Danette Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 132, Folder 12
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 12 - Student File - Riordan, Janet Susan

Title: Student File - Riordan, Janet Susan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 12
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 6 - Student File - Roberts, Wendy K

Title: Student File - Roberts, Wendy K
Reference code: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 6
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 12 - Student File - Rodgers, Nancy Lynn

Title: Student File - Rodgers, Nancy Lynn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 135, Folder 12
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 3 - Student File - Simon, Vincent
Title: Student File - Simon, Vincent
Reference code: UA-22, Box 138, Folder 3
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 11 - Student File - Stuckless, Darlene
Title: Student File - Stuckless, Darlene
Reference code: UA-22, Box 140, Folder 11
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 388, Folder 2 - Appeals - David Hood Appeal
Title: Appeals - David Hood Appeal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 388, Folder 2
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 388, Folder 4 - Awards - Bursaries
Title: Awards - Bursaries
Reference code: UA-22, Box 388, Folder 4
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 5 - Student File - Adams, Mary Judith

Title: Student File - Adams, Mary Judith
Reference code: UA-22, Box 81, Folder 5
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 4 - Student File - Aucoin, Lorraine Elizabeth

Title: Student File - Aucoin, Lorraine Elizabeth
Reference code: UA-22, Box 83, Folder 4
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 16 - Student File - Bernard, Doreen

Title: Student File - Bernard, Doreen
Reference code: UA-22, Box 85, Folder 16
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 12 - Student File - Cashen, Catherine Ann

Title: Student File - Cashen, Catherine Ann
Reference code: UA-22, Box 91, Folder 12
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 14 - Student File - Ebel, Brenda Lee
Title: Student File - Ebel, Brenda Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 100, Folder 14
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 9 - Student File - Johnson, Christine Anne
Title: Student File - Johnson, Christine Anne
Reference code: UA-22, Box 110, Folder 9
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 6 - Student File - Kushner, Robert Lindsay
Title: Student File - Kushner, Robert Lindsay
Reference code: UA-22, Box 113, Folder 6
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 16 - Student File - Leblanc, Jeanne M.
Title: Student File - Leblanc, Jeanne M.
Reference code: UA-22, Box 114, Folder 16
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 5 - Student File - MacPherson, Margaret Louise

Title: Student File - MacPherson, Margaret Louise
Reference code: UA-22, Box 124, Folder 5
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 11 - Student File - McClelland, Jean Kartherine

Title: Student File - McClelland, Jean Kartherine
Reference code: UA-22, Box 117, Folder 11
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 5 - Student File - Morris, Rose

Title: Student File - Morris, Rose
Reference code: UA-22, Box 127, Folder 5
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 5 - Student File - Myles, Krista Lee

Title: Student File - Myles, Krista Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 5
Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 6 - Student File - Myles, Krista Lee
Title: Student File - Myles, Krista Lee
Reference code: UA-22, Box 128, Folder 6
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 9 - Student File - Raftus, Rose Marie
Title: Student File - Raftus, Rose Marie
Reference code: UA-22, Box 133, Folder 9
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 4 - Student File - Ross, Nancy Maria
Title: Student File - Ross, Nancy Maria
Reference code: UA-22, Box 136, Folder 4
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 4 - Student File - Oulton, James Alyward
Title: Student File - Oulton, James Alyward
Reference code: UA-22, Box 130, Folder 4
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
File: UA-22, Box 264, Folder 2 - Societies - Student Collective Meeting Minutes, Correspondence and Reports

Title: Societies - Student Collective Meeting Minutes, Correspondence and Reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 264, Folder 2
Date: 1992-1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 217, Folder 6 - Disciplinary

Title: Disciplinary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 217, Folder 6
Date: 1993 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 217, Folder 1 - Academic Files

Title: Academic Files
Reference code: UA-22, Box 217, Folder 1
Date: 1994 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 13 - Student File - Barkhouse, Jill Annette

Title: Student File - Barkhouse, Jill Annette
Reference code: UA-22, Box 84, Folder 13
Date: 1994 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 96, Folder 10 - Student File - Currie, Scott Kilburn
File: UA-22, Box 219, Folder 7 - Academic Files

Title: Academic Files
Reference code: UA-22, Box 219, Folder 7
Date: 1994-1995 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 264, Folder 3 - Awards - General

Title: Awards - General
Reference code: UA-22, Box 264, Folder 3
Date: 1994-1996 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 217, Folder 3 - Academic Files

Title: Academic Files
Reference code: UA-22, Box 217, Folder 3
Date: 1995 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-22, Box 217, Folder 4 - Disciplinary

Title: Disciplinary
Reference code: UA-22, Box 217, Folder 4
Date: 1995 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 14 - Student File - MacDonald, Georgina Diane

Title: Student File - MacDonald, Georgina Diane
Reference code: UA-22, Box 118, Folder 14
Date: 1995 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 6 - Field Placements

Title: Field Placements
Reference code: UA-22, Box 207, Folder 6
Date: 1996 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 29 - Student File - Glickman, Susan

Title: Student File - Glickman, Susan
Reference code: UA-22, Box 141, Folder 29
Date: 1996 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 231, Folder 15 - Student Accounts - Bachelor of Social Work
File: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 9 - Student File - Richard, Shelley Dawn

Title: Student File - Richard, Shelley Dawn
Reference code: UA-22, Box 134, Folder 9
Date: 1997 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 14 - Student File - Denny, Joe

Title: Student File - Denny, Joe
Reference code: UA-22, Box 97, Folder 14
Date: 1998 (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

Series: MSSW papers

Title: MSSW papers
Date: 1961-1982 (date of creation)
Physical description: 17 cm of textual records (14 folders)

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 1 - Poster presentation typescript on senior power in Canada

Title: Poster presentation typescript on senior power in Canada
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 1
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 2 - Senior citizens in a low-income area: a study of the needs of the elderly and their utilization of social services

Title: Senior citizens in a low-income area: a study of the needs of the elderly and their utilization of social services
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 2
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 3 - Report from the President's committee on administrative studies

Title: Report from the President's committee on administrative studies
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 3
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 4 - Paper on the abortion controversy in Canada

Title: Paper on the abortion controversy in Canada
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 4
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 5 - Papers and reports on gerontology and aging

Title: Papers and reports on gerontology and aging
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 5
Date: 1976-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 6 - Advisory council papers

Title: Advisory council papers
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 6
Date: 1973-1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 7 - Dalhousie legal aid service annual report
File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 8 - Report on masters of social work programs offered by Canadian schools

Title: Report on masters of social work programs offered by Canadian schools
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 8
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 9 - Research proposal

Title: Research proposal
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 9
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 10 - An address on treatment in Canadian penitentiaries

Title: An address on treatment in Canadian penitentiaries
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 10
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 11 - Paper on courts and social welfare

Title: Paper on courts and social welfare
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 11
Date: N.D. (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 12 - Help line: a study of client's perception and use of service

Title: Help line: a study of client's perception and use of service
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 12
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 13 - Paper on counselling disadvantaged clients
Title: Paper on counselling disadvantaged clients
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 13
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 14 - Dalhousie Universities reports
Title: Dalhousie Universities reports
Reference code: UA-22, Box 1, Folder 14
Date: 1966-1970 (date of creation)